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Abstract

John Jebb (1736-36) began his career as a clergyman and academic at Cambridge in the
1760s, and died as a doctor and leading figure ¿rmong political reformers in London. rWhile

he is referred to in srudies of the religious, educational and political controversies of the
day, Jebb has yet to be the subject of an extended modem study. Committed to reforming
all aspects of what uas later termed 'Old Comrption', Jebb is an ideal case through which
to examine the natu¡e of political dissent in eighteenth-century Britain.

Jebb's thinking was profoundly influenced by David Hartley's attempt to combine a

heterodox version of Christianity with a materialist and determinist account of the mind.
Thus thesis demonstates liow-.Iebb's philosophical arli i'eligious radicalism irxpired irirn to
work tirelessly for reform. At Cambridge he provoked strong conservative opposition with
his heterodox lectures on the Greek New Testament, involvement in the campaign against

clerical subscription, and promotion of academic reform. Jebb found himself increasingly
marginalised in chu¡ch and university as a tide of loyalism swept the country in response to
rebellion in the American colonies. In 1776 Jebb resigned as a clergyman and moved to
London to undertake the study and practice of medicine.

As the American war dragged on with no end in sight, a popular movement for political
reform developed. Jebb became a leader of this movement and was instrumental in
establishing a platform that called for universal suffrage and annual elections, and for
rvhich British radicals campaigned until the mid-nineteenth century. Thus, this study of the

motives and actions of John Jebb sheds some light on the development of democracy in
Britain.

This work contains no material which has been accepted for the award of any other deglee

or diploma in any university or other tertiary institution and, to the best of my knowledge
and belief, contains no material previously published or written by another person, except

where due reference has been made in the text.

I give consent to this copy of my thesis, when deposited in the University Library, being

available for loan and photocopying

Anthony Page
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A note on sources and terminologt

The primary text used in this study is The l4torlçs: Theological, Medical, Political and

Miscellaneous of John Jebb, MD. FRS., with a Lfe of the Author (3 vols., John Disney ed.,

l7S7). Volume I is divided into two parts with separate pagination. The first part (John

Disney's memoir of Jebb) is cited as: Jebb IM. The second part is simply cited as: Jebb I.

The other two volumes are cited as: Jebb II and Jebb III.

There are five volumes of Jebb's interleaved Greek New Testament and a volume of notes

for his Theological Lectures in Dr Williams' Library. The pages are not numbered, but

most citations of the interleaved Testament a¡e from the fi¡st few pages of each volume

where Jebb tended to write general notes. These a¡e cited as: DWL Jebb mss. I - VI.

When I fust wrote to Martin Fitzpatrick about my thesis he expressed doubt as to whether

enough primary sowce material existed. I decided to soldier on, armed with Jebb's three-

volume collected works and the hope of discovering a cacheþf Jebb correspondence.

During my research visit to Britain it was with mixed emotions that I discovered a letter by

the nephew and executor of A¡ur Jebb, relating how it had taken him some time to destroy

his aunt's manuscripts (which probably would have included her husband's), they being

'very voluminous as she seemed to have kept the whole of her correspondence'.r If this

collection had survived the Jebbs would no doubt already have been the subject of

extended study.

I have, however, treen able to cobble together scattered letters by John and Ann Jebb

contained in libraries in Britain, Ireland and America. In addition, I was able to recover all

of Ann Jebb's letters to the newspapers during the Feathers Tavem controversy. Many

were written to the lVhite-Hall Evening Posl, of which there are few surviving copies from

this period. Fortunately, however, John Disney collected newspaper clippings from the

conroversy and placed them in six large scrapbooks - now lodged in the Dr Williams

Library.

' Joh¡ Torkington to Henry Taylor jr., I August 1813, CUL Taylor papers.



Nearly all of Jebb's writings were of a controversial nature (short tracts and newspaper

letters). Thus my attempt to reconstruct his philosophical outlook is based largely upon an

analysis of his scattered notes and references. To assist in this task I have drawn liberally

upon the writings of those who exercised a demonstrable influence upon his thinking, zuch

as David Hartley, his Cambridge mentor Edmund Law, and that leading light of Rational

Dissent and disciple of Hartley, Joseph Priestley.

Applying the term radical to the eighteenth century is both anachronistic and problematic,

and so my decision to refer to Jebb as a radical throughout the thesis requires some

qualitìcation. 'Radical' implies a desire to transform the social structure, yet Jebb had a

relatively conventional view of the social hierarchy (see Chapter 10) and his political views

are best described as 'liberal'. Yet to refer to him as a liberal throughout the thesis would

imply that his opponents were illiberal - which many of them were not. Liberal also

underplays the relatively radical nature of many of Jebb's ideas and the radical

implications of his proposals.

Jebb crossed from the radical fringe of the Anglican Church at Cambridge into the heart of

metropolitan Rational Dissent. While Jebb began attending Lindsey's Unitarian church, he

retained many füends who remained within the Anglican fold, and acknowledged that

'many persons who hold similar opinions to mine, can continue in the Church with great

advantage to the cause of Christianity; acting at the same time in perfect conformity to

conscience'.2 This supports Robert Webb's suggestion that there was 'a continuum of

rational religion' in which 'Dissenters were numerically less significant than Churchmen'.3

It was a continuum.along which Jebb moved toward the advanced Unitarianism of Rational

Dissent. As such, throughout this thesis I have made specific use of the term Rational

Dissent, while mole genelally employing the phrase 'rational Ch¡istians'.

' JJ to Dr William Chambers, 2l October 1775, Jebb IM, p.106.
3 R.K. Webb, 'The Emergence of Rational Dissent', in Knud Haakonssen ed., Enlightenment and Religion:

Rat ional D issent in eighteent h-century Br itain (Cambridge, I 996), pp. 12-41, at p. 40.
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'The creed they professed neither suffered nor exalted dominion, but

preached self-domínion. Their sympatlty was with the oppressed. They

cherished in their thoughts and wished to transmit to their posterity those

rights and privileges for which their ancestors had died on the scafold or

had pined in dungeons or in þreign climes. This covenant they læpt - this

principle they stuck by - as it sticks by them to the last. It grew with their

growth. It does not wither in their decay.'

l¡t¡illiam Hazlitt.



Introduction

Dr John Jebb (1736-86) began his career as a clergyman and academic at Cambridge in the

1760s, and died as a doctor and leading figure among political reformers in London. When

the American ambassador John Adams arrived in London in 1785 he told Jebb that 'I have

long wanted to Communicate with some of the enlightened Friends of Liberry here . .. and

I know of none who merit the Character better'.ì This sense of Jebb's important role in the

reform movement w'as echoed twenty-seven years after his death by the conservative critic

John Nichols, who wrote: 'No name is better known among the advocates for

Parliamentary Refomr, than that of Dr Jebb'. Nichols characterised him as

much celebrated among the violent partisans for unbounded liberfy,

religious and political; and certainly a man of learning and talents, though

they were both so much absorbed in controversy as to leave little among

his writings of general use . . .. He was an active, enterprising, sincere, good

natured man, but of rather too ardent a temper.2

While he is referred to in studies of the religious, educational and political controversies of

his day, Jebb has yet to be the subject of an extended modern study.3

Jebb was committed to reforming all aspects of what rvould later be termed 'Old

Comrption'. At Cambridge he taught mathematics and philosophy, and acted as university

examiner on several occasions. Through critical study of the Bible he became a Socinian,

and attracted the disapproval of uriiversity authorities when he proceeded to deliver

lectures on the Greek New Testament. In the early 1770s Jebb became a leading figure in

organising the Feathers Tavem petition, which requested that parliament remove the

requirement that Church of England clergy subscribe to the Thirry-Nine Articles. When it

' Joh¡ Adams to John Jebb.2l August 1785, MHS Adams papers.
t John Nichols, Literory.-lnecdotes of the Eighteenth Century (1813), II, pp. 7ll,57l-72. Unless otherwise
indicated place of publication is London.
I The most substantial treatment so far is Naomi Miller's entry on Jebb in J.O. Baylen and N.J. Grossman
eds., I Biographical Dictionary of Modern British Radicals: volume I, 1770-1830 (Salem, New Hampshire,
1979); see also Caroline Robbins The Eighteenth-Century Commonwealthman: studies in the trqnsmission,
development and circumstance of English liberal thought from the Restoration of Charles II until the war
wilh the Thirteen Colonies (Cambridge, Mass., 1959), pp. 370-73; John Gascoigne's forthcoming entry on

Jebb in the New Dictionary of Nationol Biography.



Introduction 2

became evident that the efforts of the petitioning clergy were to no avail, Jebb tumed his

attention to educational reform, seeking to broaden the curriculum and introduce arurual

examinations for all snrdents. Following the nanow failure of his educational proposals,

Jebb became increasingly marginalised at Cambridge, a situation exacerbated by his open

support for the American colonists. In 1776 Jebb moved to London to undertake the study

and practice of medicine. As the American War dragged on with no end in sight, he

became a leader in the Association movement which formed to demand parliamentary

reform. Jebb worked tirelessly for radical political reform in Britain and Ireland until he

succumbed to persistent ill-health and died in early 1786.

Jebb appears to have been an amiable, inflexible and unfailingly candid man who poured

time, energy and ability into promoting his religious and political ideals. William Cole, a

Cambridge Tory, described Jebb as a 'thin, spare, pale man, of good Parts, which he

applies in a way much to the discredit of the University', and upon his resignation from his

livings in 177 6 obsen'ed:

Thus does this indefatigable man's spirits waste themselves in plans for

further Reformation in Religion, and in finding that not likely to succeed,

in reforming the University ... I make no doubt but his head is turned:

however that be, it is evident that he is a most turbulent, busy Spirit, and

the Church is rvell rid of him.a

David V/illiams (an ill-disposed fellow radical) wrote that Jebb 'tore off his garments,

harassed his friends rlith reveries, and sunk into the grave in poverty and vexation'.s Yet

following his death, the praise of Jebb's friends was boundless. John Carrwright declared

him the 'friend of 1f bosom and pattern of my conduct'.6 According to Capel Lofft, as a

preacher Jebb joined great leaming with 'simplicity, clearness, peculiar power of

persuasion; energy; the advantages of voice and manner; judgement, candour, sincerity,

sensibility'. Committed to tnrth and public duty, Jebb was the 'tenderest and warmest of

friends', 'amiable, and even pleasant, in familiar intercourse, to a degree of serene gaiety'.

4 BL Cole mss. 5378:53.
t James Dybikowski, On Burning Ground: an exqmination of the ideas, projects, and life of Dcnid LI/illiams

(Oxford, 1993), p.44n.
u F.D. Carnvright ed., The Lfe and Correspondence of Maior Carrwright ( I 826), p. 166.
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Thomas Brand-Hollis remembered the 'feast of reason' he enjoyed in the company of 'this

wonderful man'. Yet he also reveals why Jebb's opponents found him so irritating:

Happiness in the present world, he could never have met with; it was not

intended by its maker as the mansion of perfection, and nothing that fell

short of perfection would have satisfied our honoured friend.T

During the political reform agitation of the early 1780's Christopher Wyvill found the

leader of the London radicals to be an impractical idealist, but mutual esteem and 'the

incomparable suaviq'of temper in Dr Jebb' preserved their friendship.s Jebb confessed that

he would 'g.ow wanfì' when addressing fundamental issues of principle - and there was

little if anything that was not a matter of principle. When offering advice to a former

student he wrote:

Explore with the utmost exertion of your faculties political truth, and

having found it, avow it with firmness and perseverance. In the end it must

succeed, and your cha¡acter be stamped with honour. Temporising

expedients are always injwious, when contrary to natural right and natural

feelings.e

While John Cartwright found it an offensive characterisation of his friend, the following

seems a fairly accurate assessment:

Though Dr Jebb's public conduct was in the highest degree upright and

consistent, yet he had too much warmth of temper and too little worldly .

wisdom, to be proposed a model in this respect. His character as a party

man was injurious to him professionally, as appeared in the failure of his

attempt to obtain the place of an hospital physician, yet he had many warln

friends who rvere ready to serve him, and his practice increased as long as

his health permitted him to follow it regularly.r0

To this we might add the impression of the perceptive Abigail Adams, daughter of the

American ambassador. John Adams enjoyed his conversations with Jebb on politics, and

Abigail wrote to her brother: 'the Dr is said to be a very Wise and sensible Man, that he is

t Jebb IM, pp.240,243-41.235,237.
8 Christopher Wyvill, Poii¡ical Papers (York, 1794),IV, p. 521n.
n John Jebb [hereafter 'Jj'] to Archibald Hamilton Rowan, 5 March 1785, in The Autobiograplry of Archibald
Hamilton Rowan (Dublin. 1340), 127.

'o Cited in Life of Carnuright, pp. 165-66.



Introduction

an agreeable one, I can assure you'.lr Intelligent and friendly, yet eamest, priggish and

unbendingly commined to ideals would seem to be a fair sunmary of Jebb's character.

Jebb did not act alone. At the end of December 1764 he married Ann Torkington (1735-

1812), the daughter of a clergyman in Huntingdonshire.'We are fortunate that G.W.

Meadley published a short Memoir of Ann Jebb in which she is depicted as the radical

ideal of a virtuous, politically aware woman. At their regular tea parties she actively

engaged in religious and political discussion with visitors. In the absence of children, Ann

maintained as much interest in politics as her husband, discussed all issues with him, and

\.,rcte in support of their common causes. Forlunately at least thirfy-eight of her ietters to

the newspapers on clerical subscription þenned under the pseudonym 'Priscilla') have

been preserved in John Disney's collection of newspaper clippings. Ann's letters to the

newspapers, along with the two tracts she wrote in support of the French Revolution,

ensure that any stud;- of Jebb must necessarily be a study of a partnership. Yet it would

seem justified throughout this thesis to concentrate on John, as the paucity of the remaining

sources precludes any-deep study of Ann's opinions in a manner that would distinguish her

from her husband. By all accounts husband and wife were one in their sentiments and

ideas. When John was seriously ill in 1782 Theophilus Lindsey observed that 'Mrs Jebb

would have been of all women to be pitied if we had lost him - for she lives by him'.r2

Following her husband's death in 1786 Ann felt she had lost 'not merely a husband, a

partner in a common interest; but her guardian and protector, her guide, philosopher, and

friend'.rl

Ann Jebb had been privately educated, and was timid and ¡eserved when first introduced

into society. She was a small, pale and delicate woman - Lindsey thought her the thinnest

person he had ever beheld.ra Extremely well read, her conversation was sprightly and

argumentative.r5 According to Abigait Adams. Ann was 'a great Politicianess, which

consequently pleased llamma. The American War, [and] Present dispute with Ireland ...

t' Adams Family Cotespondence (6 vols., L.H. Butterfield ed., Cambridge, Mass., 1963-93),Y[, p.302.
r2 Theophilus Lindsey to \\'illiam Tayleur, 26 December 1782, JRL Lindsey-Tayleur correspondence.

'' G.W. Meadley, Memoir of lulrs Jebb (1812), p.24;hereafter cited as Memoir of AnnJebb.
ra Theophilus Lindsey to \\'illiam Tayleur, 28 July 1778. JRL Lindsey-Tayleur correspondence.
ts Memoir of Ann Jebb, p. 6.

4
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furnished this woman with subject of conversation'. While her mother found Afur's

company engaging, the young Abigail seems to have been less impressed:

'Were I to attempt a description of Mrs Jebb, I should hnd myself unequal

to the business. Perhaps you never saw such a looking Woman. If you have

seen Miss Polly Palmer you have seen good Nature, softness, ffid

sweetness of Countenance when compared to this Lady.

A gun had been discharged near Polly Palmer's head at a young age and she had developed

a permanent nervous condition.r6 Meadley concedes that Ann was 'of a nervous

temperament', and often sick.rT It would appear that the droll Miss Adams (w'ho loved

Pari.sian society) did not quite take to the eamest and opinionated English 'poiiticianess'.

Assessment of Ann needs to be considered relative to the morally rigorous Rational

Dissenting circles in which she moved, where she was respected for 'her a¡dour and

firmness ... tempered rvith gentleness and urbanity'.r8 It was in contrast with such friends

that Arur could depict herself as loving 'fun and wit' and having 'high spirits' and a 'weak

body' - a description borne out by her correspondence with the waggish clergyman Henry

Taylor.re

As the first detailed modern biography of John Jebb, this study will also contribute to our

understanding of the nature of political dissent in the first half of George III's reign. At the

back of my mind throughout its writing has been the question: why did Jebb act in a

manner that was so detrimental to his material prosperity? Family and self-interest dictated

that he should play the game of patronage politics, and had he been more flexible in his

political and religious opinions Jebb could have risen within the Church. Temperament no

doubt partly explains his conduct. Others (most notably William Paley) were exposed to

similar influences and took more moderate paths in their thought and conduct. Yet the fact

that Jebb was not a moderate man only increases his value as a case of dissent, because in

his ideas and actions he pushed the boundaries ofeighteenth-century convention.

' 
u 

A dqm s Fam ily C orues p o nde nc e, Y l, pp. 21 6, 302.
tl Memoir of Ann Jebb, p. 52.
t8 Memoir of AnnJebb,p.55.
rn Henry Taylor to Ann Jebb, 7 Aprll1777, CUL Taylor papers.



Introduction

The nature of political dissent in the eighteenth century has been hotly debated in recent

decades. Historians traditionally emphasised the link between radicalism and urbanisation,

arguing that politicai dissent was informed by a developing liberal conception of the

autonomous individual.20 Revisionist historians, however, have demonstated the pervasive

influence of classical republicanism, with its notions of virrue and landed independence

underpinning active participatory citizenship. This conservative and backward looking

'radicalism', they argue, criticised the commercial and state building policies of

eighteenth-century gor-ernments.'' To this debate over the relative importance of liberalism

and republicanism has been added a recent emphasis on the role of religion. At the end of

the 1970s a colloquium of iústorians agreed that religion was of centrai imponance in the

social and political life of eighteenth-century Britain. Yet as John Cannon pointed out,

having paid lip-service to the importance of religion they largely neglected it in their

discussions of politics during the Whig Ascendancy." The years since have witnessed an

explosion of resea¡ch on the period, and the role of religion has received ample attention.

In his seminal English Society 1688-1832 (and a string of subsequent books and articles)

Jonathan Clark has argued not only that religious concems \üere predominant and

pervasive, but that there was broad support for, and deference toward, a 'confessional state'

composed of monarchy., aristocracy and the Anglican Church.23 The important contribution

of Rational Dissent to political radicalism has long been recognised.2a Clark however has

20 For contemporary statements of this view see: Isaac Kramnick, 'Religion and Radicalism: English political
theory in the age of revolurions' , Political Theory, 5 (197'7), pp. 505-34; idem, Republicanism and Bourgeois
Radicqlism: political ideolog in late eighteenth-century England qnd Amerrca (Cornell, 1990); Joyce

Appleby, Liberalism and Republicqnism in the Historical Imagination (Cambridge, Mass., 1992).
2r The foremost exponetrr of this view in relation to the British context is J.G.A. Pocock, 'Machiavelli,
Harrington, and English Political Ideologies in the Eighteenth Century', llilliam and Mary Quarterly, 22

(1965), pp. 549-83; idem- The Machiavellian Moment: Florentine political thought and the Atlantic
republicantradition (Prhceton, 1975); idem, 'The Machiov'ellian MomentRevisited: a study in history and

ideology', Journal of Modern History, 53 (1981), pp. 49-12; idem, Virtue, Commerce and History: essays on

political thought and hßtory, chiefly in the eighteenth century (Cambridge, 1985); idem, 'Conservative

Enlightenment and Democratic Revolutions: the American and French cases in British perspective',

Government and Opposirion,24 (1989), pp. 8l-105; idem ed., The Varieties of British Political Thought

1500-1800 (Cambridge, 1993); see also Bernard Bailyn, The ldeological Origins of the American Revolution
(Cambridge, Mass., 1967).
22 John Cannon ed,, The lthig Ascendancy (1981), pp. 192-95.
2r J.C.D. Clark, 'Eighteenúr-Century Social History', The HistoricalJournal,2T (1984), pp. 773-88; idem,

Englßh Society, 1688-18i: (Cambridge, 1985); idem, Revolution and Rebellion (Cambridge, 1986); idem,

'On Hitting the Buffers: rhe historiography of England's ancien regime. A response', Past qnd Present, 177

( 1987), pp. 195-207; idem. 'England's Ancien Regime as a Confessional State', Albion, 21 (1989), pp. 450-

74; The Language of Libzrry 1660-1832: political discourse and social dynamics in the Anglo-American
wor ld (Cunbridge, I 994).
2a Anthony Lincoln, Sonte Political and Social ldeas of English Dissent 1763-1800 (Cambridge, 1938).

6
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gone so far as to argue that the origin and focus of Anglo-American radicalism lay in

theological dissent from the Anglican confessional state.25

In answering Edmund Burke's denigration of the British reformers, Benjamin Bousfield

held Jebb up as an example of 'the most disinterested patriot, the most benevolent

philosopher, and the most conscientious theologian'.2u Selectively quoted, Jebb could be

used to support an explanation of political dissent as rooted in republicanism, liberalism or

heterodoxy. Such reductionism should be avoided when studying political activists and

their thought, and in what follows I endeavour to sketch all aspects of the patriot,

philosopher and theologian. I do, however, want to highlight the way iebb's reiigious anci

political thought were profoundly influenced by a philosophical disposition that owed

much to David Hatley's seminal Observations on Man (1749). Hartley had sought to

reconcile religion and science by demonstrating that in the mechanism of the human mind

was revealed the hand of Providence. To a student schooled in Newtonian

Latitudinarianism, Hartley offered a heady blend of unorthodox Christian idealism

(including the doctrine of universal salvation) founded on a determinist psychology. This

combination of providential optimism with a utilitarian moral philosophy underpinned

Jebb's critique of all aspects of 'Old Comrption'. It allowed him to employ both utilitarian

and natural rights arguments without concern for coherence or consistency; and it gave him

the confidence to dismiss prudent concerns as to the prospects for, or consequences of

radical reform. Jebb thought the morally autonomous individual had a right and duty to

seek and act upon truth - and truth, he believed, was unified and entirely within the reach of

reason and scientihc scrutiny. This led Jebb to champion free enquiry and argue that

Christianity should 
1rn 

*i,h the breeze of enlightenment, or else risk being dashed upon

the rocks by a rising tide of scepticism. It was this optimistic faith in teason, progress and

individual autonomy that led him to be among the earliest advocates for universal suffrage.

In what follows I will demonstrate how the interplay of his ideological development and

25 Clark, English Society, ch. 5.
2u Benjamin Bousfield, Obsenations on the Right Hon. Edmund Burke's Pamphlet, on the subject of the

French Revolution (Dublin, 1791), in G. Claeys, PoliticallVritings of the 1790s (8 vols., 1995),1I, p.96.

7
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practical political experience led Jebb to become, in Paul Langford's words, a 'rebel

against his church and a reformer at odds with his society'.2?

27 PaulLangford, Public Life and the Propertied Englishman. 1689-1798 (Oxford, l99t), p. I



I

A L øtitudinarian E ducation

John Jebb was solidly schooled in the principles of liberal Latitudinarianism. Whig

Latitudinarianism emerged out of late seventeenth-century disputes over the location of

authority in religion. The Latitudinarians adopted the philosophy of Locke and the science

of Newton, and argued that the Anglican church should occupy a middle ground between

the extremes of sectarian enthusiasm and the authoritarian notions of the High Church.

Against the enthusiasrs they claimed that God had granted humanity reason in order to

better understand revelation. They also used the authority of reason to dismiss some of the

'mysteries' grafted onto Christianity by Catholic tradition. They saw the primary role of

the Anglican Church as the moral training and policing of society in accordance with the

designs of a reasonable God.' Advanced Latitudinarians like Benjamin Hoadly (1676-

176I) went so far as to argue for an Erastian view of the Church and govemment based on

contract.2 In his influential study of the eighteenth-century Church, Norman Sykes wrote of

'the typical Latitudina¡ian churchmanship dominant in the century'.3 This view has been

somewhat qualified by revisionist historians: Tory and High Church notions survived and

evolved throughout the century, and Latitudinarianism was by no means an all-

encompassing, uniform and unchanging category.a Yet if there was a time when

Latitudinarianism was dominant in the Church, it was during the years of Whig supremacy

' David A. Palin, 'Rational Religion in England from Herbert of Cherbury to William Paley', in The History

of Religion in Britain: practices and belieffrom pre-Roman times to the present (1994), pp.210-20; John

Spurr, "'Rational Religion" in Restoration England', JHI,49 (1988), pp. 563-85; R.K. Webb,'The
Emergence of Rational Dissent', in Knud Haakonssen ed., Enlightenment and Religion: Rationql Dissent in

eighteenth-century Britain (Cambridge, 1996), pp. 12-41'
2 John Gascoigne, 'Anglican Latitudinarianism, Rational Dissent and Political Radicalism in the Late

Eighteenth Century', in Haakonssen, Enlightenment and Religion, pp.224-26.

' Norman Sykes, Chrch and State in England in the Eighteenth Century (Cambridge, 1934), p. 425.
4 John Walsh and Steven Taylor eds, The Church of England, 1689- 1833 (Cambridge, 1993), pp. 30-43.
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between 1740 and 1760; and if there was a place, it was Cambridge University, to which

John Jebb was sent n 1754.5

Fami\" Background and Education

John Jebb was born in London on February 16, 1J36, and attended several schools in

England and lreland. This suggests contact with scattered family members who were

making their way i¡ uade and the professions.u Jebb's grandfather Samuel Jebb (1670-

1743) was a maltster in Woodborough near Mansfield, Nottinghamshire, where his family

had lived for some generations. He had nine children with his wife Elizabeth (who hailed

from Yorkshire): six sons and three daughters. The most notable of these was the second

son Samuel Jebb M.D. (1694-1772) who entered Cambridge as a sizar and became a non-

juror. Unable to take orders he became librarian to Jeremy Collier (1650-1726), the

outspoken critic of political and moral comrption. Samuel Jebb became a noted scholar

(publishing the first modern edition of Roger Bacon's Opus lulaitts in 1733) before tuming

to the practice of medicine following Collier's death.

Jebb's father and namesake John Jebb D.D. (1705-87) graduated from St John's College

Cambridge in1725, became a fellow Christ's College, and went to Ireland as a clergyman.

Jebb was a Whig and closely associated with John Hoadly, the A¡chbishop of Dublin (and

brother of Benjamin). Yet he also became acquainted with the ageing Jonathan Swift who

wrote:

Mr Jebb hath a very good reputation among us, which I believe he lvell

deserves and hath naturally good principles, but his friends being on the

side of po\^er. he is forced to tack the prudence of the serpent to the

innocence of the dove. I do not know a more modest, decent, well-behaved

5 F.C. Mather, High Church Prophet: Bishop Samuel Horsley (1733-1806) and the Caroline tradition in the

later Georgian Church (Orford, 1992), p.9.
u John Disney lists the rorvns of Drogheda, Carlow, and Dublin in Ireland, and Shrewsbury, Stand near

Manchester, Leicester, and Chesterfield in England as places where Jebb was schooled; Jebb IM, p. l;Jebb
had extended family in Drogheda, Dublin, Manchester and Chesterfield. BL Jebb family papers.
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person; I see him often, like him very well, and can give allowance for the

party he is anached to.7

The elder John Jebb \\'as a careerist Anglican clergyman, cultivating patrons on both sides

of the Irish sea.8 He became chaplain to the Lord Lieutenant of Ireland, Prebend of Ossory

and married well. In 1740 he was made Treasurer of Christchurch in Dublin (an offrce he

held until his death n 1787), to which he added the title Doctor of Divinity courtesy of

Trinity College Dublin in 1743.e The elder John Jebb was clearly an intelligent and politic

clergyman concemed only to make friends, to marry well, and raise a family with a

comfortable income.

The correspondence between the physician and philosopher David Hartley (1705-57) and

the Reverend John Lister reinforces the picture of Jebb as a politically passive Whig

attracted to intellecnnl company. Hartley became a physician based in London and Bath,

and Lister a clergyman at Bury in Lancashire. They had met at school in Yorkshire, and

attended Cambridge University together, where they probably met Jebb. Their

correspondence is dominated by discussion of the ideas that would compose Hartley's

inlluential Observations on Man (1749), but references indicate a close friendship between

the elder Jebb and the author whose materialist Christian philosophy was to dominate the

intellectual formation of his son.'o Indeed, Joseph Priestley derived much satisfaction from

a meeting with Jebb senior because he had been'the intimate friend of Dr Hartley'.rr

In 1769 the elder John Jebb was granted the lucrative Deanery of Cashell in Ireland which

enabled him to settle tbr good in England at Egham Hill near London. The best description

of Dean Jebb's philosophical and political opinions is given by the republican Sylas

7 Swift refers to Jebb is in his correspondence with Robert Harley, Second Earl of Oxford (1689-1741).

Jonathan Swift, Correspo¡víence (6 vols., l9 I I - l3), IV, pp. 437 -38.
s Whilst waiting for a coile-se fellowship in the summer of 1728, Jebb entertained the idea of offering himself

for selection to the'King's list' of twenty scholars to be instructed by the recently established Professor of
Modern History and MoCern Languages, with an eye to being appointed 'to a secretaryship in England or

Ireland or to some envoy or nobleman'. Christopher Wordsworth, Scholae Academicae: university studies in

the eighteenth century (1910), p. 149n.
n Swift, Correspondence, \' . pp.222-23; Alumni Cantabrigiensis.
lo W.B. Trigg, 'The Correspondence of Dr David Hartley and Rev John Lister', Transactions of the Halifat
Ant iquariøn Soc iety (l 93 3 t. p. 263.
l' Joseph Priestley to T,eophilus Lindsey, 20 April 1772, n Joseph Priestley, The Theological and

Miscellaneous Worl<s of Jcseph Priestley (J.T. Rutt ed.,25 vols., 1832), I, p. 165.
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Neville.r2 Neville thought Jebb 'a man of good sense and most excellent principles. He

abhors priestcraft and is an enemy to civil and religious tyranny of every kind'. Jebb spoke

with pride of his former association with Jonathan Swift and made it'clear that Swift was a

Deist, if not worse, for he does not think that he had a proper sense even of Nahual

Religion. He did not believe a word of what he delivers in his seûnon on the Trinity'.

When the conversation turned to the validity of the orthodox concept of etemal

punishment, Jebb observed that 'there are only two texts in Scripture which seem to favour

that opinion, and these are only metaphorical expressions coÍilnon in Eastern languages'.

Finally, to characterise the temper of Dean Jebb's opinions, Neville noted that he 'calls Mr

Priestley the divine Priestley'.ir While he prudently courted patronage, it is evident that the

elder Jebb was a particularly liberal Latitudinarian.

It seems that the young John Jebb was destined to follow his father in a clerical career. The

most formative instirution in Jebb's schooling seems to have been the Chesterfield

Gramma¡ school where he spent 'two or three years'.r4 W'e can imagine that his would

have been the standa¡d grammar school education dominated by Latin and some Greek

graÍlmar, learnt by rote under fear of the master's rod.t5 Jebb had the added experience of

moving around schools in two kingdoms at an early age. Disney makes note of this, with

the observation that it did not disrupt Jebb's attention to his studies.16 It may horvever have

reinforced a bookish pre-disposition as the young student, unable to form any lasting

childhood friendships. retreated into literature as providing a stable and constant

companion. It may have also contributed to an interest in national and Anglo-Irish politics,

to the extent that in.1785 an Americair was led to describe Jebb as 'an Irishman for which

reason he is so grearly interested in the Present Commercial arrangements rvith that

country'.17

'' Sylas Neville, The Dier, cf Sylas Neville 1767-1788 (Basil Cozens-Hardy ed., Oxford, 1950), p. 79.
Ir lbid., pp. I l0- l l.
la In the Trinity College register Jebb is noted as being refened by'Mr Saunders, Chesterfield'. Alumni

Dublineses (Dublin, 1935): Jebb IM,p.2.
't John Lawson and Haroli Silver, I Social History of Education in England (1973), p. 176.

'u Jebb IM, p.4.
17 Miss AbigailAdams (daughter of John and Abigail Adams) to John Q. Adams,26 August - l3 September
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Whatever the case riith his schooling, when Jebb enrolled as a pensioner at Trinity College

Dublin on 4 July 1753, the figure he cut was of a small, slightly-built seventeen-year-old,

devoted to academic study. While Jebb was to spend only one year at Trinity, it left some

impressions on him. When campaigning to introduce annual examinations at Cambridge he

often referred to Trinity as the successful model from which he had drawn the idea. In

addition, Jebb was keen to note that Trinity did not require students to subscribe to the

Thirry-Nine Articles.rs Trinity College was a cultural bastion of the Anglo-Irish elite. There

was a fair degree of social fluidity within the ranks of the Protestant Ascendancy and many

of its most prominent figures were self-made men from professional backgrounds.'n Thus

Jebb began his education in a broad-based social environment that was tinged with the

ethic of reward for merit. This provided a contrast with the idle and privileged existence of

the sons of the Engiish aristocracy that he would later encounter and combat at Cambridge.

Jebb arrived at Trini¡' toward the end of the fortv-year reign of the old and sickly provost

Richard Baldwin. Though Baldwin's power was well on the wane when Jebb arrived, the

atmosphere of the College still bore his stamp: Protestant, Whig, and disciplined. It seems

that Baldwin, a man of obscure origins, was never promoted to a bishopric because the

govemment valued his 'preoccupation with discipline and political orthodoxy' in an

important strategic i¡sitution. By the time Jebb went to Trinity, the tradition of riots and

drunken brawls inr,olving the Trinity students around Dublin had given way to a more

acceptable level of behaviour. In addition to a general refinement of society, this was

owing to 'the reaction which followed an incident in 1134, when the rowdies overreached

themselves and killed one of the Fellows'.20 Jebb was at Trinity College during a

transitional phase þenveen the plodding discipline of the first half of the century and the

increase in scholarll' activity and range of the late eighteenth century.2r

1785. MHS Adams papen.
r* Jebb ul, p. 15.
le R.F. Forster,lu[odern lr¿land 1600-1972 (1989), pp. 170-73.
20 R.B. McDowell and D.A. Webb, Trinity College Dublin 1592-1952; an academic history (Cambridge,

1982). pp. 49, 38.
rr Jebb's tutor Thomas L:iand is notable for being the f,r¡st resident fellow to publish a scholarly work for

sever¿l decades. None of 'ùe fellows appointed from l7l6 to 1734 published a line in thei¡ lives. McDowell,

Trinin College Dublin.p 10.
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Jebb's tutor was Thomas Leland (1722-85), described by one acquaintance as 'the most

charitable man alive'. A friend of Edmund Burke, during the American Revolution Leland

preached a fast day serrnon in support of the colonists which the Whiggish Monthly Review

described as 'seasonable and important'.t'Whig politics aside, Leland's task was to rutor

Jebb in academic study. Study for the four-year undergraduate degree at Trinity College

was organised unde¡ two heads: science and classics. In the science stream Logic was read

for the first two years, natural science in the third, and ethics in the fourth. The main texts

used for the study of Logic were the Institution logicae of Burgersdicius, and Le Clerc's

Logica, sive ars ratiocinandi (1692). The first year was devoted entirely to the former

which was a wearisome, pedantic, broadly Aristotelian text from the early seventeenth

century - Edmund Burke referred ironically at the age of fifteen to 'that sprightly

Dutchman Burgersdyk'. Le Clerc' s Logica was used to introduce the second-year students

to the principles of Lockean logic. Le Clerc, a French Protestant who befüended John

Locke when he was exiled in the Netherlands, produced a number of works which

developed the Lockean approach to philosophy and religion. His Physics (1700) was used

later in the degree at Trinity to present the Newtonian conception of the world.2t 'While

Jebb's formal study for the year would have been concerned with coming to grips with the

Aristotelian logic, grammar and metaphysics of Burgersdicius, he would have been awa.re

of Le Clerc's and Locke's modem empiricist and mechanistic alternative, and he certainly

relied on their writings to a large degree later in life. When it came to study of the classical

Greek and Latin authors it appears that Jebb was particularly well taught. During the period

1753-54 Leland onl¡,'had two students other than Jebb assigned to him,2a and at this time

he published a very well received edition of The Philippic Orations oJ' Demosthenes

(1754). Jebb was e¡'idently inspired'by study of the classics, as he received copies of

Horace, Juvenal, Terence, and Plato's Dialogues, as 'the reward of his diligence and

learning'.2s Along sith the idea of annual examinations, the distribution of rewards to

encourage study is another practice that Jebb later sought to encourage at Cambridge.

2t Paul Langford, 'The English Clergy and the American Revolution,' in Eckhart Hellmuth ed, The

Transformation of Political Culture; England and Germany in the late eighteenth century (1990) p. 283.
2r McDowell, Trinity College Dublin, pp. 45-47.
24 Trinity College Dublin mss., Catalogue of Students 1725-58.
tt Jebb IM, p. 3.
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The historians of Trinity College have delineated the principles that the College sought to

impress on students as:

mathematical precision in demonstration, an appreciation of the ordered

harmony of the universe, rational empiricism as a habit of thought, liberal

oligarchy as rhe basis of govemment, [and] the avoidance alike of deism,

enthusiasm, and superstition.

There was a single-minded devotion to the works of Locke and Newton that went beyond

that of Cambridge. \\hile Locke was not officially included in the undergraduate course

until the mid-centu].- the esteem for him is attested by the radical move of including his

Two Treatises of Got'ernment in the fourth year ethics course.'u Though Jebb only attended

Trinity for the first 1'ear of his degree it is significant that he did so at an institution more

Whiggish than Cambridge. At Trinity Jebb had the experience of studying in Ireland's

bastion of Protestant leaming at a time when Enlightenment ideals were beginning to

spread. In 1754 Jebb crossed back over the Irish sea and enrolled at Cambridge University.

Thus began a residence and active academic involvement in Cambridge that would last

until he resigned his Church of England livings and moved to London in 1776 to practise

medicine.

In comparison to the new Dissenting Academies the English universities experienced a

recession in the eighteenth century. Where in the 1630s total entrants for the two

universities had been approximately one thousand per ye¿ìr, this figure had slumped to five

hundred in the 1690s. and continued to drop.2t While Cambridge had an annual average of

two hundred and ninery'matriculations in the 1660s, this fell to a low point in the 1760s of

only one hundred and nvelve. This was in part a reflection of the growth of anti-clericalism

in the eighteenth cenury, as the gentry increasingly provided private education for their

sons, While in the slrteenth and seventeenth centuries the universities were thought to be

giving an education for a variety of careets, in the eighteenth-century Oxford and

Cambridge increasingly reverted to their traditional role of training Anglican clergy.28

26 McDowell, Trinity Colizge Dublin,pp.72-3.
27 Lawson, Social Histo4' c.f Education, p. 117 .

28 Gascoigne, Cambridge :n the Age of Enlightenment: science, religion ønd politics from the Restoration to
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Patronage was the key to clerical and academic advancement. While achieving academic

honours would help. to have a future at Cambridge it was more important to be aware of

what possible vacancies could arise as academics married or died, and to find the right

patrons to ensure advancement.

Life at university reflected the structure of English society. Students entered as either

noblemen or fellow-commoners, pensioners or sizars. The former, as sons of the

aristocracy, paid higher fees and were by custom allowed many privileges by university

dons eager to cultivate opportunities for future preferment. Fellow-commoners where

allowed to eat at the high table with the college fellows, and were usually exempt from

performing any academic exercises. Most passed their days in extravagance, idleness and

contempt for their social inferiors - and many left without taking a degree. The vast

majority of students were pensioners and it was among this group that Jebb entered

Cambridge. Pensioners were usually the sons of clergy or professionals and would have to

earn their own living. Most were destined for a career in the Church, which for all but a

talented few meant life spent in a quiet country parish. Below the pensioners, the siza¡s

usually came from poor clergy or farming backgrounds and traditionally paid their way by

acting as seryants in the college. Not surprisingly, many talented products of the university

(Isaac Newton and Samuel Jebb for example) came from this rank of students who had to

struggle for their education.2e

During Jebb's time most of the colleges had only forty or fifty students at best. Choice of a

college depended on many factors such as family, region and patronage connections.

While Trinity and $t. John's were the largest and most dominant, other colleges were at

various times fashionable. In the middle of the century Peterhouse attracted many young

aristocrats because its master, Dr Keene, had a politically influential brother.30 Perhaps it

was the opportunity to meet future Sfhig patrons that led Jebb to enrol at Peterhouse (h.is

uncle Samuel's old college) rather than either of his father's old colleges. Cambridge

the French Re'-olution (Cambridge, 1989), p. 2l '
tn D.A. Winstanley, Unreformed Cambridge (Cambridge, 1935), pp. 197-203; That Jebb's father was en¡olled

as a pensioner some yean after his elder brother attended university as a sizar suggests Jebb's grandfather rvas

making, rather than loosing money as a maltster.
r0 Vy'instanley, Unreþrmed Cambridge, p. 193.
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University was in many ways an umbrella organisation representing the combined

colleges. The course of education varied according to each college, and leaming for its own

sake was encouraged by tutors, füends and personal interest rather than by the goal of

assessment. Many university lecturers never actually gave lectures, and so the students

usually relied upon their college tutors for instruction in their studies." 'William 
Frend

thought his life at Cambridge 'resembled that of most other young men who attain to ...

the honours of the place'. He 'passed many hours in company', but 'indulged much in

solitary walks. When alone my time was dedicated to reading and thinking'.32 Jebb's

experience cannot have been too diflerent.

The content of study at Cambridge was increasingly dominated by mathematics and

Newtonian physics, rvhich had been harnessed to Christianity by the Latitudinarians.

William'Whiston, Nervton's successor as Lucasian Professor of mathematics, declared that

Mechanical philosophy, which relies chiefly on the Power of Gravity, is, if
rightly understood, so far from leading to Atheism, that it solely depends

on, supposes and demonstrates the Being and Providence of God; and its

study by consequence is the most serviceable to Religion of all other.

Whiston and his colleagues set about teaching a Newtonian philosophy and, after some

initial high church opposition, Newtonianism became the new orthodoxy at Cambridge.3l

In addition to Latitudinarian encouragement, the rise to dominance of mathematics at

Cambridge owed much to the increasing importance and emphasis placed on the Senate

House examination at the conclusion of the undergraduate degree. To obtain their degree,

students traditionally went through a process of disputations (or 'acts') in their final year

which usually invohed metaphysical and moral questions.3a These were performed in front

of a moderator who rvas appointed by the university (a role Jebb would come to perform

rr Vy'ordsworth,Scholae,pp. 16, 11. Jebbwasenrolledasapensionerunderthetuitionof DanielLongmire
(1729-89) and William Oldham (1728-95). Both were active at Cambridge at least into the 1770's. William
Cole described Longmire æ 'a North Country man, excessively tall, Tutor in the College (Peterhouse) and

Vicar of Linton, where he for the most part lives, loving social Company, and has a good Deal of it. His

father, I am told, keeps a lorv ale-house in Cumberland'. BL Cole mss. 5875:144.

'2 Frend writing in 1795. cited in Frida Knight, University Rebel: the life of lltilliam Frend 1757-1841 (1971),

p. 28.
I Gascoigne, Cambridge. pp. 271, 145, 140-84; John Gascoigne, 'From Bentley to the Victorians: the rise

and fall of British Newtonian natural theology', Science in context,2 (1988), pp.222'30.
r4 Ibid., p. 23.
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several times). At the time Jebb graduated, these acts were still considered the main test of

a young man's leaming. However, while in previous centuries the final examination had

been largely ceremonial, during the eighteenth century it evolved to become a real test of

the student's abilities. and primarily of their mathematical ability. Just before Jebb anived

the university had begun to print an honour roll which ranked the participants in the final

Senate House examination acco¡ding to merit. As the century wore on this honours list

came to supersede the acts as the real measure of ability.3s

Only the diligent students were subjected to serious examinaticn.'u Jebb himself has left a

detailed account of the Senate House examination which illustrates the dominance of

mathematics and natu¡al philosophy at Cambridge. The students rwere divided into groups

of six to ten, of roughly equal ability, and each $oup would in turn sit around a table with

the moderator.

The examinarion is varied according to the abilities of the students. The

moderator _eenerally begins with proposing some questions from the six

books of Euclid, plain trigonometry, and the first rules of algebra. if any

person fails in an answer, the question goes to the next. From the elements

of mathematics, a transition is made to the four branches of philosophy,

viz. mechanics. hydrostatics, apparent astronomy, and optics, as explained

in the works of Maclaurin, Cotes, Helsham, Hamilton, Rutherforth. Keill,

Long, Ferguson, and Smith. If the moderator finds the set of questionists,

under examination, capable of answering him, he proceeds to the eleventh

and twelfth -books of Euclid, conic sections, spherical trigonometr,v, the

higher parts of algebra, and Sir Isaac Newlon's Principia; more particularly

those section:. which treat of the motion of bodies in eccentric and

revolving orb,its; the mutual action of spheres, composed of particles

attracting each other according to various laws; the theory of pulses,

propagated through elastic mediums; and the sfltpendous fabric of the

world. Having closed the philosophical examination, he sometimes asks a

15 Winstanley, Unreformed Cambridge, pp. 43-50.
3u cited in, \ùy'instanley, L'nreþrmed Cambridge,p.49
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few questions in Locke's Essay on the Human Understanding, Butler's

Analogt, or Clarke's Attributes. But as the highest academical distinctions

are invariably given to the best prof,rcients in mathematics and natural

philosophy, a very superficial knowledge in morality and metaphysics will

suffice.

The highest classes of students were tested with more advanced calculations. Each group

was examined twice - once by each of the two moderators. In addition, senior members of

the colleges would examine individual students at their own discretion for up to an hour

and a half at a time. During the three days of examination, the moderators and tutors

representing the various colleges would breakfast and dine together, discussing the relative

merits of the students. Twenty-four pupils were settled on, examined again one-on-one,

and ranked in a list according to academic proficiency." When Jebb graduated he rvas

ranked'second wransler'behind his friend and future Lucasian Professor of mathematics,

Edward Waring (1734-93). The mathematical bent to Jebb's Cambridge education

culminated in his eventually co-authoring a mathematical textbook that was used

extensively in the university.3s

The increasing emphasis on mathematics does not mean that classical leaming rvas

neglected at Cambridge. The mathematical disputations and most text books w-ere

composed in Latin, and serious students learned to write, speak and even think in Latin.se

There is ample proof rhat Jebb devoted much time to srudy of the classics: in 1758 he n'on

second prize in the university's annual Latin prose competition, and his proposals for

education ref'orm included examination and honours lists that would encourage study of the

classics as well as mathematics.ao Nevertheless, study of the classics or any other branch of

knowledge took place within an intellectual context shaped by Newtonianism. Late in the

century Edmund Laç'could claim that Newtonian mathematics 'together with lvfr. Locke's

Essoy [and] Dr Cla¡ke's works went hand in hand through our public schools and

lectutes'.al

" Jebb II, pp.291-96.
t* Robert Thorpe, George Wollaston, and John Jebb, Excerpta quaedam e Newtoni Principiis philosophiae

naturalis, cum notis variorum (Cambridge, 1765).
re Wordsworth, Sc ho lae, p. 90.

'o Jebb IM, p. 6; See chapter 6.
ar cited in, Gascoigne , Cambridge, p. 174.
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In early 1756 Jebb fell sick with a fever, and his father sent him to Bath to recover his

health, after which he returned to Cambridge and kept his first act. Jebb stayed at the

college during the summer vacation to catch up on lost time, and graduated B.A. in January

1757.42 On receiving their degrees Jebb and Edward Waring formed the Hyson Club, and

were joined by some of the most intellectually eminent figures in the university. Members

met to drink tea and ¡elax with free ranging 'rational conversation'.n3 The Hyson Club

reflects the salon culrure that was such a marked feature of the Enlightenment, and stands

in contrast to the intellectual apathy prevalent among academics and students in the

English universities.

With increasing competition for honours in the Senate House examination, there was a

corresponding rise in demand for private tutors.aa On completing his degree Jebb undertook

private pupils (a practice he continued throughout his entire time at Cambridge), and

instructed aS many as 'six or eight young percons, at separate parts of the day', which

demonstrates a commirment and ability that, according to Disney, was 'tlnusual at his early

age'.nt While pecuniary reward was no doubt an important reason, this was also an early

manifestation of Jebb's life-long commitment to the promotion of learning. One former

student recalled 'with the highest satisfaction' his time with Jebb, as he was taught 'with

views much more enlarged than those commonly entertained by the commonality of

tutors'.16 Coaching pivate pupils was not a familiar practice during Jebb's time, as it

would become in the nineteenth century. It was an uncertain f,reld of endeavour both in

terms of status and fi.nancial reward, but Jebb's success reinforces the picture of him being

widely respected for þs abilities.aT Ue äi¿ this work while continuing his own studies, and

in 1758 obtained second prize in a competition held annually for best Latin essay in the

'r Jebb llvf, pp. 4-5.

" G.W. Meadley, Memoirs of Llrilliam Paley (1809), p. 46; Mary Milner, The Life of Issac Milner (1842), p.

9; Christopher Wordswonh . Social Life at the English Universities in the Eighteenth Cenhrry (1874), p. 334.
r4 Wordsworth, Scholae, p. 260.
t5 Jebb IM, p. 6; Private rurors received about 20 l. ayear per pupil. Six to eight students would seem to be

the maximum number Jebb tutored at any one time. This would have provided him with a relatively

handsome income of at leæt 120 l. prior to becoming a college fellow or gaining a clerical position'

Wordsworth, Social life, pp. ll2-14.
uu John Baynes cited in, Jebb IM, p. 16.
ot M.L. Clarke, Paley: evidencesþr the man (197a), p. 8.
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university. Right from the start Jebb's industrious practice was at variance with the

dominant way of life in the eighteenth-century university.

u Liberal Latitudinarianism

Of the two English universities Cambridge had the better reputation for academic

innovation and rigour. it was also considered the 'Whig University', a reputation that was

consolidated following the election of the Duke of Newcastle as Chancellor in 1748.

Peterhouse College rvas left without a master in the year that Jebb arrived, and remained so

until the election of Edmund Law (1703-87) in 1756. V/ith this appointment it can be said

that the 'Latitudina¡ians of an advanced type' reached the high point of their influence.ot

The writings and personal acquaintance of Edmund Law were to exercise a strong

influence over Jebb in the future.oo Law was one of the most outstanding representatives of

Whig Latitudinarianism at Cambridge and on the Episcopal bench in the hrst half of

George III's reign. He rvas a strong advocate of the religious and political thought of John

Locke, and edited ltts tVorks ín 177 5. William Paley remembered that Law esteemed John

Gay of Sidney Sussex College because 'no man knew the Bible or the works of Locke

better',sO and he published Gay's anonymous tract on materialist psychology which

inspired his friend David Hartley to write the Observations on Man.st William Paley

remembered Law as 'a man of great softness of manners. and of the mildest and most

tranquil disposition'. who had a very large family and lived a 'life of incessant reading and

thought'.52 He presided over a circle at Cambridge that produced many advocates of

reform, and among ¡rhom Jebb was à prominent representative. Throughout his life Law

remained an important friend of those disposed to Unitarianism both within and without

the Church, and was still associating with 'my old friend Dr Jebb' in 1783.53

a* Mather, High Chttch Prophet, p.9.
an Law and Jebb's fathel*ere certainly acquainted. Both graduated from St John's College (Law 1724,Jebb

1725), urd they were Fellorvs of Christ's College at the same time (Law 1723-37, Jebb 1729'34).
to William Paley, 'Life of Edmund Law', affixed to Edmund Law, Considerations on the State of the World

with regard to the Theory of Religion (8ù ed., 1820), p. viii.
5l EmestAlbee,l HistoryofEnglßhUtilitarianism(NewYork, 1962119021),p.78.
s2 Paley, 'Life of Edmund Law', pp. xii-xiii.
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As a term Latitudinarianism can be used to denote both a general disposition and a

particular intellectual faction within the Church. It is clear that when used to characterise a

toleration of differing opinions within the Church, 'latitudinarian' is a net which gathers a

wide variety of Anglican. Yet Latitudinarian can be applied to a specific intellectual faction

centred on figures like Newton, Locke, Samuel Clarke, and Benjamin Hoadly. These men

were united in thei¡ belief that religious doctrine should be arrived at through a

combination of faith in the divine origin of the Scriptures, and the ability of rational

enquiry to discover theological, moral and natural truth. This led them to hope for a

'second Reformation' which would see the Anglican Church jettison its inational and

unscriptural orthodor doctrine and liturgy.to The important place of Locke and Newton in

Jebb's education has been indicated above. In the second half of this chapter I will sketch

the main influences and features of the Latitudinarian heritage which constituted Jebb's

intellectual starting paint.

The eighteenth-century conception of the natural rvorld as a machine govemed by rational

laws derived largell'ùom the enorrnous impact of Newton's discoveries in physics. V/ith

his work the 'argument from design' as proof of God's existence came into prominence.

Surveying his discoveries, Newton reflected that 'this most beautiful system of the sun,

planets, and comets could only proceed from the counsel anrl dominion of an intelligent

and powerful being'. Ir followed that God had designed the universe for a purpose as 'a

god without dominion- providence, and final causes is nothing else but Fate and Nature'.55

The Bible and Newlonianism were the two rocks upon which Jebb's Christianity rested. A

student recalled thar Jebb often alluded during his instructions to the points in Newton's

system that provided evidence of God's existence.5ó Disney noted that Jebb

always expressed particular admiration for the last chapter in Maclaurin's

View of Netrton's Philosophy, and often lamented that he had not lived to

st Thomas Belsham, Memoirs of the Late Theophilus Lindsey (2"d ed., I 820), p. l2 I '
5u Larry Stewa¡1, 'samuei Clarke, Newtonianism and the Factions of Post-Revolutionary England', JHI, 42

(198 l), pp.53-72; Stephen Snobelen, 'Caution, Conscience and the Newtonian Reformation: the public and

private heresies of Newton- Clarke and Whiston' , E&D, l6 (1997), pp. l5l-84.
st Isaac Newton, Newtott's Philosophy of Nature: selections from his writings (H.S. Thayer ed., 1953), pp. 42,

44.
5u John Baynes to John Disr:ey, May 4, 1786, Jebb IM, p. 17.
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finish it, as it contained, in his idea, by much the best demonstration of the

existence and attributes of the deity.57

Jebb would tell his students that 'if the projectile motion shews a forming God, the

centripetal force acting incessantly shews a preserving God',58 and he would try to give

them an idea of the suength of God by 'calculating the force with which the planet Satum

must be projected to have its greatest velocity'.se He endeavowed to impress that the mind

which rejects the Newlonian proof of God 'must reject every other species of proof and is

unable to comprehend any truth whatsoever';uo and was convinced that 'we have as full an

evidence of the Deiry-'s existence as the philosophers have of Phlogiston'.6r While

Newtonianism helped shape rational Christianity, the influence was not all one way -

Latitudinarianism did much to mute the materialist implications of the new science.u2 The

natural world may work according to mechanistic principles, but it was the Christian God

who had designed it, provided the spark of life, and kept it in motion.

John Locke nevet doubted that some men knerv their duty to God. Throughout his life,

however, he struggled to find a clear and easy explanation of how such knowledge, and

indeed how any kno',r'ledge was possible.63 Like his friend Newton, Locke felt confident

that the existence of God was beyond reasonable doubt: 'Vy'e have knowledge of our own

existence by intuition: of the existence of God by demonstration; and of other things by

sensation'.60 This statement is a distillation of Locke's empiricist philosophy. He argued

that the traditional philosophical quest for certain knowledge of the essence of things was

doomed to failure. Oru knowledge of the world derives entirely from the senses and we

only perceive the seeondary qualities of things. Locke argued that we can be satisfied with

a probable knowledge of reality based upon our perception of appearances, because a

tt Jebb IM, p. 14.
5* Jebb lr, p. 162.
tn Jebb IM, p. 14.
uo Jebb II, p. 178.
u' A loose sheet of note paper; DWL Jebb mss. VI.
ut M.C. Jacob and B.J.T. Dobbs, The Culture of Newtonianrsrn (New Jersey, 1995); See below (chapter 4) on

how Jebb moved close to materialism under the influence of Hartley.
ut John Dunn, Locke (1984). p.6l; fuchard Ashcraft, 'Faith and knowledge in Locke's philosophy', in John

Yolton ed., John Locke: problems and perspectives (1969), pp. 194-223.
uo John Locke, Essay Concerning Human Understanding (4.D. Woozley ed., 1964), p. 378.
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necessarily all-powerful and just God could not create a system in w'hich his subjects were

constantly being deceived.65 It was left to the less devout David Hume to draw out the

sceptical implications of this conìmon sense empiricism.

Locke's was a modest inductive philosophy that dismissed unexplainable religious

mysteries as the result of waylvard imaginations. Francis Bacon had warned of the

tendency to form'idols of the mind' which led thinkers to spin airy webs out of their own

substance.6u In the same vein, Locke argued that much confusion and conflict in our

opinions derives from the loose and ill-clefined use of words. A central concern of his

approach was the need to clarify our statements and to use plain and simple language as

much as possible. Metaphysical disputes stemmed from deductive reasoning and the use of

words out of contexr and away from that to which they were originally meant to

correspond. Locke believed that human understanding should rest on induced facts

discussed in clear language, and that metaphysical arguments \\-ere prone to become a

confusing and misleading waste of time. A commitment to founding ideas upon induced

fact pervades Jebb's *ritings. The primary aim of his theological lectures was to 'banish

from the study of dit'inity, those physical and metaphysical speculations, which have too

long disgraced it', and encourage young men to 'strike out a system of faith and practice

for themselves' based on independent study.67 'Ancient philosophy' had unsuccessfully

probed the laws of narure because 'a theory, or an hypothesis, framed by human fancy;

anticipated what oughr to have been the result of laborious investigation into fact'.68 In this

spirit, Jebb urged Priestley not to engage in worthless metaphysical dispute with the

Scottish sceptics.6e \\hen seeking information about the origin of a 'printed paper'

suggesting the formation of a political association, Jebb wrote to Theophilus Lindsey: 'I do

not desire your opinion of the paper but only want to be instructedínthefacfs'.70 His sole

medical publication is simply a series of observed cases of paralysis, because 'to describe

disorders according to the forms in which they really evidence themselves to the senses,

65 Margaret J. Osler, 'John Locke and the Changing Ideal of Scientific Knowledge' , JHI,31 (1970), pp. 3-16.
uu NealWood, 'The Baconian Character of Locke's Essay', Sntdies in the History and Philosophy of Science,

6 (1975), pp.42-84.
ut Jebb l, pp.20,26.
ut Jebb Il, p.241.
6e Priestley, lYorl<sI, p. 328.

'o Jebb to Lindsey, 29 August 1775, DWL 'Illustrated Life of Priestley' 12'79:204.
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with a careful attention to the patient's feelings, is the most likely method of acquiring both

a knorvledge of thei¡ causes and of their cure'.7r While reading Holbach's atheist manifesto

Systeme de Ia Natut'e. Jebb penned a note which gives eloquent expression to his inductive

empiricism (and echoes Butler's Analogt of Religion and Nature)'.

And how it may be with the minrJs of others I cannot possibly say. Mine

cannot easil-v* contemplate probability in a large number of independent

arguments, and form a judgement from the whole. I am too much affected

by each subject in its tum, which gets the entire possession of my mind, and

leads me into scepticism.

Yet this was clearl.v not what God intended. 'The best way, therefore, to have conviction

on important points. and guard against error' was to 'practice those moralities lvhich are

founded upon fact'; to cultivate virhre, fulfil social duties, and promote human happiness;

and to read history and 'let opinions rise unbidden to my mind, without those laborious

exercises of the brain. of which the produce is aridity and scepticism'.72

Locke's philosophr reinforced the humanist distinction between the essential tmths of

Christianity and those variable extemal doctrines and practices that were 'things

indifferent'. Latitudinarians tended to play down or avoid the mystical aspects of

Christianity and focus on the religion of Christ as a body of moral doctrine. Locke argued

that while our faculties are not fitted to 'penetrate into the intemal fabric and real essences

of bodies', the important point is that we can knolv of God, ourselves, and our duty. It

follorved from this that 'morality is the proper science and business of mankind in

general'.73 Casting about for a rational basis for morality, Locke came to rest upon the

teaching of Jesus.t'- In the Reasonableness of Christianity as delivered in the Scriptures

(1695), he argued that a body of ethics conforming to the law of nature, reason, and fitting

all duties, was not k¡own prior to Jesus. The 'scattered sayings of wise men, conformable

t' Jebb. Select Cases of rhe Disorder commonly termed the Paralysis of the Lower Extremities (\782), in Jebb

II, p. 399.
t2 Vy'ritten 12 Juty 1773 while reading Holbach, Jebb II, pp' 166-67.
7r Locke, Essay,p.399.
7a Locke clearly acknorrledged that some things are'above reason', and never rejected'mystery' outright'

Locke's whole philosoph;- is designed to show that our knorvledge is limited, and that we must rely on faith

to f,rnd meaning in life. He thought that his faith was reasonable because of the external evidence for

revelarion, such as mir¿cles. Gerard Reedy, The Bible and Reason: Anglicars and Scripture in late

s event e e nth-century E n g! and (Philadelphia, I 9 85), pp. I 3 5-4 I .
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to right reason' were not sufficient, and 'could never make a morality whereof the world

could be convinced: could never rise to the force of a law that mankind could with

certainty depend on'. A universal morality 'must have its authority either from reason or

revelation'. There has always been a law of nature, but before Jesus nobody had outlined it

in its entirety. Revelation aided the weakness of reason:

We have from him a fulI and sufficient rule for our direction, and

conformable to reason. But the truth and obligation of its precepts, have

their force, and are put past doubt to us, by the evidence of his mission. He

was sent by God: His miracles show it, and the authority of God in his

precepts cannot be questioned.Ts

The result was a simple exposition of religion, in the plain language of the people of Jesus'

day. Locke argued that this true Christianity 'is a religion suited to vulgar capacities, and

the state of mankind in this world, destined to labour and travail'.tu This was the model that

contemporary Christianity should strive to emulate; its simple precepts should be taught to

all in plain language. free of complicated doctrines. To this end, Locke argued that

Soripture should be read in light of his inductive philosophy in order to drarv out its clear

and simple message. As will be discussed below, Jebb studied the Bible according to

Locke's method of makirrg scripture its own interpreter.TT

An increasing use of reason and empiricism led many liberal Latitudinarians to adopt

heterodox theological views. A prime example of this was Samuel Clarke (1675-1729),

whom Voltaire described as a 'real reasoning machine'.78 Styled as Newton's chaplain,

Clark's rationalist defence of the existence of God and free will were enormously

influential and became the direct target of atheists like Hume and the Baron d'Holbach.Te

In addition to his broad philosophical influence, Clarke became a leading figure among

heterodox clergymen and inspired followers like Jebb to scrutinise the Scriptures (chapter

3). While post-modern theologians a¡e untroubled that orthodox doctrine was largely the

tt John Locke, The Reasonableness of Christianity (I.T. Ramsey ed', 1958 [t705]), pp' 62'3
76 Locke, Reasonableness. p. 7 6.
7? Jebb t,p.12.
78 Voltai¡e, Letters on England (Harmondsworth, 1980 Í17331), p. 42.
7n James Dybikowski, 'samuel Clarke: Special Issue - Editorial', E&D, l6 (1997)' p' l.
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product of debates within the early Church, eighteenth-century divines were desperate to

clarify its literal scriptural basis. Central to orthodox Christianity was the concept of the

Trinity, and no doctrine so taxed the minds of critical readers of the Bible. The Trinity

became a bitterly contested issue, as the very nature of Christ and his mission was at stake.

In the eyes of the orthodox, denying that Jesus was God made flesh undermined such key

notions as original sin and atonement. In a valiant attempt to settle the issue once and for

all, Clarke collated 1,251 texts from the Bible that might touch upon the Trinity. InThe

Scripture-Doctrine of the Trinity (I712) he concluded that while the Bible did not clearly

define the relationship betrveen the Father and the Son, it was evident that full divinity

belonged only to God. Cla¡ke became the eighteenth-century fountainhead of A¡ian

theology (the belief that while Jesus was divine, he remained only the Son of God) and was

a key influence on the development of Rational Dissent.so

The Latitudinarians rvere distinguished b,v a belief in Newtonian science, empiricist

philosophy, and scriptural sufficiency which tended to lead to heterodoxy. This intellectual

disposition had protbund implications for the relationship between Church and state, and

these implications s'ere boldly stated by Benjamin Hoadly who became an inspiration for

those Anglicans w'ho wanted greater religious liberty.s' Hoadly established himself as a

leading Whig clerg¡man in the early decades of the eighteenth-centr"rry. While his defence

of Whig politics and the subordination of the Church to the state made him a hated figure

among High Churchmen, 'the stars in their courses seemed on his side, and his cool and

acid rationalism was of the very temper of the age'.t' The Dissenter Andrew Kippis

observed that argu¡gents for religious liberry had abounded since the time of the Bangorian

Controversy of 1717. when Hoadly was attacked by the lower house of Convocation for

declaring that the Church had no real God-given spiritual or moral authority.t' Edmund

Law praised the 'truly candid and judicious' Hoadly for encouraging clergymen to reform

a Church less than perfect 'in its Govemment, Discipline, or Worship'. He thought the

to Vy'ebb,'Emergence of Rational Dissent', in Haakonssen, Enlightenment and Religion,p.26'
t' My argum.niin thit chapter follows the work of John Gascoigne, who has demonstrated that Cambridge

prouid.d th" most ferrile seed-bed for Hoadly's ideas, see bibliography; see also Reed Browning, Political

and Constitutional ldeas of the Court lVhigs (Baton Rouge, 1982), ch2'
82 Ernest Gordon Rupp. Relþion in England, 1688-1791(Oxford, 1986)' p. 88.
t' Andrew Kippis, A Vindication of the Protestant Dissenting Ministers (1773), p. 42'
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Bangorian Controversy and Hoadly's arguments in favour of private judgement had

destroyed the High Church case against reformsa - a view not shared by Archbishop

Thomas Secker (1758-68), who responded furiously to the Confessional and those'Low

Church controversialists keeping the Hoadliean flag flying'.ts Hoadly remained the target

of High-Church vitriol throughout the century; Samuel Horsley styled him as a republican

who 'ventured to espouse the interests of atheism' by denying the divine right of kings.t6

At Cambridge, William Cole saw Jebb as a leading light in 'a restless Generation who will

never be contented titl they have overturned the Constitution in Church and State'; the

inevitable result, he thought, of making 'a Deity' of Hoadly.87 Hoadly consistently

championed the primacy of private judgement in matters of 'conscience and salvation', an

Erastian ecclesiolop-, and a contractual view of govemment.

Hoadly drew on the seventeenth-century ultra-Protestant tradition of liberty of conscience.

Echoing Milton, he declared that 'in the affairs of Conscience and Eternal Salvation' Christ

had 'left behind him no visible, human Authority, ... no Interpreters, upon whom his

Subjects are absolutely to depend: no judges over the Consciences or Religion of his

people'.st The Church of Christ, Hoadly argued, had originally consisted of those who had

volgntarily adopted Jesus as their spiritual king. Accordingly, the highest religious

authority was the individual conscience. D.O. Thomas has discerned three main themes in

Hoadly's moral philosophy: that the main concern of religion is the quest for etemal

happiness, the key to etemal life is the practice of virtue, and the chief virtue is sincerity of

mind. Hoadly did not believe that the conscience of the individual was infallible, but only

that there was no infaltible or superior authority in matters of religion. He was not troubled

by the fact that the þdividual may bé mistaken when determining and acting upon his or

her moral duties, as God would forgive the mistakes of a candid person who acted with

'real sincerity' andaccording to his conscience. But this did not mean merely acting as one

saw fit. To qualiff as rruly sincere the individual had to display candour in examining his

or her duties, which involved

s4 'A Real Hoadlien' [John Disneyf, Iryhiþhall Evening Post,20 May 1773 '

" Cited in Mather, High Church Prophet, p. 10.
tu Cited in Clark, Englßh Society, p.233.
t? BL Cole mss. 5873:52.
8s Benjamin Hoadly, The ),lature of the Kingdom, or Church of Christ (1717), cited in Rupp, Religion in

England, p.92.
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Enquiry, thoughtfulness, compadng things together, studying the New

Testament, endeavouring to find out the laws of God and the laws of

Christ, and all the like dispositions and habitudes.se

As I will demonstate below, Jebb was in entire agreement with Hoadly's espousal of

sincerity and candou¡ as central to fulfilling one's duty to God (chapter 4). His writings are

peppered with passages warmly defending private judgement as a right and duty that

defined Protestantism - a right which it would be 'treason and rebellion against the majesty

of heaven to renounce'.no

Hoadly shook the pillars of priestcraft from within the Anglican fold. He rejected the

notion of the Church visible, and denied that priests represented God's authority on earth.

Likewise, Jebb vie'*'ed the clergy as teachers, and the Church as merely 'the creature and

servant of the state'.er Frustrated with the failure of the Feathers Tavern petition, he wrote

of the Bishops:

I must lament that an attachment to the interests of a pitiful corporation,

should ... render them adverse oI inattentive to a question, which so

materially concerns the nobler interests of the community, the cause of

universal Christianity, and thei¡ own emolument and glory, as the

constitutional guardians of a Protestant church'e2

Hoadly defended the need for an established church, but argued that religion (including

Catholicism) should entail no civil disability provided an oath of allegiance to the king

were swom (an opinion with which Jebb wholeheartedly agreed).e3 Hoadly argued

eloquently in favou¡ of repealing the Test and Corporation Acts, and for this he was greatly

respected by the Djssenters.'o He wás careful however not to advocate unlimited private

judgement. Hoadly defended the existence of the established Church and its right to

exercise authority in 'things indifferent', such as its liturgy and speculative doctrine

8n D.O. Thomas, 'Benjamin Hoadly: the ethics of sinceriry', E&D, 15 (1996), pp. 7l-88, Hoadly cited at pp.

82,84.
* Jebb III, p. 179.
n'Jebb 1,p.229.
n'Jebb III, p. lo4.
nr Benjamin Hoadly, The Objections Against a Repeal of the Test and Corporation Acts Considered (1739);

Jebb II, pp. I2l-22.
ea Richard Price to Benjamin Rush, I January 1783, The Correspondence of Richard Price (Bemard Peach

and D.O. Thomas eds., -î r'ols., Durham, North Carolina and Cardiff, Wales, 1983-94),11,p.162.
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þrovided they agreed with scripture). Yet the Church could not direct an individual's

judgement in matters of 'conscience and salvation'.et It was dissatisfaction with this

compromise that drove the campaign against subscription which flared up following the

publication of Francis Blackbume's Confessional (1766) (chapters 3 and 5). Blackbume

acknowledged that Hoadly's arguments had inspired the campaign against subscription to

the 39 Articles, but lamented that the bishop had not actively worked to reform the

Church.e6 Blackbume himself was particularly sensitive to the need to show 'Sincerity in

professing the faith'.e'

Hoadly was fust and foremost a pamphleteer for the Whig cause whose views on church

govemment were influenced by his political stance.e8 His theological development was

linked with his attempt to defend an Erastian ecclesiology, as he set about re-interpreting

the scripture evidence for passive obedience, and claimed that there was no scriptural

support for absolute monarchy or indefeasible hereditary succession. Hoadly did more than

anyone to popularise the contractual theory of govemment.ee In the American Colonies he

was considered one of the more notable figures in the history of political thought, and he

'came to physically embody the continuity of the conglomerate tradition of English radical

thought'.r00 Hoadly argued that the 'public good' was superior to the sovereign's right to

rule, and that the people were justified in resisting a king who went against their communal

interests. While Tories labelled such a view as republican, this mainstream defence of the

Glorious Revolution envisaged popular intervention only in times of constitutional crisis.

Yet in acknowledging that the people were the ultimate source of political authority, the

mainstream Whigs established a political context that fostered the development of radical

political notions.ror 
-

nt Rupp, Religion in England. p. 100.
nu Francis Blackburne, The Confessional (1166), pp. tiv-lv.
n7 Francis Blackbume to Theophilus Lindsey, August 1770, DWL Blackburne correspondence 12.52.98.
nt In his Engtish Sociery^ Jonathan Clark only refers to Hoadly as the object of High Church polemic. While

Clark is primarily concemed with redressing a neglect of conservative thinkers, his treatment of Hoadly

reflects his generally low opinion of unorthodox thinkers; see pp. l3'7-40,152-3.
ee Benjamin Hoadly, The Originat Institution of Civil Government, Discuss'd (1710); H.T. Dickinson,

'Benjamin Hoadly', History Today,25 (1975), pp. 348-55.
l* Bailyn, Ideological Origins, pp. 37-8.
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Many of the leading lights of Rational Dissent made a painful joumey from orthodoxy to

Arianism or Socinianism. Theophilus Lindsey drifted close to Methodism at an early age,

and Price and Priesley both reacted intellectually to the oppressive influence of

Calvinism. In contrasl Dean Jebb espoused liberal Latitudinarian views and sent his son to

educational institutions that would inculcate them. The profound and transforming effect

David Hartley's philosophy had upon the young Joseph Priestley is well documented. Jebb

developed at the very heart of the liberal Latitudinarian tradition, in an environment where

David Hartley was a personal acquaintance and his ideas familiar. With the example of

Edmund Law before him, the young scholar no doubt looked forward to a successful and

perhaps significant career in the Church and Cambridge University. Yet Britain's political

climate was changing, and in the years following the accession of George III liberal

Latitudinarians found themselves increasingly out of favour at the highest political and

ecclesiastical levels. At the same time Jebb became caught up in the rising tide of popular

radical patriotism, while being philosophically propelled toward heterodoxy.

r0r H.T. Dickinson, The Polirics of the People in Eighteenth-Century Britain (1994), p. 198
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Jebb became a fellow of Peterhouse in July 1761, was ordained a year later and became a

priest in September 1763. A clergyman also ordained at Buckden has left an account of the

proceedings he went through that cannot have been too different from Jebb's experience ten

years before. Thomas Scott, a largely self-educated son of a farmer, was examined by Dr

John Gordon (who rvas acquainted with Jebb). Scott had developed a Socinian bent and

approached 1þs s¡emination with some anxiety. Luckily enough, he was examined on the

one topic he had rudiect in depth: the nature of mi¡acles and their truth as proof of the

Christian doctine. Thus, he was able to pass without Gordon perceiving his Socinian

views. Jebb's ordi¡ation in 1762 does not preclude the possibility that he was already

unorthodox in his thinking, though we know that he did not become a confrmed Socinian

until later in the decade. Of the other candidates during his ordination, Scott wrote that

most

are Oxonian and Cantabrigian bucks, who know more of the wine and the

girls of their respective uniyersities, and of setting-dogs, racehorses, and

guns in thè country, than of Latin and Greek, or divinity. The archdeacon

sweated tw'o of them pretty well: but I believe they must pass muster.r

tn August 1764 Jebb rvas granted the small vicarage of Gamlingay in Bedfordshire, and in

October he rvas elecred by the University to the Rectory of Ovington in Norfolk, defeating

a candidate from Sr John's College. With an income sectued, Jebb resigned his fellowship

and on December 29 married Ann Torkington, whose father was a clerg.v-man near

' John Scott, The Life of RzverendThomas Scou(1823), pp.33-36'
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Huntingdon. The tuo met at a ball, deci,led that they were perfectly suited, and began a

long, happy, childless. intellectual, and politically active partnership.2

Academic Aspirations

Through the mid-1760s Jebb continued to work with an eye to a future academic position

in the university. In t^he sutruner of 1764 he began to study Hebrew and early in 1765 co-

published a commenrar,v in Latin on Newton's Principia that became a standard text at

Cambridge.r During the summer and autumn of 1765 Jebb applied himself to study while

living in rented accommodation at Potton in Bedfordshire near his vicarage. He resigned

this living in Augus after less than twelve months incumbencY, and moved back to

Cambridge. The reason is unclear: perhaps there was friction with his congregation, or

maybe he saw no chance for clerical promotion in the area. The former is a distinct

possibility when we consider the subjects Jebb was applying himself to at this time. He

recorded in his notebook that he had 'read through the Pentateuch, harmonised the

Gospels, read about t-rr e hundred verses of the Koran, and some other things in Arabic, and

sttrdied geography'.t It has been observed that the growing g^p between elite and popular

culture led many Anglican parish clergy to become frustrated in the attempt to reform their

flocks and promote a literate understanding of the Bible.5 Or Jebb's experience may have

been similar to that ol Richard Watson when he spent some time with his brother. a

clergyman 'of lively parts' who drank himself to an early grave in a quiet country parish.

'My mind did not much relish the country', 'Watson wrote, 'the constant reflection that I

was idling away m:v time mixed itsélf with every amusement'. Watson thus retumed to

Cambridge 'with a determined purpose to make my Alma Mater the mother of my

fortunes'.6 The only direct reference to Jebb's move comes from the pen of the ill-disposed

V/illiam Cole, who siote that when Jebb 'married he had the vicarage of Gamlingay, and

2 Meadley, Memoir of Ann -tebb, p. 6.
r Robert Thorpe, George \\-ollaston, and John Jebb, Ercerpta quaedam e Newtoni Principiis philosophiae

naturalis, cum notis variontm (Cambridge, 1765); Wordsworth, Scholae Acqdemicae, p. 7 l.
o Jebb ttvt, p. t8.
t Jeremy Gregory, 'The Eishteenth-Century Reformation: the pastoral task of Anglican clergy after 1689'. in

Walsh, The Church of EngÌand, p.79.
6 Richard Watson, Anecdores of the Life of Richard ll'atson, Bishop of Landaff (2"d ed., l8l8), pp. l5-6.
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hired a house at Potton, but being of a restless turn he soon quitted it'.7 Whatever the

reason, the end result was that Jebb retumed to Cambridge and continued grooming

himself for the expected vacancy of the Professorship of Arabic. Jebb was appointed as

curate in the parish of St Andrew in March 1766, gave lectures on Butler's Analogt on

Sunday evenings, and lectured on Cicero's De Oficils at Trinity Hall.8 In October of 1762

Jebb had been elected along with Richa¡d Watson as moderator of disputations in the

Sophs' School.e He held this office a number of times and the experience led to the

formulation of his academic reform proposals. In 1767 Jebb also began to give lectures on

the Greek New Testament to students in his own house, and spent much time with Edmund

Law.lo

Jebb's predisposition to things academic is illustrated by his co-founding of the Hyson

Club with Edward Waring. The nature of this club is best depicted by a review of some

prominent members. The son of a wealthy farmer, Waring was a shy and retiring student

r,vho gained such a reputation that he was appointed Lucasian Professor of Mathematics

only three years after gaining his BA.r'Thoughhe did not give lectures, his examinations

came to be seen as one of the most rigorous tests of mathematical skill in Europe.rt Waring

married and retired to live on his rural estate in the same yeil that the Jebbs left

Cambridge, but they remained friends.r3 Another member was Richard Watson, a

characteristic representative of the English Enlightenment whose interests encompassed

politics, chemistry, Christian apologetics, and religious and educational reform. Through

he remained within the Church and became Bishop of Llandaff, he respected Jebb and

supported his proposals for academic reform. Watson offended the king when he gave a

sennon at Cambridge on 'Revolution Principles' and the right of resistance in I776, which

Cole thought 'distasteful to everyone who wished well to civil government, and would not

'Cole mss., BL Add. Mss. 5873:70b.
8 Wordsworth , Scholae, p. I 16.
n Jebb IM, p. 7.
ro George Dyer, History of the university andcolleges of Cambridge (1814), p.124; Jebb IM, p.20.
rr His fitness for the position was vigorously attacked by William Samuel Powell, Observations on thefirst
chapter of a book called -lliscellanea Anylitica (Cambridge, 1760).
12 DNB.
tj ln 1777 Jebb wrote to Richard Watson that Ann rvonied that he may come to be considered a greater

mathematician than 'her friend Waring', and the signature of the later appears forth on Jebb's election

certificate to the Royal Sociery in 1779. Watson, Anecdotes, p. 102; Royal Society Mss. IV.6.
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see the Common People cut the throats of their superiors'.ra The most detailed study of

Watson, however, has styled him as a genuine Whig who was in all things a moderate.ls

The bright and witti- William Paley was Senior Wrangler when Jebb was moderator in

1763, and went on to become an active member of the Hyson Club whilst at Cambridge.

Paley was chastised by Jebb for not signing the Feathers Tavern petition on the grounds

that (as he said) he 'could not afford to keep a conscience', and his Moral and Political

Philosophy (1733) angered many Unitarians because of its chapter justiffing the

imposition of religious tests for an established clergy. Nevertheless, at meetings of the

Hyson Club Paley 'joined freely on subjects of scientific and speculative inquþ', and in

iater life he spoke of iris'pleasant intercourse with Jebb and Waring'.i6 d¡r Jebb recalled

the very high regard in which Paley was held at Cambridge, paficularly among 'the liberal

party'. 'I remember'. she wtote,

that Paley used to be looked upon as the life of every parly he frequented;

and yet I can *ith truth assert that no one could be a more attentive hearer.

In the early part of our acquaintance, when Paley, in company with other of

our friends. uas cirinking tea with us, Mr Jebb as usual spoke his own

sentiments very freelyl md, after they left us, remarked that he did not

know what to make of Paley, for that he said nothing: upon which I

observed that he had been very attentive, and gave it as my firm opinion

that he would be very liberal. After further acquaintance Mr Jebb told me I '

was right, for that Paley, he now saw, from the course of his studies' '*'as

endeavouring to explore the truth for himself.

Perhaps Paley leamt from Jebb the consequences of becoming too readily identified with

radical opinions. Ann concluded with the observation that Paley not being made a bishop

was 'proof that merit is very far from being the direct road to preferment'.r7

Members of the H1'son Club were not exclusively of a liberal Whig persuasion. Meadley

recounts a debate one evening on the ecclesiastical constitution. Dr John Gordon.

'o Watson, Anecdotes, pp. 101,95;BL Cole mss. 5883:185.
15 T.J. Brain, 'Some asp.ecrs of the life and works of fuchard Watson, Bishop of Llandaff (jniversity of
Wales PhD., 1982), pp. 3 i l-14.
l6 Edmund Paley,'The Liii of William Paley' inThellorl<s of lVilliam Paley(6 vols., 1825),1, p.70.
l7 Meadley, Memoir of Pale-v-, pp. 35, 54.
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an avowed Tory in religion and politics, when vehemently opposing the

arguments of Mr Jebb ... exclaimed with his usual heat, 'you mean, Sir, to

impose upon us a new Church government'. 'You are mistaken, Sir', said

Paley, 'Jebb only wants to ride his own horse, not to force you to get up

behind him'.'8

Likewise, while the young Isaac Milner was admitted to the club in 1774, and contributed

to the 'interest and hilarity of this brilliant company', he was no enemy to conservatives,

having been the onl,'- student in his college not to sign the student petition against

subscription.'n While the most famous literary club of the age found it necessary to ban the

discussion of politics to avoid contiontation between Dr Johnson and Edmund Burke, this

was not necessary for the Hyson Club, because it was essentially a Whig gathering. The

arguments that occu¡red reflect the increasing tensions between conservative and liberal

Whigs following the accession of George III. If Gordon was a 'Tory', it would seem that

he was one out of social fear rather than a re-appraisal of conventional Whig political

philosophy. He preached a commencement sennon rejecting the Lockean state of nature,

the concept of pou'er deriving from the people, and lamented that 'Clubs of the lorvest

artificers have been formed to dispute and decide upon the most abstruse questions of

Religion and Govemment'. But he also rejected the 'exploded' Filmerian doctrine of

'Government being founded in parental authority'. John Gascoigne has rightly assessed

this sermon as a reflection of

the intellectual confusion of many in Cambridge who were increasingly

concemed at the growing assertiveness of 'the lower orders' and who

recoiled from the radical conclusions that self proclaimed custodians of

whiggery like Watson drew from the familiar contractual view of

goverìment, and yet were still too influenced by Cambridge's whig

traditions to retum to Filmerite views of govemment and society.20

lt Meadley, Memoir of Patey, p. 46; Perhaps Paley had recently read Laurence Stem's enormously popular

The Life and Opinions of Tristram Shanþ: '...and so long as a man rides his HOBBY-HORSE peaceably

and quietly along the King's highway, and neither compels you or me to get up behind him, - pray. Sir. rvhat

have either you or I to do *'ith it?' (Graham Petrie ed., Harmondsworth, 1961 Í1759-67)),1, chapter 7, p. J3.
rn Milner, Life of Isaac ltIilner,pp.8,9.
2o John Gordon, The Catses and Consequences ofevil speaking against the Government considered (17'll);

Gascoigne, Cambridge, p. 2 I 0.
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Gordon was remembered by the young Socinian clergyman Thomas Scott as 'a fa¡ more

reasonable and candid man, in respect to those who differed from him .. . than is

commonly met with'.rr Indeed, Gordon was to prove one of those who supported Jebb's

academic reform motions, and the proposal to remove subscription for students taking non-

clerical degrees. In short, the Hyson Club was composed of Whigs who responded with

varying degrees of enthusiasm or fear to the new developments in religion and politics.

Jebb's free and open expression of his sentiments at its meetings must have fuelled

rumours of his radicalism, and contributed to the redefining of political alignments at

Cambridge.

It is evident that Jebb rvas preparing to apply for the position of Professor of fuabic upon

the expected death of the incumbent, who obliged by departing this world in January 1768.

Jebb applied for the professorship but was defeated by his cousin Samuel Hallifax. In order

to understand his loss in this academic contest, which he considered 'of the utmost

importance for my happiness',22 we must first consider Jebb's broader political position.

il High Politics under George III

Following breakfast on the 25'r' of October i760, George II went to the toilet, had a

massive heart attack- and died in a manner far from majestic. This sudden death

encouraged a reconfiguration of British politics. The young George III announced that 'I

glory in the name of Briton' and offered to embrace anyone who would loyally serve the

crown. Since 1715.the traditional Whig-Tory polarity had gradually been superseded in

importance by a Court-Country divide.23 With the accession of George III high politics

became openly factionalised. Any rernnant of a Tory parly effectively disintegrated and the

Whigs stood clearly' exposed as a loose body of MPs clustered around several aristocratic

leaders.2a William Pin and the old Whig magnate the Duke of Newcastle eventually

2r Scott, Lifu of Thomas Scon, p.34.
tt John Jebb [JJ] to Lord Ha¡dwicke, 18 January 1768, BL Add. Mss. 35,657:f'295.
tt William Speck, 'Whigs and Tories dim their glories: English political parties under the lust two Georges',

in Cannon, Il/hig Ascendancy, pp. 5l-76.
2a Frank O'Gorman, The Long Eighteenth Century: Brìtish political and social history, 1688-1832 (1997), p.

20t.
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resigned and left govenìment in the hands of George III's ambitious Scottish favourite

Lord Bute. With a young king on the throne (and no alternative ruler to gather around) the

Newcastle and Rockingharn Whigs attacked what they styled as George III's successive

'Tory' administrations, and appealed to the electorate for support. In reality most of

George III's supporters were from Whig backgrounds and the traditional Tory parly had all

but ceased to exist.ri Thus to understand politics in the 1760s we need to look at the

evolution of the Whiss.

The Whigs were united by the principles of the Glorious Revolution: government based

upon contract, the defence of P¡otestantism, repudiation of Jacobitism, and support for

religious toleration. Yet a range of opinion and personalities gathered behind the 'old

corps' of aristocratic \lhigs who held the reigns of govemment following 1715.26 A broad

distinction can be made between Court Whigs and 'True' or 'Real' Whigs. It was during

the heated controversr-over a standing army in the late 1690s that a deep 'fissure between

Cabinet and coffee-house' took shape.tt This divide became more entrenched following the

accession of George I. As John Kenyon has demonstrated, when the aristocratic Whigs

came to power they proceeded to distance themselves from, dilute, and even reject many

traditional Whig principles. They took the support of the Dissenters for granted, and failed

to remove their civil disabilities. They instituted the Septennial Act, confined the doctrine

of resistance to onl¡' the most extreme cases, preached parliamentary sovereignty, and

manipulated the House of Commons by stacking it with government place-men. Any

criticism by Real Whigs was muted by pointing to the spectre of Jacobitism.2s Over the

period from 1720 to 1760 British politics became divided between three basic dispositions:

Court Whigs, 'Counlr'' Tories and Real Whigs. With the accession of George III and the

eclipse of the Jacobites complete, a popular expression of radical Whiggism became

possible. The ground tbr this potential development was prepared by the maverick William

Pitt when he continued to court popular patriotic sentiment as prime minister. While the

25 Ian R. Christie, 'Was there a "New Toryism" in the earlier part of George III's reign', in idem. ÌvÍyth and

Reatity in Lote Eighteenth Century Politics (1970), pp. 196-214; idem, LI/ars qnd Revolutions: Britain 1760-

I I I 5 (1982),pp. 28 l-84.
tu H.T. Dickinson, 'whiggism in the Eighteenth century" in cannon, Í(hig Ascendancy, pp.28-50.
2t J.G.A Pocock, 'Radical Criticisms of the Whig Order in the Age between Revolutions', in lvlargaret C. and

James R. Iacob, The Origirs of Anglo-American Radicalism (1984), p.37 .
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aristocratic factions jostled for position in the new reign, Real Whig sentiment burst forth

in response to several key political developments. First, in response to the more hands-on

style of George III. some of the leading $/hig magnates left the administration and

proceeded to criticise'ùe new'Toryism'. This was followed by public outcry at what were

perceived to be over-senerous terms granted to France at the end of the Seven Years War.

Then there was the prosecution of John Wilkes for libel after he subjected the govemment

to severe sati¡e in The ){orth Briton. Finally, the American colonies began to resist efforts

to impose ta.x measures by the British parliament. In light of these developments, we can

best understand the post-1760 political landscape if we divide it into th¡ee broad

categories: a series of Court Whig administrations that drew on old Tory support;

aristocratic Court Whig opposition factions; and a largely extra-parliamentary popular

radicalism that drew on Real Whig and patriot sentiment.

Agreed that the resurgence of the Tory party was a myth, historians have debated the extent

to which governments following 1760 (other than the Rockingham ministry) were

characterised by 'Tory-' and 'authoritarian' attitudes. Ian Christie has argued that those

Court Whigs that composed most of George III's administrations can properly be styled

'conservative' rather than 'Tory'. They followed traditional govemment practice and were

far from promoting the arbitrary despotism that their opponents alleged; indeed, on the

domestic front 'libeq' r,vas not waning but broadening in the years after I760'.2n This

assertion is supported by G.M. Ditchfield, who has described Lord North's ecclesiastical

policy as reflecting a 'broader tolerance than many of its predecessors'.3o In this view, it

was not a case of govemment becoming more authoritarian, but rather of opposition

demands becoming'more innovative. The likes of Jebb wanted progress toward greater

religious and political liberfy, and became frustrated when the establishment would not

move in their t'avoured direction.

2' John Kenyon. Revolution Principles: the politics of party I689-1720 (Cambridge, 1971), pp. 170-241
2n Christie, 'Nerv Toryism?'. n Myth and Reality,p.203.

'o G.M. Ditchfield, 'Ecclesiastical Policy under Lord North', in Walsh, The Church of England, p.246.
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Nevertheless, the opposition rhetoric was not entirely unfounded: if domestic policy was

not actively oppressive, we can say that government came to rest more comfortably upon a

conservative social base and ideology. Something which encouraged the impression of a

'Tory resurgence' was that George III's successive administrations govemed with the

support of the old Tory country gentlemen in parliament. According to Langford, after

decades in opposition these men found themselves 'part of a unif,red ruling class', with

access to patronage at a local level and able to defend the 'divine right of properly

constituted authority'. The instinctive paternalism of the old Tories provided the

parliamentary and popular support that made war against the American colonies possible.3r

The preaching of deference to the institutions of the'confessional state'was nothing new;

but this alliance betrveen Court Whigs and country squires was accompanied by an

increasing emphasis on authority, order, and the bond between church and state.32 The tone

of Anglican serïnons in particular became increasingly strident in response to Wilkite

agitation, the challenge posed by the American colonies, and attempts to undermine the

orthodoxy of the established Church.33 As James Sack observes, the debate over Toryism

has 'obscured the very real post-1760 authoritarian, anti-Enlightenment, right-wing

patronage and factional networks which grew up about ostensibly Whig politicians'. An

ascendant neo-Toryism represented the 'survival of basic Tory tendencies as opposed to

concrete personalities'. Those tendencies centred on, and rallied behind the Anglican

Church as the first line of defence of the political establishment against a re-mn of the

seventeenth century experience of sectarianism and civil war.3a This evolution of the

composition and ideology of the political establishment does not necessarily add up to an

increase in the implementation of 'authorita¡ian' policies (or at least of 'authoritarian'

policy different to that practised by the Whigs prior to 1760). But if people of progressive

religious and political principles were not actively oppressed, they at least found

themselves frozen out of official favour as a coherent conservative ideology solidified

around the establishment.

rr Paul Langford,'Old Whigs, Old Tories, and the American Revolution', Journal of Inperial and

Comntonwealth History,8 (1980), pp. 106-30, esp. pp. 124,126, 127.
r: Clark, Englßh Society, pp. 199-235.

" James E. Bradley, 'The Anglican Pulpit, the Social Order, and the Resurgence of Toryism during the

American Revolution', Albion,2l (1989), pp.361-88; G.M DitchfÏeld,'The Subscription Issue in British

Parliamentary Politics, l1i2-79' , Parliamentary History, 7 ( 1988), pp. 65-66.

" James Sack, From Jacobite to Conservative: reaclion and orthodoxy in Britain, 1760-1832 (Cambridge,
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This change was perceptible at the top of the Church during the reign of Archbishop

Secker (1753-1768). Though a moderate, Secker was respected by High Churchmen and a

determined enemy of 'Low Chwch controversialists keeping the Hoadlien flag flying' such

as Francis Blackburne." While outspoken heterodox clergy such as Samuel Clarke had not

been particularly uell favoured during the reigns of George I and II, at least the

govemment was on their side of the religious debate and their work was appreciated by

anti-clerical ministers such as Lord Hardwicke. Following 1760 it became increasingly

difficult for those *.ho were liberal and progressive in theology and politics to gain

advancement to the highest levels within the Church.

In a sense the main parliamentary distinction that developed was between those Whigs

who would ultimately listen to the King's wishes (however much influenced by his

courtiers), and those Whigs who expected the King to follow their instructions. In the eyes

of George III, the Duke of Newcastle represented a system by which the Whig aristocrats

had effectively eroded royal power. Newcastle for his part, in the words of one historian,

w¿ts possessed by the 'neurotic conviction that a king not prepared to accept the shackles of

the Pelham family must be an enemy to Revolution principles'.'6 When the inexperienced

and stubborn George III sought to reassert the proper constitutional role of the monarch,

Newcastle and his allies left govemment to form a self-styled mainstream Whig

opposition. Newcastle increasingly espoused 'reform politics', and on the opposition

benches the former 'Whig conservative could become the Whig activist'.37 While many

became coni¡sed b.v the factionalised nature of politics, the Newcastle Whigs began a

relentless campaigruthat styled those who remained in govemment as Tories, intent upon

increasing the influence of the crown over parliament. While this may have been a myth, it

was a myth that captir-ated the minds of many, including John Jebb.

1993), pp. 74,48,33.
t5 Mather, High Church Prophet, p. I0.
16 Paul Langford, A Polite and Commercial People: England 1727-1783 (Oxford, 1989), p. 345.

'7 Reed Browning, The Dtke of Newcastle (1975), p.298.
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Toward the end of 1763, a few months after Jebb had been ordained (and was no doubt

looking for preferment), a contest erupted for the position of High Steward of Cambridge.

This came to be seen as a significant clash between the government and the opposition.

The position had been held by Lord Hardwicke, a celebrated lawyer, and staple member of

successive Whig ministries for well over twenty years. Lord Sandwich, an ambitious

minister, began canr assing for votes in the University when he realised that Hardwicke

was dying, and became confident of success. Sandwich's approach was both effrcient and

tactless, and in the aftermath of his prosecution of John Wilkes, this 'contributed to the

impression of ministerial power being deployed rather too forcefully and nakedly'.rE As

Chancellor of the University and close friend of Hardwicke, Newcastle felt that Sandwich

had intruded upon his home ground, and saw an opportunity to inflict a defeat upon the

minisry outside of parliament. To this end he encouraged the uninspiring young Lord

Hardwicke to stand fo¡ his father's position. The election fell on March 30,1764, but was

so close that the issue remained undecided until the question went before King's Bench in

¡¿ay 1765, where Hardr¡'icke was declared successful.'n This contest split the universiqv,

and one Newcastle supporter observed early on that 'nobody has now any character in this

place. but that of Sandwichian or Anti-Sandwichian'.40 Newcastle sent some of his best

political agents to Cambridge during the campaign, scenting the opportunity for a

significant, if symbolic victory over the ministry'ar

Jebb's conduct in the election provided ample evidence of both his commitment to the

Whig party, and his inflexible attachment to principle. Despite a dubious reputation

Sandwich was backed by most of the clergy, as they 'preferred his political principles to

those of Lord Hardwicke, who was bupported by the faculties of Law and Medicine'.42

Sandlvich also drew support because there was obviously more to gain by backing a

member of the govemment, than the client of a Chancellor who was now cut off from

access to Crown parronage. Jebb, however, remained loyal to the 'Whig interest' and

several years later reminded Hardwicke of his conduct in the election:

I'N.A.M. Rogers, The Insatiable Eqrl: a life of John Montagte, 4th Earl of Sandwich (1993), p. 109.
rn see C.H. Cooper, Annals of Cambridge (5 vols, 1842-1908), IV, pp. 334-5.
ao Gascoigne, Cambridge. p. 110.
ar Brorvning, Duke of Ne,rcastle,p.303; Charles Churchill sati¡ised the conduct of Sandwich in this contest in

his poem Gotham (1764).
a2 Vy'ordsworth, Universirl' Life, p.78.
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It is well knorvn that I engaged as a volunteff in what appeared to me the

cause of virnre. I opposed Lord Sandwich from a persuasion that his

success and the ruin of the university were inseparably connected .... I

therefore engaged with zeal in the service. My conduct was applauded as

truly disinte¡ested by the party I opposed, ffid my zeal appeared

preposterous in the eyes even of the parly which I served.a3

Jebb would pay dearly for his open opposition to Sandwich in 1780, when the latter helped

ensure that he lost an election to be physician at St Bartholomew's Hospital. At the turn of

the century, Ann Jebb thanked Hardwicke for recollecting 'the Dr's exertions at so great a

distance of time', and reflected that Jebb's

exertions were entirely voluntary . . .. His love of virhre, the great regard he

had for your family, and his wish to preserve the honour of the University

could not permit him to act otherwise. Therefore, although Lord

S[andwiches] persecution and opposition in every situation, after the

contest, ended but with his life: yet the Dr having acted on virtuous

principles, he always reviewed his exertions upon that occasion with

satisfaction.s

1764 was John Disney's first year at Peterhouse, and he remembered that

Mr Jebb voted for Lord Hardwicke, from the most disinterested motives,

notwithstanding the most complicated and pointed solicitations, on the one

hand; and the most trying menaces, and threats, on the other. In

consequence of his inflexible integrity on this occasion, he suffered much at

the time.as

Throughout that year (and perhaps for some time earlier) Jebb was courting his future wife.

During the election. according to Jebb's 1769 letter to Hardwicke: 'I disregarded the

welfare of a father ivhich seemed to be immediately concemed, and was deaf to the

entreaties of a mother rather than go back on my engagements'.46 Perhaps his opposition to

the ministerial candidate was dehimental to his father's prospects for further promotion

o' U to Lord Hardwicke, 22 January l769,BL Add. Mss. 35,658; l.
u4 AJ to Lord Hardwicke. l0 January 1805, BL Add. Mss. 35,755:182.
o5 JJ IM, p.9.
ou Jebb to Lord Hardwicke. 22 Jan. 1769,BL Add. Mss. 35,658; l.
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within the Church. At the very least he must have damaged his own interests: what

'complicated and pointed solicitations' did he tum down? Jebb supported Ha¡dwicke

at a season *-hen it was in my interest to stand well with [my parents] -

when I was soliciting their assistance and consent to my mariage, and

when I was assured that no indulgence should be shown to me in case I

persevered. I have not yet recovered from the consequences of my

conduct.aT

Theophilus Lindsey observed in September 1776 that Jebb's 'father has one thousand a

year, no other child but a son well provided for, yet allows his eldest nothing, approving

his principles but disapproving his conduct'.48 As Jonathan Swift observed, the young

Dean Jebb had been ca¡eful not to offend anyone on account of politics, and he collected

enough preferments to be described as 'a Man of Fortune'.on Patronage remained the means

of rising within the Church, and Dean Jebb was right to wam his son against offending

those in power. But the latter evidently thought it his duty to align with those whom he saw

as carrying the Whig banner forward. In doing so Jebb provided an early example of the

inflexible attachrnent to principle that would characterise his mature political conduct.

Newcastle handed the leadership of his faction to the Marquis of Rockingham, rvho, with

the aid of Edmund Burke, presided over the formation of a relatively coherent

parliamentary party. The Rockinghamites sought to offer a moderate Whig platform in

response to the issues of the day. While briefly in power in 1765-66 ('a ministry of boys'

in the king's words) they repealed the Stamp Act, but at the same time passed a

Declaratory Act which reaffirmed parliamentary sovereignty. Yet as the imperial debate

unfolded the Americans denied the authority of the British parliament, and appealed to the

king to grant their provincial assemblies full autonomy under the crown. As the argument

became centred on the demand for 'no taxation without representation' the pragmatic old

V/hig stance of the opposition became increasingly inadequate. The Rockingham Whigs

were in a similar position with respect to parliamentary reform. They constantly tried to

47 ibid.
at Mclachlan, Letters of Theophilus Lindsey, p. 102.
4n Swift, Coruespondence IY , pp. 437-38; William Cole mss., BL Add. Mss. 5873:53
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ride the waves of popular protest, while at the same time attempting to limit radical

proposals and guide the activities of extra-parliamentary organisations. As Langford has

observed, while thel' had allies on the radical fringe 'the great body of the Rockinghzun

Whigs . .. before their leadership passed into the hands of Fox in \782, feebly criticised the

conduct of Pa¡liament without ever demanding fundamental change'.50 Nevertheless, they

preserved and developed the tradition of party politics during a period of factional

confusion.

During the Feathers Tavern campaign and his involvement in the parliamentary reform

movement Jebb associated with various liberal-minded Whig MPs such as Sir William

Meredith and the Duke of Richmond. Yet as we will see below, he always remained

suspicious of the leading Rockinghamites. Jebb was ready to applaud their speeches

against the 'influence of the crowrì', and in defence of the Americans. But he felt betrayed

by their opposition to the Feathers Tavem petition, and vigorously opposed their attempts

to guide the deliberations and tactics of the extra-parliamentary reform movement. At base

was a difference of opinion as to the proper relationship between the MP and the 'voice of

the people'. Burke argued that the integrity and independence of an MP \¡/as compromised

by slavishly follorving the dictates of his electors. Jebb flatly rejected this, asserting that the

representative was only- a proxy for his constituents - a political puppet who should dance

to the will of his electorate.5r

Jebb's father, with his old Whig attitudes and experience of tactfully navigating the

avenues of patronage in the days of Walpole, urged caution on his son in the new political

climate. But filled u-irh youthful enthusiasm, Jebb became openly committed to what he

identified as the true Whig cause. It was later observed that throughout his life his

'character as a part)'man was injurious to him professionally'.t' That he engaged with a

'zeal' that 'appeared preposterous' to those he served in the election for High Steward at

50 Paul Langford, 'Old \!higs, Old Tories, and the American Revolution', Journal of Imperial and

Commonweqlth History,8 (1980), p. I19.
5r Lucy Sutherland, 'ECmund Burke and the Relations between Members of Parliament and their

Constituents', Studies in Burke and His Time, l0 (1968), pp. 1005-21; Edmund Burke, The \Vritings and

Speeches of Edmund BurÞ (Paul Langford ed., Oxford, l98l), I, pp.256-60; John Jebb, Address ro the

Freeholders of Middleser (.1779).
52 General Biography, cired in Life of Cartwright,pp. 165-66.
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Cambridge suggests that Jebb was motivated by much more than an attachment out of

'interest' to the parliamentary Whig opposition.

UI Wilkes and Liberty

Most Englishmen believed that their constitution allowed the greatest degree of liberty

possible without undermining social and political stability, yet there was great

disagreement as to exactly what form of liberty it sanctioned. For Court Whigs the

eighteenth-cenhry constitution haii evoived to a point where it prudently balanced the

needs of govemment, the rights of property, and the civil liberties of the subject. They

defended the Septennial Act, unequal electorates and the presence of government place-

men in the House of Commons as necessary oil for the wheels govemment; and throughout

the century an expansion in the size of the state was driven by war and trade. This growth

of govemment and the perceived'comrption of the constitution'by the Crown's ministers

was subjected to sustained criticism by those who argued that English liberties were being

subverted. The origin of this opposition ideology lay in the Commonwealth tradition of the

seventeenth century. the ideals of classical republicanism, and in appeals to natural rights.s3

As the following chapters will demonstrate Jebb's positive dehnition of natural political

rights was encouraged by his religious dissent and philosophical development. In the frst

twothirds of the century, however, most criticisms of the political system were couched as

appeals to historical precedent.

The Glorious Revofution had been'a conservative affair in which the elite replaced a

Catholic with a Protestant king. Yet this precedent in which the country changed the court

enabled future radicals to argue that 'the people' (variously defined) should increase their

participation in the political process. Real Whigs condemned the eighteenth-century

political system as a corruption of the principles of the ancient constitution in which, they

argued, the House of Commons had been more representative and independent of Crown

influence. The cause of political comrption was thought to lie in a lack of patriotism.

According to the classical republican tradition liberty could not be sustained b-r" laws and
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institutions alone. The maintenance of a free constitution, it was argued, depended upon

the virtue and patriotism of a nation's citizens. Thus concerns about political com:ption

were tied to a belief that the moral fabric of English society was being eaten away by art

increasing indulgence in luury and vice.sa

By far the most popular expression of this view was John Brown's Estimate of the

Manners of the Times (1757) which launched a withering attack upon the comrption,

indolence and Francophilia of the goveming class. At the root of the nation's ills lay 'the

luxurious and effeminate Manners in the higher Ranks, together with a general Defect of

Principle'. A general ¡eform of 'Manners and Principles' was necessary, as the ruling

powers would only lvake 'from their fatal Dream' when 'either the Voice of an abused

People rouse them into Fear; or the State itself totter thro' the general Incapacity,

Cowardice, and Disunion of those who should support it'.55 That Jebb shared Brown's

concems is suggested by his ordination sennon on 'this adulterous and sinful generation'.s6

Ten years later he rvas lamenting the 'deplorable state of morals in this country', and

describing the 'present times' as 'depraved beyond the example of all former ages'.tt

While the unprecedented successes of the Seven Years 'War swelled chauvinistic English

pride, it also fuelled fea¡s that England, like Rome, was about to succumb to imperial

decadence and decline. The fears of those Englishmen who worried about the future of

their country were aggravated by the increasing importance of the Scottish component of

the British nation. The Seven Years V/ar had been won with the help of soldiers from the

Highlands, and under George III administrative positions were being infiltrated by

t' The way these traditions exerted ajoint influence upon Jebb will be examined in chapter 9.
to Linda Colley, Britons; forging the nation, 1707-1837 (1992), p. 85; see also Linda Colley, 'Radical
Patriotism in Eighteenth-Century England', in Raphael Samuel ed., Pqtriotism: the making and unmaking of
British national identity ( I 989), I, pp. 167 -87 .

5s Gerald Newman, The Rise of Englßh Nationalism: a cultural history (1987), pp.63-122, cited 81, 84;

Joanna Innes, 'Politics and Morals: the reformation of manners movement in later eighteenth-century
England', in Hellrnuth, Transformation of Political Culture, pp. 57-l18.
56 The text he chose for the serlnon was Mark 8:38; 'Whosoever, therefore, shall be ashamed of me, and of
my words, in this adulterous and sinful generation, to him also shall the Son of Man be ashamed, when he

cometh in the glory of his father, with the holy angels'. Unfortunately we do not have a copy of the serrnon
itself. Jebb IM, p.7; Jebb actually opened his Address to the Metnbers of the Senate of Cambridge (1775)
with an extract from John Brown urging greater attention to teaching students to 'think justly' and
communicate well. Jebb II. pp. 341, 357-59, 372.
tt Jebb letters to the newspapers, May 28,1772 and February 27,1773, Jebb III, pp. 64, 138.
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ambitious Scots; go\-emment was no longer the preserve of English Whigs. While these

developments evennrally led to a strong sense of British identity in the nineteenth century,

the initial reaction of many Englishmen to this expansion of the British Empire was a

xenophobic and chauvinistic championing of Englishness. In this vein, John Horne warned

Scots in high office such as Bute and Mansfield against melting 'the English name ...

down to Briton'.58 Such popular patriotic concerns found flamboyant expression in the

figure of John Wilkes. In his occasional publication The North Briton, Wilkes

anonymousiy'gave voice to popular dissatisfaction with the terms of the Peace of Paris and

the general conduct of sovernment. His increasingly virulent attacks led to expulsion from

parliament Tbr libel tbllowing the publication of no. 45 in late 1763, which expressed a

violent hatred of the'scottish influence'at court, and called on the people to make their

discontent known to the parliament. Wilkes held up to his audience the possibility of a

reformed, revitalised and powerfrrl France, and claimed that England's economic

supremacy rvas under ùreat. Thus, the EnglÌsh constitution,

Thatbeauliful and wondrous fabric, the work of ages, the pride and glory of

Britain, as u-ell as the jealousy of her most powerful neighbours, which has

sun'il'ed two desperale Scottish rebellions, seems at last doomed to fall a

sacrifice to the incapacity and treachery of a set of men, formerly the

objects of the contempt and ridicule and now the abhorrence and hatred of

their country.:;

Wilkes' arrest under a General Warrant caused a storm in parliament, and was branded by

many as an attack upon the rights of Englishmen. Ironically, Pitt and other Whig leaders

had themselves used General Warrants against Jacobites. But with the absence of any

threat to Hanoverian legitimacy, some Whigs declared General 
'Warrants 

unnecessary and

authoritarian.60 Follo*ing his arrest, Wilkes defended himself in court by claiming that 'the

author' of the North Briton was not attacking a king,who was 'deservedly the idol of his

people'. Rather, he argued, what was being claimed by government ministers as abuse of

the king, '*-as realll' only directed at themselves.6r Lord Sandwich was one of those

ministers, and won notoriety for his enthusiastic prosecution of Wilkes. This included

58 cited in Colley, Britons. p. I 16.
tn John Wilkes, The North Briton(2 vols., 1769-71), pp
60 Langford, Polite and Commercial People, pp.357-8.

t62-64
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reading, 'with evident relish', Wilkes' pornographic Essay on Woman to a shocked House

of Lords. To some e$ent Sandwich's attempt to destroy Wilkes' reputation backfired, as he

became the object of patriotic scorn. 
'Wilkes, 

on the other hand, attained a'totem-like value

as the personification of a certain version of English freedom and liberly'.62 The cause of

''Wilkes and Liberty' became a conduit for the expression of dissatisfaction by Dissenters,

the American colonists, republicans, unorthodox clergy, opposition MPs, and anyone

unhappy with the gor-ernment.ó3

While V/ilkes championed traditional English patriotic prejudices in the face of new

political realities, he also dramatically helped stimulate debate over representation. Found

guilty of libel by the Court of King's Bench in1764, Wilkes avoided a sentence by fleeing

to the continent, where he increased his worldly experience and debts. In 1768 he retumed

to London, was elected to parliament by the freeholders of Middlesex, and went to prison

for his earlier libel. In December troops f,rred upon a crowd of demonstrators in St

George's Fields, oppcsite the prison in which Wilkes was comfortably resident. Wilkes

condemned this in a letter to the St James's Chronicle, which the government used as a

pretext to again expel him from parliament.64 Wilkes was subsequently re-elected and

expelled three times. In April the House of Commons declared him incapable of becoming

an MP, and seated his opponent who 'ought to have been returned'.us This election

controversy can be described as a 'landmark in English political history'.66 A flood of

pamphlets and petitions followed declaring that the constitution was being comrpted by the

influence of the Croul.67 Perhaps with the exception of Edmund Burke's influential

defence of political parties, the most significant product of this controversy was the grolvth

of organised urban radicalism. Most riotably, the 'society of the Supporters of the Bill of

Rights' (1769-7t) campaigned for 'a more fair and equal representation' and the freedom

to publish parliamenur;v' debates.

6l ibid. p. 172.
u' Colley, Britons, p. l12.
u'George Rude,Iltilkes arci Liberty (19S3 [1962]);Dickinson. Politics of the People; I(athleen Wilson. Iåe

Sense of the People (Cambridge, 1995).
6a See St James's Chronicle. l0 December 1768.
6' Rude, Ililkes and Liberr;- pp. 37 -73.
uu Car[ B. Cone, The Englsh Jacobins: reþrmers in late eighteenth cenhtry England Q.lew York, 1968), p.

43.
67 In particular see Edmund Burke, Thoughts on the Cquse of the Present Discontents (1770); and Obadiah
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On March 17 , 1769, Jebb illustrated the extent of his radical sympathies when he was one

of only two dons to openly vote against a loyal address by the University to the Crown.

The 'Address' was drafted by the Duke of Grafton's client, John Hinchcliffe (Master of

Trinity 1768-88), and expressed support for the ministry's efforts to prevent Wilkes from

taking his seat in the parliament. It stated that the University was 'fully convinced that this,

nor any other nation, never enjoyed the valuable blessings of civil and religious liberry in a

greater degree', and condemned those 'bad men' who were 'labouring to seduce the

ignorant and unwary. trom their duty, by infusing into their minds needless fears and

jealousies, as if the constitution were in danger'.68 Jebb's inability to endorse a statement so

contrary to his owTì sentiments is understandable, yet he could have absented himself from

the vote. That he openly voted against the 'Address' reveals the depth of his support for

Wilkes and the Americans. Thomas Rutherforth referred to him as 'a professed and eager

defender of Mr Wilkes'.6e When Wilkes visited Cambridge, he told his daughter that he

had attracted many interested onlookers as he was shown around the colleges.to William

Cole recorded for posterity that 'when Wilkes was at Cambridge this Winter 1771, [Jebb]

r,vas the onl,v person almost that took any notice of him, and who walked about with him to

show him the Colleges &c'.7r

It is hard to determine precisely when Jebb struck up his various friendships, however it is

significant that Thoma: Brand-Hollis (1719-1804) claimed to have been acquainted with

Jebb since 1167.12 Thomas Brand was a close friend of Thomas Hollis (1720-74), tbe

republican antiquarian rv'hose name Brand adopted when he inherited Hollis's estate. A

quiet and abstemious man, Hollis played an important role as a propagandist for the 'Cause

of Liberfy'. Having inherited wealth, he spent it in printing, omamenting and

disseminating 'Commonwealthman' literature by the likes of Milton, Harringlon, Locke,

Hulme, An Historical Essq' on the English Constittttion (1111).
68 Jebb IM, pp. 24-25.
ón Thomas Rutherforth to Lord Hardwicke, March 1769, BL Add. Mss. 35,640.
to 'Vf. Dixon's nephew, a ]'oung Academic of Cambridge, and two other gentleman of the Universiry,

accompanied me in the tour I made to see the curiosities and buildings. The people followed us in great

crowds, with prodigious acclamations'. John to lvfary V/ilkes, l3 February 1771, 'John Wilkes

Conespondence with Marl Wilkes 1759-97', BL Add. Mss. 30,879.
t' Cole mss., BL Add. Mss. 58'73:52.
?t Thomas Brand-Hollis to John Disney, 12 March 1786, Jebb IM, p. 235.
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Sidney, Molesworth and Trenchard. Brand and Hollis had both been raised as Dissenters,

and they spent time together during two visits to the continent between 1748 and 1753,

where they met philosophes such as Voltaire, D'Alembert and Rousseau. These travels

only strengthened their intense patriotism and reverence for the English libertarian

heritage.T3 Thomas Brand was very much a follower and joiner, and after Hollis's death he

seems to have looked to Jebb as his political guide.Ta

The widespread extra-parliamentary nature of agitation in the 1760s marks it out as new

departure in English politics.T5 According to H.T. Dickinson, r,vhile the essential 'ideology,

platform, organisation and popular support' for radicalism were developed in the early

eighteenth century, 'a large scale and sustained radical movement failed to appear'. Such a

development would have required full application of the notion of universal political rights,

the growth of a middle class culture, and widespread extra-parliamentary organisations.

These elements came together around the charismatic figure of Wilkes, in response to the

atmosphere of political crisis in the early part of George III's reign. The new radicalism

made a broad and vocal appeal to 'the people' (many of whom could not vote) to join in

forcing reform of a comrpted system of govemment.T6 Wilkite radicalism provided an

outlet for the ideology and enthusiasm of Dissent, was adopted as an ally by the

Americans, and drew support from merchants in London who were annoyed with

govemment comrption. As John Brewer has put it, the reformers of the 1760s were united

by the premise that 'govemment was a trust consigned by the people to their rulers for the

good of the public and for their protection'.77 During the American Revolution Jebb came

to play an active role in the organisational and ideological development of this political

radicalism.

t3 Caroline Robbins, 'The Strenuous Whig: Thomas Hollis of Lincoln's lnn', lVilliam and Mary Quarterly, 7

(1950), pp.406-53.
to Colin Bonwick, 'Thomas Brand-Hollis (1719-1804)' , BDMBR,I p. 61.
tt Nicholas Rogers, 'Urban Opposition to Whig Oligarchy, l'720-60', in Jacob, The Origins of Anglo-

American Radicalism, p. 165.
tu Dickinson, Politics of rhe People, ch. 6 and7, at pp. 191, 220;H.T. Dickinson, Liberty and Property:

political ideologt in eighreenth-century Britain (1977), pp. 195-97 .

tt John Brewer, 'English Radicalism in the Age of George III', in J.G.A. Pocock ed., Three British

Revolutions: I 64 I, I 688, 1776 ASA, 1979), p. 343.
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The Price of Radical Tendencies
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IV

Jebb's religious and political opinions had a damaging effect upon his career prospects.

John Disney wrote, 'I remember to have heard the general voice of the University

decidedly in favour of Mr Jebb' as the next Professor of Arabic.Tt Jebb must have been

reasonably confident oihis prospects, and seems to have expected support from Newcastle,

who had helped Edmund Law obtain a prebend of Durham worth five hundred pounds in

1767.1e But another crdidate came forward who 'had the greater interest among the heads

of houses, with r,v'hon lay the election'.s0 This candidate was Jebb's cousin Samuel

Hallit'ax, who no doubi ran in the knowledge that he would attract the support of those who

feared Jebb's radical tendency.sr On January 14, Jebb requested the support of the ailing

Newcastle and assured him that 'I shall employ my whole attention upon the duties of the

offrce'.82 Four days laner he wrote again to Newcastle thanking him for his promise of

support (as he had been informed by Dr Carlyle).83 As Hallifax also had a claim to

Newcastle's suppon. åe latter may have only acknowledged that Jebb was the most

academicall.v- qualihei for the position.sa Or Newcastle may have declined to involve

hirnself in the contest. -\s John Gascoigne has observed, even at the height of his power the

Duke 'was content ro allow appointments to chairs to be decided without his

intervention'.tt Jebb also wrote to Lord Hardwicke, whom he had so strongly supported in

1764, requesting his support in the contest. He stressed that he had been studying Arabic

for some years and tb.;.t the fate of the election 'will be of the utmost importance for my

happiness'.tu Because Hallifax also sought support, however, Hardwicke remained aloof

from the contest, as both had voted for him in the High Steward election.sT A notable

Tt Jebb IM, p.21. The Pro:ìssorship of Arabic drew on two funds: Sir Thomas Adam's foundation of the

chail in 1632, and the LorC -{Lmoner's readership of 1724. Wordsworth, Scholae, p. 163.
tn Sykes, Church qnd State.:. 180.
to Jebb IM, p.21.
tr In the 1770's Hallifar earned the approval of V/illiam Cole for his defence of subscription as 'very

ingenious... an universal s;:olar and good disciplinarian'. Cole mss., BL Add. Mss. 5871:192.
tt JJ to Duke of Newcastle r{ January 1768, BL Add. Mss. 32,979;228.
t'JJ to Duke of Newcastle. i8 January 1768, BL Add. Mss. 32,988:42.
8a Newcastle tvas both phl,.lcally and politically weak at this time. He was recovering from a severe illness

and Richard Watson orgaiised to send a 'get well' card. The Duke sent his compliments to Watson on

January 16, mentioning thar he would be'very happy if he had had an oppornrnity of showing his sense of
Mr Watson's merit'. Sykes . Church and State, p. 336.
8s Gascoigne, Cambridge;r. the Enlightenment,p. 109.
86 JJ to Lord Hardwicke, l8 January 1768, Add. Mss. 35,657:295.
87 see, Jebb to Lord Harduicke, 22 January l769,BL Add. Mss. 35,658: l.
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difference in the two pleas is that Jebb refened to having prepared himself through study,

while Hallifax merely requested a'favourable reception from your lordship'.88 Perhaps it

was Jebb's commitment to employ his 'whole attention upon the duties of the office' that

warned off any solid support. The Master of Queen's, Robert Plumptre, remembered that

one of the fellows of his college had advised Jebb to go through with the election against

Hallifax 'be the votes ever so few ... and in consequence Mr Jebb stood it out, with the

Master of Clare Hall's single vote against nine or ten others'.se This was probably the fust

and most signihcant rebuff of Jebb's career, and the subsequent resentment toward Hallifax

was to be long and lasting. Hallifax was already earmarked to succeed as Professor of Civil

Law when the incumbent passed on, which he did in 1769. Until then Hallifax, who in true

eighteenth-century st1'le neither knew Arabic nor had any intention of giving lectures, held

the position as a sinecure and proceeded to publish Two Sermons delivered beþre the

University in 1768, in Praise of Benefactors. As Richard Watson observed, Hallifa,x was

not above the 'ordinary means of ingratiating himself with great men'.eo Having lost the

election Jebb lwote to Newcastle requesting that he influence the Lord Almoner, 'to whom

I have written requesting the appointment of Lecturer in the Arabic language; provided the

ftlture Professor shall not himself think proper to give lectures'.er But nothing was to come

of this hope.

A year later another opportunity to gain a Cambridge post arose, with the resignation of

Edmund Lar,v as Unir.ersity Librarian. Once again holvever, Jebb found himself without

patronage, as Dr Barnardiston \ilas running with the backing of Hardwicke and Thomas

Rutherforth.e2 Jebb asked Hardwicke to remain neutral in the affair, though he

acknowledged that þarnardiston had à claim 'to the support of your respectable family on

account of College connections'. He claimed that Hardwicke's support for Bamardiston

had drained away his own support at Queen's College. After reminding Hardwicke at

length of his service in 1764, he pleaded somewhat pathetically: 'I only request that I may

not feel the'*'hole weight of that influence exerted against me, which if no common friend

83 SamuelHallifax to Lord Hardwicke l5 January 1768, Add. Mss.35,6257:297.
8o Robert Plumptre to Lord Hardwicke, 3 January 1769,BL Add. Mss. 35,640.342.
no Watson, Anecdotes, I, p. I I 5.
or JJ to Duke of Newcastle. 22 January 1768, BL Add. Mss. 32,988:60.
t2 Dr Bamardiston to Lord Hardwicke,25 January 1769,BL Add. Mss. 35,640:347
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were concemed, I might have hoped would have been exerted in my support.'e3 But once

again, Jebb rvas defeated.

He retired to spend the summer of 1769 at Bungay, where he read widely in the Latin

classics.ea tlhy did he retreat to this corner of Suffolk? While he may have been using the

spa waters there, the answer seems to lie in his being made vicar of the nearby parish of

Flixton in July. He u'as granted this living by William Adair (b.l74t), along with the

adjoining rectories of Homersfield and St Cross. Adair had been a student at Peterhouse, as

had his relation James Adair (1743-98),the radical MP.e5 Jebb had found a liberal-minded

family able to provide him some modest patronage. At Bungay during the summer of

1770, Jebb busied himself with clerical duties and studies, and acted as guardian of a

recently established u'ork house. At this time he was also nominated as chaplain to Ann's

cousin Robert Shena¡d. who succeeded as 4th Earl of Harborough upon his father's death

that year. The accumulation of these preferments allowed him to resign the Rectory of

Ovington in Norfolk. rather than possess scattered livings.e6 The career structure of the

Georgian Church has been described as like a pyramid with a wide base consisting of

several thousand of curates and a distant apex occupied by a felv wealthy prelates.eT

Standing somewhere in the middle, with his mixed sources of income Jebb would have

been comfortable by the standa¡ds of the day. Yet it was becoming increasingly unlikely

that he would fuither ascend the Anglican pyramid. In addition to his outspoken political

sentiments. Jebb u'as gaining a reputation for religious radicalism. While Francis

Blackbume's Confessional (1766) was causing controversy over reform of Anglican

doctrine, Jebb commenced a series of theological lectures in i768 which led William

V/arburton. the Bisþop of Gloucester, to brand him a heretic.e8 Lamenting the attempt to

stifle Jebb's lectures b¡'powerful men in the Church, Blackbume appealed to the popular

political ferment sunounding Wilkes and America:

nt 
JJ to Lord Hardrvicke, 23 January l769,BL Add. Mss. 35,658:1.

n'Jebb IM, p. 25,
nt William Adai¡ was a fellow commoner in 1763, and James was a pensioner in 1759 and fellow in 1765.

Sylas Neville refers to horv 'Mr Adair, a Member of Parliament, near whose estate [Jebb] has a living',
exerted his interest in favour of the Feathers Tavem petition. Diary of Sylas Neville, p. I I l.
nu Jebb IM, p. 26.
ot Peter Virgin. The Church in an Age of Negligence: ecclesiqstical structure and problems of Church reþrm
I 700- I 840 (Cambridge, 1989), p. 215.
n' Jebb, l,p. 17.
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Ye virtuous patiots, who have been so successful in laying open to your

injured counqmen the iniquities of theu civil oppressors (the principle

fosterers of these men's ambition) have ye no drenches for these

ecclesiastical cormorants?ee

55

The supporters of the Feathers Tavern petition usually tried to distance their cause from

popular political ferment. But their conservative opponents \ryere not unjustified in seeing a

relationship between political and religious agitation.

s 'Cantabrigiensis', December 1770, in Francis Blackburne ed, A Collection of Letters and Essays in Fsvour

of Public Liberty, 1764-7A (.1774), tII, p. 159.
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Scienc€, Scripture and Socinianism

It can be said that the Enlightenment consisted of all those who believed two propositions:

that 'the present age is more enlightened than the past', and that 'we understand nature and

man best through the use of our natural faculties'.r It is generally accepted that the

Enlightenment began eariy in England and that it was comparatively conservative. Prior to

1789 the English elite confidently saw themselves as goveming an enlightened society in

an enlightened age.r The British constitution allorved a degree of participation that took the

sting out of claims i-cr political involvement and prevented the formation of an opposition

of excluded philosophes. In addition, many of the Anglican clergy saw the rational thought

and polite manners of the Enlightenment as useful for combating Methodism. Yet the

values and scope of the Enlightenment did not go uncontested, and it is possible to see the

Engtish as experiencing a two phase Enlightenment. The early Enlightenment witnessed

the rise of Newtonianism and culminated in a fully fledged attack on the Anglican

establishment by English deists. Then, following a lull in the 1740s, a long 'late

Enlightenment' assaulr on orthodox religion emerged within a wider British dimension.3

While the French Enlightenment rapidly developed into a secular phenomenon, critics in

Britain (with some norable exceptions) tended to remain within the pale of Christianity. In

England the moderate Enlightenment of the aristocratic and clerical establishment was

increasingly challenged by Rational Dissent.a While the Rational Dissenters never formed

a unified movement. they were characterised by a shared belief in progress through

' Henry F, May, The Enlighrenment in America (Oxford, 1976), p. xiv.
2 Roy Porter, 'The Enlighienment in England', in Roy Porter and Mikulas Teich eds., The Enlightenment in

National Contett (Cambricige, 1981); John Gascoigne, Joseph Bqnks and the English Enlightenment: weful
knowledge and polite culn¿re (Cambridge, 1994), pp. 28-30.
r Nigel Aston, 'Home ancj Heterodoxy: the defence of Anglican beliefs in the late Enlightenment', English

Historical Review,l0S (199i), pp. 895-919, at 896.
a Pocock, 'Conservative Enüghtenment', pp. 97-8.
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unrestrained free enquiry and the candid exchange of ideas. The radical implications of

their approach encouraged conservatives from various political and religious positions to

close ranks in a' counter-Enlightenment'.s

In his writings in favour of greater liberty Jebb appealed to both natural rights and

utilitarian arguments. Jebb's failure to see any contradiction between natural rights and

utility was rooted in the nature of his rational Christianity. On the one hand Jebb's rejection

of orthodox theolog¡' suengthened his commitment to individual rights. On the other, his

impulse to reform ri-as encouraged by a philosophical disposition that combined

Christianity and a utilitarian psychology. In what follows I will outline Jebb's attack upon

orthodox theology before examining (in chapter 4) the altemative religious and

philosophical stance that underpinned his reform efforts.

The Deist Challenge

Peter Hanison has argued that rationalists of the early English Enlightenment rvere the ltrst

to attempt an 'cbjective' anth¡opological study of 'the religions'. The origin of the

comparative study of religion has traditionally been located in early nineteenth century

Germany. Yet one hundred years earlier in England,

'religion' was cut to fit the new and much-vaunted scientific method. In

this manner 'religion' entered the realm of the intelligible. It lay open to

rational investigation while its specific forms - 'the religions' - could be

measured against each other,'or against some intellectualist criterion.

Religion came to be seen as having a natural rather than a sacred history.6 This led to

intense debate over the rational basis of revealed religion. The deist Matthew Tindal

declared that there is 'a Religion of Nature and Reason written in the hearts of every one of

us from the first Creation', and it was in relation to this that any established religion should

be judged.T The key question was: taking the basics of natural religion (God and morality)

s Martin Fitzpatrick, 'Enlishtenment in Britain', in Iain McCalman ed., The Oxford Companion to the Age of
Revolutions and Romanticsz (Oxford, 1999), pp. 299-311.
u Peter Harrison, 'Religion' and the Religions ín the Englßh Enlightenment (Cambridge, 1990), pp.2-3.
7 David A. Pailin, 'Rational Religion in England from Herbert of Cherbury to V/illiam Paley', in Sheridan
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as given, what warranted rational assent to the allegedly revealed doctrines and precepts of

Christianity? There rvere three main issues: the degree of need for revealed insights, the

historical accuracy of the Scriptures, and how to authenticate that the alleged revelations

came from God. Jebb's stance on these issues reveals the confidence in rational

Christianity that he derived from his Newtonian education'

Jebb saw the difference between Deism and Christianity as one of quality rather than kind;

and claimed that 'Reason is analogous to the naked eye; revelation to the sight, assisted by

the telescope.'8 The Christian revelation allowed one to clearly perceive the four main

elements of true religion: 'sins forgiven, resturection, love of God, [and] love of man'.

Jebb thought that a deist received the latter t"vo from nature, and thus thought deism

perfectly compatible with sound moral conduct and reverence for God. A Christian knew

this through 'express revelations from the author of nature', who also revealed that sins

would be forgiven a¡rd there would be etemal life. However, 'Reason leads us, from the

knowledge of our Creator, to hope for an hereafter'; revelation only 'confirms that hope

beyond the possibilin- of disappointment'.e For Jebb the fundamentals of religion were

discoverable by reason, and revelation only gave a more perfect knowledge of them.

A favowite tactic of freethinkers was to cast doubt upon the reliability of biblical reports.

The clergymen stood their ground, declaring that the Gospel narratives were accurate

eyewitness accounts. verified by the vast number of people who became convinced of

Christ's mission. Try-ing to drive a line between scepticism and uncritical belief, rational

Christians 6ftsn Çam€ to doubt the received interpretation of specific biblical accounts.

Bishop Francis Ha¡e had ironically suggested that study of the Bible was the best way to

become a heretic! \\hile some freethinkers nodded in agreement, Hare's intention was to

satirise the retreat from reason and the maintenance of a fixed orthodox doctrine.lo This is

Gilly and W.i. Sheils eds.. ,t History of Religion in Britain: practice and belief from pre-Roman times to the

present (Oxford, 1 994). ro. 221-22.
t Jebb II, p. 137; In a di-.cussion of the attitudes of Rational Dissenters toward'truth', Martin Fitzpatrick has

suggested that 'perhaps ¡br John Jebb alone was human reason unaided able to reveal the same truths as

revelation, although naru¡al religion remained for him a pale reflection of Christianity'. 'Toleration and

Truth', E&D 1(1982), p. 29n.
n Jebb II, p. l8o.
ro Francis Hare,The Dificulties and Discouragementwhich attend the Study of the Scriptures (1736); R'N.

Stromberg, Religious Liberalism in Eighteenth-Century England (Oxford, 1954), p' 97 .
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certainly the way Jebb read him, as he recommended Ha¡e's text to those students who had

'the courage' to undertake study of the Scriptures.rr Rational Christians did not doubt that

the Bible contained the word of God. Jebb declared that he had commenced his studies

with the assumption that 'every relation in the scripture history is strictly true'.r2 Yet this

did not mean that the orthodox interpretation of particular events in scripture could not be

doubted. This is the anitude that lay behind the criticism which Joseph Priestley (among

others) levelled at Hume regarding miracles. As Robert Webb has observed, the arguments

of Hume's critics u-e¡e'substantially similar and splendidly confident ... whatever

problem there was la¡' with Hume, not with miracles'.r3 Where Hume saw a limited

number of ignorant superstitious Hebrews, Priestley saw countless convinced eyewitnesses

and converts providing reliable testimony. From this assumption that the Bible was

historically accurate and true, the likes of Priestley and Jebb could criticise received

interpretation. To this end the Theological Review and the 'Society for Promoting

Knowledge of the Scriprures' (for which Jebb wrote the outline of intention) were designed

to clariff interpretation of the sacred texts.ra Conhdent of the broad literal truth of the

Bible. Jebb focused upon the application of a sound critical method in order to gain an

accurate understanding of revelation.r5

Freethinkers also delighted in pointing out the similarities between Christianity and 'false

religions', to which Jebb answered that a religion revealed by God must çbe adapted to

human nature: and copy'after such revelations as had been successful'. Yet when compared

closely, the resemblance between Christianity and false religion becomes 'fainter and

fainter' in the way that 'two faces may be mistaken for each other when they are seen

separately and little attended, betweén which scarce any resemblance can be perceived

when they are deliberately viewed together'.r6 At base this was the long-running debate

over the 'evidences of Christianity': how can we be certain that the Bible contains the word

of God? The 'intemal' evidence for Christianity was the unblemished character of Jesus,

I'Jebb I, p.61.

't Jebb I, p. 19.

'' R.K. Webb, 'Miracles in English Unitarian Thought', forthcoming paper, p. 5; R.H., Popkin, 'Joseph

Priestley's Criticism of Dar.id Hume's Philosophy', Journal of the History of Philosophy,15 (1977),pp.437-

47
14 Jebb II, pp. 249-50.
15 See chapter 3.
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and the supposedly unsurpassed moral quality of his teachings. As Jebb put it, without

divine inspiration, horv 'could Galilean fishermen see so deeply?"t There were two

primary questions for rvhich every person desired an answer: is there an afterlife, and how

can one expect to be happy in it? 'A religion which settles both these points, must be from

God. Christ's does so. and is supported by proper evidence, therefore, Christ's religion is

divine'.rs Yet it w'as increasingly the 'extemal' evidence that was relied upon: the

prophesies predicting Christ, and most of all, the miracles Jesus performed in front of

numerous witnesses. Jebb referred students to the work of Nathanial Lardner on 'the truth

of those historical fac's. which form the foundation of the Christian institution', and Hugh

Farmer's 'incomparable treatise upon miracles'.re (The latter, according Alexander

Gordon,'was long the evidential textbook of Rational Dissenters'.)to Ott Sunday evenings

in 1766 Jebb lectured on Joseph Butler's influential Analogt of Religion (1736)' With the

deists in his sights. Butler argued that it was 'unreasonable' for those who accepted the

existence of God to doubt the truth of revelation, as objections could equally be urged

against natural religion - in both cases'Probability is the very Guide of Life'. While this

argument collapses in the face of a sceptical stance on natural religion, it was very much in

the English empiricisr radition of settling for probable, as opposed to certain knowledge of

reality.2'Butler was appealing to the confident rationalism of the age, and only addressed

those who already believed in a God.22 While we are unfortunately ignorant of the specific

content of Jebb's lecrures, his writings reveal a mind in no doubt as to the essential truth of

revelation. The essenrial difference was that whereas Butler stressed the limitations of

reason and the need tbr faith, Jebb called for more reason.t'

One of the süongest deist arguments was presented by Matthew Tindal, who claimed that

Christianity could nor be true because its belated, partial and still imperfect revelation to

ru DwL Jebb mss.IV.

't DwL Jebb mss. L

't Jebb fl, p. 137.

'n Jebb I, p. 38;NathanielLardner, The Credibility of Gospel History Q727-57): Hugh Farmer. Dissertation

on Mirac'les (1771); La¡cner's text provided the main authority for William Paley in his Evidences of

Christianity (1794).
20 Alexander Gordon, Hecris of Unitarian History (1895)' p. 36.
2r Henry G. van Leeuen. Tþe Problem of Certainty in EnglßhThought: 1630-1690 (1963).
tt Jebb IM, p. l9;Basil \\ iiley, The Eighteenth-Century Background(1972Í1940D, pp.79-85.
t, R.K. Webb, 'The Fairh of Nineteenth-Century Unitarians: a curious incident', in Richard J. Helmstadter

and Bernard Lightman e*^ Victorian Faith in Crisis: essays on continuity and change in nineteenth-century
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humanity was inconsistent with the notion of a universally just and kind God.2a Most of the

clergymen who responded to Tindal's book jettisoned the principle of universality, and

declared that God could be as partial in his revelation as he was in dishing out natural

abilities and blessings.tt In doing so they drew upon the Enlightenment philosophy of

'optimism', which rnaintained that despite apparent inequality and hardship all was

ultimately for the best in the best of possible worlds. Jebb's mentor Edmund Law made an

important (if belated.¡ contribution to this Anglican polemic with his Theory of Religion'26

Law had become a convinced 'optimist' as a result of his work on William King's Essay

on the Origin of Evil: the only way to understand God's creation was to appreciate that not

one natural defect or inconvenience 'could possibly have been prevented without a

greater' .27 To this Las'added the associationist psychology espoused by John Gay and later

developed by David Hartley, which held out the possibility of continued moral

improvement through education. Law claimed that the real issue was a lack of universally

equal comprehension of either revealed or natural religion. The basic principles of both

may be grasped by eleryone, but there was a difference in the quality and refinement of

that understanding across various times, places, and stations in life. Reaffirming that

revelation is essentiail-v- an extension of natrual religion with the added assurance of an

afterlife, Law ad',¡anced the original thesis that our comprehension of Christianity was

constantly improving.tt 'Mankind are not', he observed, 'nor ever have been, capable of

entering into the Depihs of Knowledge at once, of receiving a whole System of Natural or

Moral Truths together: but must be let into them by degrees'. Thus, Christianity could

never have been 'as old as the creation', because it could only arise when the human mind

was appropriately deteloped. Drawing an analogy with the growth of an individual human

being, he claimed that our knowledge as a whole was growing from an original state of

barbarism and ignorance to an increasingly true understanding of God's word and works.

He pointed to the incredible advances made in the natural sciences and argued that the

religious helief (1990), p. i28.
?o Matthew Tindal, Chrisr:cnity as Old as the Creqtion (1730).
2t This was given its class:c statement in Joseph Butler's Analogt of Religion (1736).
26 This went through seven editions between 1745 and 1784, was translated into German in 1771, and

appeared in a'new'edition in 1820.

'i William Kng, An Essc, on the Origin of Evil (Edmund Law ed., 3'd ed., 1739), p.224n; see John Stephens,

'Edmund Law and his crcie at Cambridge: some philosophical activity of the 1730s', (unpublished paper). In

his dialogue with King's ::rt, Law was concerned to outline a utilitarian system of ethics.
2s Leslie Stephen, Histo4 of Engtish Thought in the Eighteenth Century (Crane Brinton ed., New York, 1962
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same progress was possible in regard to understanding the Christian revelation.2n The

reason religious knoriledge had not kept pace with natural philosophy, Law suggested, rvas

because the principles of empirical science had not been fully applied to theology. 'I

believe', he wrote,

that as all Aru and Sciences, every improvement in natural and civil Life

are still drawing near to perfection ... so it is probable that the Knowledge

of Religion alone is not at a stand; but on the contrary, that as we

continually advance in the study of God's Works, so we will come to a

proportionall¡- better understanding of his Wor d.30

To achieve this he advocated close, critical and uninhibited study of the Scriptures in their

original languages, combined with a free and candid exchange of ideas between students.

This, he believed, would lead to agreement on the meaning of particular words, doctrinal

disputes would come to an end, and a simple rational Christianity would stand revealed to

all willing to look. Larv was confident that he had answered the main deist objection, and

that the way remained open toward an increasingly enlightened Christi*ity.t'

II The Thirty-nine Articles

If deism had been substantially defeated on English soil, that did not see an end to religious

dispute. During the 1750s debate revived over subscription to the 39 Articles of the

Anglican Church, a controversy in which Jebb would eventually become an active

participant and which resulted in the fracture and weakening of the latitudinarian position.32

In the year that Jebb graduated .William Samuel Powell (1717-75) preached a

Commencement Sunday sennon which was subsequently published as A Defence of the

Subscriptions required in the Church of England (I757). Powell (fellow of St John's since

1740 and master since 1765) led those conservatives who opposed Jebb's reform proposals

in the 1770s. His sennon sought to address concern over subscription, which had died

ll876l), p.344.

" Law, The ory of Re I igion. pp. 5 | -3, 233.

'o Law, Theory of Religion- pp. 182-84.
3r Richard Brinkley, 'A Li'eeral Churchman: Edmund Law (1703-87)', E&D,6 (1987), pp. 6-l l; R.S. Crane,

The ldea of the Humanitias (Chicago , 196'7), pp.25l-287 .

12 Martin Fitzpatrick, 'Larirudinarianism at the Parting of the Vy'ays', in Walsh and Taylor, The Church of
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down after 1720 following the debate sparked by Samuel Clarke, but had revived in 1749

when an Anglican clergyman suggested a new translation of the Bible and amendments to

the liturgy." More immediately, Powell was responding to the heretical outbursts of an

Anglo-Irish bishop.

Robert Clayton (1695-1758) became Bishop of Clougher in 1745, and was known for his

unbounded generosin. An intimate friend of Samuel Clarke, he wrote a number of

pamphlets vindicating the chronology of the Bible and answering the deists. In 1751 he

published a tract which, full of Aria¡r theology, drew many attacks across the theological

spectrum.3a William Jones latter dated the resurgence of the High Church party from the

response to Clayton's tract.35 This work went through a number of editions, and if Jebb did

not read it himself in Dublin, he can scarcely have been ignorant of the conhoversy that

raged and cost Clayton the chance to become Archbishop of Tuam. A speech by Clayton in

the House of Lords in 1756 arguing that the Nicene and Athanasian Creeds should be

removed from the liturgy caused a stir, and went th,rough many published editions into the

nineteenth century. He followed this with his Vindication of the ... Old and New Testament

(1757) which contained so many heretical criticisms that the government decided to order

his prosecution, but Clayton died before they could proceed. Observing the scorn and

condemnation that High Churchmen were capable of pouring on a morally admirable

ecclesiastic who deviated from theological orthodoxy must have made an impact on Jebb.

When later writing in support of the clerical petition against subscription, Jebb declared

that 'the time is come rvhen the injured Clayton shall again be heard ... and the heroes of a

second reformation uill arise'.36

Powell dismissed Clayton's arguments, and asserted that it was necessary to retain an

offrcial standard of orthodoxy for the Church. He also claimed, however, that the Articles

England, pp.209-227 .

,, Jãhn Jones, Free qnd Candid Disquisitions relating to the Church of England, QiaÐ; Jones was defended

byFrancisBlackburne,.-tnApotogfortheAuthorof theFreeandCandidDisquisitions,(1751);Jebbalso
referred to the Candid DßEtisitions in his writings on behalf of the Feathers Tavem petition, see Jebb III, pp.

12,48.

'o Robert Clayton, Essq on Spirit ... with some remarl{s on the Athanasiqn and Nicene Creeds (Dublin,

1 75 1).
t5 william Jones, The lI/orks of George Horne (1809), I, p. 9.
16 Jebb III, p. 8; Francis Blackbume reflected that Cla¡on was a 'good Bishop upon whose grave every lover
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were general, indeterminate and 'left room for improvements in theology'. In traditional

latitudinarian style, Powell argued that the Articles were not being subscribed to as entirely

true and infallible, but rather as a useful instrument for ensuring established uniformity.

His sermon is an early example of a conservative latitudina¡ianism espoused by clergymen

associated with St John's College. It was republished at the height of the Feathers Tavern

controversy, and, as we will see below, its argument was echoed in the works of Thomas

Balguy and Samuel Hallifax.3T

Foremost among the Hoadlieans who answered Powell was Archdeacon Francis

Blackbume (1705-87). He appealed to the students of the two universities to seriously

consider the contents of the Articlès, to which they would be asked, before God, to swear

belief. He wamed those intending to undertake a career in the Church to avoid the mistake

made by many older clergymen who had subscribed in youthful igrrorance, but

subsequently came to hold grave doubts regarding the truth of orthodox doctrine. Men such

as himself were no\\-in the position of having to practise and defend a creed in which they

did not fully believe. unable to abandon without great hardship their means of living, or to

leave a calling to which they had been drawn by God. Thus, they tended to endorse the use

rather than the tntth of the liturgy, and to live in hope of reform." But young men like Jebb

intent on a career in the Church need not trap themselves in such a morally compromising

position. 'To be ingenious with you', Blackburne wtote,

I apprehend that such of you as have the best capacities of understanding,

and the deepest impressions of religion on your minds, will upon a serious

and impartial examination of this important case, find the greatest

reluctance _il yourselves to comply with these terms of ministerial

conformity.

He urged such young men to choose an altemative career for which their mathematical

studies make them suited, such as 'military, naval, mercantile, and mechanical

employments'. Blackbume speculated that if many talented young men turned away from

the Church, and publicly owned their reason for doing so, the Anglican hierarchy might be

of truth and liberfy will drop a friendly tear' . Remarlc on Dr Powell's Sermon (1758), p. xiv.
r7 see chapter 5.
38 Francis Blackburne, R¿mqrks on the Rev Dr Powell's Defence of Subscriptions (1758), pp. xiv-xix.
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forced to make those reforms 'which so many good men have been so long pleading and

. . 19

srgfung tor m valn'.'

Francis Blackburne became a significant intellectual influence on Jebb, and it is possible

that the young graduate would have read a tract so relevant to his own position. Closely

associated with Edmund Law, Blackburne was to become the leading advocate of reform

of the Church. While Blackburne noted in 1770 that 'he did not have the honour to be

personally acquainted ivith fJebb]',40 his influence is evident. While John Disney had been

a student of Jebb's at Cambridge their mature friendship ripened 'under the auspices of

Archdeacon Blackbume'.arWhen Jebb went out of his way to visit Blackburne in 1775 he

was 'pleased to find that I stood high in the Archdeacon's estimation, rvhich I look upon as

one of the most favourable testimonies I could receive'.42 It is of course possible that Jebb

did not read Blackburne's tract. But if he rjid, it is understandable that he continued on his

path tor,vard a caleer in the Church. 
'We must make allorvance for the rhetorical aim of

Blackburne's lvoLk: a committed Anglican, he lived in hope of refonn, and he expressed his

arguments and predic:ions in the most forceftrl r,vay possible. At the completion of his

educarion, Jebb was committed to academic life and the Church in which his father was a

comfortable clergyman. While significant theological and ecclesiological debates were

beginning to gain momentum during Jebb's early days at Cambridge, these did not yet

materially affect his commitment to the Church of England. and as will be shown below,

he did not become a confìrmed Socinian until the late 1760s.

Driven by veneration tbr Milton and Luther and their insistence on the primacy of private

judgement,4r Blackburne owed 'his principles to a very accidental piece of advice given

him at the age of seventeen, by a worthy old lay gentleman, lvho said, "young man, let the

first book thou readest at Cambridge be Locke upon govemment"'. He follolved this

re ibid., pp. ix, x.r.
to This is extracted from a letter signed'Cantabrigiensis, E Claustris. Oct 4'. It rvæ probably the rvork of
Blackburne, the initials 'ADB' are pencited into the copy in Dr Williams' Library, as is 'Dr Jebb' when the

'lecturer at Cambridge' is mentioned. [F. Blackburne ed.], A Collection of Letters and Essays in Favour of
Public Liberty; 1764-70 (3 vols., 1774),111pp.245,259.
ar 'Memoir of John Disne¡'. DWL mss., p. 35.
tt Jebb IM, p. lo3.
ar Blackburne anonymously attacked Samuel Johnson for his criticism of Milton's political principles in the

Lives of the Poets.lFrancis Blackbumef, Remarl<s on Johnson's Life of ;VIilton (1780).
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advice, and as a result of conversation with 'liberal minded friends' and 'the reading of

Locke, Hoadly, &c. þe] acquired a strong attachment to the principles of ecclesiastical and

civil liberty'. In the event, he was denied a college fellowship because he 'disclosed his

sentiments too freelr" in a speech on the 5th of November, and offended the 'High

Royalists' who dominated Catherine Hall.aa Blackbume settled at Richmond in north

Yorkshire, and over rhe years his thoughts on religion were influencecl by his regular

correspondence and ùequent conversations with Edmund Law.a5 After much coaxing and

encouragement by La*'. Blackburne finally published his nagnum opus The Confessional:

or, a Full and Free Inquiry into the Right, Utility, Edification, and Success, of Establishing

Systematical Confessions of Faith and Doctrine in Protestant Churches (1766).4u At the

outset he boldly decla¡ed that

JESUS CHRIST hath, by his gospel, called all men unto liberry, that

glorious libertl' of the sons of God, and restored to them the privilege of

working out their own salvation by their understandings and endeavours .. ..

In [the] Scriprures all things needful for spiritual living and man's soul's

health are mertioned and she.¡¿ed. Consequently. faith and conscience,

having no dependence upon man's laws, are not compelled by man's

authority.aT

David Hartley had argued forcefully in his Observations on Man that the individual was

duty bound to relentlessly pursue truth in all fields. Following the logic of this view

Blackbume in etTect declared as unchristian the practice of subscription to the Thirty-Nine

Articles, even if a latirude of interpretation were allowed. The articles of the Anglican

church had been dra*l up as statements of religious truth, he argued, and should be

accepted or rejected æ such - a latitude of interpretation was neither originally intended or

possible. In arguing so Blackburne rejected the latitudinarian compromise whereby passive

assent to the Thirty-\ine Articles was justified for practical reasons. The right and duty to

espouse the tmth as it appeared to one's conscience was more important. Blackbume

ou Francis Blackbume, The \Vorl<s Theological and luliscellaneous (7 vols., 1805), I, p. iv.
as Blackburne, Works, I, p. Lrxvii.
a6 Edmund Law was 'the only person who knew of The Confessional for some years, and actually suggested

the title of it while the work was yet in embryo'. Blackbume, lVorl<s I', p. lxxxviii.
a7 Blackbume , Confessional (2nd ed., 1767), pp. l-2.
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argued, than the utilir.y- of requiring subscription to an orthodox doctrine.as Mainstream

Whigs had long congratulated themselves on their toleration of Dissent. Blackbume,

however, presented a powerful case for extending religious rights to allow Anglican

clergymen to freely determine and preach their own sense of the doctrines contained in the

Bible. This represented a broader, more positive conception of religious liberty which

chimed with contemporary arguments for broader political representation and participation.

Archbishop Secker responded furiously to Confessional, and sought out proof of the

author. In the heated controversy that ensued, Blackbume's house became a cente for

those favowing reform in church and state (it was there that Joseph Priestley met

Theophilus Lindsey in 1769). In the preface to the second edition, Blackbume claimed the

popularity of the Confessional as proof 'that the love of RELIGIOUS LIBERTY is still

warïn in the hearts of a considerable number of the good peopl e of England .ae One of

those people was John Jebb.so

III Greek New Testament Lectures

The controversy occasioned by the Confessional no doubt encouraged Jebb's critical study

of the Scriptures. Jebb's first significant contribution to the campaign against subscription

was a course of lectures on the Greek New Testament, which he commenced in November

1768. As the heterodox flavour of these lectures became known throughout the university,

the grumbling of conservatives became louder, and Jebb was 'branded with every name

that the fiery spirit of odium theologictm could desire'.5r One of the leaders of this

condemnation was the ageing Professor of Divinity, Thomas Rutherforth.s2 Jebb's

theological lectures \\'ere seen as an indirect challenge to Rutherforth. and he responded by

as Martin Fitzpatrick, 'Latirudinarianism at the Parting of the Ways', in Walsh and Taylor, The Church of
England, pp.216-25.
an Blackburne, Confessional. p. i.
so For an overvielv of the publications, see John Disney, A Short Vierv of the Controversies Occasioned by

The C o nfess ional (17 7 3).
5l 'Luther' [John Disney), London Chronicle, l9 February 1771.
s2 Professor of Divinity 1756-71.
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waming students against attending them.sr A fellorv of Peterhouse told a visitor that Jebb

promoted 'socinianism and Fatalism' in his lectures, and 'laughs at the 39 articles in his

room'.54 According to the conservative 'William Cole, William V/arburton informed

Archbishop Cornwallis that lectures were being read at Cambridge in which 'the Arian

Doctrine was taught and inculcated'. This allegedly'prompted Jebb to write 'a most violent

invective letter to the Bishop of Gloucester impeaching his Christianity and Humanity'.

When no reply was made, Jebb wrote to Cornwallis. who responded with a letter of 'great

Dignity, Moderation. and Spirit' in which he 'blamed Mr Jebb's conduct'." Such, at least,

is how a High Churchman perceived the controversy.

In late 1770 Samuel Hallifax gave up the Arabic Professorship for the more prestigious

chair of Civil Law (for which he had been designated successor). Yet Jebb had come to be

seen as dangerous by' too many members of the University, and he was again passed over

for the position in favour of a less controversial candidate.tu He followed this lvith

publication of A Short Account of Theological Lecrtn'es now reading at Cambrtdge (1770),

and proviCed the public with an outline of the lectures for rvhich he rvas being attacked.

This tract did nothilg to allay orthodox concerns. Commenting on the second edition

(1772), Cole noted that 'By the first paragraph expounding on private judgernent, Reason,

Civil and Religious Liberty one may guess at what he would be at'. Jebb's lectures had

given 'great offence to those whose principles are steady to the Church of England and

Orthodoxy', and'it is said he explains away the Dii'inity of our Saviour ... and in other

ways instils pemicious and dangerous Principles into his pupils, subversive to Religion and

Govemment'.57

In addition to upsening orthodox churchmen, Jebb succeeded in drawing some public

attention. One writer urged the University not to impose any censure requested by the

tt Jebb IM, p. 28; William Cole, BL Cole mss. 5873:52b.

'u G.M. Ditchfield and Brlan Keith-Lucas eds., I Kentish Parson; selectionsfrom the private papers of the

Revd. Joseph Price, I/icar ofBrabourne, 1767-86 (Kent, l99l), p' 66.
ss BL Cole mss. 5873:52b; Jebb observed that Warburton had 'rn a very public manner' accused 'a member

of the Church of England of a departure from his subscriptions. but, though solemnly called upon, has not

chosen to attempt a conlLrmation of his charge by the proper evidences'. 'Paulinus', Wthitehall Evening Post,

2I lanuary 1772, Jebb I, p. 17 4.
tu Jebb lM,p.27.
57 BL Cole mss. 5873;52.
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'ungenerous, illiberal and interested' opponents of the 'worthy and ingenious Lecfurer'.58

Francis Blackburne reflected upon the days when Cambridge was dominated by men 'of

the most liberal sentiments' who encouraged learning and free inquiry. That these days

were long past was attested by the opposition to 'this worthy Lecturer' by the 'Jesuitical

clan' at Cambridge.j' Blackburne claimed that the lechrer had 'submitted his plan to

public judgement, to rhe no small mortification of his adversaries', and revealed him as a

man 'to whom much of the little credit' that Cambridge had left was owing.uo John Disney

suggested that Jebb's predicament demonstrated horv little the idea of religious liberty had

progressed since the slxteenth century among those 'Protestant brethren' who still behaved

like 'a conclave of Cardinals'. 'Thanks to heaven'. he reflected, 'a different spirit prevails

among the younger sÌudents'.ur Another conespondent observed that with the publication

of Jebb's Short Account those who 'opposed him in the University by thetr authority,

should oppose him i¡ the face of the world by their reason' . The.'* found it easier to whip

up fear of Jebb's 'libeni¡e' teaching.

Last s¡mmer I met v¿ith a Lady who r,vas under the deepest distress for a

near relation c: her's at Cambridge, because his Tutor was a follower of one

lvlr J-bb, r,vho ;r'as a vile fellow, and taught such abominable doctlines that

her relation, a man of consequence, w¿ls in danger.62

He called on Jebb's opponents in Emmanuel College to 'stand forth and justifr their late

activity' and urged the 'universal Dr Hallifax' to

drop for the moment the weightier matters of the larv. and take this

opportunity of opposing the Lecturer like a man,lwhoml he once opposed

in the Affair of the Arabic Professorship like a courtier.63

In light of the strong reactions they provoked, we need to look closely at the method and

theology espoused in -iebb's lectures.

58 'Hoadleianus', Winches::r.29 Sept. 1770, in Blackburne. .f Collection of Letters,p.242.
5e .Cantabrigiensis', Oct -1 ;770, in Blackbume, A Collection of Letters, pp. 244--15.
60 'Cantabrigiensis', Dec. l-70, Blackbume, A Collection of Letters, p. 159'
ur'Luther', London Chrcrlcle, 19 February 1771'
u2 ,p.p'. 

tJF.] , 26 Feb. I'71, London Chronicle; this conespondent may have been John Firebrace, who

wrote elsewhere that haci sixteenth-century Church reformers 'lived to see the improvement of scripture

knowledge, upon the rariLìnal interpretations of Locke, Clarke. Tøylor, Law, St'kes, Benson, Døtvson, fand]
Jebb', they would not hare drawn up the 39 Articles. [John Firebrace), A Further Defence of the Present

Scheme of Petitioning Parilament (1771), p. 35'
6r ibid.
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In his Short Account Jebb tried to argue that he was not 'inculcating upon the minds of my

pupils' a set of unorthodox doctrine, but rather, promoting a method that would encourage

study and facilitate private judgement. He refuted what he claimed were the two main

accusations against him: denial of the immaculate conception and free will. Choosing his

words carefully, he claimed that as the'messiahship of Jesus' was proved by his miracles,

belief in the immaculate conception'follows of course'. In so arguing, Jebb side-stepped

the real criticism: tirat he denied the full diviniry of Christ. As to free w-ill, he admitted to

being 'a little inclined to the system of Hartley and of Locke'; but, the important point was

that he had always believed that'man is a moral agent, in the strictest sense'. At any rate,

the lectures rvere designed to discourage philosophical and metaphysical speculation.uo He

admitted that he had. after 'some years of incessant study . . . deduced a system of faith and

practice', but in his course of lectures he was not 'anxiously desirous' to impress this

system upon the sudents. Any heterodox notions they ar¡ived at rvere a result of the

method, rather than direct instruction: the 'train of ideas arising in their minds' could lead

to concl¡sions clifferent to 'what the same ScriptLrres seemed to suggest in the time of our

great reforners'. Such conclusions were the result of using the numerous leamed

commenta¡ies on the Bible available in an enlightened age, and 'from a variety of other

sources, which must crowd upon the mind of every candid thinking person'. Rather than

adopting the 'groundless and odious supposition of my professedly inculcating a set of

opinions', Jebb directed his critics to the effects of candid scientif,rc study.65 Such a

judiciously r,vorded defence was designed to appeal to enlightened sensibilities, rather than

silence orthodox alarm-bells. While claiming that he was not 'inculcating' a set of

doctrines, Jebb admined that when considering texts used to prove 'certain doctrines', he

stated what he thought to be the 'plain and naturai meaning' of the passage. Pointing out to

students that 'other rr,'orthy persons of the greatest name have been of different opinion

from myself can hardly have satisfìed his critics.u6

64 A Short Account ofTheclogical Lectttres (1170), Jebb I' pp. l7-21.
ut Jebb I, pp. 25-6.
6uJebbl,p.35; yearslater Jebbadmittedthatinhislectureshealwaysdeclaredhisorvnbeliefinthe'proper
unity of God: and that He alone should be the proper object of religious worship'. J.J. to Dr William

Chambers 2l October 1775, Jebb IM, p. 106.
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In the second edition of his Short Account (1772) Jebb compared his lectures to those of

Edward Bentham, Professor of Divinity at Oxford.ó7 Bentham's lectures discouraged 'that

generouS principle of free inquiry', and were designed to instil an acceptance of the

orthodox interpretation. Jebb thought the comparison explained the opposition to his own

lectures by'the majority of the heads of houses, and almost every prelate who has the least

connection' with Cambridge. The bishops opposed scientific study of the Bible. As the

'pontifical powets' had once feared that

an inquiry rnro the operations of nature might shake clolvn the philosophy

of Moses, their lordships are alarmed, lest a mode of investigation, which

succeeded so happily when the WORKS of God were the subject, might, if

resolutely pursued in the case of his WORD, prove fatal to that system of

theological opinions, which, for certain reasons ... they now so strenuously

uphold.68

A scientific approach to the Bible was necessary for a true conception of Christianiry*. Yet

this kind of study ri as discouraged because it undermined the doctrines on which the

power anC privilege of the ecclesiastical hierarchy were based.

Edmund Law did not play an active role in the Confessional contoversy because he was a

bishop with a large family whose futwe prospects he would not damage. Law's relative

silence led consen'arives to allege, with some justihcation, that Jebb was acting on his

behalf.6e Cole recoried that while preaching a controversial sermon on subscription in

1773, Jebb,

looking up ro the Heads laughed at the Bishop of Carlisle, who had his

hand or cap before his face; this Mr Essex observed particularly who told

me two da1's after, that he has frequently seen him do the same and the

Bishop laugh þack?l at him; how ... in character [are?] both is easy to

determine.'!

Jebb boasted that his lectures were approved of by'many worthy characters'. In response

to rumours that he rras acting on behalf of Law, he declared that he had commenced his

u7 Edward Bentham D.D . Reflectiotts upon the Stuþ of Divinity (Oxford, 1771).
u'Jebb I, pp. 54-5.
un According to Warbunon. Jebb was 'protected and encouraged' by Law. BL Cole mss. 5873:52b.
7o BL Cole mss. 5873:5i.
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lectures 'without the encouragement or suggestion of any person whatsoever'.7r Yet it is

clear that Law encouraged the studies from which the lectures resulted. In 1767 Jebb had

'frequent communications with Dr Law', which John Disney considered 'an

acknowledgement of the information he ever sought, and derived, from one so well

informed in Scripture knowledge'. Jebb began his critical study of the Greek New

Testament tow'a¡d the end of that year."

Echoing Edmund La*'. Jebb directed those who claim that 'it is not likely that rve should

have a better knowledge of divine things' than in the past, to consider the advances in 'our

works of elegance and taste'. In everything, 'orthodox taste' was 'giving way to nature in

her loveliest simplicitl-, though improved by all the powers of art'. Likewise. *'e 'also see

monkish superstition retiring before the powers of industry and common sense'.73

Accordingly, he ruged students of the Bible to 'make Nervton our guide. Simplicity and

rnagnificence in the çorks of God, the same to be searched for in the word'. He outlined

four rules to guide his students throughout the course of the lectures:

i. attencl to er idence not imagination.

2. admit no opinion of mine unless you think it supported by proper

evidence.

3. hereafter reject any sentiment of mine if you perceive it false.

4. keep your mind open to evidence.Ta

In a note written in June 1770he observed hor,v in the past many philosophers had accepted

facts without rigorous examination, and so had invented hypotheses to solve them which

led to 'strange Doctrines' like the cycles and epicycles of Ptolemaic astronomy. Likewise,

'ill understood textsl rvere the bogus facts that gave rise to doctrines in religion such as the

Trinity and Original Sin. 'The reasonableness of an Hypothesis does not prove it true', and

empiricism should guide the study of both nature and the Scriptures. Only through

'experiment in philosophy', he argued, '[and] critical knorvledge of the Scriptures ...

t' Jebb I, pp. 6, 54.
t, Jebb IM, p. 20; The f,r¡st note in Jebb's interleaved Greek New Testament is dated 1767, and the second is

6 January 1768. Jebb completed his reading on June 7. 1768. His course of lectures commenced in

November. DWT- Jebb mss. I.
73 DwL Jebb mss. IV.
74 DWL Jebb mss. VI; At rhe start of the fourth volume Jebb wrote the simple note: 'Newton - Locke - Law'.
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[does] nature and Scripture stand evidently disclosed to our view'. 'search the Scriptures"

Jebb urged, 'search faca [and] use Newton's rule of philosophising'.tj

Jebb,s method was historical as well as critical. He acknowledged that many statements in

the Bible had to be read with a knowledge of their social, political and intellectual context.

In this he was consciously following the work of Bishop Robert Lowth. An expert on

Hebrew poetry, Lourh argued that the Scriptures must be studied as an expression of a

former society, rather ihan as an outline of God's prefened form of government.tu In this

spirit, Jebb drew from Montesquieu the insight that 'we must not separate the Lalvs from

the Circumstances in *hich they are made', as a guide to reading Scripture.?7 One should

investigate the 'reigr:ing ideas and controversies of the apostles' times, and by them

interpret their words'. The New Testament was 'a history of discourses to particular

persons, not a set of rules intended for all men indiscriminately'.'s Not only did the texts

reflect the customs and concerns of the time, bur they also reflected the ignorance and

primitive language of the age. Jebb believed the evangelists had made a number of

rnistakes in their nararion. Yet, .,vhile he thousht Matthew was 'not a verv judicious

Historian according io our Ideas', he thought this was understandable because the

evangelist wrote for his contemporary audience rather than later ages'tn The gospel writers

at times described things in 'general terms', and thus 'put their own lvords into the mouths

of the speakers, to render it consistent', while Paul may have adopted the Jewish mode of

inte¡preting scripture and arguing inconclusivel¡'.!0 The Bible u'as flill of metaphorical

statements: for example, that Jesus sits at the right hand of God and his enemies will be his

footstool was a figurative expression.t' On finishing the Greek New Testament, Jebb

concluded that:

75 DwL Jebb mss.IV.
7u Jebb placed at the stan cfhis Såor¡ Account a large extract from Lowth urging srudy ofthe scriptures, and

that ,an opinion is not ther:iore false because it contradicts received notions: but. rvhether true or false. let it

be submitted to a fair exan¡ation; truth must be the gainer br it. and appear with greater evidence' . Jebb I' p'

4; See also B. Hepworth, Rabert Lotvth (1978), ch' l '
tiThe Epistles wère imp..rant because so much orthodox doctrine derived from them. Locke had paid them

particulaìly close attention. and observed that in Romans l3 Paul was silent regarding the right qualihcations

tf th. .t igl1.r powers' thar one must obey. John Locke, A Paraphrase and Notes on the Epistles of St Paul

(Arthur W. Wainwright ed.. Oxford, 1987 [1707])'
tt ,As in I Cor l5:3'. Jebb II. p. 140, refening to Montesquieu. Esprit des Lois, )CXX, 14; DWL Jebb mss. I.

?n DWL Jebb mss. I; lecture 36, DWL Jebb mss. VI.
*o Jebb ll, pp. 144, 147 .

8r Jebb II, p. 138.
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The older a language is, the more corporeal it is, for all language deived

itself from body prepositions denoting the relations of place, and many

terms being purely corporeal at first therefore the figurative expressions

would be more glaring. When they wanted to represent abstract or general

ideas, particular names would be used instead of general n¿unes, as 'today'

for 'the present time' ... Parables would stand for moral abstract truths, and

justly for thel' raise the same affections. Everything, in short, would be

visible and ungible, rites and ceremonies would stand for doctrines and

events, uni¡- of existence for unity of design and opinion, local clecent from

Heaven stand for divine commission ... let no-one object that interpretation

on such a pla:i is mystical or allegorical - it is literal though hgurative. 82

Behind primitive Biblical metaphor lay literal truth. To aid interpretation, one should study

the language of 'barbarous nations' like the North American Indians, as 'they speak much

in figure'. Jebb also -rhought it helpful to 'search the Koran for evidences and illustrations

of scripture'.83 Through this critical and comparative approach Jebb expected to uncover

the tme doctrine contained in the New Testament'

As it appeared absurd to suppose, that the same passage could in fact admit

of various senses, I was contented when I had found that one, which, from

the considerarion of its connection with the other parts of the discourse,

appeared to be the meaning of the speaker, and, consequently, seemed to be

that very sense, in which he would have lvished to be understood.sa

In his plan for a Harmony of the Gospels (1770) Jebb warned students to avoid adopting

the language used b¡'scriptural commentators. The aim was

to imprint u¡:on the mind suih an idea of the actions and discourses of our

redeemer, and of their most material concomitant circumstances, as may

enable the srudent, from a consideration of the particularities of time, place,

and occasion. to form a just and accurate conception of all the gospel

doctrines.

Such accuracy could be achieved only if the student disregarded 'the manner of expression

which he meets with in the Scripture, or in the commentators upon it'. The student must

82 DWL Jebb mss. I, p. l9
tt DwL Jebb mss. [v.
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attempt to get away from the figurative, rhetorical and generally distorted language of the

texts, and construct his own paraphrase 'according to forms of expression conceived by

himself .8s

The recently ordained Samuel Henley praised Jebb for entering in his prime upon

endeavours which 'LOCKE and NEWTON, torvard the close of life, regretted they had not

earlier begun'. Where Francis Bacon had tried to 'strike off the shackles of the human

mind' through'the science of Nature', Jebb was attempting to do the same 'in the study of

Revelation'.8u That such praise was not entirely overblor,vn is attested by Theophilus

Lindsey, who declared in a private letter that 'of all persons I ever conversed with, [Jebb]

has the most critical knowledge of the scriptures, and the best method of interpreting

them'.87 This was a considerable compliment rvhen we consider that Lindsey counted the

likes of Richard Price and Joseph Priestley among his close friends. Indeed, Priestley

himself asked Jebb to peruse his Harmony of the Evangelists.ss Jebb's method was adopted

by the 'society for Promoting Knowledge of the Scriphrres'. Established at the Essex St.

Unitarian church in 1783 by the likes of Lindsey. Price and Andrew Kippis, Jebb wrote

most of the Society's outline of intention.to lvlaintaining that'the word of God ... like the

book of nature, lies open to us all', the Society aimed to help remove 'the cloud of human

prejudices, which have so long obscured the heavenly light of truth' through an'analytic'

as opposed to the traditional 'synthetic' mode of inquiry. The Society would not accept

essays 'written professedly in support of particular tenants or doctrines'. Contributors were

to confine themselves to elucidating the rites. ceremonies, manners, or history of biblical

times, or the language of the text. With a mind not 'warped in favour of any specific

84 Short Accotmt ofTheological Lectures, Jebb I,p.23

" Jebb 1,p.124.
tu SamueiHenley, The Distinct Clqims of Government and Religion, considered in a sermon preached beþre

the Honottrable House o_i Btygesses, at llilliamsbtrg in Virginia, ,l[arch ], 1772 (Cambridge, 1772),

'Dedication'.
87 H. Mclachlan, Letters of Theophilus Lindsey (Manchester, 1920), p' 104'
8* Joseph Priestley, A Har-rnony o¡thu Euong"lists, in Engtish, with Critical Dissertations '.. Paraphrase and

Nol¿s i1780); Joseph Priestley to Theophilus Lindsey, 20 November 1777, Priestley,llorl<s,1, p. 300.
8e The original mèmbers of the Society were Theophilus Lindsey, John Disney, Andrew Kippis, Richard

price, Dr Chandler, the lawyer Michael Dodson, and the Rockingham Whig John Lee. The Sociery stagnated

through a lack of original or'ingenious'essays. Its'plan was too circunlscribed, and interfered too much

with the larger, the more comprehensive, and more useful plan of the Theological Repository, at that time

resumed bybr. Priestley'. It wound up after producing tlvo volumes of essays. Belsham, Memoir of Lindsey'

pp. l3l-2; Theophilus Lindsey to V/illiam Tumer, 5 December 1785, DWL Lindsey-Tumer correspondence.
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doctrine, or waÍned with conüoversy', students of Scripture should sit down 'with the

same calm and composed temper, with which we examine a passage in a Greek or Roman

classic, whose genuine sense we are studious to explore'. The resulting correctly

interpreted passages would, like 'a well-established experiment in philosophy', provide a

sound empirical basis tbr the exercise of private judgement.eO

IV Socinian

We cannot know for certain the extent to which Jebb lvas disposed to Socinianism prior to

his study of the Greek New Testament, but study of Hebrew, reading the Koran in Arabic,

and familiarity with Law's opinions, suggest that Jebb was already far from orthodox.

Indeed, the very act and manner of his study of the Greek New Testament suggest a mind

wanting to explore and veri$r an unorthodox tendency. His course of study had a profound

ett'ect: in June 1768 he finished,

the critical reading of all the Greek Testament (the revelations excepted for

, want of suticient knorviedge of history) near 15 years after my

admission to Dublin College, and upon the fairest review am persuaded of

the truth of Christ's mission from the Almighty - and only lament that I had

not performed rhis task 8 years ago and have only myself to blame that it

was not so.e'

In June 1760 Jebb had become a probationary fellow of Peterhouse, and thus officially

began his career in the church. This implies that, whatever the nature of his prior

theological opinions. his reading oi th. Greek New Testament confirmed him as a

Socinian, and that had he been so in 1760 he may have pursued an altemative career. He

noted at the beginning of his manuscript that,

The idea which a person who reads the Scriptures in the English Bible or

superficially in the original has of Christianity, differs as much from the

notion he will have of it who studies the scriptures with critical exactness,

as the sum of a long account consisting of pounds, shillings and pence,

no A Sketch of the Plan of rhe Societyfor Promoting the Knotvledge of the Scriptttres (1783), Jebb II, pp.239-

53.
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when the pounds are only reckoned, differs from the total sum when the

shillings, pence and farthings are taken into the composition.e2

Jebb evidently presented his lectures with the enthusiasm of one who had recently

discovered truth. To understand the strong reactions they provoked, we need to consider

the theology to which Jebb exposed his students.

One of the most important heretical doctrines held by Law, Blackburne and Jebb was that

of 'mortalism' (knowl as the 'soul-sleeping system'). Exposure to debate over it during his

undergraduate days may have set Jebb on the path to heterodoxy. This view considered the

orthodox notion of the soul's existence in an intermediate immaterial state between death

and the resurrection to be a Catholic com:ption inspired by Greek philosophy.e' This

notion that the soul rvas insensible and 'slept' following death was popular among ultra-

Protestants in the seventeenth century, and Blackbume found it implied in Paradise

Regained when Christ utters,'much of the soul they talk, but all awrie'.e{ Milton had

championed 'the experimental knowledge of the Hebrews over the speculative knowledge

of the Greeks'. and there seemed to be no proof of an intermediate state for the soul in the

Bible or at any time since. In many ways, mortalism represented 'a revolt by Protestant

scripturalists against various strands of theological Platonism',e5 and it became a key issue

in theological debate. Law defended mortalism in his doctoral examination in 1749 and

published atract 'conceming the use of the word SOUL in Holy Scripture; and the state of

Death' in 1755.eó Controversy over the issue raged druing Jebb's undergraduate years, with

Blackburne entering the debate on Law's side.eT

nr DwL Jebb mss. I. .
n2 DVy'L Jebb mss. I.
n, In his 32nd Lecture Jebb discussed the nature of life after death. He noted the three Jewish sects views on

the soul and death: the Essenes believed in a separate state ofthe soul after death. The Pharasees believed in

an intermediate state follorved by a retum to an embodied state. The Sadducees denied both. Jebb thought

that Lucretious shared the Sadducee notion of the extinction of the soul upon death. However, 'the Christian

if consistent in my ldea holds ... no intermediate state (Tim l:10), uhich is one difference between the

Pharasee and Ch¡istian'. DWL Jebb mss' VI.
no Milton, Paraclise Regained(1673), iv, line 313; The epigraph to Francis Blackburne, A Short Historical

View of the Controversy Concerning an Intermediate State and the Separate Existence of the Soul and the

Generql Resuryection(1765); Christopher Hlll, Milton and the English Revolution(1977), ch. 25.
n5 B.W. young, 'The "Soul-sleeping System": politics and heresy in eighteenth-century England', Journal of

Ecclesiastical History 45 11994), p.74.
nu Edmund Law,Theory of Religion (3rd ed., Cambridge, 1755), Appendix.
o7 Francis Blackburne, No proof in the Scriptures for an intermediate state of happiness or misery between

death and the resurrection (1755): see also The Autobiograplry of Joseph Priestley (Jack Lindsay ed., Bath,
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ln l77l Jebb was examined for a doctorate in divinity by Professor Thomas Rutherforth,

the main figure behind condemnation of his theological lectures. The occasion provided

Jebb with an opportunity to publicly challenge Rutherforth's theological opinions. To do

so, he chose to argue the same thesis on mortalism that had gained Law his doctorate.

While, according to Disney, 'the disputation was conducted with ability and politeness

upon both sides, and continued for a longer time than is generally employed in these

exercises', Jebb's detènce of his thesis was declared unsuccessful. He responded with an

attempt at public vi¡dication through publication of his thesis.e8 Jebb also gave an

indication of his mortalism in the second edition of this Short Account when talking of the

after-life:

The moral perfections of the soul, the virn¡es of the rational mind, touched

by rhe rude hand of death, may perhaps, like the flower of the evening,

close for a rime their yet imperfect forms; but the gloomy night and

darkness of the grave shall quickly pass, the moming of the resurrection

shall arrive: rhey shall then expand their fragrant blossoms beneath the

influence of brighter suns, and flourish in the possession of an eternal day'

At the resurrection rre would rise 'from the bed of death'.ee Mortalism touched the heaf of

Christian doctrine. It became a point of theological controversy that reflected deep

philosophical differences, and the polarisation of political opinion

Mortalism did not necessarily entail Socinianism. Francis Blackbume remained stoutly

opposed to the latter position throughout his life, and thought the likes of Priestley,

Lindsey and Jebb çould hardly be ionsidered Christians. Yet mortalism did lead many

toward an unorthodox view of Christ's person, and could even be a step toward making

materialism palatable.r0o There seems to have been a substantial drift toward Socinianism

among rational Chrisrians from the late 1760s on, and in 1783 Edward Harwood could

1970), p.7s.
n8 The question was: 'status animarum in intervallo mortis atque resurrectionis agentium quicquam, sive

sentientium ex sacris literis colligi nequit'. Jebb IM, p.29;for Jebb's ?"åesrs, Jebb II, pp.18l-202.
oe Short Account ofTheological Lectures (2nd ed., 1772), Iebb I, p. 5 l.
loo Hill, Milton and the Englßh Revolution,pp.3lT-33; While nobody was certain what Blackbume's view of

Christ was, it is evident ttrat he was at least not comfortable rvith the orthodox conception - he was probably

an Arian.
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refer to the 'present triumphant Progress of Socinianism' .to' Joseph Priestley was converted

to the 'socinian scheme' after reading Nathaniel Lardner's Letter on the Logos upon its

appearance in 1768.102 Jebb was familiar with Lardner's work, and the appearance of this

book while he was immersed in study of the Scriptures can have had no small impact.

According to Ronald Stromberg, Socinianism initially 'convinced few on scriptural

grounds', and was effectively dismissed by Samuel Clarke. In the early decades of the

century, interpreters were cornmitted to rigid literalism, and found Socinianism'too radical

and too dubiously supported','ot The populariry' of Socinianism in the later part of the

century owed much ro the confident rationalism of the late Enlightenment and improving

biblical hermeneutics.

Jebb considered Ch¡ist the last and greatest of a series of prophets.'oo He thought the

doctrine of Christ's pre-existence to be both untenable and unnecessary.'ot Scripture

showed Jesus to be a man, like David and John the Baptist, who had been chosen by God

and invested with cenain powers, John 1I:22tevealed

,Iesus to be the son of God, declaring ll'hatever he asfrs of God, God lvill

grant him. fThis is a] ptain indication that He did not imagine that the title

imported an¡thing of equality, but only the Deity's affection'106

When Jesus talked of 'coming from God' he always used 'figurative language'; 'But he

always appeals to his rvorks ... [to] prove God vith him not fthat] he carte from God''197

praise was heaped upon Jesus because he was thought to be a new 'great king', not God.ro8

That his Jewish opponents did not attack the doctrine of the tri"ity suggested that Jesus was

never identified in such a manner by himself or his immediate converts'r0e Jebb also

considered the notlon that Christ had a divine pre-existent nature to be philosophically

indefensible. One of several references to Lucretius is to a passage which seeks to

r0l Edward Harward, Of rhe Socinian Scheme (2nd ed', 1783)' p' 4.
ro2 Priestley, Autobiograpln'. p. 93'
lor Samuel Clarke, Scriprure Doctrine of the Trinity; Stromberg, Religiotts Liberalism, pp. 41-2.

'* Jebb refened to Jesus as 'the last great Prophel' who only taught more forcefully the doctrine of the old

Testament: love God and our neighbour. Jebb Mss. IV'

'0, Jebb closed his lecture on the pre-existence of C :ist s,ith the observation that 'the question is therefore

merely speculative . . . [and] the example of Jesus [is] more forcible if he did not pre-exist' . Lecture 44, DWL

Jebb mss. VI.

'* 25 July 1772,DwL Jebb mss.
ro7 DWL Jebb mss. V[, lecrure 44.
rot DwL Jebb mss. IV.
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demonstrate the union of mortal and immortal to be impossible."o Jebb thought it evident

that Platonist theologians had created the trinity through their own interpretation of the

Gospels, and that the'Holy Spirit' of the Scriptures was a figurative expression."' With

regard to the trinity and transubstantiation, he wrote: 'the evidence we have of the truth of

the Gospels is not, cannot, be strong enough to support such violent departures from reason

and common sense'."'

In what sense was Ch¡ist different to other mere mortals? Aside from his supernatural

conception (a problematic doctrine eventually jettisoned by Priestley¡,rr3 Christ had a

greater degree of divine inspiration compared to other prophets and evangelists. That Jesus

could know'of events beforehand' and predict'the common occulrences of human life' in

no way marked him out as the equal of God. Samuel had the same power, so 'the

occasional knowledge of men's thought was communicated [by God, and thus was] not an

inherent and a necessary power in our Lord'. Jebb offered a physical explanation for

inspiration: it 'deri'r'ed from the secret yet powerful influence of the wind, accompanied

sometimes by an extemal symbol of the divine presence, as of a mighty rushing wind''rra

Like miracles however. inspiration was only present in the world in Biblical times'r't After

listing texts where 'Jesus is compared too, or called by the names of various persons,

roe DwL Jebb mss. III.
I r0 Reference to Lucretius. On the Nature of the Universe, III 80 I ; DWL Jebb mss. VI, lecture 44.

ttt .That by the intervention of which all things come to pass rs God, but,by the intervention of the logos all

things came to pass', thus 'the logos rs God'' DWL Jebb mss' VI'
r12 D\IvrL Jebb mss. IV.
I 13r rr Joseph Priestley, An History of Earty Opiniorc concerning Jesus Christ, compiled from Original LI/riters

(Birmingñam, 1786); Ii rhe words of Mclachlan, 'in theological opinion Lindsey moved slowly' often

ieluctantly, forward under the influence of Priestley'. Rejection of the immaculate conception was one of the

developments he found most difficult to accept. 'Fresh Light on the Life of Theophilus Lindsey, 1723-1808',

in H. Mclachlan, Essø¡s and Addresses (Manchester, 1950), p. 53; When Priestley hrst talked of publishing

his thoughts Lindsey wrote: 'Still more will the outcry be increased against him, if it should appear that he

has not-proved his facs. and made good his accusation; which may be reasonably questioned in some

instances. And not only myself, but Dr Jebb, and one other whom I have consulted, are persuaded that his

chief argument fails him. rvhen he would prove Christ's mistaken imperfect citation of the Old Testament

similar to that of the resr of his countrymen, from Luke 24:27' . Lindsey latter confessed that Jebb had not

given the issue of the immaculate conception much consideration. Lindsey to Cappe, 2 December 1784 &. l0

April 1787, Belsham, Memoirs of Lindsey, pp' 167, 175.
rla see Acts 2'.2,DWL Jebb mss. VI, lecture 45'
I rs He concluded: 'That ùe effusion of spirit ceased with the Apostles and that after the departure of the first

converts from the world all inspiration ceased entirely and that the world is now governed by the ordinary

providence of god'. DWL Jebb mss. VI, lecture 45.
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substances, or mixed modes', Jebb noted that he was 'none of these in reality, all in

figure'.rru The simple 'matter of fact' was,

God sent the Nfan Jesus, conceived in a supernatural ma.nner, at the age of

thirty to call men to repentance and to declare to them a future state. All the

rest consists in allusions, applications of old scripture, prophecies, and

Histories'.rr'

Looking for a striking simile to explain Christ's status to his students, Jebb noted that

'Jesus appears to have been in his province as an Agent between the colonies and parent

state' .l 
l8

The resurrection remained as the only fundamental Christian revelation.rrn For Unitarians,

Jesus was the greatest teacher of God's word who had shown the way to eternal life. Jebb

was not troubled thar the death of a human Jesus could not atone for human sinftrlness,

because he did not believe in original- sin. There was no need for atonement, only for

education. Like most orthodox doctrine, Jebb sought to explain away atonement by

uncovering its origins. In the eighteenth century several writers developed the idea that the

origin of sacrifice la¡' in primitive man's anthropomorphic notions of God.r20 Jebb likewise

concluded that 'Rites are not parts, but helps to and symbols of Religion. Religion is the

culture and right direction of the affections'. Sacrifice was 'an expression in symbols of

those sentiments of the heart which now we express by words in prayer, and therefore had

no value unless accompanied with such feelings of heart'.r2t The crucifixion of Jesus was'

u6 .lt is possible that the apostles might think that Jesus pre-existed when they remembered his strong

impressions and when he ralked of coming from Heaven. They mistook many other matters' why may not the

noiion, of after ages aris-e from the highly figurative words of Jesus - from the attention paid by his hearers to

those words, and from the metaphysical inquiring of after times'. DWL Jebb mss' VI, lecture 37.

rr7 DwL Jebb mss. IV.
us Moses had likewise acred as an 'agent' of God. Jebb reminded his students that 'all similitudes are

intended to illustrate', and it was the literal reading of these that had led to so much doctrinal confusion' Jebb

lftlnV.tnu,turives of the resurrection were 'not intended for evidence, but as a summary of things well

known', the evidence being supplied f,rst hand by those who ate and talked with Jesus' Jebb thought the

resurrection wæ proved 'b,v considering Matthew's compendious account and his custom of attributing to

many what was dåne by onå'. Having Mary Magdalen see Jesus on her own was different to his usual way of

relat-ing things (having a group ofr.n witness an event). This, Jebb thought, conlrmed the truth of

Matthew's account. Note *ritten 26 September 7770, DWL Jebb mss' VI'
r2o Sarah Brewer ed., The Early Letters of Bßhop Richard Hurd: 1739-1762 (1995), p. l54n; Arthur A'

Sykes, ln Essay on the Ìr-anre, Design and Origin of Sacrifices (l7aS); Joseph Priestley, Institutes of Natural

and Revealed Religion(lii4), esp' III pp. 139-45.
r2r DwL Jebb mss. IV.
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like the death of a soldier in battle, a necessary sacrifice for the gleater good of the cause.

There was no myster,r'. as Christ's death was easily explained 'from the history of what he

attempted, and the circumstances of those times'.ìrl

Science and Religious Truth

Jebb's criticism of orthodoxy must be vierved in the wider context of the Scientihc

Revolution and the Enlightenment - for him. the Reformation rvould only be complete

when true Christianit:- stood firmly upon its scientific base, stripped of the encrustation of

past superstition. In response to such attacks upon orthodoxy and episcopal authority

conservative latitudinarians increasingly joined High Churchmen in criticising an

overconfidence in the powers of reason. This is not to say that those of a conservative

disposition did not embrace the Scientific Revolution. Most, like Samuel Johnson, were

committed to the application of Newtonian methodology, but only when confined to

natural philosophy.'=i Johnson emphatically denied the relevance of science to morality,

and criticised John ìvlilton for including natural philosophy in his school curriculum, as

students shoulcl focus upon moral instruction w-hich is best derived from 'poets, orators,

and historians'. Begiming with his depiction of the 'mad astronomer' in Rasselas (1759),

Johnson criticised the tendency to focus upon the achievements of science to the detriment

of moral cultivation. 'The innovators whom I oppose are tuming off attention from life to

nature. They seem to rhink that we are placed here to watch the growth of plants, or the

motion of the stars.'rrt Johnson also feared that an unrestrained and zealous faith in science

may lead to proposqls for radical poliiical reform. In the words of Richard Olson, 'Johnson

advocated no more than incremental change in material and political circumstances and no

change whatsoever in religion'.r2s The fundamental difference between the likes of Jebb

and Johnson was thei¡ attitude to religious truth: for conservatives, many distinctive

'tt Jebb II, p. 149; 'Obsene how Saint rvorship got in at the beginning of the fourth century and we shall see

how the worship of Jesus got in at the beginning of the f,r¡st'. DWL Jebb mss. VI, l9 Nov 1772.
r2r Richard G. ôlson, 'Tor1-g¡th Church Opposition to Science and Scientism in the Eighteenth Century: the

works of John Arbuthnor Jonathan Swift, and Samuel Johnson', in J.G. Burke ed., The Uses of Science in the

Age of Newton (1983), pp. 17 l-204; Larry Stewart, 'samuel Clarke, Newtonianism, and the factions of post-

revolutionary England', Jä|, 42 (1981). pp.53-12.
r2a Samuel Johnson, 'Life of Milto n' , in selected Poetry and Prose (1977), p.393-94.
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Christian truths must- by their nature, remain forever shrouded in mystery. Yet for those

committed to the ideal of a rational religion, all essential truths could be critically

examined and better understood by the human mind.

Johnson reflects the general response of conservative Anglicans to the radical

Enlightenment. Throughout the century the heterodox were accused of allowing reason and

philosophy to capture their minds at the expense of the Scripflues. It was a criticism that

they tirelessly denied and desperately tried to avoid. Samuel Clark seems to have indicated

why he made his Arian theology public in the form of a dense analysis of scripture when

he wrote: 'the great objection against Men that think seriously and carefully about these

things, is, that they are apt to adhere to their own Reason more than to Scripture: which is a

most unjust Suggestion'.''u Sixty years later Theophilus Lindsey resigned from the Chwch

and established a Unitarian chapel based upon Clarke's revised doctrine and liturgy. His

ecclesiastical superior. Dr Markham, the Bishop of Chester, chastised him for allowing

'camal wisdom' to lead him away from orthodoxy. 'Philosophy will know everything', he

wrote,

and yet has discovered nothing; it is still a stranger to the essence of the

meanest thing about us, and yet will knolv the essence of the Deity, and

will say this and this is contrary to it. Our religion is supported by the

fullest and clea¡est testimonies, and yet the whole is truly incomprehensible

from the creation of man to his final resurrection.r2T

The reply from Lindsey was equally predictable: 'my faith is built not on a system of

philosophy, but an impartial examination of the mind and will of God, as discovered in the

Old and New Testament'.r28 As usiral, the truth lay somewhere in the middle. The

Unitarians certainly did base their theology on intensive and critical reading of the

Scriptures. But the defence of their reading of the Bible reminds one of the Baconian

rhetoric of Robert Bo1'le and the early 'Royal Society for the Advancement of Science'.

Boyle argued that the Royal Society would discover and veriff objective 'facts' through a

r2t Olson, 'Tory-High Church Opposition to Science', p' 199.
,26 Samuel Clarke to John Jackson,23 October 1714, cited in Stewart'samuel Clark, Newtonianism and the

Factions of Post-Revolutionary England', p. 58'
r27 Dr lvf arkham, Bishop of Chester, to Theophilus Lindsey upon his resignation of the Vicarage of Catterick,

l6 November 1773, Belsham, Memoirs of Lindsey, p. 385.
t28 Memoirs of Lindsey, p. 387.
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carefully regulated collective process. Yet knorvledge is never free from the attitudes and

interests of its exponents. Boyle's program reflected his social and religious prejudices: a

'fact' was something assessed by a group of gentlemen guided by the 'right reason' of a

Christian.r2n We can reverse this insight for the rational Ch¡istians of the eighteenth

century: they genuilely thought that they rvere conducting an impartial examination of

God's wo¡d. Indeed- the 'society for Promoting Knowledge of the Scriptures' was an

undertaking that in some ways mirrored the Ro,val Society. Yet aside from their social and

political prejudices- the theology of rational Ch¡istians was influenced by their Baconian

search for the 'facts' of revelation, and by their engagement with the philosophical context

of the Enlightenmenr. [n order to establish breathing-space for science, Bacon had declared

that religion and natural philosophy were sepa¡ate and distinct types of knouledge. From

the Cambridge Platonists onwa¡d rational Ch¡istians denied the distinction, and by the late

eighteenth century advanced rationalists were demanding that religion be treated like any

other branch of science. Conservatives realised that behind contemporary heterodoxy lay

the restless, unrestrained, and all-pervading critical attitude of the radical Enlightenment.

This is best illustrated by the three serrnons Samuel Hallifax preached at Cambridge in

response to the Feathen Tavem petition.r3o He condemned the 'aþ pretensions to superior

knowledge' or 'an overweening fondness for novelties, which seems to be an original

frailty in some minds'. and which meant that 'the teachers of false opinions have never

failed of followers among the vicious or the vain'. John Disney identified such comments

as personal abuse di¡ected at Jebb (who attended the sermons).rir ln a clear rejection of his

cousin's program of lectures, Hallifax observed that 'whenever the reapers of the word

have given joyful e.xpectations of a future harvest, the rank weeds of Heresy have secretly

started up, and killed or stifled every cheerfül hope of plenty'. In contrast to the 'modem

innovators' within the Church (and in reference to Edmund Law), Hallifax asserted that the

early Christians had

l2n Lotte Mulligan, "'Reason", "Right Reason", and "Re"'elation" in mid-seventeenth-cenfury England', in

Brian Vickers ed., Occuir and Scientific ¡Víentalities in the Renaissance (1984), pp. 103-23; 'Robert Boyle,

"Right Reason", and the \feaning of Metaphor', JIII, 55 (1995), pp.235-57.
lro Samuel Hallifax, Three Sermons preached beþre the L'nn-ersity of Cambridge, Occasioned b.v an Attempt

to Abolish Subscription ro rhe XX,YIX Articles of Religion (Ianuary 1712).

''' Jebb IM, p.34.
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studied the sac¡ed oracles, not as containing a rule of Science, but a rule of

Life: they r,ry-ere more busied in exploring the methods, by which the Evil of

Sin could be done away, than in amusing speculations about its Origin; and

little attentive to the Theory of Religion, their whole attention was directed

to the Practice of it, by Repentance toward God, and Faith towctrd our

Lord Jesus Christ.t32

To refute the 'favourite principle of these new gospelers. that the Redeemer was a mere

Man'. Hallifax reeled out the standard texts from the Gospel of John, and was content to

pass over the arguments of the Socinians as 'they are such that every wise man must be

ashamed of, and even' Christian must abhor'. He concluded that the only thing left to

complete the 'system of Rcttional Christianity','uvould be interpreting'the MIRACLES of

Jesus as Allegories', as this was almost the only element of revelation that had 'yet escaped

the polluted touch of modem Believers'.r" The'Theorists of our days', he declared, would

not even allow Christianity to

contain such difficulties as really belong to it: according to them, each

circumstance in the great lþstery of Godllrcess is revealed in terms of the

utmost perspicuity ... the veil, which rvas r,vont to hide the secrets of divine

counsels from mortal eyes, is thrown aside, or at least made pervious to

their understandings: they can force themselves into the very sanctuary of

Tmth, pervade her innermost recesses, and even seize her where she

resides, in unclouded brightness, near the footstool of the Almighty.r34

Much tn-rth, particulari.v- with respect to religion, was beyond the reach of rational scrutiny.

Thus 'an article of religion is not thereþre to be rejected, as unnecessary to salvation,

because it is imperfectlv understood by us''tt'

Jonathan Clark uses these serïnons to argue that conservative latitudinarians began

stressing the trttth of orthodox doctrine in the face of the Feathers Tavern Petition.r36 To an

extent he is right, but rve need to appreciate that in general their argument was a negative

l12 Hallifax, Three Sermons, pp. 3, 16.

'" Hallifax, Three Sermons. pp. 35, 32-33,48.
rto Hallifax, Three Sermons. p. 36.
r's Indeed, if this were the case, some of the 'most essential principles of Natural Religion' would also have to

be set aside as incomprehensible. Hallifax, Three Sermons, p. viii'
l'u Clark, Englßh society, pp. 228-30.
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one, stressing the validity of orthodox doctrine in light of the limitations of reason. Jebb

attended the sermons and claimed that Hallifax's language in defence of the Trinity was

much stronger than w'hat appeared in print.r37 Not surprisingly, High Churchmen found it

easier to ridicule heterodox theologies and assert the truth of orthodoxy rather than

rationally explain A:rglican doctrine. Good examples of this are the witty and abusive

pamphlets of the 'high and dry' Tory, George Horne, whom Hallifa-x congratulated in

li82: 'I think your manner of treating the wretched attempts of modem infidels is much

more likely to do good than a grave and formal answer would be. Your irony is admirable;

and most happily blended with solid and serious argumentation, so as at once to entertain

and instruct your readers'.r38 Opposition to the conf,tdent rationalism which usually lay

behind heteroclox rheology united high Whigs and Tories like Hallifax and Home.

According to the former, the petitioners were promoting a general contempt for 'religious

obligations' that could be seen in

, a motley muhirude of grotesque and uncouth appearances: now clad in the

tlimsy vest of French philosophy and critique; now cloaked in the solemn

garb o,'' abstr:ct speculation ancl enquiry: and now again. u'hich is its usual

form, in a ciisavowal of every moral principle, by an open and baretàced

naturalism.l-'e

In his Short State of rhe Reasons for a late Resignation (177 5), Jebb argued that continuing

worship of the Trirury was a great obstacle to the conversion of Muslims, Jews and

unbelievers. A true 'manly piety' was only possible with a religion that could be rationally

comprehended. He drew his familiar comparison r,vith the progress of 'sound philosophy'

based Ltpon experiment, and declared that it was orving solely to a 'preposterous method of

inquiry' that the Bibie had come to be considered as contradictory, and containing 'the

most t-antastic doctrines'.'10 In response Edward Tew went through the standard orthodox

dismissal of Socinianism, asserting that some truths are beyond rational comprehension.

Toward the end he hir on the root of the conflict:

r17 Apparently Hallifax declared that the Trinity 'were united though distinguished, distinguished though but

one'. iThe expression r.ra, heard by hundreds', Jebb claimed, 'but, with many others of similar import, was

not thought worthy of being retained in the printed copies'. Jebb I, p. l7 I n.

'tt Bishop of Gloucester ro Horne, l2 June 1784, cited in Nigel Aston, 'Home and Heterodoxy', p. 908.
Itn Hallifar, Three Serntons, pp. 4-5
roo Jebb II, pp, 206-18.
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Learn Wisdom, Say you, from the material world. Let but the sources of

religious Truth be explored in the same manner with the Laws of Nature;

and the sarne success, the same just and eas-v explication, will follow.

While he agreed with Jebb's lament over the imperfect state of Scripture knowledge, he

disagreed with his solution. Scientific method could not be applied to religion.

No train of experiments whatever, þe rwites,] no critical patience or

attention, could ever have suggested to our minds those sublimer doctrines

of our Religion. rvhich nevertheless we are bound implicitly to believe.r'r

This was the approach taken by conservatives. While thoroughly attached to Newtonianism

as a bulwark of the Anglican establishment, they believed that an application of science to

the mysteries of Christlanity would th¡eaten religious and political stability.ra2

Jebb's radicalism did not stem purely from his rejection of orthodox theology. Some who

s¡pported the Anglican establishment were more interested in its social and political utility

than its intellectual creCibility. Jebb's enthusiastic assault on orthodoxy and his political

raclicalism owed much to an intellectual contìdence rooted in his religious ancl

ptrilosophical stance.

rar Edward Terv, Resþraticn no Proof .1 Letter to Ìvh'Jebb uponhis Spirit of Protestantism (Cambridge,

1776), pp. 56-57 .

ru2 F.C. Mather has r,vritten ,rithe mathemarician and bishop Samuel Horsley FRS., whose 'attachment to the

Church was never free lrom setl, that 'Devoted though he remained to Newton's mathematics. Horsley was

never a consistent Newtonian. He drew back abruptly rvhen science started to encroach on the freedom of
God's dealings with the soui' . High Church Prophet, pp. 53-.1: see also the collection of 'Sermons Preached

at Lincoln's lnn 1765-1776' n The Vt/orks of Bishop Richard Httrd (l8l l), vol. VI.
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Religion and Moral Philosophy

According to Henri Laboucheix 'the philosophical culture of the reformers, with the

exception of [Price,] Jebb or Priestley, was preffy scanty'.r When critics derided Jebb's

pretence to having a 'superior system' and his mixing of philosophy with religion, they

were referring to both his Socinianism and the accompanying determinist philosophy he

derived from David Hartley. Orthodox theology rested upon a clualistic conception of the

world as divided into matter and spirit. In this view, the physical was rationally

cor¡prehensible while much of the metaphysical could be said to be 'a mystery' and thus

beyond rational criticism. It is not surprising that Jebb's confident rejection of orthodoxy

was underpinned by a philosophy which rejected dualism.

A key aim of the Scientific Revolution was to reject the Aristotelian confusion of is'

(ruth) with 'ought' (good). But as John Gascoigne has pointed out, the desire to see a

natural correspondence between the True and the Good lingered well into the eighteenth

century. David Hartlel.'s Observations on Man (I749) was a major attempt to demonstrate

that the workings of nature corresponded perfectly with Christian revelation. Where

Samuel Clarke had argued that the Newtonian universe demonstrated the existence of a

Divine Intelligence, Hartley argued that the mechanism of the human mind rel'ealed it to

be a product of clivine construction.2 In doing so he inspired his adherents to adopt an

unorthodox utilitarian Christianity .In ll93 Maximilien Robespiene declared that 'Man is

good, as he comes from the hands of nature . . . if he is com:pt, the responsibitity lies with

I Hen¡i Laboucheix, Richard Price as Moral Philosopher and Political Theorist (Studies on Voltaire and the

Eighteenth Century, Oxford, 1982), p. 36.
, John Gascoigne,'Science. Religion and the Foundations of Moraliry in Enlightenment Britain', E&D, 17

(1998), pp.83-103.
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vicious social institutions'.r Jebb was neither a Rousseauist nor a revolutionary, but he

would have been inclined to agree with this statement, only adding that the hands of nature

were attached to the God of Christian revelation.a Hartley argued that the human mind was

a dynamic process formed by sensory experience and the association of ideas, and that

individuals were part of a system designed by a just and benevolent God, in which

humanity as a whole rvas slowly and inevitably progressing toward intellectual and moral

perfection. This ourlook fostered a distinctive approach to Christian piety which

en-rphasised the impor-tance of free enquiry and the candid expression of ideas.

The reputation the Observatior¿s attained owes much to the powerful effect it had upon a

small but remarkabl¡ influential portion of the population, among whom we can number

Joseph Priestley, Jeremy Bentham, Jam.es and John Stuart Mill, and Samuei Taylor

Coleridge.5 Francis Blackburne said the Observationç was a work 'to which ... Christianity

is or lvill be more beholden, than to all the books besides of the last two centuries'.6

Priestley wïote r,vith respect to ps1'choiogy: 'something was done in this field of

knor.vledge b)' Descartes. very much bv llr l,ocke. bttt most of all b¡,' Dr I{artley, *'ho has

throlvn more useful light upon the theory of the human mind than Newton did upon the

theory of the natural world'.7 This rvas echoed by James Mill who thought the

Observatior¿s the real 'master-production in the philosophy of mind'.8 It is clear that most

of Hartley's eighteenth-century adherents were greatly impressed with his attempt to

hamess Christianity ro a mechanistic psychology. In 1795 the Scottish clergyman James

'Wodrow complained that Paine's Age of Reason was'one of the silliest and most childish

books against revealed religion I have ever read'. In reply, his old Glasgow University

student friend Samuel Kenrick recommended Hartley's 'defence of divine revelation'.

Dr Hartley meets every objection .,. sifts it with the cool penetration of a

profound philosopher, and answers it lvith the meek spirit of a real

, Cited in Norman Hampson, 'The Enlightenment in France', in Porter and Teich, The Enlightenntent in

Nat i onal C ontext, p. 49.
a Ann Jebb enthusiastically welcomed the French Revolution and blamed the religious and political

establishment for provoking the violent actions olthe people. Two Penny-worth of Tnúh (1793), pp. I l-12.
s The last named his son David Hartley Coleridge; on the influence of Hartley's work see R.K. Webb,

'Perspectives on David Hartley', E&D l7 (1998), pp. l7-48.
6 Francis Blackbume, Iû'orks, l, p. lxxviii; see also Francis Blackburne to Theophilus Lindsey, August 1770,

D'WL Blackbume corespondence.
7 Joseph Priestley, An Examination of ... Reid .. Beattie ... and Ostvald (1714), p' 26.
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Christian. Horv often I have wished that we had such a book in those

youthful da¡'s of free inquiry in place of Deists. Nay even that our

inquisitive instructors ... had seen it - how would they have rejoiced to

meet so many congenial thoughts and such and honest and inquisitive

mind.

Kendrick remembered that in 1149 he had been told about Hartley's book when in

England, but only that he was 'an optimist'.e Such comments reveal how Hartley's

influence rvas both confined and profouncl.

Again and again in the printed and manuscript sources, Hartley's influence on Jebb

emerges - i1 direct references and in the general tone of his language. Joseph Priestley

derived much satistãction from a meeting with Jebb's father because he had been 'the

intimate friend of Dr Hartley',ro and Edmund Law corresponded with the author of the

Observations on,l.[c¡r. Thus, through the combined influence of Law and his father it is

highly conceivable that Hartley's book came into the hands of Jebb at a young age. Shen

he clrerv up principl:t of conduct to follor,v as a doctor, Jebb repeatedl.'- r'ou.ed to reacl

Har-tley: he urged ämself to 'Employ the whole of every Sunday in sacred study, in

reading Hartley', ro 'read Hartley on ambition; and the proper and primary pursuits of man

be diligently studied'. and to act according to 'the three principles laid down by Dr Hartley,

as the basis of right conduct, Yiz., piety, benevolence, and the moral Sense'.rr When

Priestley dedicated h's,s Doctrine of Philosophical Necessity to Jebb in1777, he referred to

'onr reverend master Dr Hartley' and hoped that as Jebb had

followed the great Hartley in his application to theological, mathematical,

and philosopirical studies, and also in his profession of the theory and

practice of rnedicine, you will still pursue his footsteps, in applying the

elements of all these branches of science to the farther investigation of the

phenomena ol the human mind.r2

E John Stuart Mlll, Autob:cgraphy (Oxford, l97l [1873]), p' 43.
o James Wodrow to Samuel Kenrick, 9 December 1795; Kenrick to Wodrow 17 March 1796. DWL

Wodrorv-Kenrick correspondence.
l0 Joseph priestley to Thecphilus Lindsey, 20 April 1772,in Priestley, Worl<s I. p. 165.

" Jebb IM, pp. 124-25,1,\6.
12 Joseph Priestley, The Doctrine of Philosophical Necessity lllustrated, attached as an appendix to

Disquisitions on lvlatter and Spirit (2"d ed., 1777), pp. xv-vii
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Hartley on Human Nature

Hartley's work was an attempt to resolve the vigorous eighteenth-century debate over free

will and determinism (or 'necessarianism'). The author of the Observations on Man has

traditionally been seen as a rigid determinist for *'hom the mind is mechanically animated

by sensory experience. In a major reassessment, however, Richard Allen has pointed out

that Hartley did not see the mind as an independent entity which responds passively to

stimuli, but rather as a'dynamic construct, the totality of physiological andpsychological

processes' - a construct which develops and changes through interaction with its social and

physical environments.'t In doing so Hartley collapsed the.traditional distinction between

mind and body, allori'ed 'practical free will' within a necessarian framework, and held otrt

the possibilir."* of attaining moral and spiritual perfection in the temporal world. In what

follows I r,vill outline I{artley's view of human nature and then discuss its practical

implications as deveioped by Jebb and Priestley.

While admiring Alexander Pope as a 'moral poet', Hartley \ilas concemed that the Essay

on Man insinuated that 'the divine revelation of the Christian religion,,vas superfluoui, in a

case where human philosophy was adequate'.rt He saw the danger of Christianity being

pushed aside by moral philosophers, and sought to bring it back to rightftil pre-eminence

grounded on scientific demonstration. In doing so Hartley took up Newton's suggestion

that the workings of the mind, like all subjects of natural philosophy. could be explained in

simple material terms.''

Taking for granted that natural and revealed religion commanded the practice of virtue,

Hartley decided earl¡' in his 'moral and Religious Enquiries' that 'the chief result of both

lr Richard C. Allen, David Hartley on Human Nature (1999), pp. 130-76.
ra David Hartley, Obsenations on Man (David Hartley jru ed., l79l Í17491), p. iv. [Hereafter cited as

Observationsf .

It Hartley, Observations, p. 6.
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Reason and Scripture ... is Universal Happiness inthe most absolute sense ultimately'.r6

The doctrine of universal salvation was controversial, as many thought that it would

encourage licentious behaviour and a disregard for morality. Hartley sought to demonstrate

how the practice of virrue and the attainment of happiness !ù/ere logically connected as a

necessary consequence of the way God had designed human beings. In the w'ords of one

historian, Hartley'uvas primarily a'reconciler of competing philosophies: the philosophy of

necessity and materialism, and that of Christian idealism'.r7 Accordingly, the Observcttions

is set out in two pans: the first outlines the physical structure of the human 'tìame', and

how sense data is conveyed to the brain via vibrations along the nerves. Then Hartley

shows how simple ideas produced in the brain by the senses are formed into complex ideas

by a process of 'association'. This results in the various 'affections' or dispositions to

which people are prone. In the second part Hartley discusses the moral implications of this

vier,v of human nature in relation to natural and revealed religion in a survey of the 'Duty

and Expectations of \fankind'.18

Hartley thouglrt that simple icleas were formed in the brain through vibrations in the

meclullary substance of the spinal marrow and the nervous system. By this means, sensory

stimulation causes ideas in much the same way that the vibration of a string produces

noise.'e Where Lucretius made a distinction between anima and animus as separate and

opposed substances. Jebb claimed that they r.vere both 'functions of our corporeal frame'

which cease when the 'whole machine' dies, in the same way that sound stops 'when the

wire is broken'. 'Lucretius supposes the motion of the fluid to be from itself , Jebb

continued, 'we, by impulse, and communicated vibrations from without'.20

The association of ideas, Hartley argued, resulted in the experience of 'affections' or

dispositions which could be ranked in a cumulative hierarchy ascending from simple to

more complex and refined: sensation, imagination, ambition, self-interest, sympathy,

ru Trigg, 'Correspondence of Hartley and Lister', p.234.
,t Barbara Bowen oberg. 'David Hartley and the Association of Ideas" JHI, 3',7 (1976), p. 442.
ls On Hartley see V/illey. Eighteenth-Century Background, ch.8; Jack Fructman, 'Late Latitudinarianism: the

case of David Hartley', E&D, ll (1992),pp.3-22; David Spadafora,The Idea of Progress in the Eighteenth

Century (Princeton, 1990), ch.4.
rn Hartley, Observations. p. 298.
20 'Miscellaneous notes', Jebb II, p. 46.
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theopathy, and the moral sense. The first four were the most coÍìmon and basic affections,

while the latter three characterised the development of a mature mind. All were intenelated

and generated through a purely mechanical process:

1. Simple ideas arc generated by sensory experience - this is the raw data that

provides the basis for thought.

2. Imaginative ideas result from the perceived aesthetic quality of an object. As a

scientific realist Hartley held a low opinion of imagination, and thought it most vivid and

useful during the infancy of both individuals and society. The Bible was characterised by

figurative language, as were the beliefs of American Indians and other 'primitive' societies.

Hartley thought that the mature individual (or society) should not indulge in the pleasures

of the imagination, the evidence of which he saw to be the close connection between the

'polite arts' and all manner of vice. Yet while he criticised 'artificial beauty', he

encouragecl contemplation of nature, u'hereby the imagination could conjure up the vast

complexity of God's creation.2rlndeed. he argued that'To the studl'of the word of God

must be joined that oi his works. They are in all things analogous to each other, and are

perpetually comments upon each other.'12

3. Ambition is regulated by the praise or condemnation of others

4. Self-interesf is affected by the satisfaction or disappointment of our immediate

desires and fears. This central affection (above which some never rise) Hartley divided into

three categories: the most common is 'gross self-interest' under which is grouped the

experience of sensation, imagination, and ambition. The pursuit of a more 'refined self-

interest' is encouraged by the happiness experienced through friendship and indulging in

compassion, sympathl'. and religious thoughts. This in turn encouraged a 'rational self-

interest' in which an 'abstract happiness' rvas affected by 'the hopes and fears relating to a

2 | Wil ley, E ighteent h-C e n ru ry B ac kgr ound, pp. 1 42-4 4.
22 Hartley, O b s ertt at i o tts, p. 49 4.
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future state'.23 A sense of rational self-interest in turn forms the basis for the development

of the higher affections.

5. The affections of sympathy (including compassion, mercy, and sociability) are

generated early in life through realising that your interests are connected to the fate of

others, a¡rd that we can understand the pleasure or pain of a fellow creature. As one

matures the self-interested aspect of sympathy is gradually replaced by a 'pure

disinterested benevolence' according to lvhich 'we must weep with those that weep, as

well as rejoice with those that rejoice'.24

6. Theopathy is the happiness derived from cultivating a love of God, Even more so

than benevolence and sympathy, the 'affections and actions enjoined by piety ... regulate,

improve and perfect'the'inferior classes of pleasure, viz. those of sensation. imagination,

ambition and self-interest'. Pious reflection on God's goodness would strengthen one's

ability to be virtuous. benevolent and spread the gospel. In thinking onl¡' of ourselt'es,

Hartley observed. it is easy to become fmstrated by a seemingly fmitless practice of

benevolence, and begin to complain about the 'comrption and wickedness' of the worid.

But the pious individual who sees God 'as an inexhaustible fountain of love' will learn by

His example to love both friends and enemies, 'and to labour, as an instrument under God,

for the promotion of virh-re and happiness'.25

7 . While powerful, the feelings of piety are not as strong as those of the moral sense,

which is affected by perception of 'moral beauty or deformity'. The moral sense is

'generated chiefly by piety, benevolànce, and rational self-interest'. As a cluster of moral

experience which judges new sensations and ideas through'association', the moral sense

provides the immediate guide to behaviour. According to Hartley, the moral sense:

carries its own authority with it, inasmuch as it is the sum total of all of

[the affections], and the ultimate result from them; and employs the force

and authorit_v of the whole nature of man against any particular part of it,

23 Hartley, Observat ions, pp. 272-27 5.
2a Hartley, Observations, pp. 284, 47 4-7 I
25 Hartley, Observations, p. 490.
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that rebels against the determinations and commands of the conscience or

moral judgement.26

As such it is effectively 'God's vicegerent, and the forerunner of the sentence which we

may hereafter expect from him'.2t While the Scottish philosophers were claiming that the

moral sense was an innate human quality, Hartley argued that it was a mental process

formed by experience and the association of ideas. As the moral sense is built up through

the mechanical workilgs of the brain 'the reiterated Impressions of those Associations will

at last make Duty itseif a Pleasure, and conven Sin into Pain'.rS

Hartley believed he had shown how freedom could be exercised within a deterministic

framework. He denied the existence of free riill in the 'philosophical sense' that the mind

has the 'power of beginning motion' and acting independently of circumstances, as it was

inconsistent with God's infinite power and knorvledg".'n But he allowed free will 'under

certain limitations' if defined in the 'popular and practical sense' whereby the mind is free

to pursue that to which it is pre-disposed. This conception of free rvill entails no more than

that 'voluntary and semi-voluntary powers of calling up ideas, of exciting and restraining

affections, a¡rd of pertbrming and suspending actions, arise from the mechanism of our

nature'.30 Jim Dybikowski has described this version of necessarianism as compatibalist'-

'to be free is not to be exempt from necessity, but to have the power to act as one pleases,

unconstrained by external impediment' .31

Jebb clearly adopted Hafley's view of the mind. In a sermon he declared that 'We act in

every instance upon an expectation of enjoyment ... This is the principle that guides the

affections which direct the will'.32 He wrote in his theological notes that 'the scripture-

language and meaning confirms Hartley's doctrine of free-will'.33 And while defending his

theological lectures against the allegation of promoting'fatalism', Jebb admitted to being

'a little inclined to the system of Hartley and of Locke', but assured his readers that he

2u Hartley, Observations, pp. 293-4.
21 Hartley, Observations, p. 506.
2t cited in Willey, Eighteenrh-Century Background,p. 116.
2n Hartley, Observations, p. 348.
ro Hartley, Obsenations, p.297 .

rr Jim Dybikowski, revierv of Peter N. Miller, Joseph Priestley: political writings, in E&D, I 5 (1996).
t2 Jebb II, pp. 57-8.
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thought 'man is a moral agent in the strictest sense'.34 Jebb's understanding of Hartley's

concept of the will can be seen in his definition of three types of liberty: 'natural liberty'

was a state of being free from physical defects and natural external restraints; 'political

liberty' was freedom from the restraints of other men; 'moral liberty' however resulted

when 'I have the ',vill to act, and am not restrained by the prevalence of bad habits, which

perv'ert that state of mind from being followed by actions or muscular notions. In this

sense, every vicious man is really, and without a figure, a slave'.35 In effect, we are all

slaves to circumstances and the morally degenerate are only acting in accordance with their

cumulative experience. To exercise any degree of practical moral liberty an individual had

to be exposed to circumstances and education that would build up a moral sense. Thus,

when encountering bad circumstances or tempted by self-indulgence, a well developed

moral sense would lead the individuaJto rationally choose the path of virtue.

Set riithin an optimistic metaphysical framework. Hartley's view of the mind placed great

faith in the power of education, In justiffing universal salvation, Hartley claimed that a

merciñll father wouid not condemn an errant son to eternal mlsery. and that even the most

hardened sinner was not beyond the reach of reform. 'Fot we are ail alike in kind, and do

not differ greatly in degree here. We have each of us passions of all sorts, and lie open to

influences of all sorts: so as that persons A and B, in whatever different proportions their

intellectual affections now exist, may, by a suitable set of impressions, become hereafter

alike'.16 Humans were only 'wicked' in the sense that they were limited, fallible creatures,

who in an immature srate pursue naffow self-interest. Jebb's student John Disney thought it

would make as much sense to say it is sinfül to have two hands as to say it is sinful to have

human passions.3? An individual could be morally improved through exposure to the right

influences and education. From this notion of individual improvement it was easily

assumed that a parallel increase in 'public happiness' also resulted and could be promoted'

Jebb believed that 'true enjoyment is only to be found in acts of social love',38 and

cultivating the moral sense was self-reinforcing as the pleasures derived from its exercise

33 'Theological propositions', Jebb II, p. 144.
t4 A Short Account ofTheoiogical Lectures (1770), Jebb I, p' 21.
r5 'Theological propositions', Jebb II, pp. 146-7.
ru Hanley, Observations, p. 556.
17 

¡John Disney], Letter to rhe Rev Mr D--, in Unitarian Tracts, l, p' 98
tt Jebb II, p. 19.
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would stimulate one to greater benevolence and piety, and so on. Good circumstances

would strengthen the higher affections, and they in tum would lead one to seek and

cultivate a good envi¡onment. Succumbing to the naffow'gross self-interest' of sensation,

imagination and ambition divorced from the higher affections w¿ìs an ever-present danger,

particularly if encouraged by a bad environment and circumstances - like a gang of thieves

or a royal court.3e You must avoid such circumstances and cultivate the moral sense: 'we

ought never to be sansfied with ourselves, till we arrive at a perfect self-annihilation, and

the pure love of Goci'.'o It was the duty of the rational Christian to help weaker souls to

develop their moral sense, and to promote, in every way possible, a physical and moral

environment that would foster a virtuous society. Jebb's efforts to improve the standard of

education at CambriCge must be viewed in light of Hartley's claim that the educator was

potentially 'the Instrument of Salvation, temporal and etemal, to Multitudes'.*r Jebb often

observed that with knorvledge comes the responsibility to act.a2

il Necessity and ChristianitY

Joseph Priestley was the most prolific and i¡fluential of Hartley's followers. In part

priestley dedicated his Doctrine of Philosophical Necessiry to Jebb in order to publicise the

latter's resignation from the Anglican Church. Yet it is also evident that Jebb was one o'f

the few people who s1'mpathised with Priestley's philosophical stance.a-3 While it is hard to

gauge how much, ir is clear that Jebb and Priestley had some degree of personal

acquaintance through their common friend Theophilus Lindsey. While spending winters in

London with Lord-Shelbourne in the late 1770s Priestley regularly attended the Essex

rn [n the words of Brand-Hollis, Jebb'dreaded kings, from considering their education and the persons who

frequent courts, where tr:th cannot enter'. Thomas Brand-Hollis,'A Character of Dr Jebb'. in Jebb IM' p.

233.
ao Hartley cited in Fruchu:lan, 'Late Latitudinarianism', p. 1-1.

ol cited in, Spadafora,Idet of Progress,p. 162.
42 Jebb il,p.21.
43 Jebb waì greatly impre-rsed by Priestley's controversial History of the Corruptions of Christiqnity (1782).

Theophilus iindt.y to \\illiam Tumer,2l January 1783. DWL Lindsey-Tumer correspondence; It is also

worth noting that Francis Blackbume wrote of Lindsey, Jebb and their fellow Essex street Unitarians: 'These

gentlemen aie under the conduct of Dr Priestley, whose forte, as far as I can judge is not in the theological

line'. Francis Blackburne :o JW, 9 September 1783, D'WL Letters of Lardner &c.
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Street chapel, and there is at least one reference to his visiting Jebb at home.oa In 1790

Priestley recalled:

One day, I remember, I dined in company of an eminent Polish priest; the

evening I spent with philosophers, determined unbelievers; the next

moming I breakfasted with a most zealously orthodox clergyman, Mr

Toplady; and the rest of that day I spent with Dr Jebb, Mr Lindsey, and

some others, men in all respe cts after my own heart'as

And, it is worth noring, Priestley signed his dedication to Jebb: 'your affectionate friend,

and fellow labourer'.'ó

The optimism of the Christian necessarians stemmed from their faith in Providence and the

coming millennium. As Elie Halevy wrote, 'it must be borne in mind that þartley's] aim

was to show in the mechanism of the larvs of nature the justification of Christian

optimism'.*t Hartle¡' avoided Hobbesian pessimism because he believed that a benevolent

God could only have designed a system rvhich naturally tends to generate human

happiness. While happiness is not 'exactly proportioned to Virnre in the present life',

Hartley believed that from the naflue of things virtue was in general the safest and surest

path to temporal happiness.at More importantly, the practice of virtue would be ¡ewarded at

the day of judgemenr. 'Bom again' Christians would escape 'the puriffing lake of fire,

whose smoke ascendeth up . . . for ages and ages'. The price of eternal happiness for sinners

were the 'tortures that are prepared for them ... in order to fit them for pure and spiritual

happiness, to bum out the stains of sensuality and self-love'.4' Orthodox Christianity relied

upon fear of eternal damnation to enforce moral discipline. Starting with a theology of

universal salvation, Hartley claimed that a natural 'sensual selfishness' could mechanically

transform into altruism, 'a perfect self-annihilation, and the pure love of God''50

li Theophilus Lindsey to William Tayleur, 24 Aprll1784, JRL Lindsey-Tayleur correspondence'
ot priesiley, Works, XIX p. 307; As Augustus Toplady died in 1778 this encounter must have taken place in

the early or mid 1770s.
a6 Priestley, Doctrine of Philosophical Necessity, p. xviii.
a7 Elie Halevy , The Gro*th of Philosophic Radicalism (1928), p.7 '
o8 Hartley, Observations, pp. 5 l8-21.
4n Hartley, Observations. p. 565.
50 Hartley, Observations. p. 413.
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Rational Christians were unsure as to whether the millennium would be inaugurated

through gradual improvement or through a period of dramatic upheavals. As a result, their

polemical writings often contained both calm philosophical reflections on the gradual

progress of mankind. and passages that rang like an Old Testament prophet waming of

impending doom. Either way, with an eye to the coming millennium their faith in progress

was unshakeable, and their challenge to existing authorities relentless.5r As Fitzpatrick has

observed, 'millenialism was by no means an eccentric import into Rational Dissenting

religion. It was a consequence of their enlightened biblical studies and it was very much in

the tradition which sought to integrate science and religion'.t2 Hartley shared Edmund

Law,s view that human history was analogous to the growth of an individual through

infancy and youth to maturity, When Lister asked him to explain this he replied that the

stage of infancy most people comprehended their world through 'Idolatry, Fiction and

Fabie'. During the rvorld's youth 'supernatural communications' were confined to the

Jews, and toward the end Jesus arrived to 'make the last and great Revelation'. Now, in the

mature stage, manki¡d are left 'to compare all together [and] conect our own effors ... and

Reason which without assistance could do absolutely nothing is now able on the footing of

Revelation to discover and enforce true religion'. Hartley thought that the developments of

.the last two centuries seem to be presages and dawnings of the grand period of

illumination'. Central to this process, he thought, was the spread of the 'doctrine of

universal redemption and salvation'.53 Hartle.r.- believed that Christ's Second Coming

would be presaged b-r- the dissolution of contemporary forms of political and religious

govemment, the spread of Christianity to all nations, and probably also the retum of the

Jews to palestine. He thought it would be rash to predict when the millennium would

commence. Neverlheless, in his ionclusion Hartley implied that the last days had

coÍtmenced, as 'the present circumstances of the world are extraordinary and critical,

beyond what has yet happened'.to This was a powerful blend of moral critique, biblical

sr Martin Fitzpatrick, 'Joseph priestley and the Millennium', in R.G.A. Anderson and Christopher Lawrence

eds., Science, lvledicine oirt D¡rr"nti Joseph Priestley (1i33-1804) (19S7), pp' 29-37 Fruchtman, 'Politics

and the Apocalypse'; Cla¡ke GaneÍ, Respectable Folly: nillenarians and the French Revolution in France

and Englànd (1975), pp. l2l-43; J.F.C. Hanison, The Second Coming: poptilar millenarianism i,780-1850

(r97e), pp. 3-10.
ìr ritzpatrick, ,Heretical Religion and Radical Politics', in Hellmuth, Transformation of Political Culture, p.

370.
tt Trigg,'Correspondence of Hartley and Lister', p.259.
sa Hartley, Observations. pp. 522-31, 523,531' 574.
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prophecy and scientific confidence. As Jebb repeatedly read Hartley for direction he was

no doubt inspired b¡' the suggestion that 'we may perhaps say, that some glimmerings of

the day begin alread¡' to shine in the hearts of all those who study and delight in the word

and works of God'.55 In like manner, Priestley told Lindsey in 1800 (following the deaths

of his wife and youngest son) that 'It is nothing but a hrm faith in Providence that is my

support at present; ... I read the introduction to the second volume of Hartley, and his

conclusion, when I am most pressed'.5u

Hartley and his Unita¡ian followers believed in both general and particular providence, ¿ìs

indicated by Jebb's oft repeated assurance that 'it is God's world, and I trust that he will

order everything for rhe best.'57 Yet their determinism inevitably led to an emphasis on the

general providential ordering of the universe - that God has ordered everything for the best.

As a result, accordilg to Henri Laboucheix, Priestley's philosophical utilitarianism went

further than Bentharn's legal utilitarianism.tt In his edition of Hartley's Observations,

priestley casually suggested that the soul was corporeal. The resulting storm of allegations

that he was no better rhan an atheist encouraged him to write the Disquisitions relating to

Matter and Spirit (17 ,17).As most people were staggered by the determinist implications of

materialism, Priestle¡' attached the Doctrine of Philosophical Necessity as an appendix, to

explain the mechanical nature of the human mind. In the 'Dedication' to Jebb, Priestley

wrote an eloquent sunmary of their deterministic view of the world: 'Could we only, my

friend, expand our minds fully to conceive, and act up to, the great principle asserted in this

treatise, of the truth of which we are both of us convinced, nothing would be wanting for us

to exert this, and every other effort of true greatness of mind.' ''We ourselves', he

continued,

complex as the structure of our minds, and our principles of action are, they

are links in a great connected chain, parts of an immense whole, a very

little of which \,ve are as yet permitted to see, but from which we collect

evidence enough, that the whole system (in which we are, at the same time,

both instruments and objects) is under an unerring direction, and that the

s5 Hartley, Observatiotß. P. 530.
só Priestley, Worl<s I pt2. p. 437 .

t7 AJ to John Cartwrighr February 1789, Memoir of AnnJebb,p'27
5* Laboucheix, Richard Price, p. 102.
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final result uill be most glorious and happy. Whatever men may intend,

execute, all their designs, and all their actions, are subject to the secret

influence and guidance of one who is necessarily the best judge of what

will most promote his own excellent purposes' To him, and in his works,

all seeming discordis real harmony,and atl apparent evil,ultimate good.tn

In this view all natural inequality and suffering could be accepted by focusing upon the

providential unfolding of history. Thus, while suicide was not a civil crime, Jebb thought it

a sin because it 'implies a want of trust in the goodness of providence, and indicates the

greatest degree of self regard'. And he considered true religion as nothing more than a

regulation of conduct 'suited to our state and circumstances in providence at any time'.ó0

Reflecting upon the fate of those bom in nations unexposed to the assistance of Christian

revelation, Jebb preached: 'Let us be thankful for our better hopes; and leave the nations,

which are involved in heathen ignorance, to the sure, though uncovenanted mercies of their

God.,6r Though facing many difficulties throughout his life, Priestley claimed that 'nothing

has depressed my mind beyond a very short time'. This was owing to 'my firm belief of

the doctrine of necessity, (and consequently that of everything being ordered for the best)

has contributed to that degree of composure which I have enjoyed through life, so that I

have always considered myself as one of the happiest of men'.62 He counselled that the

.life of real piety and virhre' is attended by a'perfect serenity and cheerfulness'.63 As the

following chapters will reveal, Jebb also took comfort from the doctrine of necessity

during his frequent bouts of ill-health and the frustration of his reform efforts.

The optimistic thrust of Hartley's necessarianism was strengthened by the materialist

tendency of his disciples. While Hartley formulated a materialist understanding of the

mind, he did not reject the immortality of the soul, leaving the question open' and only

observing that if it could be proved that matter was 'endued with sensation', this would not

undermine the souls immortality. Nevertheless, Priestley decided that the notion of an

5e Priestley, Doctrine of )'ecessity, pp' vii-ix.
60 Jebb II, pp. 139, l5 L
urJebb II, p.95.
62 Priestley, Autobiography, p. 123.
ó3 Priestley, Doctrine of J'ecessity, p. 165.
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immortal soul could be discarded, and was surprised that Hartley had not done so.6a Citing

the contempt with q,hich the soul was treated in Holbach's Systeme de la Nature, Priestley

concluded that .the state of things is now such that it appears to me to be absolutely

necessary to abandon the notion of a soul, if we would retain Christianity at all. And,

happily, the principles of it are as repugnant to that notion, as those of any modem

philosophy'.65 Priestley derived his radical notion of active matter from sources other than

Hartley, and there is no direct evidence to suggest that Jebb came to share his view- Yet the

dedication of the Doc¡ine of Philosophical Necessify suggests that he may have also been

inclined to adopt Priesley's view. In addition, Jebb also read Holbach, and while he makes

no reference to Holbach's opinion of the soul, he agreed with his views on the Trinity and

determinism. Like priestley, Jebb felt that a Christianity purged of its inational baggage

would prove impervious to criticism by the likes of Holbach.

whether or not Jebb came to conceive of matter as active, by the early 1770s he had

developed a physical explanation of the resurrection. He thought 'the materiality of man ie.

extension of the conscious principle [is] apoint sufficiently clear', and found evidence of

this (.a medical incident properly attested') in an article placed in the Public Ledger by the

.Society for the recovery of Persons apparently drowned'. In copying out the extract he

added some revealing comments of his own:

Persons may by immersion in water have every corporal faculty (I would

add mental) totally suspended, so that they may be to all appearance (I

would say autnlly) dead for a considerable time. And yet it may be in the

power of Art to recover them.

This, Jebb thought, was 'a real resurrection'. He went on to reflect that 'the particles of

those who a¡e left alir-e may compose with different organisation the future body'. This led

him to note that

Chemistry shows great powers - no occasion for different matter - Christ

perhaps nou'material - look around in nature, all material organisation and

construction makes the difference between an oyster and a man, between a

s Priestley, Matter and Spirit,p.79.
65 priestley, Examination o¡Oi nei t,p.2l4;Alan Tapper,'The Beginni gs of Priestley's Materialism', E&D,

I (1982), pp.73-81.
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body in the womb and in life, so between a body in life and the next

world.66

Jebb was tending toward a materialist interpretation of Christianity in which the

resurrection of Ch¡ist and his fellow human beings was a physical process. He was not

alone in moving torvard such a view: Edmund Law acknowledged the validity of a

materialist conception of the soul in 1774,witha reference to Richard'Watson's Chemical

Essays.u' In Jebb's case it is clear that he did not conceive of the soul as the traditional

immaterial entþ: 'The breath of God', he thought, 'added to flesh and blood makes men

live' and at death 'the breath (ie. the soul) retums to God who gave it'. Rather than a

spiritual substance, it was the 'added breath and heat' which made humans alive and

conscious.6t Such a view of the world was later eloquently expressed by Samuel Taylor

Coleridge:

And what if all of animated nature

Be but organic Harps diversely fram'd

That tremble into thought, as o'er them sweeps

Plastic and vast, one intellectual breeze

At once the Soul of each, and God of all?6e

In a series of letters, the genial Arian clergyman Henry Taylor (171 1-85) pushed Arur Jebb

for a clear explanation of this materialist reading of the soul. 'I laugh at the Theory' he

confessed,

because I can't conceive what they mean. I thought I would have got it out

of you, as being one of the gang: but you won't squeak . ... What you call

the breath of God I suppose to be a real Being. What you suppose it to be, I

cannot imagine.To

Taylor's perplexity is understandable, as irrespective of how' the soul and matter are

conceived, the problem remains as to how God (as a spiritual entity) can act upon the

physical world.Tr Jebb's conception reflects the Newtonian view that passive matter is

66 DWL Jebb mss. VI,47ù lecture, note I April 1773.
6? Edmund Law, 'Postscript',Theory of Religion (6th ed., 1774).
ó8 see notes for the 47th and 48th lectures 'On promise of a Resurrection and the intermediate state of the

dead', DWL Jebb mss. VI.
ue SamuelTaylor Coleridge, cited in J.B. Beer, Coleridge the Visionary (1959), p' 95'
to Henry Taylor to Ann Jebb, [1773], CUL Taylor papers.
t, A. T. Schwartz, 'Priestley's Materialism: the consistent connection', A.T. Schwartz and J.G. McEvoy eds.,
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given life by God, and there is no direct evidence that he adopted Priestley's radical notion

of active matter. Nevertheless, irrespective of his particular understanding of matter, Jebb's

description of God's breath providing the 'heat' of life reveals a mind searching for a

purely physical explanation of everything. This lay behind Jebb's reading of Lucretius, a

classical materialist whose philosophy could be contrasted to the platonic dualism that

shaped orthodox Ch¡istian doctrine.T2

While we might say' that Jebb adopted a materialism of sorts, the important point is that he

saw any duality betrveen the material and spiritual realms effectively dissolve.T3 In this

vision, matter and spirit are conflated and the afterlife is populated by ph.vsical beings,

including a human Ch¡ist. Such a view of the world was truly Unitarian, in that there is no

substantial divide between matter and spirit, the temporal and etemal, God and man, or

between the comprehensible and incomprehensible. As everything u:as material,

everything had the potential to be understood, worked on, and improved. In addition, this

vision of a seamless creation indicates why Jebb and Priestley saw no conflict between

reason and revelation. or between natural rights and utility. This confidence underpinned

their focus on free inquiry and moral reform. In hindsight it is clea¡ that Unitarian

necessarians were, in the words of John Passmore, edging toward 'a theory of progress as

"natural development", not as a mere consequence of the growth of knou-ledge, but as

inherent in the very nature of the Universe'. At the same time, it is evident that they passed

on the spirit of providential optimism to nineteenth-century utopians.Ta

III Freg Inquiry

In the words of Jack Fruchtman, Hartley convinced some 'in the following generation that

moral authority resided in the individual's grasp of the world and in his abiliw to use his

reason'.75 In supporting the power of reason to uncover all important and practical truths,

Motion toward Perfection: the achievement ofJoseph Priestley (Boston, 1990), p. I19.
tt Jebb's references to Lucretius focus on his discussion of mind and body.
?r See Yannis Planngesis. .VIatter and Spirit in Joseph Priestley's Philosophical Thought (199 1).

to John Passmore, The Perfectibility of Man (1970), p.2ll'
75 Fruchtman, 'Late Latitudinarianism', p. 22.
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Hartley's system supported the argument for unrestrained free inquiry, undermined the

practice of subscription, and made the candid espousal of truth a central moral duty. In

short, Hartley's Observations pricked the bubble of Latitudinarian complacency and

encouraged a concem that all individuals be able to express and act upon their ideas.

Traditional Dissenr was fundamentalist and willing to believe anything that Scripture

revealed to the indiridual 'seem it ever so incomprehensible to human Reason'.7ó As such,

it lay open to the allegation that subjectively determined truth could lead to sectarianism

and anarchy as witnessed in the English Civil War. Rational Dissenters, however, argued

that it was not simply a matter of choosing between anarchy and established authority,

because redson prorided an authority to guide the individual. As Fitzpatrick has pointed

out, they thought that the Bible 'was authoritative because it spoke the voice of divine

reason'.7t A rational God created humans with an ability to reason, and provided two texts

(Scripture and Natu¡e) in rvhich His witl could be found and interpreted through the

application of reason. Any inational doctrine found in the Bible must stem ipso facto ftom

either a mistaken interpretation, or from a willing distortion of the text out of political

interest. There was to need for a powerfül religious establishment to guard against and

prosecute such misinterpretation of God's *'ill (indeed, establishments tended to preserve

and enforce misinterpretation). There would be no danger of sectarianism in an enlightened

community, because wrong-headed notions of religion would be weeded out'by the

invisible hand of reason in a 'free-market' approach to religious opinion. An individual

guided by reason could only do good; and the same went for a community of such

individuals.

The Observations on Man appears to have helped propel some liberal Latitudinarians

towa¡d the ground upon which Rational Dissent stood. At the end of a discussion of

religious doctrines. Hartley wrote:

It is a great insult offered to the truths of religion, to suppose that they want

the same kind of assistance as impostwes, human projects, or worldly

?u Israel Mauduit, 'The Case of the Dissenting Ministers'. Addressed to the Lords Temporal and Lords

Spiritual (1772), p. l2: Cited in Fiupatrick, 'Toleration and Truth', p. 4.
77 Fiøpatrick, 'Toleraticn and tn¡th', pp. 4-5.
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designs. Let every man be allowed to think, speak, and write, freely; and

then the enots will combat one another, and leave the truth unhurt.78

God had ordered the world so that reason could (and should) seek out all those important

truths that bore any relation to individual and social cortduct. Hartley opposed the

imposition of any arricles of faith because 'Men are to be influenced ... by rational

methods only, not by.'compulsion'. While it was in the power of the magistrate to punish

and restrict actions. opinions could not be so restrained. The irreligious can be made to

'appear to consent to anything, just as their interest leads them'. Hartley thought that this

was the case with 'the great part of subscribers in all Christian communities. They have a

mere nominal faith only'. More importantly, those who hold serious beliefs 'do

proportional violence to these b1'performing a religious act out of a mere interested vierv'.

Hartley thought even a subscription to the scriptures unnecessary. Diversity of opinion on

speculative matters uas inevitable, as evidenced by the failure of subscription to prevent

the existing cliversiq- rvithin the church. The answer was to abolish sr.rbscription and have

preachers 'confine themselves to practical subjects'. 'If the scriptures cannot yet produce a

tme unity of opinion on account of cur present ignorance ... hor,v should articles do this?'

No onc had a righr to make an article conceming an 'abstruse point' or 'metaphysical

subtleties'. Rather, 'We are all brethren; there is no father, no master, amongst us; we are

helpers of not lords over, each other's faith. If we judge from otherbranches of leaming,

as natural philosophl.'. or physic. we shall there hnd, that the pure evidence of the things

themselves is sufficient to overcome all opposition, after a due time''7e

Fitzpatrick has pointed out that in the hands of men like Jebb and Blackburne, Hartley's

philosophy came to undermine the traditional Latitudinarian distinction between essential

truths and'things indifferent'.

Hartley alloued no room for the distinction betlveen speculative and certain

tmths. In effect. he adapted the Christian humanist belief that 'ideally all

man's faculties may be fused in the pursuit of that goodness which

constitutes the highest truth', to the nerv spirit of the scientific revolution.so

78 Hartley, Observations, p. 368.
tn Hartley, Observatiors, pp. 5 l3-15.
E0 Fitzpatrick, 'Latitudinarianism at the Parting of the Ways', p.214. citing Baker, I4tars of Truth, p.93
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Thus Jebb thought that where the exercise of reason is allowed free rein, 'true religion

beams with unclouded luster on the mind'.8r John Disney neatly summed up this confident

belief in the unity of truth:

The divine mind, seeing the whole compass of truth, and acting even to the

extremest bounds ofthe universe, consequently sees and acts upon reasons

unknown to us. But, as truth is consistent, that which is unknown to us

cannot be opposite and. contradictory to that which is knor'vn''82

Harlley himself triei:o play dorin the raclical irnplications of his philosophy and sought to

justiff obedience toforms of worship imposed by civil authority. Impressed with Hartley's

work, Blackburne aiso saw the implications for religious liberty: 'But he has joined

Necessity and Religcn together. - What of that? Ask the Church of England in her

Articles',31

Follor,ving John Sruar Mill's fear of the t1'ranny of the majority, modem liberals see

diversity of opinion as an end in itself. and believe that tmanimity can only be enforced by

an authoritarian regrne. In the eighteenth centur)', however, there was a general desire for

unanimity of thoughr - the main question being how to achieve it. Against authoritarian

conformity, liberal dissenters like Priestley, David Williams and Jebb argued that broad

agreement on fi.rndanental issues and principles would result from free thought.s4 This

belief that free thoug:t r,vould ultimately produce harmony begged the question of how

religion should be rezulated. It is instructive to contrast Jebb's views on religious toleration

with those of Joseph Priestley. As a Dissente¡, Priestley argued that there must be a

complete separation- berween church and state because religious establishments inevitably

tend to become authoritarian, control education, and place restrictions upon the individual

conscience. He clained that the doctrine of necessity supported the idea of complete

toleration: while the s:ate was right to reward and punish behaviour, people should be free

to have their knowlecge shaped by the free exchange of ideas. Priestley argued that the

government should oily concern itself with actions rather than thoughts, and advocated

srJebb III, p. 178.
tt 

¡John Disney], Letter to :he Rev Mr D--, in Unitarian Tracts,I p.93
83 Blackburne,llorl<s, I, p. Ltrrxviii.
84 Dybikowski, On Burninz Ground, pp. 255-58.
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unlimited religious pluralism, including the toleration of atheism.ss In some statements

Jebb would appear to agree with such views on religious toleration. For example, Jebb

wrote that 'Laws are instituted to prevent real, not imaginary dangers to the state'.

Elsewhere he noted that the 'intolerant spirit ... more or less prevails in every human

establishment'.86 Yet there was a difference: as an Anglican, Jebb believed in the utility of

a national church. A perceived liberalism w'ith respect to theology has obscrued the degree

to rvhich Latitudinarianism was the polite and rational face of religious dominance. In the

last decades of the seventeenth centLlry Broad-churchmen championed a latitude of opinion

within the pale of a comprehensive established church.87 Jebb's vision of the religious

constitution reveals how, in the wake of the Observqtions on Man and the Confessional,

the liberal end of Latitudinarianism found itself sharing a view of toleration almost

indistinguishable from Rational Dissent.

Jebb's first public contribution to the Feathers Tavem campaign \,vas a letter praising

Christopher Wyvill's Thought's on our Articles of Religion, with respect to their supposed

utility to the .state (JuIt' 1171). Jebb asserted that it was 'readily allor,ved that the power of

the magistrate can onll'restrain the outward action'. Yet'religion reaches to the heart, ancl

regulates the springs w'hich move the whole machine', and as such its true character was

beyond the reach of the state to determine by either rewards or punishments. Jebb

acknowledged that the 'unbounded liberty of conscience' that he advocated would hnd few

supporters. So he conceded that if the govemment must promote religion to some extent,

then it should confine itself to promoting only that which has a direct influence on human

behaviour, such as 'the doctrine of an over-ruling providence, a future state, the happiness

of the virtuous, [an{] the miseries r,vhich will hereafter prove the inevitable consequences

of vice'. According to Jebb, only pure Christianity 'untainted by ... human error' espoused

these simple doctrines: and only such a religion, r,vith the primary aim of fostering 'social

happiness', could claim the right to be an established religion.ss

85 Priestley, Political Ll/ritings, pp. 59-60.
86 Jebb r, pp. 173,7 .

t? Richard Ashcraft, 'Latirudinarianism and Toleration: historical myth versus political history', in Richard

K¡oll et. al., Phitosophy, Science and Religion in England, 1640-1700 (1992),pp. 151-77, at 155.

'* 'A Whig' III), London Chronicle,6 July 1771, Jebb III, pp. l-4.
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Jebb was unwilling to give up the ideal of a national church charged with the responsibility

of providing moral instruction throughout England. He believed that extensive religious

tiberty could be accommodated within such a church, and that its fundarnentally Christian

cha¡acter would not be in doubt: 'The religion of the Gospel is the most useful to the

community, and thus should be the religion of the state'.8e Jebb's ecclesiology is most

clearly stated in a controversial sermon he preached before the university of Cambridge on

27 December 1772. He began by outlining his understanding of a church as a voluntary

society, which a rnember should be able to leal'e at any time r,vithout losing any 'privilege,

diguty or emolument, to which he may be entitled as a subject of the civil power'. It

cannot make an orthodox doctrine because God provided the scriptures for each individual

to consult. Various churches can have different rights and ceremonies, which the individual

may bend - 'his conscience must determine when the society becomes too comrpt, or

contrary to what he thinks the truth.' After outlining his conception of a church, Jebb

proceeded to the more controversial issue of how religion should be constituted rvithin a

nation. To begin uirh. he declared that 'All religious assemblies whatsoever. whether

congregated in the name of Moses, the name of Jesus, or the name of Mahomet. have an

equal clairn to be protected by the state'. Jebb's view of the religious constitution rvas set

within his Lockean conception of the state. Government was founded upon individuals

giving up some of their civil liberty, and in effect delegating the power of civil reward and

punishment to the state in the interests of protecting properfy, life and liberty. Yet the

individual could never resign the right and duty to privately assess Gocl's truth r.vith 'my

o\\n eyes, and my oun understanding'.e0 Nevertheless, Jebb thought that a public religion

was still compatible riith this broad conception of religious liberty. But as the formation of

a public religion follorvs the 'social compact', it owes its form and existence entirely to the

legislature and the 'ecclesiastical jurisdiction, as settled and defined by the state. should

confine itself entirel¡'to the regulation of the deportment of the established clergy'. The

ecclesiastical hierarchv should not judge matters of faith, but only reward or punish the

practical moral example set by clergymen. To support this utilitarian conception. Jebb

claimed that those outside of the established church 'should not be obliged to pay for

doctrines not useful lo the state', and all religious societies had the same claim to 'security

8n Ibid., p. 4.
n0 'A yoke upon the necks'. Jebb II, pp. I 14-15, I 18-20.
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from intemrption in our religious exercises'. Combined with such liberal toleration, the

established 'form of public worship ... ought to rest upon the broadest basis'. For example,

if there was a country with equal numbers of Jews, Muslims, and Christians, then the

publicly-fi.nded form of worship should 'be framed in such a manner as to comprehend

them all'. In a revealing footnote, he explained:

The idea is not so impracticable, as may at first be thought. Jews,

Christians and Mahometans, &c. united under the same govemment, and

the same lar''s, receive national blessings: why should they not unite in

returning national praise, and national thanksgiving? Securing to them,

however, the right of separate congregations, if they are desirous of making

their acknowledgements of any other than national concerns. [my

emphasisl

The picture Jebb paints is of a national church with rituals and moral instruction designed

to serve social and political needs of the state, with a plurality of forms of worshipping God

determined by indir idual congregations and ministers. The 'power of revising and

correcting such an establishment, according to the improving judgement of the nation,

should not be foreclosed by sangr.rinary and oppressive law'. In a predominantly Christian

country the national religion should be based upon a belief in the New Testament, but

should not formulate a doctrine and liturgy 'obviously exclusive of particular sects,

professing obedience to the same conìmon master'. What is more, an unlimited toleration

should be allowed, and 'each particular religion' should receive a 'proportional part of the

public frurd appropriated to the religious service of the nation'. And those who pay ta.r and

yet dissent from the established church should not be excluded from 'places of secular

dignity and trust', provided they obey the bounds of civil and criminal law.er Jebb's vision

was of a religious constitution in which a national church is sanctioned by a majority in the

legislatnre, but those ,,vho dissent are still be able to hold public office and draw on the

public treasury for support of their own dissenting churches. He expected that the national

church, as a result of free and candid debate, would be rational, liberal, and utilitarian, and

thus there would be iittle occasion for dissent. Yet religious liberry would be safe-guarded

by the public protection and funding of sects, and the removal of religious discrimination

in election to public office.
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Jebb wanted religious pluralism both within and without an established church. But where

should the boundaries of that church be drawn? When talking of the religious constitution

Jebb tends to confine himself to the varieties of monotheism, which aids his emphasis upon

the common ground sha¡ed by different religions. But would a pol¡heistic church be able

to claim funding from the government? In all probability, as Jebb considered orthodox

Christianity itself to be a form of polytheism. Yet in the end, Jebb does not pay much

attention to the diffìcuiries of a constitution in which a plurality of religions is tolerated and

even funded by the søte. This is because, like Priestley, he believed that mature and candid

individuals would inevitably converge on an agreed, rational understanding of religion. It

could not be othen .ise. because free from the distorting influence of falsehood supported

by political authority. the human mind would, through the association of ideas, necessarily

arrive at a true understanding of natural and revealed religion.

As rational Christiaru jettisoned theological doctrine, they placed an increasing emphasis

on the practice of candour. Priestley even went so far as to suggest that candour might be

more valuable than the 'right decision in any controversy'. The important thing was that all

parties to a clebate di¡play a 'truly Christian temper' and 'love of truth'.e2 Despite its

complex and at times confusing semantics, Alan Saunders claims to have discemed a

change in the way Rational Dissenters used 'candour': from 'meaning impartial as between

persons, [it] came erentually to mean being impartial as between ideas'. According to

Saunders, the result \\'as a vacuous Rational Dissent 'largely without positive content',

which reached its apotheosis in the 1790s in welcoming the French Revolution and Paine's

Rights of Man. Confronted with thè 'vengeful, murderous forces of Jacobinism' the

exponents of candour appeared 'either deluded or deluding'. This partly explains how

Rational Dissent was. iinot intellectually defeated, then at least shouted doun by a loyalist

reaction supported b',' the goverrìment. It is understandable that someone living in

postmodem Australia ri-ould see candour as a vacuous substitute for fixed doctrines. But

the likes of Jebb and Priestley were not naiVe and hollow people 'who distract your

er lbid., pp.120-22.
n2 Joseph Priestley, cited in Fiøpatrick, 'Toleration and Truth', p. 27
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attention with polite conversation while somebody else is trying to pick your pocket'.e3

Had they been so, they would have stayed at home by the fire with a glass of port, and not

written controversial pamphlets and books, or harangued meetings, or formed committees

and associations, or worked for political, religious and humanitarian reform. Their position

was akin to Voltaire's supposed famous declaration that, 'I may hate your opinions, but

would die defending your right to express them'. It is true that, like virtue, candour

featured prominentl-v in eighteenth-century cant, but the sincerity with which Rational

Dissenters used the term should not be underestimated. A commitment to the candid

expression of ideas did not lead to an undiscriminating and intellectually permissive stance,

because their intellectual method was backed up by a practical sense of religion - a piety

toward Providence - equal in substance to the most devout manifestation of orthodox

Christianity.

IV 'A sense of religion'

Jebb claimed that rhe Anglican Church should be reformed because 'it does not tend to

generate, to inculcate, and to cultivate the sense of religion in the minds of men'.ea The

reformers argued for free inquiry so that they could cultivate a 'sense of religion' that

would translate inro practice. As Hartley had written, anyone could put his hand to an

empty and insincere religious confession, but candour and free inquiry were essential for

the cultivation of a benevolent, pious and moral disposition. To be an instrument of the

will of God and help fulfil the designs of providence one had to live with an honest sense

of religion. In the r¡ords of An¡r Jebb: 'that faith which doth not produce good works we

are tempted to disregard: a precept may enter in at the ear, but it is a good example which

maketh it reach the heart. The clergy therefore should be doers of the word, not preachers

r r 0fonlv .--

n, Alan Saunders, 'The State as Highwayman: from candour to rights', in Haakonssen, Enlightenment and

Religion, pp.249,271.
no Letters on the Subject of Subscription (1772), Jebb I, p. 169 At the close of his memoirs, Priestley

expressed satisfaction rhat his children enjoyed good health, 'good dispositions, and as much as could be

expected at their age, a sense cf religion'. Priestley, Autobiography, p. 127 .

es 'Priscilla' [AJ], 'To Rev Dr Randolph', London Chronicle,26 December l77l'
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Jebb's rational religion was in many respects closer to deism than to orthodox

Christianity.ou In this guise, Christianity loses its mystical and sacrificial aspects, and is

reduced to an ethical code. In Jebb's words, 'pure Morality ... [is] the great point aimed at

in both the Jewish and Christian dispensations'.e7 But to say that Christianity was reduced

to a mere moral code implies that Jebb's view was less 'religious' than other versions of

Christianity. This is an assumption that has traditionally permeated the writings of

commentators on eighteenth-century thought. A dry, minimalist rational Christianity has

been contrasted lvith sacramentalism, Evangelical Christianity, and romanticism. This

assumption lay behind E.P. Thompson's dismissal of the cold, polite religion of Rational

Dissentãs having linle appeal to the lower classes.ot In a perceptive study, however, Robert

Webb has pointed to the neglected phenomenon of enlightened rational piety, of which he

sees Jebb as an exempla¡.on In her immensely popular Practical Piety; or, The Influence of

the Religion of the He(trt on the Conduct of Lfe (18i1), the Evangelical Hannah More

declared that Christianity was not a religion of 'forms, and modes, and decencies', but

rather a transformation of the heart, an 'inward devotedness' in the service of God. As

religion was designed to govem'the movements of the rational machine', piety must lead

to action. As Webb nores, it is suggestive that More did not criticise religious rationalists

for a lack of piety.roo

Despite their theological, philosophical and political differences, More's words could have

flowed from the pen of Jebb, whose emphasis upon the practice of piety grew in proportion

to the theological baggage he discarded. Jebb reminded his students at Cambridge that 'I

have always eamestlv exhorted you to consider religion as a science, which has fo¡ its

proper object the culture of the htiman heart'.ror From rational apprehension of the

benevolent God of nature, 'arise those pious affections of gratitude and love, and upright

conduct' that are our duþ. 'This is true religion, the religion of the heart'.r02 While

Christianity lvas supported by evidence that commanded rational assent, Jebb could also

nu Paul Hazard did not blink at calling Priestley 'a deist ... of the "enlightened Christianity" school'

European Thought in the Eighteenth Century ( 1946), p. 137 .

n'DwL Jebb mss. IV.
nt E.P. Thomp son, Making of the English llorking C/ass ( 1963), p. 3 I .

nn R.K. Webb, 'Rational Piery', in Haakonssen, Enlightenment and Religion,p.296.

'* Cited in Webb, 'Rational Piety', in Haakonssen, Enlightenment and Religion,pp.290-91.

'o' Spirit ofBenevolence (1i73), Jebb II, pp. 5-6.
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assert that the Gospel 'chiefly aims at our conversion, by the milder powers of persuasion,

and a generous appeal to the uncomrpted feelings of the uncomrpted heart'.ro3 Jebb was far

from wanting a religion purged of emotion, and thought the stoic repression of all desires

absurd, unnatural and unreasonable.'oa Rather, he espoused a'Christian stoicism' in which

one sought happiness thorough the imitation of Jesus, suffering the immediate and short-

term frustration of one's benevolent efforts knowing that future 'happiness' was accruing

on God's balance sheet of reward and punishment. While thei¡ method and doctrine

differed, Jebb's heart rvas no less waffn than John Wesley's.r0t Jebb's close friend

Theophilus Lindsey claimed true Christians were distinguished by their fratemal love

rather than commitment to any specific doctrines.rot As K¡ud Haakonssen has neatly put it,

'for the Rational Dissenters who rejected original sin, self-betterment and piety were no

longer a compensatory mission but a fulfilment of God's promise for the future'.rot

Nowhere is the influence of Hartley better illustrated than in Jebb's serrnon onthe'Spirit

of Benevolence'. He declared that 'the principle of unlimited benevolence' was 'the great

characteristic of the religion of the Gospel'. Our love of pleasure, power, and praise, he

suggested, 'are in a manner congenial with the human mind: they appear necessary

movements in our frame'. These affections were entirely natural, and their highest state of

satisfaction was found in promoting the happiness of others. Jebb pointed to the pleasure

derived from making one's children happy, and to the kind of 'filial love' commonly

expressed by the citizens of Sparta and Rome (though the latter was 'an almost antiquated

passion'). While 'every social and disinterested affection is gradually formed in the heart,

'ot Jebb II, p. 34.

'o' Jebb II, p. I L
r* Jebb II, pp.30-1.

'ot Jebb told the Methodiss that he often defended them 'on account of your zeal for what you think the real

doctrines of revelation .... But that you should oppose the scheme of abolishing a subscription to any human

Articles whatsoever, I own. amazes me'. General Evening Post, 3 September l'772. DWL Disney mss.

87:II:ll8; Likewise, Hannah More respected Jebb's practice of piety: 'Being one day in a large company,

who all inveighed against Lindsey, and Jebb, and other Socinians who had deserted the Church, because they

could not subscribe to the Articles, I happened to say that I thought sincerity such a golden virtue, that I had a

feeling bordering on respect for such as had apostatized upon principle: for when a man gave such an

unequìvocal proof of his being in eamest, as to renounce a lucrative profession, rather than violate his

conscience, I must think him sincere, and of course respectable'. Hannah More to Horace Walpole, The Yale

Edition of Horace í(alpole's Comespondence (W.S. Lewis ed., 48 vols., New Haven, 1937-83), XXXI, pp.

328-29.
r06 Theophilus Lindsey, The Catechist (1781), p. xi.
lo7 Knud Haakonssen, 'Enlightened Dissent: an introduction' ,in Enlightenment and Religion, p. 10.
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by a kind of mechanical process', this process was augmented by the hopes and fears

derived from revealed religion. At length, the heart comes to consider 'every increase in

the happiness of others. as an addition of happiness to itself . It follows from this that those

blessed with the advantages of birth and education should work for the common good, as

'he that increaseth knowledge, increaseth solrow, if he toileth only for himselfl. 'Let not

then the light of science shine inward only on thy self , Jebb urged, 'let it radiate thy

neighbour's footsteps rvith it's friendly beam: let it light him on his dark and dangerous

way through the wildemess of life'. The pious heart should 'overflow with the milk of

human kindness', and openly rejoice with the happy, while crying with the distressed.ros

It would seem that this disposition prompted the ill-disposed deist David Williams to

allege that Jebb 'harassed his friends with reveries'.rOe Yet Jebb was only reflecting in a

strong light the eighteenth-century revolution in sensibility which gathered momentum in

the 1760s and 70s.rr0 Norman Fiering has traced the development of what he calls the

notion of irresistible compassion', illustrated by Thomas Jefferson's declaration that

'nature hath implanted in our breasts a love of others, a sense of duty to them, a moral

instinct, in short, which prompts us inesistibly to feel and to succour their distresses.'

According to Fiering, during the Enlightenment 'the trust in certain qualities of human

emotion was unbounded, as impressive certainly as the more often noted trust in rational

faculties'. This increasingly widespread doctrine reflected the optinrism of the

Enlightenment, and contributed to the humanitarianism that lay behind modern political

radicalism."t Whether innate or formed by experience, belief in a natural disposition

toward virtue and benevolence was a conìmon feature of the Enlightenment.

There are similarities between the emotional style of Jebb's 'reveries' of rational pietv and

Rousseau's religion of nature. While there is no evidence that Jebb read Rousseau, the

to, The Excellency of the Spirit of Benevolence, a sermonpreached beþre the University of Cambridge on

Monday, December 28, 1772 (1773), Jebb II, pp.l-26.
ton Cited in Dybikowski, On Bttning Ground, p. 4'[n.
rro The writing's of Laurence Stern both contributed too, and illustrate the development of 'sentiment' in the

1760s and 70s in Britain: Tris¡am Shanþ (1760-67) and A SentimentalJournq\ 1768); Jebb began one of

his 'Every Man his own Priest' letters with a quote from Stem: 'An ounce of every man's own sense is rvorth

a ton of other peoples'. 24 October 1772,Jebb III, p. 196.
rrr Norman S. Fiering.'Inesistible Compassion: an aspect of eighteenth-century sympathy and

humanitarianism' , JHI37 (1976), p. 195.
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latter's important influence upon the English reading public in the 1760s is well attested.

While most looked upon Rousseau as an eccentric French oddity, his writings, along with

those of Lawrence Steme, fostered a general interest in'natural sentiment'.Il2 Jebb

evidently read Steme, and he became associated with Thomas Day, an eccentic

Rousseauist.rrr While the direct influence of such writers on Jebb was probably minimal,

his espousal of a rational piety must be set in the general context of the rise of sentiment.

Jebb blended the besr aspects of both Christianity and Enlightenment humanism into an

exalted view of God's providence. While he did not believe in original sin, he did think

that poor education or bad circumstances could lead one into the pursuit of narrow self-

interest. It was this that caused most of the troubie and sufrering in the world, and thus one

of Jebb's most often used dictums was that 'this world is a good world, and those who say

otherwise should mend themselves'.'ra Providence had designed the world with 'evils' in

order to remind humans of their mortality, and thus prompt them to focus on the prospect

of eternal happiness in the afterlife. Such an optimistic attitude only appears naïve, and

even cruel, when one ceases to be convinced of the existence of an afterlife. Jebb

experienced his fair share of illness in an age in which a minor ailment could quickly

become life threateni¡g. He always looked upon these bouts, which culminated in his death

at the age of fifty, as a spur to greater application in fulfilling his duties to God and man'

Lucretius, to whom Jebb refers several times in his lecture notes, attacked not the gods, but

the way men have rvorshipped and feared them. He portrayed 'true piety not as the

traditional rigmarole of Roman ritual but as an almost mystical quietude in nature'.rrs In

this spirit Jebb thought that true religion should dispel fear, and encourage trust in God and

the ultimately benign nature of his þrovidence. 'Religious awe weakens the mind', he

declared. One should only fear giving offence to God, 'but be bold and intrepid in every

other matter relating to religion'.r16 Substitute 'God' for'Nature', and Jebb was in essential

f 12 Edrvard Duff,,.Rousseatt in England: the contqtt of Shelley's critiEte of the Enlightenment (1979)' pp. l-
30.

", Jebb started one of his'Every Man his Own Priest' letters with a quote from Lawrence Stern: 'An ounce

of a man's own sense, is u'orth a ton of other peoples.' 24 October 1772. Jebb III' p. I 96.

"o John Disney, Memoirs of Thomas Brand Hollis (1808), p.43.
Irs Wilfred Cantwell Smith, Tåe Meaning and End of Religion (l.Iew York, 1963), p.22.
rr6 Jebb II, p. 139.
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agreement with the view expressed in the Systeme de Ia Nature.tt7 The atheist Holbach

argued that traditional religions reflect a primitive personification of nature, and had caused

much harm by preaching fear and superstition. 'Nature' dictated that humans were neither

innately good nor evil, but that virtue should be cultivated under rational laws to promote

social happiness.r" Jebb could agree with the anti-religious thrust of Holbach's work

because he thoughr the philosophes were merely reacting to an irrational and despotic

Catholicism. He on the other hand, as an English rational Christian, knew that true religion

was 'intelligible to every sensible being'.

Every virruous man is its priest; errors and vices are its victims; the

universe its altar; and God the only divinity it adores. Moralþ is the sum

and substance of this religion. When we are rational, we are pious; when

we are useful, we are virtuous; when \ile ale benevolent, we are righteous

and just.r re

Access to the simple revealed word of God contained in the Gospels only made one better

equipped to practice rational piety. But if anyone should live in this manner,

we pronounce him to be actuated by a 'principle of piety and benevolence',

or, in other *-ords, we attribute to him justly, whatever be his mode of faith,

or outward uorship, the honourable appellation of the 'religious man'.'20

In accordance with these views Jebb thought that the lilurgy of the Church should be

revised. Though it uould be impossible to devise a liturgy that would reflect the sentiments

of all people, Jebb believed'an affecting and unexceptional form of public worship' could

be agreed upon.''' Toward the end of 1772, David'Williams asked Jebb to join him as

minister at his Mar-earet Street chapel. In The Philosopher (1771) Williams had advocated

universal toleration. the abolition of articles of religion, and creation of an ecumenical

Unitarian liturgy. Jebb replied that both he and Edmund Law had read the Philosopher

with approval, and confessed that 'it has long been my persuasion that a real Reformation

in the Liturgy must be effected by the spirited efforts of a few individuals'. As such, he

'rt Jebb II, p. 168.

"t William Wicker, 'Hel',etius and Holbach', in F.J.C. Hearnshaw, Social and Political ldeas of Some Great

French Thinkers of the.lge of Reason (1930), pp. 195-214.

"n'God no respecter ofptrsons', Jebb II, p. 105.

'to Jebb III, p. 198.
r2r Jebb III, p. 45; Jebb I. p. 14ln.
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welcomed the Margaret steet venture, as a rational linugy 'held out to the observation of

mankind in the capiral city will do more than ten thousand times ten thousand Candid

Disquisition s on the subject'. Nevertheless, he declined to join Williams as a minister at

the chapel as he was cornmitted to reforming the national church from within.r22

Jebb gives an insight into the optimism and faith in Providence which underpinned such

views when he outli¡ed how he thought it was possible to avoid scepticism 'after painful

reflection, upon important subjects' :

Attend to the duties of life, respecting of parents, loving of friends; and

seek the situadon which is most agreeable to nature, (a country life, if not

with children yet with pupils), and the convictions which nature warrants,

will then a¡ise in their proper course....Take the season of temperance,

benevolence. and health, and the secondary affections will then point at

truth; and nature, rightly conceived of, wilt lead to nature's God.r23

This echoes the Latirudinarian belief that faith enabled the Christian to exercise a superior

form of 'right reason'. Jebb defined'right reason' as the 'the analogy of faith, and sound

criticism'.r20 Hartley constantly insisted upon the rational advantages of the believer, which

in tum strengthens faith and dispels scepticism.r2s In efforts to draw out and manifest the

potential good in nanlre and society. Jebb saw himself as engaged in the practical, every-

day worship of God. This attitude lay behind his criticism of the prevailing doctrine,

litwgy and strucflue of the established Church. Thus Jebb defined a Protestant as one

whose 'chief characteristic is a mild, forbearing, tolerating spirit, which rises to zeal, when

the sacred rights of hrmranity are invaded, under a pretence to orthodoxy'.126

Piety and benevolence were ultimately motivated by the contemplation of eternal

happiness. Like Hartley, Jebb did not believe in etemal punishment, as it would serve no

purpose, and go agains the nature of a benevolent God. Indeed, he noted that 'Intolerants,

and persons who maintain eternal punishment and atonement, are more unfit for society

r22 JJ to David Williams.16 October l'772.n Martin Fitzpatrick and James Dybikowski, 'David Williams,

John Jebb and Liturgical Reform', E&D 9 (1990), pp. 106-13.
r2r Jebb II, p. 166-7.
r21 Jebb I, p. 145.
r" Hartley, Observations. p. 5 I l.
l2u 'Dehnitions' [JJ], 3 lvf:rch 1774, Jebb III. p.256.
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than atheists'.r27 He even thought it possible that animals would enjoy eternal life as they

'differ from us in degree rather than kind'.r2t The afterlife was best considered as a place in

which we 'will be happy or miserable by natural consequence as we behave here'.r2e As

outlined above, Hartley thought that all would eventually be granted eternal life and

happiness, though 'the rvicked' would first have to be cast into a 'purging fire' where they

would suffer 'according to their demerits' and thus be cleansed and prepared for an eternal

life of pure happiness.''o If the path to eternal life was not in some way like this, Jebb

thought, what use u'ould there be 'in the improvement of our faculties, or by acting in

support of religious liberty, and taking pains in the scriptures. But if we live again every

improvement will remain'.r3r The more rationai and pious one lived on earth, the more one

would appreciate and enjoy etemal life.r32 Jebb was attracted to Richard Price's argument

that friends will knorv one-another in the afterlife, and claimed that 'I do not know any

consideration half so animating ... it is suffrcient to convert a person'.r33 In like manner,

Priestley wrote in his final years: 'I think more of my departed friends, Mrs Rayner, Dr

Price, Dr Jebb, and others who have been my chief friends and benefactors, ... forming

conjectures (wild ones no doubt) concerning our meeting and future employment

hea¡after'.r'o Upon his death bed he reflected that all friends would be reunited after

'different degrees of discipline, suited to our different tempers', in a life of eternal

happiness that would 'afford us ample field for the exertion of our faculties'.r35 There

would be no idle lounging in angelic clouds in this Unitarian vision of the afterlife, but

rather a heaven in r,vhich friendship and industrious employment could proceed

uninhibited.

Hartley thought that.comrption was so rife among the governing class of Britain that there

\¡/as a real danger that 'an independent populace may get the upper hand and overset the

r27 Jebb II, p. 145.
r28 Jebb II, p. 39; Hartley. Observations, p. 563.
r2n Jebb II, p. 152; DWL Jebb mss. VI, 30 December 1774.
Bo Hartley, Obsenations, p.561.
rrrJebb II, p. l6l.
rr2 Jebb 1r,p.25.
rrr Jebb II, pp. l5l-2; see Richard Price, Four Dissertatiors (1769), no. III; see also, Theophilus Lindsey to

William Turner, 1 September 1783, DWL Lindsey-Tumer correspondence.
rro Joseph Priestley to Theophilus Lindsey, l5 April 1803, Belsham, Memoirs of Lindsey,p.4l7.
lr5 Priestley, Autobiograpþ. p. 138.
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state'. As a mainsteam Whig, Hartley thought that resistance should be an act of last

resort. He recommended that individuals continue to fulfil their obligations while

promoting moral and institutional reform. In this manner, in the days preceding the Second

Coming the torment 'brought upon us by our exc€ss of wickedness' may be 'delayed, or

alleviated, by reformations public and private:.r36 9n the other hand, Hartley warned 'that

the worldly-mindedness, and neglect of duty in the clergy, must hasten our ruin', especially

by the 'superior clergy' who were 'in general, ambitious, and eager in the pursuit of riches;

flatterers of the great, and subservient to party interest'. On the last two pages of the

Observatio,ns he urged the clergy to adopt the 'zeal, and concern for lost souls' of the

Methodists without their sectarian peculiarities, for the world wili only be converted by

those 'who are of a truly catholic spirit'. It would not be too much to say that the

Obsemations on Man served Jebb as a manifesto for reform. 'Let those worthy clergymen',

Hartley concluded, 'w'ho lament the degeneracy of their own order, inform the public what

is practicable and fitting to be done in these things. I can only deliver general remarks, such

as occur to a bystander'.r37 Hartley was an Augustan and conservative by temperament, yet

the thrust of his thought had radical potential when adopted by a younger generation

surrounded by political and intellectual dispute. In the ears of some, at least, his general

remarks rang loud.

f 

'u Hartley, Observatiors, p. 565.
l" Hartley, Observations, pp. 57 0-72.
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A Second Reþrmøtion

I

As the preceding chapters have demonstrated, Jebb's religious and philosophical views

mark him out as a representative of the radical late Enlightenment in Britain. He supported

Francis Blackbume's neo-puritan demand that the Anglican clergy be given the right to

freely exercise their private judgement. Yet Jebb also argued for greater religious liberty on

utilitarian grounds, claiming that unrestrained free inquiry was necessary to ensure

progress and religious stability in a changing world. For Jebb, extensive religious iiberry

r.vas both a nattral right ancl a practical necessity. His dogged efforts to act upon these

convictions saw him become a leader in the campaign against subscription, with one

Cambridge conservative describing him as a'most turbulent, busy Spirit'.t

Feathers Tavern Petition

In 1767 Francis Blackburne frst suggested that those clergy who shared his feelings of

'political dissent' should petition parliament to remove subscription.' V/ith Theophilus

Lindsey in the chair, nventy-four supporters of the Confessional gathered at the Feathers

Tavern in the Strand on 17 July I77I to discuss and agree on the proposed petition.3 The

participants left with a determination to circulate the petition throughout the country and

gather signatures. In \ovember the reasoning behind the petition was outlined for the

public by Jebb's Circular Letter. It asserted that liberty of conscience was the defining

right of all Protestants. including Anglican priests; claimed that subscription obstructs

' William Cole, BL Cole mss. 5378 53
2 Belsham, Memoirs of Lindsey, p.35.
I Blackburne , l(orks, VII, p. 3-4.
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progress toward a better understanding and comprehension of the true content of the

Gospels; and that an oath of allegiance to the state and the Scriptwes was sufflrcient. It was

evident that the bishops had no intention of acting to alter the situation, and, inespective of

their social status, it was the duty of 'Protestants and Englishmen' to petition for their

rights.l In the months following the first meeting, members of the Feathers Tavern

association busied themselves with gathering signatures for the petition.

While the reform mhded clergy were organising to meet at the Feathers Tavem in July

1777,the first practical move against subscription was made at Cambridge by Jebb's friend

Robert Tyrwhitt. Ii *as obligatory for all recipients of degrees to subscribe to tiuee articies

in the sixth and thirtieth canons of the Church of England, along with the Oath of

Supremacy. This requirement had been introduced in 1616 at the command of James I in

an effort to counte¡ the influence of Puritanism in the university, and had remained in

effect except during the Civil War and Protectorate. A correspondent to the London

Chronicle thought ir a ridiculous requirement that 'the generous youth, who has been

permitted to bring Locke and Nelvton to the bar of reason, and occasionally to differ from

and even correct then. must be bound by the narrow views of a paltry canonist'.' Tyrwhitt

presented a proposal to remove subscription to the Universþ's goveming Caput, and it

was rejected unanimously.6 Samuel Hallifax, a member of the Caput, argued that

subscription was required by a statute law, and thus it was beyond the ability of the

University to modi$' or repeal. While this was true, the unfavourable disposition of the

Caput toward the proposed reform was apparent and grounded in a fear that it would open

the university to Dissenters.T Tyrwhitt was a politic choice to introduce the reform, as he

was, in Robert Plumpue's words, 'a serious, studious man of exemplary character and far

from any interested- factious or enthusiastic disposition'.8 He put forward a second

4 
JJ, Circular Letter of the Feathers Tavern Petition (November l77l), Jebb l1I,pp. 12-23.

5 
[anon.], London Chron:cle,8 June 177 1.

6 The Caput was compLrsed of Vice-chancellor Sumner, Smith, Hallifax, Coligan, Farmer and Bates.

[anon,], ltthitehalt Evening Post,25 June l77l; One correspondent referred to this Caput as 'Agents of the

Antich¡ist', and hoped thal the next Caput would let Tyrwhitt's grace go before the universify senate.

'Luther', London Chronicle, S August 1771.
7'Atticus', London Chronicle, 9 January 1772.
t Cited in Winstanley, L-nr"-þrmed Cambridge, p. 305.
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proposal that sought exemption for only those taking BA degrees, which was also rejected.

I

Writing as 'Paulinus', Jebb addressed four letters to the undergraduates urging them to take

subscription seriousll. suggesting that they examine the substance a¡rd coherence of the

Articles. This should not be done by looking into 'those ingenious expositors, who will

torture your imagination with a thousand interpretations'. Rather, they should prusue a

course of srudy 'similar to what you are now pursuing in philosophical subjects', and in

doing so try to reconcile the doctrine of Athanasius with the 'unsystematic language of the

New Testament; anci his intolerant spirit with the mild and meek demeanour of your

saviour'. After outlining the contents of the articles and pointing out some contradictions

Jebb urged the students to subscribe if after study and careful consideration, they perceive

them to be in accord with the contents of 'that sacred book, which holds forth a religion,

reasonable, important and true'.ro

Charles Crarvford, a fellow-commoner of Queen's College, organised a student petition to

the Vice-chancellor requesting that they be relieved of subscription. When presented on

December 31 the petition was ignored. Crawford called on the Vice-chancellor and

requested action, as 'all mankind, with one voice, cry out against the imposition we speak

of as absurd and illegal, which an arbitrary Stuart, in the wantonness of his power; had

pleased to establish in the University'." Not surprisingly, he was flatly informed that

nothing could be done. While Jebb kept his distance from this agitation, it is worth noting

that the petition was centred on Queen's College where a number of those involved would

have been under Jebb's tuition. M.L. Clarke is not unjustified in observing that 'the

n Michael Tyson observed that the grace regarding subscription for degrees 'which made such a noise last

Term, is again sent to rhe V.C., lvith alterations by Jebb'. Michael Tyson to Richard Gough,2l
November 1771, cited in \ichols, Literary Anecdotes of the Eighteenth Century, VIII, p. 572.
r0'Paulinus' [JJ],'An Address to the Gentlemen of the University of Cambridge, who intend proposing

themselves, the ensuing January, as candidates for the degree of Bachelor of A¡ts', Whitehall Evening
Post,23,30 November and 5, 12 December 1771, Jebb l, pp. 182-222, at 783, 185, 215-16; Jebb also

addressed a public letter to the nerv Vice-chancellor, Dr James Brown, master of Pembroke Hall,

reminding him how 'the public' was astonished by the refusal to allow Tyrwhitt's motion to go before the

Senate. He asked Brown. as the head of the new Caput, to allow the motion to pass, and if not, then he

should encourage lectures explaining the contents of the Articles in each of the colleges. 'A Member of
the Senate' [I!), London Chronicle,30 November 1771, Jebb III, pp. 23-25. Jebb also criticised W.S.

Powell for republishing his 1757 sermon in which he assured everyone that subscription only implied a

'generalbelief in the articles. W.S. Powell, Defence of Subscription (Cambridge, January 17721175'l));
'Camillius' IJI), London Chronicle,25 January 1772,lebb III, pp. 50-52.

' ' Cited in Letters on Subsuiption (1772), Jebb I, p. 2 I 0.
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ingenious attitude of Crawford and the skilful phrasing of the petition were probably

inspired by Jebb'.r2

Following the defeat of the Feathers Tavem petition, Sir V/illiam Meredith MP decided to

introduce a bill for relief of the laity in the universities, as many speakers who had opposed

abolition of subscription for the clergy had suggested that the laity were a different case.

After consultation uìth lawyers, the university authorities 'discovered' that they did have

the power to remove subscription for BAs. In order to counter the threat of parliamentary

intervention, the Vice-chancellor formed a committee to consider the appropriate action.

By June 1772 it had resolved to replace expiicit subscription to the Articles with the oath:

'I declare that I am, bona fide, a member of the Church of England as established' - which

was just another way to enswe subscription. This continued insistence on a test incensed

the reformers. Jebb argued that 'as degrees are the testimonies and rewards of literary

merit' they should 'lie open to every son of science, without distinction of parfy, sect or

nation'. Even if he conceded the 'illiberal idea' that the universities should remain

institutions propagating 'one particular set of doctrines', there could be no cause for

concern that the Dissenters would take over, because college fellowships would remain the

province of members of the established church.r3 Arguments such as this, however, were to

no avail, and religious tests for non-clerical degrees remained in place until 1871.

While the Feathers Tavem campaign is well known and treated by historians, most studies

have relied upon the abundant pamphlet literature. The newspapers, however, were of

equal if not more importance in the cultivation of public opinion. Through studies of

petitions to parliament we know that the proportion of the population interested in politics

was much greater than the number officially included in the political nation through the

franchise.ra In the smoke filled coffee-houses newspapers were read and their contents

enthusiastically discussed. According to one observer, Cambridge scholars were 'so greedy

after news ... that the,v- neglect all for it ... which is a vast loss of time ... for who can

apply to a subject with his head full of the din of a coffee-house?'rs But letters to the papers

12 Clarke, Paley, p. 19.
t1 Letter to Sir l4/illiam lvleredith,3l August 1772,Jebbl,pp.260-61.
ro John A. Phillips, 'Popular Politics in Unreformed England', Journal of Modern History 52 (1980), pp

599-625, & Electorql Behrmiour in Unreformed England: plumpers, splitters and straights (1982).

'5 Cited in Knight, University Rebel,p.29.
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were designed to be read quickly and stimulate conversation through a potent mix of coffee

and forceful opinion. With an eye to sales, newspaper proprietors were keen to stoke the

fires of controvers,v. Before the development of the 'editorial', the eighteenth-century

newspaper conveyed opinion in three ways: essays printed as letters to the press, short

paragraphs, and occasional extracts from conespondence. The first was the most important,

and the leading letter rvas usually given a prominent title on the front page.ru Several times

John and Ann Jebb contributed the leading letter to the London Chronicle and the

l|thitehall Evening Post. A reading of the newspapers during the Feathers Tavern

controversy reveals how heated the debate could become. It also reminds us that the

Anglican Church existeci in an increasingly piural and commercial society. Letters on

religion sit between the lottery results, shipping news, society gossip, political

correspondence, and the latest cure for everything from headache to venereal disease.rt

Not surprisingly, the most vocal and enthusiastic opponents of the petitioners in the press

were rhose High Church clergy like V/illiam Jones and George Home who had no second

thoughts when it came to asserting the truth of orthodox doctrine. Jones likened the

petitioners to a swarm of rats who were trying to eat away the foundations of the house in

which they sheltered.rs The petitioners constantly tried to say that doctrine was not relevant

to the debate - they only wanted the freedom to express their opinions. Lindsey thought

allegations that the petitioners held dangerous and heterodox opinions were 'nothing but

Episcopal cant .... Our petition has nothing to do with particular doctrines',re When told

that theology was irrelevant to the question, George Home (writing as 'Clericus') replied

that 'orthodoxy and heterodoxy are but other terms for right and wrong, applied to the

doctrines of religion'. He disliked the tone of intellectual superiority affected by the

petitioners and resented that 'Anti-Clericus' 'advises me to read upon the subject "if I

dare": as though every reforming pamphlet were a catìnon; and, like a monkey, I should

have my head blown offby peeping into it'. For Horne the matter was simple: if orthodox

'u Verner Crane, Benjamin Franklin's Letters to the Press 1758-75 (1950), p. xxiii.
r7 See for example the front page of The London Chronicle, l2 January 17'72, where an advertisement for

a Yorkshire association to support the clerical petition is sandwiched between an advertisement for cough

medicine, and a cure for venereal disease which could be taken 'without confinement, hindrance of
business, or amusement'.

'8 [W. Jones], 'Fable of the Rats', General Evening Posl,5 December 1771.

'n T. Lindsey to W. Turner. l2 April 1772,DWL. Mss., 12.44.5.
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doctrine \&ere true, then there was no need for reform.20 Most reformers thought their

opponents resorted to such polemical abuse and ridicule because orthodox doctrine could

not stand up to critical scrutiny.2r

Jebb weighed into debate over the petition with several eloquent contributions. Seeking to

generate momentum for the petition, he asserted that it would be 'criminal' for any

clergyman on either side of the debate 'not to take an animated part', and concluded in a

triumphant tone that:

A British parliament shall decide upon the justice of our claims .... The

time is approaching, when the ... ghost of the Alliance shall shrink into

itself; [and] the heroes of a second reformation will arise.22

In refutation of the 'Circular Letter', 'No Bigot' advanced a negative conception of liberty,

claiming that private judgement was in no way infringed because nobody was forced to

become a member of the Anglican Church. Jebb replied:

The man that forces me by fear of death, or duress of imprisonment, to

resign my libenv of action; and he who endeavours to engage me in the

support of his unworlhy pu{poses, by taking every unfair advantage, which

my youth or ignorance supplies him with, or holding forth the splendid

offers of riches, pomp and power in order to seduce me; exercises an

equally unjustitìable dominion over my will, equally obstructs the exercise

of private judgement.

The champions of church authority only wanted to 'prolong the existence of superstition

and fanaticism, in the midst of an enlightened and improved people'.23

Jebb's main contribution to the debate was in the form of four letters to a member of

parliament. The key problem, he thought, was that an authoritarian ecclesiastical hierarchy

would not allow diverse opinions to be expressed within the Church of England. Jebb

sought to sketch hou this situation had evolved: in the second and third centuries the

Christian church dreu- persecution upon itself owing to the 'ambitious claims and practices

20'Clericus' 
[Ceorge Horne], General Evening Post, 19 September 177 l; Horne was one of the most

prominent Torl High Churchmen of the period, see Aston, 'Horne and Heterodoxy', pp. 895-919.

'' 'A Layman' , London Chronicle,2 January 1772; lanon.l, London Chronicle, ll January 1772.
22'Laelius' 

lJJf, London Chronicle,l6 November 1771, Jebb III, pp. 8-12; Bishop William Warburton's
Alliance behçeen Church and State (1736) was an influential statement of conservative Latitudinarian
ecclesiastical theory.
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of its prelates'. Nevertheless, they were ultimately successful, and the conversion of the

Roman Empire to Ch¡istianity could be described as a victory of church over state. The

claims of the clergy continued to increase until the civil rights of men were 'annihilated or

absorbed in an all-devouring power and patrimony of the church'. A clerical despotism

combined with an'absurd and senseless superstition... soon entombed in one gloomy

grave whatever was valuable of the arts, the leaming, and the religion of mankind'. The

advent of powerfi.rl popes only changed the government of the church from aristocratic to

monarchical, and at the Reformation England simply replaced pope with monarch. Bishop

Warburton's alliance between church and state was only an attempt to justiff and preserve

a High Church in practice. In principle the Church has no real authority over Englishmen,

'like other corporations, [it] has no authority to enact or impose anything which affects the

liberty of the subject'. But the bishops have great power and cannot be expected to alter a

system in which they possess enorrnous privileges. Yet without allowing preachers to

express their own interpretation of the scriptures, the Church would increasingly appear

absurd in an enlightened age. It is plain, Jebb contended, that a man could be 'a good

Christian, a good master, a good husband, a good citizen, and a good friend' without

believing the Articles.rr

Ann Jebb also took up her pen in an attempt to rouse the majority of clergymen from their

'lethargic ignorance'.tt She proceeded to address three public letters to Dr Thomas

Randolph in reply to his defence of faith over works. He had, she thought, confirmed the

general suspicion that men destitute of virtue may rise in the Church provided they were

seen to be orthodox.tu Ann turned the traditional justification for orthodoxy a¡ound and

argued that it was the cause of division and retarded the study of Scripture. She asked

Randolph how he could be content to concede that the Church had lost many leamed men

as a result of the subscription requirement:

At a time when vice not only stalks fearless through the streets at midnight,

but rides triumphant even at noon day; when the places of public resort are

2r 'Collatinus' lIJl, London Packet,3 and 8 January 1772, Jebb III, pp. 30-50, at33,49.
2a'Paulinus' IJI),II/hitehall Evening Post,28,3l December l77l and 14,21 January 1772, Jebb I. pp.

137-181, at 150, 147, 159-60, 162, 168-70. These letters were gathered together and printed as a pamphlet

at the end of January.
25 'Priscilla' lAJf, London Chronicle,9 November 1771.
26'Priscilla'[AJ],'To Rev Dr Randolph', London Chronicle,26 December l77l; Thomas Randolph,

Reasonableness of Requiring Subscription to Articles of Religion from Persons to be Admitted to Holy
Orders (Oxford, December l77l); Ward, Georgian Oxford,p.246.
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filled with people who scoff at religion, and make a mock of sin; and rvhen

the Scriptures by many are disregarded as a wom out tale, can any one at

such a time r.enture to say that we have not wanted the assistance of every

sincere, learned, and worthy man in the kingdom!

The Articles were 'high walls' that concealed'the greatest beauties of the structure', and

their removal would see the conversion of many to true Christianity." She observed that a

problem for the orthodox had ahvays been that those branded heretics have generally been

among the most pious and virtuous of clergymen, and proceeded to ridicule Randolph's

means of determining the sense of the Articles 'from the plain, usual and literal

signification of the s.ords'. But how could this be done when he haci aireaciy asserted that

many of the Articles had been purposely worded in general terms so as to encompass the

theological diversiry* present in the sixteenth-century Chwch? 'It might not be easy to find

out the general doctine, or how far persons might differ in explaining particulars, before

they deserved to be called unsormd in the faith'. Randolph had pointed to the 17'h Article

conceming predestination as one which could be subscribed to in a general sense. But, Ann

claimed, non-Calvinists could no more sincerely subscribe to this article than Unitaria¡rs

could give assent to the later part of the 1" Article outlining the Trinity. In light of such

vagueness and contradiction, she claimed, it was best to remove subscription to any

doctrine.2s

Theophilus Lindse¡, is said to have covered two thousand miles on horseback in his

canvass of the north of England.2e Yet despite such efforts, no more than trvo hundred

clergy of generally low status, and fifty lawyers and physicians put their name to the

petition. Many joined with William Paley in his famous declaration that he 'could not

afford to keep a corscience'. Such uncommitted and pragmatic well-wishers were thought

to have done the cause great harm.3O Jebb addressed a public letter to a clergyman who had

tumed down his request to sign the petition: 'You read the petition with attention. I saw the

mo\¡ements of your inmost soul .... You confirmed by the inflexions of your voice, the

truth and importance of the matter contained in the petition'. But 'the danger of forfeiting

the favour of an earthly patron, by bearing testimony to the truth' meant that no signature

27 'Priscilla' [AJ], 'To Rer Dr Randolph', London Chronicle,4 January 1772.
28 'Priscilla' [AJ], 'To Rev Dr Randolph', London Chronicle, 18 January 1772
2n Belsham, Memoirs of Llndsey, p.35.
r0'Priscilla' lAIf, Londan Chronicle,9 November 177 l.
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was forthcoming. This was to be lamented, as 'by the better temper of the times, that

celebrated engine of Church despotism, if unaided by the secular power' would be

rendered poll'erless. It was for this reason that the petitioners were appealing to the

'suffrages of every friend to public virhre'.3r Yet such pleading was of little avail. The

'Whig Dr Johnson', Samuel Parr, thought that the petition 'grasped at too much at once'.32

A¡d in a particularly damaging move, Richard Watson writing as 'A Christian Whig'

distributed A Letter to the lulembers of the House of Commons (January 1172) prior to the

presentation of the petition. While favourable to the aims of the petition, he thought that it

should properly be presented to the bishops rather than the parliament.33 Jebb criticised the

action of 'A Christian Whig' and observeci that 'the injuciicious friends of the petition'

were wrong to suggest that a modification or ¡eduction of the number of articles would be

suffrcient. The petitioners wanted to see the right to impose subscription to any articles

removed, and they would never 'quit their Protestant ground'.34

In the face of hostility from High Churchmen and Methodists, and disapproval by the king,

the petition was presented to the Commons by Sir V/illiam Meredith on February 6,1772.

This precipitated what an historian has referred to as 'one of the most eloquent debates in

the whole century'.35 Sir Roger Newdigate, the member for Oxford, rose and denounced

the petitionen, declaring that 'prudence will confine them within certain bounds and

prevent the nation from being overwhelmed r,vith a deluge of impiety and blaspherny. If

you remove this instirution I cannot see how the state can for a moment subsist'.

New'digate ar_sued that the coronation oath and the Act of Union with Scotland meant that

any alteration to the Anglican Church would violate the constitution. Hans Stanley wamed

of a revival of the 'commotions raised by Sacheverell' if parliament acted on the petition,

and Charles Jenkinson concluded: 'Stir not the plague from the pit in which it is buried! If

you once kindle the flame of theological dispute, you know not where it may end'. Lord

George Germain replied that such fears were absurd in so 'enlightened an age'. 'What

think you of Clarke and Hoadly, of Locke and Newton?' he asked, their writings reveal

that. if alive, they r,r'ould support the petition. Thomas Pitt, Dunning, and Sawbridge

3r 'Laelius'[JJ].'TotheReverend --',LondonChronicle,28DecemberlTTl,Jebblll,pp.26-9.
r2 Clark, Paley. p.20.
t3 Watson, Miscellaneous Tracts, II, p. 4.
ta Lerters on Subsuiption (1172), Jebb I, pp.2l7-22.

's \['.R. Ward,Georgian Oxford (Oxford, 1958), p.24]isee also Ditchfield,'The Subscriptionlssue', pp

45-80.
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followed in pronouncing as indefensible subscription to 'strikingly absurd' articles. Yet the

vote did not depend upon such partisans, but rather the mainstream members of both the

government and the opposition who were in favour of maintaining the status quo. Lord

North agreed that it was best not to 'wake that many-headed hydra, religious controversy'.

After asserting parliament's right to act upon the petition, Edmund Burke argued that it

should be ignored because it was concerned with 'abstract principles'. Such was the sense

of the House which proceeded to reject the motion 217 votes to 7I.36 Nevertheless, it was

far from a resoundine victory. As W.R. Ward has observed, in the absence of anyone in the

House willing to 'claim the virtue of truth for the articles, the only defensive arguments

were those of expediency'." Witing after witnessing the vote Lindsey reflected that

seventy-one was a respectable minority, though he was disappointed that Burke spoke

against the petition and seemed to be expressing Rockingham's sentiments.3s

il Prudence and Utility

The reformers had drarvn predictable condemnation from High Churchmen such as George

Home and William Jones. But to understand the defeat of the Feathers Tavem petition, we

need to appreciate the way the Confessional brought Whig clergymen into open conflict.

We can see this reflected in the political and religious alignments at Cambridge:-while

Peterhouse has long been recognised as a centre for those seeking 'further reformation'

within the Church, St John's College, under the mastership of William Powell, acted as a

bastion of conservative Whig ideology. To understand this division, we need to see the

regulation of religion in the wider cóntext of debate over how to best serve the common

good.3' To some extent debate was polarised between two concepts of liberty:

conservatives stressed the negative liberry of Englishmen in being free from oppression

and able to pursue private interests and opinions unmolested by the state. Reformers, on

the other hand, were advancing toward a more positive view of liberry which entailed the

right to participate in the religious and political culture of the state regardless of one's

16 Richard Burgess Barlorv, Citizenship and Conscience: a study in the theory and practice of religious

toleration in England during the eighteenth century @hiladelphia, 1962), pp. 150-56; The Annual Register

(t772), pp.86-90.

'7 Ward, Georgian Oxford. p.248.
38 T. Lindsey to W. Turner, 7 and 28 February 1772,DWL Lindsey-Turner correspondence.

'n Peter N. Miller, Defining the Common Good (Cambridge, 1994).
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particular opinions, provided an oath of loyalty were sworn. In response to 'Wilkes and

Liberty', the American Revolution and the campaigns for religious reform, High

Churchmen and conservative Latitudinarians found themselves closing rarks.

Latitudinarians agreed that an established church was justified on the grounds of political

and social utility. In the debate over subscription they were split over the character and the

constitution of that church. Conservatives defended the Articles as a defining 'bond of

union' which distinguished the Anglican Church from other denominations. On the other

hand, Jebb and the peritioners rejected the utility of subscription, and argued that it actually

undermined the effectiveness of the Church as an institution charged with providing moral

instruction to the nation. As explained in the previous chapter, Jebb thought that free

inquiry and the candid exchange of ideas was the only way to ensure social progress,

spread Christianity, and obtain a uniform religious practice. Early in the century, the

famous High Churchman Charles Leslie admitted that there was no better way to ensure

preferment than to roast a deist. During the Feathers Tavem controversy the senior prelates

tended to remain aloof from the fray, content to allow their subalterns to carry the fight to

the petitioners. 'We can see how debate over the utility of subscription was played out

through the way John and Ann Jebb engaged with some of the conservative Whig

champions.

The traditional pracrice of Latitudinarian polemicists was to stress the expediency of

subscription, and pass over the truth of orthodox doctrine. They claimed that an established

church, combined with toleration of dissent, was a fundamental support of those English

liberties praised by Voltaire. The classic statement of Court lMhig ecclesiology was

William Warburton's ,Tlliance between Church and State (1736), which had been attacked

by High Churchmen for defending the established Church through its civil utility rather

than divine sanction. Nevertheless, Warburton had managed to put forward a realistic

defence of the established Church as subordinate to the state, but also owed a dulv of

protection. Bishop of Gloucester from 1760 until his death in 1779 (when he rvas

succeeded b1' Samuel Hallifax), Warburton stood as the patriarch of the conservative Whig

clergymen u'ho went i¡to battle against reform. In the words of Leslie Stephen, 'Warburton

led the life of a terrier in a rat-pit, worrying all theological vermin'.40

ro Stephen, English Thought, p.293
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As indicated in the previous chapters, conservatives argued that the scope of reason to

uncover truth was limited. Following Warburton, William Samuel Powell explicitly stated:

'No body ever asks conceming a petition or a rule, whether it be true; but whether it be

decent, proper, reasonable, useful'.ar According to this prudential view, anarchy would

reign without an onhodoxy supported by authority. Jebb condemned the 'Heads of the

Gloucesterian Alliance' for their efforts to 'throw an Odium' upon the petition.a2 Likewise,

Francis Blackbume recognised that V/arburton's argument had become the mainstream

defence of the established Church, and accused them of 'dropping indeed the point of right

to establish them as tests of truth, but insisting largely on their utility'.43

In 1769, a year after becoming Professor of Arabic, Jebb's cousin Samuel Hallifax

preached a 30ù of January seffnon before the House of Commons (to commemorate the

martyrdom of Charles I). He eulogised George III and the political establishment upon

which British civil and religious liberty rested. Dismissing the rhetoric of reform, he

wamed that the danger to liberly,

if there be any'. is from ourselves; lest ow love of liberry degenerate into

licentiousness. and our private vices and parfy quanels defeat [the King's]

endeavours, and counteract his designs for the public welfare ... the

reformation, for which some amongst us are so clamorous, may, on enquiry

be found to be only wanting in themselves.aa

Hallifa,x delivered th¡ee sermons before the University of Cambridge in January I'772, and

in Jonathan Clark's u-ord's, his tone was 'urgent and agitated'.45 His serTnons were rushed

into print at the request of the Vice-chancellor and the Heads of Colleges as expressing the

officiat stance of the University with respect to the Feathers Tavem petition. Hallifax cited

Warburton on the virrues of an arrangement whereby an orthodox established church

tolerated orthodox dissent. Yet as noted in chapter 3, he was appalled at the resurgence of

unorthodox thinking, rvhich involved 'a disavowal of every moral principle, by an open

and barefaced naturalism'. In response to this challenge, he parted from traditional

ar Powell, Defence of Subscription, cited in Miller, Common Good, p.309.
a2 'Collatinus' [JJ], .Sf James Chronicle,26 November 1772.
ar Blackburne , Confessional (1167), p. 51.
ao Samuel Hallifax, A Sermon Preached beþre the Honourable House of Commons

Jarutary 30, 1769 (Cambridge, 1769),pp.13-14.
as Clark, English Society. p.228.

on Monday,
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Latitudinarian convention and asserted the nuth of orthodox doctrine, claiming that if the

Trinity and the Atonement were rejected the 'very being of the National Church' would be

undermined.{6 According to Lindsey, Hallifax observed the parliamentary debate on the

petition and 'seemed disappointed that his violent nonsense had produced so little effect on

the House'.ot Writing after the defeat of the petition, Ann Jebb criticised the aggressive

tone of Hallifax's sernons, and claimed that she was confused as to his conception of the

Trinity, the existence of which he supported \Mith texts quoted out of context.as

In light of the arguments put forward by the majority of MPs during the vote on the

Feathers Tavern peririon, Thomas Balguy, Archdeacon of Winchester, sought to defend

subscription independent of the truth of orthodox doctrine. In 1769 Balguy had preached a

serïnon in which he restated Warburton's argument in favour of an established religious

authority. According to Blackbume, ''Warburton's system was Hobbism trimmed and

decorated with various distinctions and subterfi:ges', and Balguy was the only one 'fully

appraised of the latent meaning of his master Warburton, to whose "little senate" he was

said to have belonged'.'n Among others, Joseph Priestley attacked Balguy for implicitly

justiffing all established religions.to In a charge to his clergy following the failure of the

Feathers Tavem petition Balguy restated his argument. He claimed that removal of

subscription would lead to the abolition rather than the reform of the national church, while

conceding that 'neither the truth, nor the importance, of the Articles of the Church of

England is in any \\.ay concerned in the present debate'. The issue was whether any

'human formulary' could be imposed as a religious test by a Protestant chtuch. From this

he proceeded to argue that 'the opinions of the People are, and must be, founded more on

Authority than Reason'. Most ideas'and beliefs are derived from parents, teachers, and

govemors. He denied that the 'bulk of mankind' had the time, inclination, or ability to

engage in rational study, and thus must be content 'with that religion which chance has

thrown in their wa1': because they can do no better'. The press should be open for the

airing of different opinions, but the pulpit should be kept free from controversy. Religion

was most effectivel¡'spread by adopting a'uniþrm appearance'he argued, and allowing

a6 Samuel Hallifax, Thrze Sermons Preached before the University of Cambridge, Occasioned by an

Attempt to Abolish Subsuiption (Cambridge, 1172), pp. 3-4, 23.
ot Belsham, lv[emoirs of Lindsey, p. 44.
a8 'Priscilla' lAJl, London Chronicle,24 March 1772.
ae Blackburne, Ll'orks,l. p. xxxv.
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the preaching of different theological opinions within the national church would only

'introduce doubt and perplexity into the minds of the people', 'What would the people

make of differing views of the person of Christ being preached from the same pulpit?

'Would you have them think for themselves? Would you have them hea¡ and decide the

controversies of the leamed? .... There are more men capable ... of understanding

Newton's Philosophy, than of forming any judgement at all concerning the abstruser

questions of Metaphysics and Theology'. He openly admitted that his argument could be

used to defend both Catholicism and pagan religions, and declared that 'false religion' was

preferable to having no established religion at all. As the notion of having contary

religions supported by the state was absurd, he argued that the real issue raised by the

Feathers Tavem petition was: 'are we to have any Establishment or none?' Those who

realised that the state could only support one kind of religion must be hoping that 'after a

short conflict of parties ... their own System' would emerge as the new orthodoxy. Locke

and V/arburton had demonstrated that the 'Magistrate has no concern in the Truth or

Falsehood of the doctrines he establishes: but undoubtedly', Balguy went on, 'he is

concemed to establish such doctrines, as will promote the peace and safety and happiness

ofhis Subjects'.

Balguy turned to consider the criticisms levelled by the petitioners that subscription was

unjust, inexpedient and unnecessary. In the first case, the exercise of private judgement

was widely tolerated. while the state had a right to appoint those it thought qualified to be

'Publick Teachers'. Secondly, subscription did not limit the ability of the clergy to defend

Christianity by binding them to 'the doctrines of dark and ignorant ages ', evidenced by the

fact that the best apologists for Christianity were members of the Church of Enþland. Aside

from this, the nature of orthodox doctrine was not relevant to the issue, as the state had the

right to support whatever form of religion it thought proper. Balguy admitted that imposing

an orthodox creed meant that those whose opinions had changed would be forced to resign

from the profession to which they had devoted their life. This was

truly a case of compassion: but it is a case that admits no remedy. Would

the objector themselves pay any regard to this plea, if urged in favour of a

professed Roman Catholic? .... Accidental inconveniences will ever arise

from all general rules; yet rules must be made, and must be observed.

5o Thomas Balguy, A Sermon Preachedat Lambeth Palace (1969): Priestley, Political [(ritings,pp.73-4,
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Thirdly, the claim that the oaths of supremacy and allegiance made subscription to the

Thirty-nine Articles unnecessary only shifted the problem, as some will regard any oaths as

an unjust imposition. The oath of supremacy *as a religious test that imposed upon

individual consciences, without ensuring religious uniformity or restaining 'the Teachers

of hurtful doctrines'. A subscription to the scriphues was consistent with 'every imaginable

absurdity and mischief . As the established religion must have some defining articles,

Balguy concluded that the petitioners must decla¡e rvhat form of religion they would have

the state endorse, and w'hat forms lvould be excluded.jr

Ann Jebb thought Balguy was wise in not resting his case upon the truth of the A¡ticles,

but suggested that he had misunderstood the natu¡e of the petition. The question was not

whether the government endorse all ministers of religion, but rather, whether the

government should support all Protestant ministers who 'promise to teach fChristianity] as

they shall find it in the Scriptures, and to confbrm to the established Liturgy, and

ecclesiastical government of the Church of England'. As to Balguy's claim that the 'bulk

of mankind' could not reason on religious matters. Ann replied that Jesus had preached a

plain and rational Christianity desi,rned to be comprehended by uneducated people.st How

could Balguy encourage leamed men to discuss theology and pursue religious

improvement if doing so could lead to heterodoxy and undermine their career? Rather than

preserving harmony. the obscure nature of the Articles was the main reason that the'pulpit -

had become the site of religious contoversy. 'Where was Balguy's boasted uniformity in a

church that encompassed Calvinists, Methodists, Arians, Socinians and crypto-Catholics?s3

In contrast, Ann argued,

altho' freedom of enquiry through the foll,v of sotne, and the prejudices and

passions of others, may for a time be productive of discordant opinions and

dissensions amongst men; vet, that is the only way by which we can ever

hope to arrive at perfect knor,vledge of those sacred truths revealed in the

gospel, and therefore, that it must in the end. lead to the blessings and unity

ofpeace.

102-03.
5r Thomas Balguy, A Charge Delivered to the Clergt of the.-lrchdeaconry of Ll/inchester in the Year 1772

(1772), p. 4-9, 16, 19-23.
52 'Priscilla' lAJl, London Chronicle, l9 December 1772.
5r 'Priscilla' [AJ), London Chronicle,26 December 1772: 'Priscilla' [AJ], London Chronicle,l2 January

t'773.
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Balguy's rhetoric was designed to kindle fear among his readers. If the law cannot protect

property and the oath of allegiance maintain the security of the state, 'in vain should we fly

for security to the bare subscription of the hand'. Indeed, Ann concluded, 'a state is more

frequently overtumed by the obstinacy of its govemors, than endangered by their patient

attention to . . . the civil or religious grievances of a naturally brave and loyal people'.54

Henry Taylor was impressed by Ann Jebb's letters, and pasted them into the front of his

copy of the Charge. He thought Balguy 'has no ground but what belongs to the Jesuits to

stand upon ... latrd it] gives way under him; nothing but an Irish bog-trotter can travel

upon it'. Taylor was particularly incensed that Hoadly had been quoted as supporting

subscription without acknowledging other opinions that would show him as favourable to

the petition.tt Ann's letters seem to have been quite effective, with V/illiam Paley declaring

that 'the Lord hath sold Sisera into the hands of a woman!'5ó Her letters were said to have

irritated Hallifax so much that he called upon Wilkie, the publisher of the London

Chronicle, and demanded that he print no more letters by 'Priscilla', because 'it was only

Jebb's wife'.57 No more letters appeil in the Chronicle after26 January 1773, except for

two more replies to Balguy in early 1774.Ir a letter to Ann, Henry Taylor railed against

the printers of the Chronicle as 'illiberal Rag-stainers'. 'I pity you more because I have met

with the same Fate. These Dunghill Cocks are no judges what Jewels they spum. Their

ignorance and nothing else can excuse them'.5s Perhaps 'Wilkie thought that his readers had

had enough ofthe issue.

Whatever the case, a year later (prior to the second submission of the petition) the front

page of the Chronicle was filled with Ann's fifth letter to Balguy. In this she directly

addressed Balguy's prudential argument:

The Magistrate, in consequence of his power derived from the people, hath

a right to restrain the liberty of his subjects, so far as may be found

necessary for the good of the whole. But it seems to be public utility alone,

that can give sanction to any act which restrains the liberfy of the subject.

54 'Priscilla' lAJf, London Chronicle,23 Jamary 1773.
5t Henry Taylor to Ann Jebb, [February?l 1773, CUL Taylor papers.
su'William Paley' in DÀB.
57 Meadley, Memoir of Ann Jebb,p. 12.
5t Henry Taylor to AJ, [ ? ] 1773, CUL Taylor papers.
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By excluding many talented clergymen from the Anglican Church the Articles worked

against the welfare of society. Balguy supported his argument with appeals to past

religious conflict. In reply, Ann claimed that both religious conflict and subscription were

the product of a 'da¡k and ignorant age', and in the more enlightened 'present times'

subscription was obviously unjust, inexpedient and unnecessary.tn In her final letter, Ann

criticised Balguy's claim that a subscription to the scriptures was consistent with every

imaginable absurdity. \Mhile some parts of Scripture may prove diffrcult for the

uneducated, the central doctrines 'which are necessary to salvation may be said, in this our

day, to be plain and easy' for any careful reader to discover. The gleaning of absurd

doctrines tiom the Bible was not the fàult of the text itseli but rather the ignorance of past

times. In an environment in which free inquiry is encouraged, simple religious truth will

triumph over absurd and wrong headed notions. This is what Balguy should be promoting,

she concluded, rather than arguing that people should subscribe as true 'abstruse

metaphysical articles'. rvhich he confesses few can hope to understand'60

In August 1772 Jebb published a Letter to Sìr lVilliam luleredith in which he sought to

answer the 'darling argument' of the opponents of the petition, that the Church must have

'some test expressive of the sense in which we understand the scriptures'. He was directly

responding to An Apologt for the present Church of England as by Law established

(December ,1771), by Josiah Tucker (I113-99), Dean of Gloucester.ó' Rather than treat the

Church as 'the creature and servant of the state', for the sake of argument Jebb accepted the

W'arburtonian view that it was an independent body allied to the state. To analyse the issue,

he drew an analogy with a philosophical society set up to 'diffrrse the light of science'. The

aim of such a society, he argued, should not be confused with its 'bond of union' or its

rules of conduct. The bond of union was the oath every member swore to perform their

duties and promote the 'laudable end of their association'. The rules of conduct were to be

suggested by individuals. and decided upon by the society as a whole. it is here that the

members could differ over the means by which their collective task is best pursued. If the

parliament, or the king 'by his own mere notion', should grant the body a charter owing to

5e 'Priscilla' fAJf, London Chronicle,22 January 1774.
60 'Priscilla' l{l), London Chronicle,26March 1774.
ur George Shelton, Dean Tucker: eighteenth-century economic and political thought (1981); Jebb thought

Tucker should 'be ashamed of a Cause unworthy of his Abilities; unworthy of a Spirit of Freedom, the

Exertion of which did him so much Honour in his earlier years'. 'Collatinus' [JJ],,S, James Chronicle,26
November 1772.
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its public utility, then they have the right to a say in how the association is governed. If

however, the members of the society should allorv the state to influence their conduct in

such a manner as to undermine their overall aim, then they would be breaking their bond of

union. This, Jebb thought, was the state of the Anglican Church. The Church was designed

to spread knowledge of the gospel and promote piety. The clergy must be'honest, sincere

and zealous', encourage study of Scripture, provide instruction and act as an example of

virfue and piety. The controversy over subscription wa-s really a debate over what rules of

conduct would encourage clergymen to fuIfil these duties. Subscription, according to Jebb,

encouraged clergymen to be insincere or even lie in order to preserve their livelihood. Even

if he could agree with Tucker that an orthodox doctrine was necessary to the definition and

preservation of the Church, Jebb argued that the A¡ticles should be rejected because 'a

bond of union, which is to serve six millions of people, should be plain and simple' rather

than'complicated and mysterious'. As the Church of England was not the only Christian

church, and no church could claim authority in matters of faith, Jebb suggested that some

system should be devised in which several churches, with their separate rites and

ceremonies,'may be formed into one collective whole''62

In the face of such arguments, conservative Whigs hardened in their defence of orthodoxy.

By 1775, with the American colonies in open rebellion, Balguy's declarations were

becoming more strident:

The benefits of society cannot be obtained, unless each person submit his

private opinion to public authority. ... In all ordinary cases, it is the duty of

a churchman, as well as of a citizen, to submit quietly to the powers that

be'. not to in-dulge himself in a fruitless, perhaps hurtful inquiry, how they

might have been more wisely constituted.

Balguy drew an analog.v with the law, and argued that as individuals submit themselves to

a law imposed by the parliament, they should support the religion chosen by the

parliament, while retaining the right to passive dissent.ó3

The debate over subscription helped define the emerging split between conservative and

reform minded Latitudinarians. The former increasingly relied on Warburton's utilitarian

u' Letter to Sir l{illiqm lvleredith (August 1772), Iebb l, pp.227 -61.
ut Thomas Balguy, A Sermon Preached in Lambeth Chapel, on the consecration of the Right Reverend

Richard Hurd and the Right Reverend John lvtore (177 5), pp. 4,5,15.
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defence of the church. As Langford has observed, 'most of the non-resistance theory

rehearsed in 1775 and 1776 smacks rather of Hobbes filtered through Blackstone and

Johnson rather than Filmer revived'.óo Both sides believed that liberty was an essential

component to any definition of the common good, but they differed in their concept of

liberty and how it could be secured. The use of prudential arguments by conservative

Whigs fed the perception of a Tory resurgence. Theophilus Lindsey observed that the

principles Balguy expressed in his 1775 Charge were those of 'James and Charles I', but 'I

am told þe] actually deprecated those very articles he now extols in some of his first

charges to his Archdeaconry before the tum of the times'.6s When the Bishop of Lincoln

declared that the Dissenters were not oppressed, that the dissatisfied clergy should resign,

and supported govemment policy in respect to America, Lindsey wrote: 'I do not wonder

at this tum in this man - who was formerty a high Whig'. The Bishop was now connected

to his neighbour Lord Sandwich, and was expressing the very sentiments that 'the King is

equally stiff in'.66 Jebb read the political landscape in the same way. Following his

resignation from the Church, Jebb wrote that 'I am not offended with the Tories, they act

according to their nature; the prostitute Whigs offend me more, and the slumbering Whigs

most of all'.67

Nowhere is the influence of David Hartley's Observationt more strikingly illustrated than

in two serïnons Jebb preached at Cambridge University on December 27 and 28,'17:12:

They are also an earl¡'indicator of the political dimension of Jebb's reform interests. Both

sennons are shot through with Hartlean language, and he even cites the Observations to

support his assertion that a morally compromised clergy will contribute to the 'increasing

dissipation, and pro4igacy of manners, in all ranks of people'.ót Jebb opened by claiming

that orthodoxy had been established upon the 'ruins of right reason'. Allowing clergy to

preach the 'native purity' of the gospel was necessary to encourage 'public virtue' and

ensure 'the lasting establishment of those constitutional privileges, r,vhich, as Englishmen,

it is our duty to revere'. He set forth his vision (as discussed in chapter 4) of a religious

constitution with unlimited toleration and a narrorvly utilitarian national church in which

s Langford, 'English Clergy and the American Revolution', in Hellmuth, Transþrmation of Political
Culture, pp.284-5.
6s Theophilus Lindsey to \\'illiam Turner, 2 February l775,DWL Lindsey-Turner correspondence.
66 Theophilus Lindsey to \\'illiam Turner, 6 October 1774,DWL Lindsey-Turner correspondence.
ut Jebb IM, p. lo9.
6t 'A yoke upon the necks'. Jebb II, pp. 107-33, at 128.
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the hierarchy could only dispense reward and punishment according the moral behaviour

of clergymen. Such a system, Jebb maintained, u'ould prove 'a permanent foundation for

the real glory of the state' by encouraging 'public virtue, public honour, and a vital religion

founded upon the scriptures and embraced with fervour'. Subscription, he concluded,

required clergymen to submit their 'better judgement, to an authority, not less despotic than

the antichristian po\Ãer of Rome'.6n John Disney felt justified in reprinting this serrnon

because the argument rvas more condensed and forcefully stated than in Jebb's newspaper

letters, and on accounr of the 'conversation' it caused at Cambridge. William Cole referred

to it as the 'infamous Sermon he preached at St Mary's'.t0 Having provoked much

'conversation', Jebb followed with his serrnon on 'The Excellency of the Spirit of

Benevolence'. Yet he did not back away from controversy, and proceeded to make explicit

the connection between rational piety and 'that sacred ardour which glows in the patriots

breast'. He assured his listeners that the true Ch¡istian, whether from

a sense ofhigh dessert he treads the path ofpublic virtue ... [or] dissolves

in tears at the prospect of the impending desolation of his country, yet,

assisted by the power of faith, he directs his view to those improved forms

of civil poli¡,' rvhich future ages shall disclose in happier climes; and,

enraptured with the glorious prospect, enjo,vs a source of satisfaction, which

the sceptred king may etrvY, - which the selfish cannot feel.Tr

In this serïnon we can see the way Jebb's rational piety helped foster an early belief in the

need for parliamentary reform. Indeed, he reprinted this sermon in 1780 and 1782 in an

effort to encourage the people of England, Ireland and America to 'curb the violence of

passion, without impairing the vigour of our virruous efforts fo¡ that which we think

right'.72

UI Defeat of the Petition

Ann Jebb praised those who signed the petition and were 'deaf to the advice of worldly

minded friends - deaf ro what the world weakly calls prudence'.73 One petitioner lamented

un Ibid., pp. I10, 130, 134.
7o Jebb II, p. l08n; BL Cole mss. 5873:53.
t' Jebb 11,p.23.
7'Jebb IM, p. 44.
7r 'Priscilla' lAJf, London Chronicle,9 November 177 I
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the opposition to reform by 'political men, who are governed by what they call prudential

maxims'.ta A 'thinking layman' thought subscription of no demonstrated 'utility' to the

constitution, and that the petitioners had been opposed by nothing but 'the most futile,

contemptible sophistry'.ts Jebb's frustration with the opposition is evident in a handful of

letters not included in his Works.'Here then, ye Balguys, ye Rotherans, ye RidleYS, Ye

Tuckers, the words of fJohn] Jortin', he thundered,

The Scriptures, say the Protestants, are the only Rule of Faith in Matters

pertaining to Revealed Religion, and they say well: there is no other

Christianity than this, no other Test of Doctrine than this, no other Centre

oJ'Union than this. Whatsoever is not clearly delivered there may be frue,

but it cannotbe important.T6

There were broadly three options facing the petitioners following the initial rejection in

February 1772: leave reform in the hands of the bishops, resubmit the petition, or resign

from the Church.

By the end of 1772 Lndsey was complaining that not only were 'the whole bench of

bishops' against them. but that a 'dissident party' among the petitioners wanted to

compromise in order to 'get what reformation they caÍ1.77 Some of what the Duke of

Grafton referred to as 'the more cautious' petitioners broke away from the main

movement. In late 1712. Frances Wollaston, Beilby Porteous, and Dr Yorke (who became

Bishop of Ely) sought ro prevent a split within the Church by privately asking Archbiship

Cornwallis to persuade the bench of bishops to review the liturgy and articles.Ts Comwallis

replied on 11 February 1773 that 'nothing can in prudence be done in the matter'.7e Most of

the petitioners rejected this approach itom the start, and were angry that the bishops had

been approached. They clung to their demand for greater religious liberfy. Jebb wrote:

I view our late application; not in the light of a petition for relief to a few

individuals, u'ho cannot bring the articles of our church to square with their

own private interpretations of scripture; but, as an attempt to restore the

to 'P.Q.S'., London Evening Post,2 Jantary 1772.
75 'An Old Bystander', Middlesex Journal,9 November 177 l.
7u 'Collatinus' [JJ], St James Chronicle,26 November l'772; John Jortin, Remarks on Ecclesiasticql

History (1751-54), p. 85; see also, 'An Englishman' lJJl, General Evening Post,30 June 1772.
77 Mclachlan, Letters of Lindsey,p.48.
78 Francis Wollaston, An .lddress to the Clergt of the Church of England in particular, and to all
Christiqns in general (1772).
tn R. Hodgson,The Life of Beitby Porteus, late Bishop of London (5'h ed., l8l l), pp. 39-41.
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genuine splendour of the Gospel, by vindicating the right of every

individual in these kingdoms, to interpret scripture for himself.sO

Subscription to any doctrine, no matter how revised, was a restriction on their protestant

rights. But more importantly, for Jebb, it impeded the discovery of truth. That the

Archbishop rejected the request to reform the liturgy was not surprising. The petitioners

were genuinely annol'ed that some of their opponents on the episcopal bench were lax in

their own private religious opinions. Ann Jebb lamented that the petitioners were

'condemned to hea¡ the scofß of the Stalled Infidels, and the unrelenting frowns of Mitred

Prelates'.8r Foremost among these was Archbishop Francis Comwallis (1768-83), who had

studied under Edmunci Law at Cambridge, and was an ambitious and worldly aristocrat in

clerical robes.82 Jebb publicly chastised him for defending what he must know are absurd

articles owing to the education he had received.83

Ever persistent, John and Ann Jebb were at the forefront of efforts to have the petition

resubmitted to parliament, despite clear indications that it would be rejected. During the

debate on the clerical petition, Lord North had suggested that a petition by the Dissenting

ministers might be acceptable to the House. A petition was quickly put together and

presented to the parliament, with the Dissenting ministers anxious to distinguish between

their circumstances, a¡rd those of the Anglican clergy. Despite heated opposition from

Methodists and some orthodox Dissenters, the petition successfully passed through the

Commons, but was rejected by the Lords. Priestley observed that their success in the

House did not bode uell for a resubmission of the clerical petition, because almost all the

speakers stressed the difference betw<jen the two'84

The Jebbs continued to work at keeping the issue of subscription in the realm of public

debate. On 28 March 1773 Jebb preached another controversial sermon at Cambridge,

from the text 'Let your light so shine before men, that they may see your good works, and

to Jebb, l8 July 17'72, in a letter to, in Disney's words, 'a greatly esteemed character', explaining why he

would not support a mere revision of the Articles; Jebb IM, p. 39.
8r 'No Petitioner but a friend to the Petition' [AJ], 'To the Archbishops and Bishops of the Church of
England', LI/hitehall Evening Post, 14 Aprll 1772.
*2 Alfred W. Rowden, The Primates of the Four Georges (1916), pp. 3l l-12.
83 'Cornelus' [JJ], 'To the most Rev. the Archbishop of Canterbury', London Evening Post, 25 August

1772, Jebb III. pp. 83-90.
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glorify your Father, which is in heaven' (Mattherv 5:16). It was during this sermon that

Cole claimed Jebb looked up and 'laughed' at his mentor Edmund Law. Again, the

influence of Hartley's view of religion and psychology is evident throughout. The gospel

could only be spread" Jebb declared, by 'an experimental display of its reforming powers

upon themselves'. But the British were in no state to do this because of 'the present state of

our national manners and religious polity'. Jebb accused the orthodox of failing to defend

the theology of the articles, and restirìg their argument upon 'political convenience'. He

concluded that the 'religion of Jesus' could not be canied to other countries until it was

established in Britain itself.85 Once again, William Cole gives us an insight into how Jebb's

selrnon was received by the orthodox:

he told them last Sunday, that by Prophecy and Revelation the Christian

truth was to be propagated in every country in the world, but that the

Honour of doing so was not to be expected by this nation, who enslaved

Peoples Consciences by Articles and Subsuiptions; and that Religion

ought to be free to every sect of Ch¡istians, and even to Pagans and

Mahameta6 w'ho were to be tolerated; to every one in short, but to the

Antichristiqn Church of Rome'.86

In response, William Samuel Powell delivered a four hour lecture on April 4, 'in Defence

of the Scotch Church Government, which he held to be neither contrary to Scripture nor

natural Liberry'.87

Among her other leners, Ann Jebb wrote to the Whitehall Evening Post in the guise of a

congregation of farmers. Their parson had just died, which they did not really regtet as he

was 'a kind of metþdy man' who 'talked of Hell and Damnation, and articles, and a Light

within us'. They had asked their landlord to grant the living to a neighbouring curate whom

they had heard preach 'some good plain doctrine'. But they werc puzzled that he declined,

saying that he had'thirty-nine reasons for refusing' the offer. When they offered the curate

more money, he explained that he could not subscribe to the articles. After pondering the

curate's predicament the farmers decided to examine the articles and the prayer book, 'and

thou_sh we laboured ha¡der than if we had been at the plough, we could scarce understand

to Andrew Kippis, Vindicetion of the Protestant Dissenting Ministers (2nd ed., 1773),pp.9, l2; Priestley,

LI/orlrs, I, p. 164.
t5 ,Let your light so shine ..." Jebb II, pp. 51-67, at 53; and Jebb tII, pp.233-41,at235,240-41.
8u William Cole, BL Cole mss. 5873:52.
s7 Francis Blackburne to Theophilus Lindsey, [May 1773?]. DWL Blackburne correspondence.
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any of them'. ''We don't see anything they are fit for', they concluded, 'except to keep -

honest men out of the ministry; our friend the Curate out of a good Living, and deprive us

of a good Parson'. To ease their developing concerns about attending communion, the

curate lent them The Rational Christian's Assistant to the worthy receiving of the Lord's

Supper. 'The gentleman who wrote ittells us it is an abridgement of Bp Hoadly; but that

does not matter'. Though unable to 'write a clever petition' to parliament, they would talk

to their MP about their concems, and support any scheme to remove religious

impositions.ss

The petition was rezubmitted to parliament on 5 May 1774, and after a four hour debate

where most MPs restated their positions it was dismissed without a vote. This fact,

combined with the minuscule number of resignations from the Church which followed has

led historians to conclude that the Anglican desire for reform was not very widespread,

despite the rhetoric of the petitioners.se Most politicians and clergy seem to have been

content to maintain the status quo and avoid any innovation during a period of growing

conflict with the American colonies. Richard Farmer, a staunch opponent of Jebb's reform

activities at Cambridge, articulated the nub of conservative concems on 18 February 1773:

Suppose the Remedy should prove worse than the disease - it would at least

make one Schism more - We should have the old Liturgisfs, and they joined

by the Methodists, would make a formidable figwe. Those, who are able to

f,rnd Difficulties in the old Form, are able likewise to explain them: and

these bear a very small proportion to the Bulk of Ma¡kind ... As if

Religion was intended for Nothing else but to be mended.e0

This attitude prevailed among the political and ecclesiastical hierarchy, and by mid-1773 it

was clear that the petitioners would have to live with the articles or resign'

Living with orthodory posed real diffrculties for the petitioners, especially for those whose

self-definition was increasingly bound up rvith the ideal of a candid disposition'

Conservatives relentlessly urged the simple solution: leave the Church. But to give up a

88 'The Farmers of ...' [-{J], Whitehatt Evening Pos¡, 14, 18, and 23 December 1773, and20 January

li74; John Disney published an abridged edition of Benjamin Hoadly's Rational Christian's Assistant to

the Ilorthy Receiving of rhe Lord's Supper (1714).
to Sykes, Church and Stare. p.38.
no Cited in Ditchfield, 'The Subscription Issue', p. 5l
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secure income in the only profession for which one was qualified was no easy solution -

especially in light of family obligations. So most Anglicans who rejected the trinity and

original sin soldiered on in their country parishes, attempting to preach in a manner that did

not entail compromising their beliefs at the least, or outright dishonesty at worst. While

Jebb acknowledged his Unitarian beliefs in his lectures, he was plagued by an 'uneasiness'

in reading the chruch service, and eventually resigned in 1775 because 'to offrciate in a

liturgy which is formed upon the Athanasian system, struck me as a singular impropriety

of conduct; and as an inconsistency of behaviour not to be defended'.er During the Feathers

Tavem campaign, John Disney was permitted to omit the Nicene Creed and the entire

liturgy from his services by a liberal minded congregation and ecclesiastical superiors who

turned a blind eye. When the petition ultimately failed he resumed the established service

and retumed to study of the scriptrnes in the hope of reconciling himself to orthodoxy.e2

Unease over his position in the Church had driven Theophilus Lindsey to become the

'Principal Conductor' of the Feathers Tavern Petition (during which time he struck up a

close füendship with Jebb).e3 In the months following defeat of the petition Lindsey's

dissatisfaction increased as it became evident that the bishops were almost entirely

opposed to the repeal of subscription. A public letter by Jebb (under the pen-name

'Laelius') moved Lindsey to write: 'I cannot say that I have been, for many years, a day

free from uneasiness' at the thought that the spread of ineligion and infidelityz were

encouraged by the moral inconsistencies of the established clergy.ea While he continued to

support the efforts to resubmit the petition, he thought the prospect of success extremely

slim, if not hopeless. In a series of letters under the pen name of 'A Mortal Man' he

lamented the authoritarian spirit of orthodox clergymen, pointing to the attacks upon the

'reverend and leamed John Wesley' by Calvinist Methodists.es Lindsey always remained a

disaffected Anglican, waiting in the wings and hoping for a reform of the doctrine and

litgrgy of the established Church. But as the years ticked by, and high-church rhetoric

increasingly poured forth from the cathedrals, it became clear that, at least in Lindsey's

lifetime, attention must be directed to building the Unitarian faith outside the Anglican

n' Jebb IM, pp. 106-07.
nt DWL'Memoir of Disney', pp.25,38.
n3 Ditchfield,'The Subscription Issue', p. 51.
na 'Laelius' fJIl, London Chronicle,2T February 1773, Jebb III, pp. 138-42; Belsham, Memoirs of Lindsey,

p. 51.
nt 'A Mortal Man' [T. Lindsey], London Chronicle, I I June 1772.
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fold. With friends such as Benjamin Franklin and Joseph Priestley providing moral

support, he decided to establish a Unitarian chapel in London. This was far from being an

easy step. It meant leaving behind füends and financial security in Yorkshire, to establish

an illegal church in London. His resignation was also criticised by his father-in-law,

Francis Blackbume. w-ho felt that he had 'lost his right arm', and chastised Lindsey for

undermining the cause of reform within the Anglican Church.e6 Despite initial fears and

difficulties, the Essex Street chapel opened on 17 Apnl 1774. While the clergyman

Augustus Toplady thought Lindsey an indifferent preacher who avoided controversial

political issues, the church was well patronised by people of high social, political and

intellectual status.e7 Not for the last time, Lindsey asked Jebb to join him as co-minister of

the new church, but the latter declined.e8 There is no record of when the two first met, but

most likely it was at or around the time of the first meeting at the Feathers Tavem in July

IT7l.ee Along with William Turner, Jebb acted as a confidential friend and adviser to

Lindsey as he set about establishing his chapel. Jebb revised Lindsey's Apologt on

Resigning and subsequent publications, provided advice on Biblical texts, and regularly

attended Essex Street rvhen in London.r0o

Jebb first suggested to a few friends that he might resign from the Church in August

1773.tot Having just received confirmation that Lindsey was resigning, Jebb made a public

display of his defiance of the ecclesiastical hierarchy. 'ot It would seem that he hoped to

create a cause celebre by provoking a dramatic instance of clerical persecution'

Fortunately, we have t',vo accounts of the event: one by Jebb and the other by William Cole

as the incident was related to him by a witness.to' Dr Goodall, the Archdeacon of Suffolk,

n6 Blackburne to Lindse.v, 11773?1, DWL Blackbume correspondence.
nt John Seed, 'Gentlemen Dissenters: the social and political meanings of Rational Dissent in the 1770s

and 1780s', Historical Journql2S (1985).
nt Lindsey to Jebb, I January 1774, Belsham, Memoirs of Lindsey,p.68.
ee The first mention of conespondence between them has Lindsey informing Jebb of his intention to carry

the petition around the north of England. Belsham, Memoirs of Lindsey, p.35.
loo Belsham, Memoirs of Lindsey, p. 57n; Jebb IM, pp. 83-5.

'o' Jebb lM, p. 52.

'ot Lindsey had sent the manuscript of his Apologt to Turner in June 1773. On l7 September he related

that he had informed Blackburne of his intention to resign. He also wrote to Jebb'about the same time',

and, according to Belsham this letter 'crossed upon the road' with one from Jebb indicating that he would

resign at sometime in the future. As Disney tells us that Jebb hrst indicated his intentions to some friends

in August 1773, this suggests that the Jebb-Lindsey letters crossed upon the road in early September. If so,

then this means that Jebb knew of Lindsey's resignation prior to confronting Archdeacon Goodall.

Belsham, Memoirs of Lindsey, p. 56.
r0r Dr Gooch was the Vice-chancellor of the university who Jebb fìrst approached with his academic

reform proposals.
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advised Jebb that he would visit his church at Flixton on September25, and say prayers for

the surrounding parishes that were outside his diocese. According to Jebb, 'I appointed

myself preacher, and gave a discourse upon subscription' (the same sennon he had

preached at Cambridge the previous March).

The Archdeacon was greatly enraged, although a 'Wollastonian; and

publicly rebuked me before the clergy at the public house where we met:

much altercation ensued, yet, I trust, I kept my temper' I told him that I had

a right to preach every day in the week, if I thought proper: he was at

liberty to retire, if he disliked my doctrine; he talked of authority,

complaining to the diocean, &c. but, I resolutely told him, I should have

used the same language to the bishop, had I met with equal provocation. At

last he thought it best to hold his tongue, and be quiet. Much more was

said, but this was the substance. For some days I expected a summons to

Norwich, but have heard no more of it. I acted thus, with a view to call the

attention of the Norwich clergy to our cause, and have in part succeeded.r0o

His superiors were wise not to respond to his taunt, but the degree to which he tried to

provoke them is revealed by William Cole. According to the account he had been given,

Jebb appeared in the church with his curate 'and neither in Gown, Cassock or even Band

... being the first time Dr Gooch ever sa\Mthe like'. By appointing himself as preacher

rather than the Archdeacon, Jebb demonstrated a contempt for the ecclesiastical hierarchy.

He also cast aside the priestly robes which marked the clergy out as a privileged religious

cast. Jebb proceeded to preach 'a very good sermon ... for about twenty minutes, and

concluded with an invective against the Liturgy, Articles, and Clergy'. Goodall had not

met Jebb before, and afterwards congratulated him on the first half of the sermon, but

expressed the desire that he had'left off where it was proper'. Upon this, 'Jebb flew in a

Passion, and told him that he would preach at Flixton what he thought proper, that he

disclaimed his jurisdiction and that he did not make use of him as a gentleman'. Goodall

declared that his 'discourse was improper' and suggested he 'lay aside a gown he seemed

so ashamed of . When Jebb decla¡ed that he would resign if the Archdeacon also did

likervise, Goodall replied that he was content with the Church and its articles. The

altercation continued rvhen they retired to dine and Goodall asked the other clergy if he had

been rude to Jebb. \\hen one affrrmed that he had been well mannered, Jebb declared that
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'the company were ready to say all that the Archdeacon would have them say'. Goodall

threatened to inform his superior, and 'Jebb set the Bishop at defiance [as] he knew the

man, and had talked to him on the occasion, and told the Archdeacon that he would never

wait on him again'. The meeting ended after Gooch accused Jebb of being 'too warm', and

in response Jebb 'fell foul on him'.r05

With his friend Lindsey having resigned from the Church, Jebb was evidently eager to take

a stand for his principles and cause. Uneasy about performing the liturgy while openly

professing Unitarianism in his lectures, Jebb observed in October 1775 that 'for two years

past, I have declined ait discharge of duty'. Tiris wouid mean that in the autumn oi I7l3 be

stopped reading the service - just after the confrontation at Flixton.r06 It was clearly an

important occasion for Jebb, and there is probably little exaggeration or injustice in Cole's

account. We know from other occasions that Jebb's idea of 'keeping his temper' did not

preclude forcefully and bluntly speaking his mind. That he expected to be summoned to

Norwich to justiff his actions is revealing. Lindsey had voluntarily resigned and John

Disney was able to continue within the Church for many years using a revised liturgy. The

problem was that apart from the prosecution of Edward Evanson in the late seventies for

openly preaching Unitarian doctrine, there was little or no active oppression of the

heterodox within the Church.r0T Clergymen who had scruples regarding Anglican

orthodoxy were left in their quiet country parishes to ponder the moral dilemma of

receiving payment for preaching falsehood. Before resigning, Lindsey's mind was

occupied with the idea of composing a list of 'Unitarian martyrs', to w'hich he thought

quite a few names were about to be added. However, while heterodox Anglicans felt

weighed down by their consciences and had no prospect for promotion within an orthodox

Anglican Chwch, there was no great instance of unjust persecution. Even Lindsey's

Unitarian Chapel was left alone and actually patronised by people of wealth and power,

though he was technically in breach of the law prohibiting anti-trinitarian preaching. Under

a relatively enlightened church and state, 'oppression by neglect' would seem to sum up

the extent to which heterodox Anglicans suffered at the hands of ecclesiastical authority.

'oo Jebb IM, p. 54; He preached the sermon that he had delivered earlier in the year at Cambridge: 'Let
your light so shine before men that they may see your good works'.
r05 william Cole, BL Cole mss. 5873:53.
rou Jebb IM, p. lo6.
lo7 Ditchfield, 'Ecclesiasrical Policy Under Lord North', in Walsh and Taylor, Church of England, p.233.
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Jebb certainly had the rhetorical skill to tum any prosecution into a public cause celebre for

the petitioning clergy - but it was not to be.

Conservatives constantly warned that any modification of the religious constitution *'ould

fuel social and political unrest. 'T. Lovechange' scoffed at Jebb 'making everyone his own

priest', as 'Whitefield has got the start on you, and there are amongst the Methodists

lmany] Cobblers, Taylors, Shoe-makers, Weavers, and Drummers, who have become

priests not only to themselves, but to others more simple than themselves'. He wamed that

Jebb's principles would lead to the same troubles as 'in Oliver's time, when men fought

with the scriptures, an<i with the sword'.ros Another referred to the petitioners as an

'enthusiastical set of Puritans'.'on The reformers were often willing to make the connection

between their cause and a perceived need for political reform. One correspondent accused

George Horne of pursuing the prosecution of Edward Evanson for preaching Unitarian

doctrine, and declared that every act that limited religious liberfy was 'a repeal of the

Magna Charta of Ch¡istians, and consequently null and void'.rr0 Edmund Law thought that

the practice of imposing an orthodox measure of faith was the cause of both infidelity and

the increasing tendency to 'thoroughly sift ou¡ Constitution'. This was to be expected, in

light of the'increase of general knowledge, and no less general taste for liberty' among a

growing proportion of the population. The clergy of the established Church laboured in a

'confrrsed state of things' from a lack 'of those timely revivals, and gradual reformatiors, . '

which might enable it to keep pace with each improvement in every branch of science

round us'.rrr John Disney anonymously and publicly urged Jebb to continue his letters to

the newspapers:

This century. has not produced a time when there was a greater need of a

clear and methodical prosecution of the idea you have taken up, than the

present moment: a moment when the Hierarchy are actively serving the

interests of Bigotry, Superstition and Intolerance.

He urged Jebb to take up his pen again, so that

through the means of a paper of extensive circulation, the laymen of Great

Britain may know their rights, and be roused to assert them. Associations

lo8 'T. Lovechange' , L\/hitehall Evening Post, 12 March 1774.
ron 

[anon.], St James Chronicle, 13 January 1774.

"o L.L.B., L'tthitehall Evening Post,ll lanuary 1774.
lrr Edmund Law,Considerations on Subscription(1774). pp. 5l-2
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among them must be formed in every county in the kingdom, for the better

establishment of Christiutrity. "t
In a society where religion and politics were interrwined, the political implications of the

common people 'associating' to discuss and reform Christianity were obvious. Under the

pseudonym 'An Englishman', Jebb wrote (echoing Priestley) that 'every person who is

acquainted with the fust principles of govemment' knows that 'the legislature of this

kingdom, consisting of King, Lords, and Commons, is accountable for their trust to the

general body of the nation'. As a result, 'the people have a right of remonstrating to their

deputies, when thei¡ interests, either civil or religious, are affected by att absurd, unjust, or

an oppressive iaw'.lt-'

l12 'A Countr¡, Gentleman' [J. Disney], llhitehall Evening Post,27 February 1773.
rr3 lAn Englishman' ll\. General Evening Post, 30 June 1772; Joseph Priestley, Essøy on the First
Principles of Government (1768).
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A Storm in Cambridge Teacups

As Malcom Muggeridge wrote, 'to the liberal mind, education provides the universal

panacea'.r It is not surprising that Jebb turned his energies to educational reform when it

became clear that parliament would not address the grievances of the petitioning clergy.

The best way to obtain reform was to change the minds of Britain's governing class.

Reform of the education provided to future clergymen and politicians by Cambridge

University would be an important step toward this end. Jebb's attempts to reform education

at the university, horvever, were strenuously opposed by those lvho objected both to his

religious and political views, and also to any diminution of the power of the colleges. This

contoversy further illustrates an increasing polarisation between conservative and liberal

Whigs at Cambridge.

Thoughts on Education

As a university examiner in the early 1760s, Richard Watson reflected upon 'defects in the

University education. especially with respect to noblemen and fellow-commoners ... and

strongly insisted on the propriety of obliging them to keep exercises in the schools'. In

1166 he recommended 'annual examinations, in prescribed books, of all orders in the

University', stressed the need for more time devoted to examination, more academic

supervision, and examination for honours in subjects other than mathematics - in particular

ethics and metaphysics.2 Working with'Watson as an examination moderator, Jebb shared

I Malcom Muggeridge, 'The Great Liberal Death Wish', in Russell Kirk ed., The Portable Conservative

Reader (Harmondsworth, 1982), p. 621.
2 Watson, Anecdotes, pp. 46-7 .

I
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his desire for such reforms. In November 1772 William Cooke (l7ll-97) became Vice-

chancellor of the university and made a speech in which he stressed the importance of

academic education. Jebb sent Cooke his 'long projected' ideas on educational reform,

noting that, as some influential members of the university were 'prejudiced against me',

such reform would have a better chance of success if introduced by the Vice-chancellor.

Four days later Jebb discussed the proposals with Cooke, and left with the impression that

he was favourably disposed towards them. However, no action was forthcoming over the

next four months, and during a couple of subsequent visits Cooke was guarded and

expressed himself in general terms'.3 In response, Jebb published his Remarks upon the

present mode of Education in the (Jniversity of Cambridge (April 6, 7772), and distributed

copies to the heads ofcolleges.

To the modem reader Jebb's proposals seem sensible and moderate, but he was proposing

to alter an institution with roots firmly planted in the Middle Ages, and in lvhich vested

interests abounded. In particular, his reforms would have enhanced the role of the

university in shaping the curriculum, and consequently have undermined the autonomy of

the colleges to some extent (though how much was the subject of hot debate). Cambridge

was also a leading seminary of the Church. In an age of innovative political and religious

ideas any proposal to alter the structure of university education, no matter how innocuous,

was bound to draw opposition from conservatives.a Nevertheless, Jebb was keen to

increase the 'public utility' of Cambridge through reform proposals rooted in his Hartlean

view of the human mind. To enable Cambridge to help combat the 'present alarming crisis

in national manners',s Jebb sought to achieve two broad aims: to improve the study habits

of the entire student body, and to broaden the curriculum.

I ,A Narrative of Academical Proceedings Relative to a Proposal for the Establishment of Annual

Examinations in the University of Cambridge' (20 December 1773), attached to the Renarl<s upon the

present Mode of Education in the University of Cambridge: to which is added a proposal for its

improvement (Cambridge,4ù ed., January 1774),Jebb II' pp.3l5-6'
o ln tZSO the Duke of Nervcastle had encouraged efforts to improve standards of behaviour at Cambridge.

Regulations were introduced that sought to curb extravagant behaviour, drunkenness, and 'keeping evil

.o¡¡¡puny, breaking windorvs, making and fermenting riots and disturbances'. Understandably, these

regulations were not popular with the students and their rebellious behaviour was encouraged by High

Church pamphlets attacking the Chancellor's interference in university matters. Wordsworth, University

Life,pp.67-8.
s Remarl<s, Jebb II, p.262.
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As noted in chapter 1, life in the universities reflected the wider social patterns of

eighteenth-century England.6 At the top of the heap were the noblemen and fellow-

commoners, who enjoyed nlrmerous privileges and nominal examination. Natually, young

noblemen were much sought after because they brought wealth and the prospect of future

patronage to colleges and their fellows. But the fellow-commoners also caused

considerable disruption among the undergraduates by encouraging riotous behaviour and

contempt for the dons. Jebb observed that the fellow-commoner, often residing in college

for only ayear or two, is left to 'aim at distinguishing himself in every fashionable mode of

dissipation'. This was an'evil the more to be lamented, as the superiority of fortune in that

order of our sfudents, rvould render their literary attainments more extensively beneficial to

their country'. As things stood, Jebb believed that 'a licentious and infidel spirit, diffusing

itself from the metropolis as its centre, at length hath penetrated these retirements; and hath

produced appearances, peculiarly unbecoming a place, set apart for the purposes of

leaming and religious education'.7 As noted in chapter 2, Jebb joined in widespread

criticism of the British elite for indulging in fashionable luxury. In support of his education

reforms, Jebb cited Joh¡ Brown's influential Estimate of the Manners of the Times (1757),

which emphasised the importance of education to the safety of the state and argued that it

should inculcate habits of rational self-regulation'8

In contrast to the easy and indulgent life-style of the wealthy young gentry and aristocrats,

students from less affluent and even poor backgrounds often found themselves in the

awkward position of having to succeed academically, but needing to mix socially with

those who offered the prospect of future patronage. With assessment postponed until the

end of three years sf residence, there was plenty of opportunity and encouagement for

students to neglect their academic studies - especially under the spend-thrift influence of

the fellow-commoners. As a result, many awoke from idleness in their final year and

u Lawson, Social History of Eúrcation, pp. 109-18; Brauer, The Education of a Gentleman,pp.52-67;

Sheldon Rothblat, 'The Srudent Subculture and the Examination System in Early Nineteenth-Century

Oxbridge', in Lawrence Stone ed., The University in Society (1974)'l,pp'247-303'
7 Remarks, Jebb II, pp.268.262.
8 Remarl<s, Jebb II, p.372: Innes, 'Politics and Morals', in Hellmuth, Transformation of Political Culturei

Jebb clearly agreed with much in Brown's analysis: the importance of a broad rational education for

improving the habits and moral fibre of Englishmen, based on a Lockean epistemology, and the praise for

Sparta anã its public education system'suited to the Genius of the State'. That which he disagreed with,

such as Brown's denigration of women, he could put down to Brown's reputation as a peculiar, even

mentally unbalanced character who eventually slit his own throat in 1766.
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'broke their brain' preparing for examination. William Paley thought the system (with

competition for honours in the final year) unhealthy, because

The stimulus is too strong: two or three heads are cracked by it every year

.... Why, some of them go mad; others are reduced to such a state of

debility, both of mind and body that they are unfit for anything during the

rest of their lives.e

In 1781 Edmund Larv simila¡ly observed that many young men often sacrificed their

'whole stock of strength and spirits' in trying to get high honours, and ended up 'hardly

good for an¡hing else'.ro Jebb also observed that the tendency to cram in the final year

involved'an obstinate course of labours which enfeeble the central powers of the student,

... [and] have not infrequently been knownto be destructive of his health'.rr Even if we

allow for some exaggeration in such observations, it is clear that many students pushed

themselves in their final year in an effort to avoid falling back into the obscurity and

marginal existence that rvas the fate of many 'common people'.

Jebb's proposals to reform the study habits of all undergraduate students reflect the view of

psychology and religion he derived from Locke and Hartley.r2 A moderator five times and

a tutor for more than fifteen years, Jebb felt his 'knowledge of our form of literary

discipline, and . . . acquaintance with the movements of the youthful mind' made hirñ well

placed to advocate reform. He argued that traditional forms of 'severe discipline' were not

suited to producing 'a decent and regular deportment' in an enlightened age. He believed

that the contemporary la.rity among students stemmed from 'the denial of indulgence to a

virtuous affection of the soul, formerly cultivated with the most assiduous care ... as a

passion, productive of the most salutary consequences to the public welfare'.13 Rather than

trying to stifle natural youthful passions, educators should hamess them to literary and

intellectual pursuits. 'l am inclined to prefer that mode of reformation', Jebb wrote, 'which

gently leads the minds of youth from the pursuit of each inferior gratification, by proposing

to their vierv such objects as are truly deserving of their attention; rvhich ... rouses to the

n Cited in Clarke, Paley.p.25.
lo Edmund Larv, 'Preface' to King's On the Origin of Evil, pp. xx-xi.
tt Remarl<s, Jebb II, p.266.
lr John Locke. Some Thoughts Concerning Education (John W. and Jean S. Yolton eds., 1989).

'3 Jebb lI, pp.261,263.
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practice of every manly virfue, by the animating prospect of reward'. He argued that in the

period of youth,

the spirit of EMULATION is found in greatest force; it constitutes a

motive, more generous than the selfish, sensual passions, which, according

to the usual course of nature, prevail in earlier life; but less exalted than the

fervent love of human kind, which is intended by the author of our being to

be the incentive in maturer age.

This echoes Hartley's necessarian view of the mind as developing, as a result of experience

and organic growth, through the stages of infancy and youth to maturity. According to

Jebb:

It has frequently been observed that the affections of the human mind rise

by a necessary progess, in beautiful succession, each being introductory to

affections of a nobler kind; that each has a limited time of acting ... and

that if, in particular, the season, when the emulative affections most prevail,

should be neglected, it will be in vain that we afterwards endeavow to

impress the rnind with the ardour of improvement, or to stamp it with the

image of each sterling virtue'14

The age at which young men attend university was crucial in determining their lifelong

developrnent. If their ambitious affections were not directed toward literary pursuits and

the cultivation of morality and religion at this age, they would be condemned to a morally

enfeebled life - slaves to gross, narow self-interest.

Jebb was full of praise for those offering lectures in both the colleges and the university, in

particular the recenlly appointed Professor of Modem History, John Symonds. Yet he

believed that the university should support such efforts to promote learning by instituting a

greater prospect ofacademic honout, and corresponding th¡eat ofdisgrace. The carrot-and-

stick mechanism central to Jebb's hedonistic moral philosophy lay behind his argument

that the university should 'endeavour to confirm habits of application' learned at school by

a 'more extensive exercise of the emulative affections', tkough having students compete

for examination honours and prizes. Jebb proposed that the noblemen and fellow-

commoners should be examined annually, and other undergraduates examined in thei¡

second year. Aimed squarely at disciplining the fellow-commoners, this proposal was not

'o Jebb lI, pp.264-65
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without appeal or support within the university. The Chancellor, the Duke of Grafton (to

whom Jebb had dedicated his Remarks), made it clear that he wanted something done

about the riotous lifestyle of the more wealtþ students. Jebb suggested that the incoming

first year students of 1773174 could be examined in May 1774, and speculated that the

'native candour, and ingenious manners' of those students already at the university would

see them 'cheerfully' submit to be examined under the new programme."

As noted in chapter 1, by the mid-eighteenth century the teaching of Newtonian natu¡al

philosophy dominated the curriculum at Cambridge. Most teaching was undertaken by

both college and private tutors, and students tended to become well versed in established

mathematical knowledge without being exposed to any original research. The focus on

inculcating orthodox Newtonianism also restricted time spent on other subjects.r6 While

Jebb had excelled at mathematics, his religious and political interests led to a concern that

moral and political instruction should receive more official encouragement. Jebb thought

the emphasis upon Newtonian mathematics tð/as no 'less reprehensible' than the failure to

examine the fellow-cornmoners. A 'moderate attention' to such studies provided a good

training in rational thought, expanding and elevating the mind. But study of mathematics

and 'nature's operations, should not entirely engross the youthful mind', since 'inquiry into

metaphysical and moral truth' was necessary to prepare students for their future public and

private lives.rT The student must turn to the classics 'if he wishes to excel in just sentiment,

and expressive diction'. Yet such study was not rewarded by the university, aside from a

few small prizes. Likewise, the study of history was 'not sufficiently encouraged', ild

elocution'utterly neglected'.r8 In short, each of these branches of 'useful literature' was

'defrauded of its proper portion of praise'. Jebb believed the student left Cambridge ill-

prepared for public life: 'his acquisitions appear unimportant in the eyes of his fellow-

'5 Jebb I, p. 21 4, 267, 28r.
r6 Gascoigne, Cambridge. ch. 6; Wordsworth, Scholae, pp.65- 128.
t7 Remarfts, Jebb II, pp. 269-70; Mathematics and natural philosophy, 'however excellent in many

respects, certainly has not a reasonable claim to the distinguished privileges, which it enjoys at present in

this seat of literature', as it does not prepare students'for a general commerce with the world'. Jebb II, p.

266.
r8 According to Trevelyan, 'No lecture was delivered by any Regius Professor of Modem History at

Cambridge between 1725 and l'773;"the third and most scandalous" of the holders of that Chair dies in 1768

from a fall while riding home drunk from his Vicarage' . Englßh Social History Q944), p.366.
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citizens; and he, therefore, either resigns himself to despondency, or seeks for happiness in

the gratifications of a dissipated life'.re

Under the mastership of V/illiam Samuel Powell (1717-75) St John's College held regular

half yearly examinations to improve the academic ability of its students, no doubt with an

eye to their claiming honours in the Senate House examinations. Jebb applauded this

example, but argued that such examinations could not be effectively introduced to the

smaller colleges. At the conclusion of his Remarl<s Jebb briefly sketched his proposed

reforms: annual examinations would be held in the Senate House; the subject matter should

encompass 'the law of nature and of nations, chronology, history, classics, mathematics,

metaphysics, and philosophy natural and moral'; no student would be allowed to 'plead his

order, as an exemption from attending' the examinations; at the start of each academic year

the University should nominate particular classical authors and portions of history as the

subject of examination, and establish awards for each subject and year level; limitations

should be set on the particular portions of mathematics and natural philosophy to be

examined, so students could focus their studies and not have all of their time consumed in

studying these subjecrs: to encourage students to excel in 'Latin or English composition',

they should be awarded'books of the most elegant editions' with'inscriptions suitable to

the occasion' and the engraved arms of the University; in the final examination for the BA'

students should be tested on their knowledge of the Scriptures.2o Jebb lamented that the =

custom of providing theological lectures in the colleges had waned. He thought that a BA

student should be 'tolerably well versed' in the original Greek text of the four Gospels and

Hugo Grotius's plea for religious toleration.2t However, those intending to enter the

Church should idea.lly be encouraged to stay on at the university and undertake some

postgraduate study in theology.22

Jebb's proposals had the capacity to attract substantial support as a means of promoting

greater discipline. Yet such reforms could also be seen as a threat to college autonomy. an

affront to the aristocracv, and a Trojan horse for new and unorthodox curricula. Such fea¡s

were fuelled by the fact that Jebb's proposals clearly stemmed from his religious,

'n Jebb \l,pp.27l-73.
ro Jebb rl, pp. 27 5-79.
2l Hugo Grotius, De Veritate Religionis Christianae (1639).
tt Jebb II, pp. 279-80n.
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philosophical and political concerns. Openly involved in the Feathers Tavem Petition, Jebb

claimed the right to propose academic reform because he possessed 'a voice in the

legislature of our little republic'. Admitting that the proposals were far from perfect, he

argued that a 'reformation of the most material errors in our practice, may prepare the way

for more desirable improvements'. He offered his proposals because 'it is incumbent upon

every citizen to contribute whatever may lie in his power to the advancement of the public

welfare'. Finally, implying intellectual deficiencies on the part of the existing clergy, Jebb

suggested the reforms would induce senior members of the university 'to devote

themselves, with increasing application, to such parts of literature, as may be eminently

beneficial to them in their profession as divines'.23

Both privately and publicly supporters linked education and religious reform: Henry

Taylor thought the continuing support for orthodox theology 'arises from a neglect in our

University Education' and in particular the 'slovenly way of using words'.24 Writing of the

Feathers Tavem petition, Ann Jebb claimed that while 'religious superstition' had helped

guide moral behaviour in the past, with the decline of superstition 'in this enlightened age'

a continuing increase in immoral behaviour would be inevitable if 'true Religion be not

planted in its place'.rt Likewise in his Letter to Sir I|¡illiam Meredith (1772), Jebb declared

that 'Degrees are testimonies and rewa¡ds of literary merit; and should therefore lie open to

every son of science. without distinction of party, sect, or nation'.26 As we shall see, =

opponents were not loath to focus upon the ulterior motives that accompanied Jebb's

attempt to reform education at Cambridge'

Reform Efforts

An understanding of how the university was governed is necessary in order to understand

the controversy generated by Jebb's education reform proposals. Any regulatory change

had to pass both the Caput and the Senate. The Caput (composed of six members elected

t'Jebb II, pp.261,271, 281.
2t Henry Taylor to Ann Jebb, [Feb 1773?1, CUL Taylor papers.
25 'No Petitioner, but a Friend to the Petitioners' [AJ], yl/hitehall Evening Post, 23 April 1772
tu Jebb IM, p. 260.
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on October 12 every year) was responsible for the dayto-day affairs of the university'27

Any proposal for a change to university regulations had to be presented to the Caput as a

'grace' (like a bill in parliament). It was usual for the Caput to approve every grace and

pass it on to the Senate. The Senate consisted of all MAs and Doctors who had their names

on the college books or were resident in Cambridge (they amounted to about four hundred

individuals n 1772). These were divided into the Regents House (MAs of less than five

and Doctors of less than two years standing who wore white hoods) and the Non-Regents

House (the senior academics who wore black hoods)'28

In response to the Vice-chancellor's failure to act, Jebb busied himself with trying to gather

support for his proposals in April and May 1773 (at the same time as Lindsey was

establishing his Unita¡ian Chapel in London). On April 21 he published a second edition of

his Remarks with a postscript signalling his intention to introduce a grace containing his

proposals. In an attempt to lessen opposition Jebb decided to introduce only the proposal

for annual universiry' examinations, to which he added a grace recommending the

appointment of a committee to draw up guidelines for the implementation of exams. At

this time the Caput included Samuel Hallifax, William Powell of St John's College, and

Edmund Larv. On ìvlay 8 they rejected the grace, with Powell claiming that annual

university examinations would undermine the authority of the colleges, and that as the

Caput did not fairly represent the colleges, it could not allow the grace to go before the

Senate. After consulting with Law, Jebb wrote to the other members asking them to alter

any part of the grace they thought necessary before it could go to the Senate, where it could

be judged by the 'sense of the University'. He resubmitted his grace on }l4ay 12. During the

ensuing debate he was summoned in person and told that it was being rejected by the Vice-

chancellor, owing to a lack of adequate time to consider its merits and implications.

Prepared for this, Jebb produced another two graces with minor alterations' Becoming

increasingly angry, Porvell proposed a glace that would prevent Jebb from submitting any

more, but aware that Law would veto this he 'thought it most prudent to change the

subject'.2e Nevertheless, Powell and Cooke had succeeded in preventing Jebb's proposals

from being conside¡ed by the Senate. Ten days after Jebb left the University for the

27 The Caput consisted of rhe Vice-chancellor, three doctors (representing each faculry: Law, Divinity, and

Medicine), and two MAs (one from each house of the senate).
2t Jebb provided his readers with this outline of the University's constitution at the start of his'Narrative

of Academical Proceedings' (20 Dec 1773), Jebb II, pp. 309-335.
2n Jebb II, p. 316-23.
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suÍtmer, Cooke selected a thirty-six member committee or 'syndicate' to consider the

general issue of academic reform, and report by January of the following year. He called a

meeting in October, while many of the tutors were away in their country parishes, and the

syndicate voted fourteen to nine against the idea of pursuing academic reform. When Jebb

retumed to Cambridge, he condemned the syndicate's actions in a Continuation of the

Narrative of Academical Proceedings (4 November 1773). He concluded this pamphlet

with the observation that should his efforts fail, he was at least paving the way for future

reformers.3O It is worth remembering that in August Jebb had first indicated to friends that

he would resign from the Church, and in September he had confronted Archdeacon

Goodall at his parish church in Flixton'3r

Continuing unruly student behaviour lent weight to calls for reform. The Cambridge

Dissenting minister Robert Robinson (1735-90) published a serrnon on A Becoming

Behaviour in Religious Assemblies (1773). Raised in poor circumstances by a deserted

mother, Robinson became the Baptist minister at Cambridge in 1761 and revived a

flagging congregation. A strong supporter of the Dissenting petition against subscription,

he was acquainted rvith Jebb and Tyrwhitt. Robinson complained to the University that

'we scarcely ever meet without intemrptions from the undergraduates', hurling the 'same

insults as in a bawdy house'. 'Is there a vacuum in nature?' he asked in his sermon, 'It is in

the brain of him who behaves ill at divine worship'.'2 But Dissenters were not the only -

target of student abuse. According to Jebb, during November 1773 one of his academic

colleagues preached a 'papistical sermon' in which 'he attacked the Latitudinarians

vehemently, and maintained that the liberfy of private opinions rent the Church of Christ'.

This provoked vocal criticism from some students, and when the Vice-chancellor ordered

that their names be taken down, 'there was a general hiss and many rushed out before the

door could be secured'. With the Bishop of Peterborough trying to block the way, they

broke the church door off its hinges. Jebb saw this as proof of the need for academic

reform, as 'they will have riots upon riots, unless some scheme is thought of to employ the

3o Jebb reflected that the Vice-chancellor 'appears to me to have ... permitted himself to be directed by the

counsels of a person [Powell], who has always manifested a hostile disposition to the proposed

establishment, and whose conduct in the committee forbids us to suppose, that he would have ever have

permitted the preceding grace to have passed the Caput, unless he had been convinced, that it contained in

itself the seeds of its on'n inevitable destruction'. Jebb II, p.327-32n,at329'
3r See chapter 5 above.
r2 Graham W. Hughes. lltith Freedom Fired: the story of Robert Robinson, Cambridge Nonconformist

(1955), pp.7 , 16, 42,21-22: Jebb and Robinson both preached in the parish of St Andrews.
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active spirits of young men'.33 Conservatives no doubt saw such rebellious behaviour as a

result of the disrespect for authority cultivated by the likes of Jebb.sa

The hopes of those disposed to reform were raised when a new Caput was elected, with the

reputedly fair-minded Dr Lynford Caryl as Vice-chancellor. While Samuel Hallifax

remained along with Dr Thomas Brown, it also contained Plumptre and Hughes, both of

whom were on good terms with Jebb. Writing in the Whitehall Evening Posf, John Disney

expressed concern that Hallifax remained in a position to block any proposals from going

before the Senate. \lhile traditionally the power of veto had been exercised with the

'greatest caution', Powell and his assistant'in acts of tyranny and insoience - Dr Hallit-ax'

had allowed personal resentment to govern their decisions." Writing in the Sf James's

Chronicle in late December, a fellow of St John's anonymously praised the rejection of

Jebb's grace as 'in itself utterly tending to the Destruction of the University, and resulting

entirely from the infernal and diabolic Malice which Mr Jebb is well known to be fraught

with'. He stated succinctly his principal objection: annual university examinations would

deter parents from sending their children to Cambridge, because

either conscious of the child's inability to undergo it, or sensibly

supposing, that if Nature had bestowed uncommon Talents upon them,

without uniting with it at the same Time a most consummate Share of

Impudence, the natural Diffidence of Youth would have such an effect

upon them, that pre-supposing their Ability, they would be unable to

perform the task.36

This less-than-convincing argument drew a reply from a correspondent in Newington

Green, who asked that Jebb's 'malicè' be demonstrated, and observed that diffrdence was

unfortunately not a characteristic of students 'in this Ag.'." 'Anti-Jebbite' in turn claimed

that because of the disappointing response to his proposals, Jebb 'has changed his good

will toward the University (supposing him once possessed of it) into the most implacable

" Jebb IM, pp. 57-8.
,a One of the young men involved in the riot was Gilbert Wakefield, who went on to become a noted

Unitarian and radical. Gitbert Wakeheld, Memoirs, p.94.
t5 'Socio Coemensalis' [J. Disney], Whitehall Evening Post, 4 December 1773 '
ró'Anti-Jebbite' in Cambridge, Sr James Chronicle,23 December 1773.The 'most consummate Share of
Impudence' would be a veiled reference to Jebb and his friend Waring who were second and hrst

respectively on the honours list when they graduated together. Powell had savagely criticised Waring's

appointment as Lucasian Professor of Mathematics at a young age.
,t 'A Lover of Truth' in Newington Green (this could have been either Richard Price, James Burgh, or

someone associated with their circle), St James Chronicle,25 December 1773.
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Venom and Spite against all Members thereof; and is willing to show his Teeth, (though he

can't bite) and harass by innumerable Absurdities the respectable Senate'.r8 A

conespondent in Essex replied that Jebb's character was good, and observed that he would

never teach a student 'Bigotry and irrational Prejudice; in which principles this hot-headed

writer seems to be immersed'.3e

On 14 December 1773 Jebb brought forwa¡d a grace to have the report of the syndicate

overlurned as not expressing the will of the majority of its members. This grace passed the

Caput, but was rejected by the Non-Regents. Excited that the new Caput was willing to

allow his grace to go before the Senate, in February i774 Jebb proposed that a new

syndicate be appointed to consider all undergraduate courses. He recommended a list of

members that balanced some notable opponents such as Richard Farmer and Samuel

Hallifa,x against a majority 'well disposed to the good work'.4O A few days after Jebb's

proposal passed throu-eh the Caput and both houses of the Senate, the Chancellor (the Duke

of Grafton) visited the university and personally urged upon the Vice-chancellor the need

for an improved education of the noblemen and fellow-commoners. At the fust meeting of

the syndicate on Ma¡ch 16 the Vice-chancellor read out a letter from Grafton expressing

his sentiments. After the first three meetings it was resolved to recommend that noblemen

and fellow-commoners be examined annually in classics, algebra, geometry, natural

philosophy, Locke's Esscry, natural law and modem history. Jebb was delighted and wrote

to a friend on March 16:

The Vice-chancellor (Dr Caryl) gives general satisfaction by his very

candid behaviour, and able manner of doing business .... You cannot

imagine how greatly certain sþirits are alarmed with the disposition there

appears to do something effectual. Dr Powell, and the Emmanuel men, and

Dr Hallifax, labour to spoil, what the friends of literature and good morals

are mediating to establish. ... I endeavour to keep out of sight as much as I

can, as I find my presence occasions jealousies, and heart-burnings; and,

18 'Anti-Jebbite, or in plain rerms A Fellow of St John's', St James Chronicle, 18 lanuary 1774.
3n 'A Moderate Petitioner' . St James Chronicle,20 lanuary 1774.
40 Jebb's syndicate was composed of Dr Cooke, Dr Plumptre, Dr Barnardiston, Dr Richard Watson. Dr

Samuel Hallifax, Dr Edrvard Waring, Beadon, Cotlier, Lambert, Willgress, Dealtary, Longmire, Joannes

Hey, Richard Farmer, Gould, Gardnar, William Paley, Squire, Arnald, and Pearce. Jebb lM, pp' 59-60;

Jebb listed as the most sfrenuous supporters: Longmire, Lambert, Collier, Hey, Beadon. Jebb IM, p. 64'
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for every reason, I am desirous that the work may appear to be done by

others, as I see whatever I propose, would be objected to.

He was confident that the syndicate was composed of men who would 'determine for the

best: I am only afraid, that the clamours of the discontented, may intimidate them'.ar

Despite the 'vehemency of Dr Powell, and Mr Whisson', and the efforts of Hallifax and

Farmer to 'obstruct and distress their brethren', by the end of the month a list of nineteen

resolutions were drarm up to be presented to the Senate.a2 Arur Jebb informed readers of

the 2lhitehall Evening Post that 'it is said that the greatest Politicia¡rs are so fully satished

of the utility of the proposals which the syndics have agreed upon, that they are very

anxious for their success'.43

A week before the resolutions \ilere to be presented to the senate an unsigned 'Letter to Mr

Jebb' appeared on the front page of the Lloyd's Evening Posf. This was clearly designed to

remind all concerned that Jebb and his religious radicalism lay behind the proposed

reforms.ao The continual presenting of graces, the writer observed, suggests Jebb 'must

have a high conceit of the infallibility of his judgement, as well as something very Quixotic

in his constitution'. While Dr Cooke was at first favourable to the proposal he 'grew at last

cool and reserved - teased and tired, I presume, by your importunity'. Defeat owed much to

personal animosity fostered by the controversy over Jebb's lectutes, which implied that he

had some 'more perfect System of Theology' to impart. The writer conceded that annual =

exams would promote more study, but claimed they lvere unfair to modest students who do

not excel in public disputation - as Jebb should know, having been a university moderator

five times. In a dig at Jebb's own high undergraduate achievements, he declared that

medals and prizes only encourage 'mercenary souls'. The colleges, he argued, are best able

to oversee and regulate the instruction of students, and the University should confine itself

to appointing compêtent and independent lecturers. He criticised Jebb for a tendency to

'represent things in extremes' and students as 'either sluggish Door-mice, or soaring

Eagles'; detected that 'the advancement of Theological Knowledge is, I presume, the grand

o' Jebb IM, pp. 6l-2.
{r JJ ro l? 1,28 March 177.1, Jebb IM, p. 64.
43 'Y.Z' . [AI), t4hitehall Evening Post,9 April 1774.
aa He cites Jebb's professed desire that students develop a 'system of faith and practice' in accordance

with an enlightened understanding of ChristianiTy. A Short Account of Theological Lectures, p.26; l? ),

'A letter to Mr Jebb', Llo-.,'d's Evening Post, ll April 1774.
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object of your plan'; suggested that Jebb not be so'splenetic, indecent, if not scurrilous'

toward the bishops; and, with tongue firmly in cheek, recommended that Jebb

imitate your Friend, the author of the D----e L-n [William Warburton, Iåe

Divine Legation?), who, when a torrent of abuse was poured upon him ...

retire[d] till Time, which draws Truth from the well, ripens the

understanding, subdues Prejudice, and opens the eyes of Bigots, may

reconcile your Opponents to your schemes of Reþrmation in Theologt &,c.

and you will then break forth from behind a cloud, with redoubled lustre.

A supporter of the reforms responded quickly, defending Jebb's character and conduct, and

claiming that theolog,v- haci nothing to do with annuai examinations.ot But in vain did such

efforts attempt to counter the identification of academic reform with calls for religious and

political change.

The resolutions were gathered together and presented to the senate on 19 Apnl 1774 in the

form of three graces proposing annual examination of the nobles and fellow-cornmoners,

appointment of university examiners, and examination of other undergraduates in classics

and mathematics at the end of their second year. Each of the proposals were narrowly

defeated in the Non-Regents house (by 4, 7 and 11 votes respectively), to 'the real

astonishment of both sides' according to John Disney.a6 The following day Dr John

Gordon moved 'for an examination of the nobles and fellow-cotnmoners without any

particulars speci$'d'. But this was rejected by seven votes. Robert Plumptre attributed the

defeat to a fear that college autonomy would be undermined, the sons of the aristocracy

tumed away from the university, and a 'general disinclination to innovation and

reformation, which-has been shown by mankind in all ages'.47 The Jebbs, however,

remained in good spirits, and thought they had been unlucky in that 'two of the friendly

Heads, and t¡ro of the Syndicate were absent' from the vote. 'I believe the enemy thought

themselves in great danger', Ann wrote,

for a report was industriously circulated on Monday, that the A-B- of

C- was against the resolutions, and trembled for the fate of the

University; and it is supposed by some that this report had the intended

ot 
[ ? ], 'Reply to a Letter to Mr Jebb', Lloyd's Evening Post, 15 A'pril 1774.

ou Jebb IM, p. 64.
47 Robert Plumptre to Lord Hardwicke,25 April l774,BL Add. Mss. 35,628:19l
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effect. Certain it is, however, that some persons appealed in the opposition,

who were expected to have been neuter.as

In a private letter, John Jebb revealed that the opponents, in particular Samuel Hallifax and

the Dean of Ely, Dr Thomas, cited'objections to the person who moved the question'. He

claimed that half of those who voted against the reforms 'in the main, approvecl what they

opposed by their suffrage. I speak not from presumption, we have it from their own

confession'.ae Nevertheless, the prospect of future success was bolstered when, in response

to the defeat, Grafton wrote to the members of the Syndicate to praise their proposals and

express the hope that 'at some future period it would have a more favourable event'.50

In light of the narow defeat, and Grafton's encouragement, Jebb printed another 'plan for

public examinations' on 1 I May 1774 before retiring to Bungay for the summer.tt In this

modified proposal he tried to minimise the threat to college autonomy by allowing that the

examinations be based upon the 'settled lectures of the Tutors'.52 At the end of the month

Ann Jebb again wrote to the Itrhitehatl Evening Post, claiming that half the professors do

not lecture, and that rhose who did were ill-attended. 'Maintaining the attention of students

is the problem that must be addressed', she argued, like many who attend Church, they

'yawn, or sleep, or rvhisper, or entertain themselves with anything rather than pay any real

attention'.'Let me ask', she continued, 'whether those Gentlemen who keep their horses,

and run lhemþr fifn' grdneas, are likely to attend any lectures to any purpose?' Could the''=

opponents of reform honestly deny that 'calling upon these Gentlemen every year, to give

some account of their proficiency in learning, would not make them find more time to

reqd, andiess to think of HORSE-RACING, or any other kind of dissipation?'s3 In August

Jebb himself published A Proposal for the Establishment of Public Examinations in the

Llniversity of Cambridge with occasional remar,Ls, which outlined his intention to resubmit

the modified proposals in the form of twenty separate graces, so that each could be

accepted or rejected upon its own merit. Jebb restated his main arguments: annual

examinations were necessary as a 'remedy for that early dissipation, which the utmost

diligence of the tuton hath hitherto been unable to prevent'. The fellow-coÍìmoners should

48 'Y.Z' . [AJ], Whitehall Evening Post,23 Ãpril1174
4o JJ to [? 1,23 April 177-t, Jebb IM, pp.70-11.
to Cited in Gascoigne , Ccmbridge, p.203.
s' Jebb lM, p. 73.
t'Jebb IM, p. 76.
s' 'Y.Z' .lAJl \4thitehall Evening Post,3l May 1774.
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be treated differently because their 'view's and pursuits' were 'materially different from

those of an inferior degree'. The fear that fellow-commoners would avoid the university or

be academically humiliated was unfounded, as they came to Cambridge 'better prepared in

classical knowledge' and with a 'higher sense of honour'. Fellow-commoners were

examined along with other students at St John's College with'no inconveniences, but, on

the contrary, great advantages'. As students study Latin prior to entering university,

examination in the classics would not sap so much of their energies as to undermine the

study of rnathematics. Jebb pointed to tire method of conducting examinations in the

Senate House to ansrver the criticism that not all students were equally fit to 'stand the

rerors of a pubiic examination'. Selciom more than six stucients at a time \ilere examineci at

the moderator's table. 'The examination bv the other members of the Senate is still more

private, the examiner and student always retiring to a place by themselves'. This method

'provides for eliciting the most latent merit of the student .... I believe scarcely a single

instance can be produced of a person, rvho failed in obtaining the degree of credit he

deseryed'.54

The revised proposals. set out as tr,venty separate graces, viere presented to the Senate on

October 28. Two days prior an anonymous Letter to the Author of the Plan þr the

Establishment of Public Examinations appeated. 'Written in a candid manner', it wamed

that the proposals *ould be difficult to implement, and if they failed, would ruin the

university.st This lener was attributed to Powell, and its ttncharacteristic moderation

indicates how worried the opponents of refonn were. In the event, through what Ann Jebb

called 'great, and I may say unaccountable misforhrne', the first grace was defeated by one

vote, and the rest rejected without ¿i division.56 Such a narro\ü defeat was all the more

frustrating because it rvas widely believed that the reforms would have passed the Regents

House by eleven votes.57

so A Proposal for the Establishment of Public Eraminations in the University of Cambridge, with

occas ional remarl<s (Cambridge, August 17 7 4), Iebb II, pp. 3 5 I -5 5, 368-69.
tt Jebb IM, p.81.
tu 

[AJ], A Letter to the .luthor of an Observation on the Design of Establishing Annual Examinations at

Cambridge (Cambridge. November 1774), p. 4.
tt Jebb IM, p. 80n; what is more, Dr Robert Plumptre, a strong supporter of reform, was not present at the

vote. Robert Plumptre to Lord Hardwicke, 10 November l774,BL Add. Mss. 35,628:206.
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A friend hoped the na¡row defeat would encourage Jebb's supporters to persevere with a

program 'so evidently pregnant with national Emolument'.58 For his part, Powell felt

compelled to publish an anonymous tract in which, in the words of D.A. Winstanley, 'the

tutorial big drum was beaten extremely loudly'.te It was a deliberate attempt to cast 'our

warrn Reformer' as a dangerous and ambitious innovator who believed that there was some

fundamental 'defect in our institutions'. He claimed that the'candid Author (as it is the

fashion to call him)' had overstated the disciplinary problems at Cambridge, and that

'inattention at lectur:s is no[ a general fault among our Pupils'. ìvlany students sought

private instruction, and. in implicit criticism of Jebb (who was a prominent private tutor),

Polveii observed: 'h seems indeed to be the generai opinion, that some of these private

Instructors go forward too hastily, and aim at conducting their Pupils to the more diffrcult

parts of science, before they are prepared by an acquaintance with the easier'. This was to

be expected if a student separate from his 'principal Tutor, and choose another Instructor

unknown and unconnected with him'. Porvell contrasted the traditional patemal care and

discipline afforded bv the college tutors 
"vith 

the 'bold and dangerous experiment' of

education under the direction of 'Examiners, hired at the mean price of ten guineas yearly,

and chosen anew even' year, who must be r,vholly strangers to most of the Pupils, to their

abilities, their previous education, the professions or stations, for which they are designed'.

And, despite Jebb's modifications, the college tutors would find themselves having to

change their lectures each year'according to the fancies of these Examiners'.uo Ann Jebb

was quick to reply to Powell's tract, reiterating her argument that attendance at lectures did

not necessarily mean students were paying attention or pursuing 'useful literature '; having

private tutors did not mean that the fellow-commoners actually used them; and widespread

support for the reform proposals amohg the college tutors testified that they wanted more

university 'rules andregtlations' to make the students 'ambitiotts of acquiring every manly

attainment'. Far from scaring off wealthy snrdents, she assured Powell, annual examination

of the fellorv-commoners would spur them to become 'distinguished according to their

merit' and equal 'the Pensioners in every literary attainment'.u' It is clear that Jebb's reform

proposals challenged traditional paternalistic college-based education in the name of a

more uniform, meritocratic, university administered system.

58 Thomas Dalton to JJ, I January 1775, DV/L Illustrated Life of Priestiey mss. 12.79.265.
se Winstanley , Unreformed Cambridge, p.327 .

uo 
[W.S. Powell], An Observation on the Design of Establishing Annual Examinations at Cambridge

(Cambridge, l4 November 1774), pp.3-7, l0- I l.
u' 

[AJ], A Letter to the Author of an Obsenation, pp. 12, 15,20-21.
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Powell died in January 1775,but with the Feathers Tavem petition also dead and buried,

and conflict with the colonies escalating, any prospect of Jebb successfully introducing

education reform was fast waning. As John Gascoigne has observed, the debate over

education reform at Cambridge took place in a 'politically highly charged atmosphere'.62

Writing about a young Jacobite and high-church fiiend he had introduced to Jebb, Thomas

Blackbume (son of Francis) observed: 'I have frequently taken the liberry of a friend in

attempting to corrupt his civil and reli-eious principles. ... I fear I have shocked his

Orthodoxy by takin_e great liberties with his Royal Marryr Charles the First ... [which] I

fear, has inLerrupteci the conircience and intercourse that I intencied shouici subsist beween

us'. 'I dare say', he continued, 'he abhors the scheme of your lectures, which he will not be

untaught at Emmanuel. Athanasius has him by the right hand and A-Bp Laud by the left. I

wish you may be able to make anything of him'.6t The association of Jebb and his closest

supporters with religious and political dissent ensured a solid core of opposition to their

proposals for educational reform. With the American conflict escalating, Powell played

upon Jebb's political disposition: 'We know', he rwote, 'that when any bold Pretender

publishes his bills, he usually gains an audience, even though he has nothing to offer them,

but trite objections to the Religion or Govemment of their country'. He likened Jebb to

the Architect, who, dissatisfied with our old buildings, proposed, about the

middle of last century, to pull them all dorvn, except King's College

Chapel, and to erect in their stead one ample and uniform structure, such as

it behoveth an ,4cademy to be in a FREE AND WELL ORDERED

COMMON\\,EALTH.64

Follolving Powell's death, Jebb asked the Vice-chancellor and Heads whether he should

resubmit the reform proposals. In March he was advised to leave the issue alone until

'there was a prospect of a more general concurrence in favour of the plan than appeared at

present'.65 Nevertheless, on 22March1775he proceeded to print on a single sheet'An

Address to the Members of the Senate' in r,vhich he proposed the formation of a syndicate

composed of the Vice-chancellor and Heads of Houses, which should request direction on

62 Gascoigne, Cambridge, p. 205.
6t Thomas Blackburne (in Richmond) to JJ, l4 October 1774,DWL Blackburne correspondence.
óa 

[Powell], Observations. pp. 5, 12.
ut Cited in Winstanley, L'nreþrmed Cambridge, p. 328.
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the issue of education reform from the Chancellor. However, Jebb soon realised that most

did not approve of the measure, retracted the proposalina An Address to the Members of

the Senate of Cambridge (March 29, 1775), and deferred atty new motions until the

following winter.66

III Resignation

V/ith battle joined in North America, Jebb travelled north to Harrogate, and visited Francis

tsiackbume at fucirmonci. He reiumed to Cambricige via Leicestersirire, where he spent

time with his relation Lord Harborough at Stapleford, and then at Ann's home town of

Hwrtingdon. On September 29 he formally resigned his vicarage and rectory near Bungay

in Suffolk (inthe diocese of Norwich).'My situation', he conhded in aprivate letter,'I

thank God, and a good friend, will not be distressing. though it will be precarious ... . I am

easy in the thoughts of being delivered from what I esteem worse than Egyptian

bondage'.67 He sent a letter to Philip Yonge, the Bishop of Norwich, which he published as

A Short State of the Reasonsfor a Lste Resignation (October, I775).Inthis, as outlined in

the preceding chapters, he rejected orthodox theology, argued for an improved

understanding of the Scriptures, and advocated a more rational and utilitarian established

church/federation of churches

Jebb remained at Cambridge and, while pondering how to make his way in the world,

decided to resubmithis education reforms. After the last vote, 
'William Cole observed that

as Jebb 'will always have the last blow, and his associates are indefatigable, it is probable

that their restless spirits will bring it in again in some mode or other'.68 But success had

become almost impossible, owing to his resignation from the Church and the appointment

of Richard Farmer as Vice-chancellor. Nevertheless, in late October Jebb wrote three

forthright public letten to prepare the way for his next grace. He restated his argument in

favour of directing the youthful 'spirit of emulation' towatd academic pursuits via

* Jebb IM, 89-91; Jebb II. pp.37l-90.
u? Jebb IM, pp. 97-104. He rvrote a letter from Newarkto Dr Chambers on l6 July, visited Richmond on

26 July, and wrote from Harrogate 4 August.
uB BL Cole mss.5873:70.
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competitive examinations. Cambridge, he argued, was populated by four hundred young

men, free from the restraints imposed at school and all trying to 'appear well mounted at

Newmarket', 'surpass each other in expensive cloaths, and expensive entertainments', and

every 'fashionable mode of dissipation'. Jebb implied that some parents were providing

their students with far too much pocket money, and argued that directing youthful passions

and ambitions towa¡d literary pursuits would decrease the cost of maintaining a student at

university.6o He lamented that ethics was little taught at Cambridge, and 'the incomparable

Locke' was'now almost as little honoured, at the public time of trial, as real science is said

to be at our sister university'.to Examining 'rvith candour' the new Vice-chancellor's

opinion that annuai exams would 'shake the constitution in both church anci state', Jebb

declared that the universities could be either abolished or entirely reformed without causing

'any violent alteration ... in the constitution of this kingdom''

The logic of Burgersdicius prevailed at Cambridge in the memory of our

fathers. The barbarous sounds of Darii and Felapton now no longer grate

upon our ea¡s: the constitution nevertheless flourishes: and although the

Principia of \ewton have shaken dol',n, r,vhat was supposed to be the

philosophy of Moses, and swept ar,vay the vortices of Des Cartes, the

Church of England still stands.

The proposals defeated on 28 October 1774 contaíned no 'new mode of study', not even 'a

competent knowledge in the Greek Testament'. Rather, they only sought to 'secure the -

attention of the student to the present course of public lectures'. He called upon the Vice-

chancellor to support a statement which, 'in the judgement of many, appears

extraordinary'. 'Let argument be opposed to argument; and let the sense of Cambridge

reject, or establish,.b-"- its suffrages, as truth, and reason, and expedience shall decree'.7r

Jebb expressed frustration with the existing governing procedures at Cambridge in a

revised Short Address (20 December 1775). Any member of the Caput could reject a grace

without justification. a grace that passed had to go before the Senate without modification,

and if defeated in the Senate it could not be resubmitted in the same term.

un Jebb reviewed the ba:ic cost of life at college: the average annual allowance for a sizar was 40-50

pounds pa.; for a Pensioner it was 90-100 pounds pa., which included payment to the butler of 30

shillings, hairdresser l2s. laundress 20s, bed-maker l0-12s per quarter; a fellow-commoner should need

no more than 200 pounds pa. plus perhaps 100 pounds for servant, private tutor, and horse; to the

expenses of a nobleman 'I assign no bounds'. 'Chiron' [JJ], [a London newspaper], 24 October 1775,

Jebb III, pp. 261 -68, at 263 -64, 266-68.
7o 'Chiron' [JJ], [a London newspaper], 28 October 1775, Jebb III, pp. 268'77, at27l.
7l 'Chiron' [jJ], [a London newspaper], I I November 1775, Jebb III, pp. 278-82.
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In late February 1776 Jebb prepared to resubmit the reform proposals, but confessed to a

friend:

I have had great vexation, and exp'ect more; but every principle requires me

to go on with the business. I must make this last trial, though the adversary

hopes to brilg me to great shame, and has managed the congregations

accordingly: and our friends, who are a clear majority, will probably desert

me; but I uill retire from the question'*,vith an easy mind, whatever be the

event.72

Farmer intimate<i rhar Jebb's acaciemic qualihcations couid'oe suspencieci owing to il.is

resignation from the Church. According to Jebb, when he appeared before Caput,

the Vice-chancellor made no objection ... he behaved like a Tory, and I

gave him a dressing, and publicly charged him with his intolerant

declaration about my degree. ... We had many altercations. I was pretty

well fatigued. and am glad that the business is so near to completion.

Lambert is very indignant at the unparalleled ill-treatment I have received

from the füends of the cause. The bishops were never hearty; they fell in

with the language of the public when with us, and when the public grew

tired, they turned to their natural temper and abhorrence of reformation.

Farmer allowed the graces to pass, confident that they would be overwhelrningly rejected -

by the senate. While Edmund Law, Richard Watson and Rbbert Plumptre continued to

show their support for reform, Jebb sarv, at the instigation of Richa¡d Hurd (recently

appointed Bishop of Lichfield), the full weight of episcopal displeasure bearing down on

the vote: 'the dastardly friends [of reform] are running out of the university as if from a

plague'.73 Voicing the prevailing view prior to the vote, the young nobleman Philip Yorke

observed that Jebb 'is so obnoxious a person in himself that every plan or proposal,

however good in itself. provided it comes from him, is sure to be rejected'.t* In the event,

Jebb was left with the support of twenty-five votes against thirty nine in the Non-Regents

house.

tt JJ to l? 1,22 February l776,Jebb IM, p. 113.
tt JJ to [21,27 Februarl 1776, Jebb IM, pp.l1.1-15; James Lambert (1741-1823) was a fellow of Triniry

College and a strong supporter of Jebb. He had been elected unopposed as Professor of Greek in March

l77l and developed Arian views.
7a Vy'instanley , Unreformed Cambridge, p.329.
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Jebb's resignation from the Church had deprived his reform proposals of much support,

and left him marginalised in university circles. His Greek New Testament lectures had

ceased owing to a lack of students, and Francis Blackbume was told Jebb would 'find

diffrculties in contriving how to live'.75 Lindsey reported that if Jebb 'does not succeed

with pupils at Cambricìge, which I much fear he will not, he thinks of coming to London

where I have no doubt but he will succeed as he deserves'. Yet he was disappointed that

Jebb 'seemed to decline continuing in the ministry', and r,vould not join him as a Unita¡ian

minister at Essex Street.?6

Not surprisingly, the mass resignation from the Church that Lindsey had hoped for did not

eventuate. The heterodox clergy were clearly a minority, and government policy rewarded

religious and political orthodoxy.tt The American conflict drew calls for obedience and

respect for authority from an increasing number of clergymen.tt And social and

employment security rvas also a powerful incentive for unorthodox clergy to continue

living as Latitudinarians. Christopher V/yvill talked of resigning, but did not follow

through.Te The delay and reluctance that accompanied Jebb's resignation underlines what a

diffrcult step it was for even the most unorthodox Real Whig. Resignation also involved

implicit criticism of friends who remained within the Church. William Chambers (c.1724'

77), Rector of Thorpe Achurch in Northamptonshire, was a close friend of Lindsey and -

Jebb. He experimented u'ith Unitarian readings of the Book of Common Prayer, and seems

to have declined the offer of a 'considerable preferment' in London because of his

unwillingness to re-subscribe the 39 Articles.s0 Jebb was at pains to assure Chambers that

'many persons who hold similar opinions to mine, can continue in the Church with great

advantage to the cause of Christianity; acting at the same time in perfect conformity to

conscience'. His own resignation stemmed from 'circumstances peculiar to myself : unable

to continue reading the Anglican service while openly professing Unitarianism in his

75 Blackburne to Lindsey l9 Nov l775,DWL mss. 12.52.103.
7ó Lindseyto Tayleur l9 Ocr 1775, JRL Lindsey-Tayleurcorrespondence; Belsham, Memoir of Lindsey,pp.

99, n4.
77 Ditchlreld 'The Subscription Issue'; Clark, English Society, p' 3 14.
78 Langford, 'English Clersr and the American Revolution', pp. 275-308.
?e C. Harrison to William Turner,3 April l774,DWL Lindsey-Turner correspondence.
to G.lvl. Ditchfield, 'The Revd. William Chambers, D.D. (c.1724-77), E&D 4 (1985), pp' 3-12'
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lectures, he had ceased performing his clerical duties in late 1773, and the morally

compromised nature of his position had provoked much anxiety and ill-health.8t

Jebb's resignation did not go unnoticed - at least by the religious minded. The Evangelical

Hannatr More wrote that:

Being one day in a large company, who all inveighed against Lindsey, and

Jebb. and other Socinians who had deserted the Church, because they could

not subscribe to the A¡ticles, I happened to say that I thought sincerity such

a golden virtue, that I had a feeling bordering on respect for such as had

apostatized upon principle: for when a man gave such an unequivocal proof

of his being in earnest, as to renounce a lucrative profession, rather than

violate his conscience, I must think him sincere, and of course

respectable.s2

But the impact of such resignations was limited. The Unitarian Samuel Kenrick lamented

that while Lindsey, Jebb, Evanson and Tyrwhitt had resigned on account of their

Unitarianism. 'we have a multiplying sect called Methodists, who profess the most minute

belief in doctrinal parts of the articles'.8r Also, many sympathisers disapproved of Jebb's

course of action. Francis Blackbume had implicitly criticised Lindsey's resignation with a

published defence of those who chose remain Church of England clergymen.sa The latter

reported that he had seldom seen Joseph Priestley 'more hurt than he expressed himself to -

be' upon perusal of the tract, declaring that 'upon the principles of it, he did not see how

the Reformers, the Nonconformists of 7662, &c. &c., could be defended'.85 A year later

Blackburne told Lindsey :

I am obliged to be totally silent on our friend Jebb's secession. You and he

have obligedthe Balguy's and Randolph's by your integrity, but none else,

tho' more may commend. It has been the utter ruin of the plan of the

Petitioners. For no regard will be paid by such people as the Bp of Norwich

to the line he draws between the case of the petitioners and his own. I know

8l JJ to William Chambers, 2l October 1775,Iebb IM, p. 106.
82 Hannah More to Walpole, Correspondence of Horace Walpole, v 3 I , pp. 328-29.
8r Samuel Kenrick to James Wodrow, 13 February 1778, DWL Wodrow-Kenrick Correspondence
8a Francis Blackburne, Four Discourses (1774) in Blackburn e, Il'orl<s,lV, pp. 261-404.
85 Theophilus Lindsey to William Turner,2 February l775,DWL Lindsey-Turner correspondence
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not whether I am right, but I put the whole to the account of a man much

inferior to either of you.t6

After a long break, A¡¡r Jebb and Henry Taylor resumed their correspondence in the wake

of Jebb's resignation from the Church. Taylor wished that he had the opporhrnity to advise

against an action which betrayed a conscience 'too squeamish and nervous'. Reading the

liturgy could be left to a curate, he argued, and 'such notions as are wrong' could be

undermined in sermons. He did, however, concede that he was speaking in his own

defence rather than i-Lnding fault 'where virtue is to be found PERHAPS in a superior

degree'.87 Even closer to home, Jebb's parents w-ere incensed by this end to an imprudent

clerical career - 'approving his principles but disapproving his conduct'- and wiiÌrheicÍ

financial support.ss

A few pamphlets uere written in response to Jebb's resignation. Anthony Temple, an

Arian and one of Blackburne's circle, agreed that rvhile defended by the 'watchful military

of the establishment'. the doctrine and liturgy of the Church of England \ilere a farce, and

far from reflecting the principles of genuine Christianity. He lamented that the diffrcult task

of preaching to an apathetic public was being hindered by a both obscure and exclusive

theology, and by drir.ing out some of the most devout and able clergy. Demanding 'plain,

positive and substantial proofl of the Trinity from the orthodox instead of commands not to

scrutinise mysteries, he reflected that the clergy should not receive a liberal education if
they were not intended to use it. Temple was convinced of the need for a national church

but wished it to be based on Scripture only, and he hoped that Jebb's resignation would

spark protest within the Church that would lead to revision of the liturgy. In the tone of

frustration typical of the heterodox clergy, Temple reflected that a forgiving and

sympathetic God would judge fairly those who chose to continue fulfilling their clerical

obligations, and labou¡ed under conscience rather than plunge with their families 'into the

miseries of life' without an income.se

8ó Blackburne to Lindsey Ii October 1775, DWL Blackburne correspondence; When John Disney (another

son-in-law) resigned in ll82 to join Lindsey at Essex Street, Blackburne bitterly complained that'my
disciples have strangled me'. D'ù/L 'Memoir of Disney', pp. 56-8.
87 Henry Taylor to AJ, [1775/76), CIJL Taylor papers.
st Mclachlan, Letters of Theophilus Lindsey, p. 102.
tn Anthony Temple, A Lener to the Rev. JohnJebb M.A. Occasioned by his Short State of the Reasonsfor a
Late Resignation (1776). pp. l-22.
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According to Disney, Jebb was attacked from the turiversity pulpit.e0 Yet it seems that the

prelacy thought best to ignore Jebb's resignation, with one substantial tract issuing forth

from the orthodox ranks, written by Edward Tew, fellow of King's College Cambridge.

This (as noted in chapter 3) argued that Jebb's Short Støte of Reasons for a Late

Resignation deserved no more than the standard dismissal of Socinianism as an attempt to

'reduce the rvhole of Religion to practical piety and Virtue'; and criticised his belief that

the empirical method applied to nature could be used with similar success in

comprehending the revelation contained in Scripture. Tew argued that freedom of

expression brought both advantages and'inconveniences', and that in the 'present age ...

w'e have tempted borh Religion and Liberty in their extremes'. 'A truly conscientious

mar.', he argued, 'will be satisfied with enjoying his opinions in private; it is the fi.rious

Zealot and Dogmatist alone, who wishes to impose them on others'. Tew concluded with

the lament that to the'confessed ... VIRTUES of the MAN' Jebb had not'been happy

enough to add the FAITH of a CHRISTIAN'.er

Robert Robinson, an -\rian Baptist at Cambridge, congratulated both Jebb and Lindsey for

their conscientious resignations. Yet he sought to defend the divinity of Christ as a plain

truth, eschewing learned arguments because it was unnecessary to 'sufÊer his mind to be

bewildered in Greek and Hebrew characters'. With St Paul, he argued, 'we walk by faith,

and not by Sight', and must believe Jesus to be more than just 'a good man'.e2 In a private =

letter Robinson expressed the 'highest opinion of the leaming of M¡ Jebb', and confessed

that 'our sentiments. much as they seem to differ, may after all differ less than they

appear'. Jebb thanked him for the 'truly Christian temper' of his pamphlet and 'generous

sentiments respecting religious liberty'.e3 Robinson tended to dismiss theological dispute

as superfluous and of less consequence than the price of wheat. He was, however,

increasingly interested in politics, and Jebb inspired him to write his Political Catechism

' Jebb IM, p. I 18.
nr 

[Edward Tewf, Resignation No Proof A Letter to Mr Jebb; with occasionql remqrks on his Spirit of
Protestantism. By a menber of the University of Cambridge (1776), pp. 33, 13,19,67.
n2 Robert Robinson, A Plee for the Divinity of our Lord Jesus Christ; in a pastoral letter addressed to a
congregation of Protestanr Dissenters at Cambridge (1776), pp. 6-l1,28; Francis Blackburne thought that
the Socinians had not been able to answer'the excellent Mr Robinson's' PIea. Francis Blacburne to
Reverend J. Wiche, 9 September 1783, DWL Letters of Lardner &c.
nt Robert Robinson to JJ. 5 February 1776;, and JJ to Robert Robinson, 7 February 177 6, cited in George
Dyer, lulemoirs of the Life and Iüritings of Robert Robinson (1796), pp. I l7-19.
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(1782) in an effort to teach the lower orders basic political principles (Robinson himself

had been born in poor circumstances and apprenticed as a hairdresser).ea

After resigning from the Chtuch Jebb informed a friend that Cambridge 'swarms' with

Tories, unopposed by 'prostitute' and 'slumbering Whigs'.e5 Such comments betray more

than frustration with the failure of his education reforms, or even of the campaign against

subscription.In 1775 Real Whigs like Jebb were confronted by a surge in loyalist support

among the gentry and the Church in response to the American rebellion. The increasing

polarisation of opinion was vividly demonstrated by the reaction to Vice-chancellor

Farmers' proposal for a loyal 'Address' in support of the King's policy. While iebb and

Richard Watson described Farmer as a Tory, to William Cole he was 'such a Whig as

those who placed King William on the throne; and, of course, deemed a violent Tory by

our present Republicans, of whom, to say the truth, he could hardly speak with temper'.e6

Despite resistance by Lord Rockingham and the Duke of Grafton, the 'Address' was

ca¡ried with the influence of Lord Sandwich, Lord Hardwicke, and the Archbishop of

Canterbury. The mild mannered Robert Tyrwhitt was outraged by the political tum of the

university, and refused to hand over the key to the university seal. The Vice-chancellor

proceeded to break the chest open, and the 'Address' was delivered to George IILeT This

incident underlines the degree to which public debate had become dominated by the

argument between the colonies and the parliament over political rights.

na Dyer, Memoirs of Robinson,pp. 120-21,225.
n5 JJ ro 121,26 October 1775, Jebb IM, p. 109.
nó Gascoigne, Cambridge, p.206.
nt Robert Plumptre to Lord Hardwicke,2T November 1775, BL Add. Mss. 35,628:228
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After casting aside his clerical robes, Jebb began to attend anatomy lectures at Cambridge

in February I776.t His decision to pursue a medical career was made with the support of

his cousin Sir Richard Jebb, who had gone into medicine because his non-juror principles

prevented him from becoming a clergyman. A lifelong bachelor, he was a well known and

wealtþ doctor who became 'physician extraordinary' to George III's family.2 V/illiam

Cole thought it fitting that Jebb was following the advice of his cousin. Along with Horace

Walpole, he had met Richard Jebb one afternoon in Paris in 1766, and found his 'whole

discourse rvas in justifrcation of the Deistical French Philosophers and their opinions'.3

Another figure who supported Jebb in his change of profession was V/illiam Heberden

(1710-1801). The son of an innkeeper, Heberden rose to become one of the most famous

physicians in England. He had studied medicine at Cambridge and was one of the leading

advocates for reform uithin the ranks of the conservative Royal College of Physicians. He

dabbled in the critical study of the scriptures, could read Hebrew, and in the words of

William Cole was a 'great and zealous favourer' of the Feathers Tavern Petition.a

Heberden became an important patron of the Essex Street Chapel (though he asked

Lindsey to conceal the fact), and was a friend of Priestley, Franklin and the Honest Whigs

in general. A temperate man, the successful treatment of his patients owed much to his

advice to practice moderation in all things. He was also noted for mixing political with

medical advice to his patients, who included old universþ acquaintances Bishop Richard

'Jebb IM, p. l2l.
2 William Monk, Rol/ of the Royal College of Plrysicians of London: II 1701-1800 (1878), p.292.
I William Cole, BL Cole mss. 5873:53.
o Edmund Larv thought him a 'worthy liberal layman, who does more service to the cause than all our bench'

Ernest Heberden, LI¡illian Heberden: physician of the Age of Reason (1989), pp. 133, 136.
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Hurd and Thomas Balguy.s Acquainted through their common friends and interests,

Heberden's signature appears second on Jebb's Royal Society nomination certificate.

In August 1776 Jebb was seen 'at the Huntingdon Races and Assembly ... dancing in a

Bag Whig and Ruffles and a coloured coat'.6 In September he left Cambridge and moved

to London, where he took up residence in Craven Street.T Jebb immediately began

attending St Bartholomew's Hospital as a pupil of Dr William Pitcairn (1711-91),8 and

thought it 'hard work. but on the whole not unpleasing'.e Yet he had not been in London a

month when he was bed ridden for two weeks with a fever that he contracted along with

Lindsey when 'a st¡eam of cold air blew uporl us' ai an anatomy lecture.rn After a

protracted recovery Jebb threw himself into his medical studies,rr and wrote to Disney:

I am very happy in my new plan. I receive great civilities, and

encouragement from several worthy persons, who may promote my interest

hereafter .... I have met with so many kindnesses, that my situation has

been rendered far easier than I could have hoped, and my utmost views are

moderate.r2

Throughout 1777 Jebb's energies were entirely devoted to medical training. In March he

was granted a Diploma of Doctor of Physic from the University of St Andrews in Scotland,

his certificate being signed by four members of the faculty resident in London.r3 Licensed

by the College of Ph1-sicians the following June, on the advice of Richard Jebb and

Richard Warren (1731-97) he did not begin to practise until February 1778, allowing a

5 Heberden, William Heberden, pp. 136, 158.
u This was related to William Cole by Sir John Cotton. BL Cole mss. 5873:70.
7 This small street runs pff the east end of the Strand down to the Thames. Benjamin Franklin's home still
stands in the middle of a rorv of modest torvn houses - perhaps it was this house that the Jebbs moved into.
I Pitcaim did not publish anlthing, but was 'an eminently sound and successful physician. He introduced and

taught in the wards of St. Bartholomew's Hospital a much freer employment of opium in the treatment of
disease, and especially fevers, than was customary with his contemporaries'. Munk, Roll of the Royal College

of Physiciarc,p.174
n Jebb IM, p.122.
ro Lindsey to Tayleur 5 November 1776, JRL Lindsey-Tayleur conespondence.

" Jebb IM, pp. 123,127'-.\s late as January 28, 1777, Lindsey observed that'Jebb has not recovered the

shock of the fever which shattered him so much, though he is able to go about his medical practice in some

degree'. LindseytoTayleur2S Jan. 1777,IRL Lindsey-Tayleurcorrespondence.
12 Jebb IM, pp. 126-7.
B This was a mere paper qualification. John Disney obtained a D.D. from Edinburgh in the same way. When

Samuel Johnson visited Sr Andrews n 1773, he found the one of the three colleges had been closed, and

thought'it not without jusr reproach, that a nation, of rvhich the commerce is hourly extending, and the

wealth increasing, ... suffers its universities to moulder into dust'. Samuel Johnson, Poetry and Prose (Mona

Wilson ed., 1968), p. 660.
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two-year probation period from the com.mencement of his studies.'o A few months later

Lindsey told a füend: 'We hope that Dr Jebb is beginning to come a little into business. If

he has practice I have no doubt of his eminent usefulness, for no man enters the profession

better informed, ferv with equal abilities, and none with more sincere views to serve

mankind'.rs

Medicine in the Eighteenth CenturA

Jebb was certainly justif,red in his belief that a medical career would guarantee him the

modest income he desired. The eighteenth-century medical world was dominated by free-

market principles, and the most sh¡ewd and talented doctors could walk 'a royal road to

riches, rank and respect'. William Hunter rose through entrepreneurial skill from obscure

Scottish origins to become the leading surgeon in England.'u In his 'Introductory Lectures'

(which Jebb attended soon after his move to London) Hunter urged his listeners: 'I firmly

believe, that it is in 1-our power not only fo chuse, but to hove,which rank you please in the

world'. 'In our profession', he continued, 'it seems incontestable that the man of abilities

and diligence always succeeds'.r7 Jebb felt confident that he could provide for his own and

Ann's modest material needs, and in the future he could eat 'independent bread' and have

'the power of my osn time, a power which I have never yet enjoyed'.r8

There were three gpes of medical practitioner in the eighteenth century: physicians were

gentlemen with a university degree; surgeons were often from poor backgrounds, trained as

apprentices, and ¡ere considered tradesmen - notorious for their liberal use of

obscenities;'n and apothecaries were the forerunners of modem pharmacists, and ranged

14 Jebb IM, pp. 128, 135: Lindsey noted in December 177'7 fhat 'Jebb talks of beginning to practise in a short

time, or rather his cousin the Dr, and Dr Heberden wish him to do it, that they may [serve] him'. Lindsey to
Tayleur 18 December I177, JRL Lindsey-Tayleur correspondence.
r5 Theophilus Lindsey ro William Tayleur, 26luly 1778, JRL Lindsey-Tayleur correspondence.
16 Roy Porter, 'William Hunter: a surgeon and a gentleman', in W.F. Bynum and Roy Porter eds., miliam
Hunter and the Eighteerth-Century Medical World (1985), p. 9; Dorothy and Roy Porter, Patients Progress:

doctors and doctoring in the eighteenth century (Cambridge, 1989), ch 7.
17 cited in, Roy Porter,'\l'illiam Hunter', in Bynum and Porter, LVilliam Hunter and the Medical ll/orld,p.
13.

'' Jebb IM, pp. 123,126.
ln George Qvist, John Hunter 1728-90 (1981), p. 6.
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from dubious quacks to middle-class women such as Hannah Lindsey.20 Jebb slotted into

the first category, which was in turn divided betlveen an Oxbridge educated establishment

centred on membership of the Royal College of Physicians, and the many Dissenters with

degrees from Scottish or Dutch universities who were only licensed to practise. The

primary role of the College was to regulate the practice of medicine in London, and

membership guaranteed a busy private practice. As a result, few College fellows were

motivated to engage in difficult or time-consuming medical research. They also tended to

remain content lvith classicai Galenic medicine, which considered even' illness as

stemming from an imbalance in the humours and unique to the patient who contracted it.

As the normal state of the humours depended on the individual's constitution, it was

argued, treatment required an intimate knowledge of the patient which only a classically

trained doctor could provide. Such an approach did not encourage the physician to think

about treating illness on a mass scale in large groups of people, as each illness rvas specific

to each individual. It followed that professional medical treatment was by its nature usually

only a privilege available to wealthy individuals. and young gentlemen graduated from

Oxforcl and Cambrirlge with the aim of sen'ing rvealth¡u patients in London or the

prosperous regional towns. Classical medicine mirrored aristocratic sociery, and its

practitioners looked dolvn on the work of surgeons and apothecaries. The former were only

supposed to treat external or 'local' ailments, and the latter were considered quacks whose

remedies required no knowledge of the patient. but only of the symptoms.2r

Roy Porter has questioned the traditional assumption that the Enlightenment led to medical

'progress' in eighteenth-century England. Most medical practice remained traditional,

reformers tended to -come from various Christian sects, little changed in the social structure

of medical practice, and many innovations probably stemmed from necessitl'' rather than

any conscious enlightened plan. Arguing that 'in England Enlightenment attirudes grew in

a soil of political and cultural individualism'. Porter detects three broad changes in the

evaluation of health and medicine: a secularisation of the understanding of sickness and

cure, an expansion of medical institutions, and an increasingly hedonistic vierv of health.

These changes were the manifestation of an Enlightenment ideology that represented the

20 Cathrine Cappe, A SmallTribute to the Memory of itlrs Lindsey (1812).
2l Margaret Delacy, 'Influenza Reserch and the Medical Profession in Eighteenth-Century Britain', Albion,

2s (1993),pp.4I-42.
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interests of literate and propertied polite society.22 Jebb supports this characterisation of the

medical Enlightenment in England. He worked in a socially stable medical free-market and

relied upon traditional practices, \ryas interested in new approaches to medical knowledge

and institutional reform, and saw the practice and improvement of medicine as intimately

connected to the cause of moral reformation.

II Rational Religion and Nledicine

Why did Jebb refuse to become a minister at Essex Street and allow his relìgious studies to

take a back seat to medicine and politics? Upon commencement of his medical training, he

was at pains to assure füends that he was not abandoning religious studies. He still devoted

each Sunday to God's r,vord and remained committed to the cause of religious liberty.2s On

a loose leaf of paper i¡ his theological manuscripts Jebb wrote:

I dictated these Heads in 12 lectures of one hour and a half long to Mr R.

Smith in the month of December 1776.I must enlarge these Heads and

complete the References and make them the basis of a system of Practical

Christianity; this on Sundays, agreeably to my resolutions in November.2a

But despite such intentions study of the scriptures would never again be the central focus

of Jebb's energies. Up until 1780 his time was absorbed in medical studies. and from then '=

on his political activities took over. Lindsey would frequently lament that Jebb's busy

medical practice and political activities prevented him making good his promise to write in

defence of Unitarianism." When conveying Jebb's theological maxims to Disney for

insertion in the posthumous Works, Lindsey reflected that 'Amidst so much Political

manoeuvre, one regrets all along the time lost that might have been spent to such lasting

account in better subjects'.26 Robert Findlay pointed to the suggestion in Jebb's Short State

that Christians had no more right to 'address' Jesus than to pray to the Virgin Mary, and

t'Roy Porter,'Was there a Medical Enlightenment in England?', BritishJournalfor Eighteenth-Century

Shdies, 5 (1982), pp. 49-63.

" Jebb Il, p.126.
t4 DWL Jebb mss. VI, loose paper.
2s Lindsey to Witliam Ta¡,leur l0 December 1782 and 28 June 1784, Letters of Theophilus Lindsey, pp.

103-04; Lindsey thought Jebb was the best suited to rvrite an'Address to Unitarians', but he 'was entirely

swallowed up with his nerv profession as to have no time'. Lindsey to William Tayleur, 23 January 1778,

JRL Lindsey-Tayleur conespondence.
26 Theophilus Lindsey to William Tayleur,9 June 1787, JRL Lindsey-Tayleur correspondence.
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proceeded to devote his entire pamphlet to rejecting Lindsey's Socinian interpretation of

Scripture.2T This forced Jebb to publicly explain why he had not published a detailed

defence of his Unitarianism. He argued that'the proper unity of God, and the unlawfulness

of addressing prayer to Christ are very different questions', and that he only referred to

Lindsey's Apologt for proof of the former. Jebb claimed that his Short Støre was only

designed to declare his reasons for leaving the Church, not to provide arguments

supporting his theological opinions. If he had intended to do the latter he would not have

contented himself lvirh refening to Lindsey's publication, but rather have unfolded -

'perhaps very largely' - his own arguments drawn from the Bible. He proceeded to plead

engagement in his new profession as an excuse for not entering into the controversy'"

'How vain a subterfuge, and how intellectural a shift, is this!' Findlay exclaimed in

response to Jebb's fine distinctions; arguing, with justihcation, that Jebb 'must wholly

blame' himself for giving the impression that he disapproved of the worship of Jesus.

Findlay argued that Jebb should publish a detailed explanation and justification of his

theological opinions.2e He was not alone. A recent convert to Unitarianism hoped that Jebb

and Tyrwhitt would follow Lindsey's example and explain their 'sentiments to the

world'.30 Nel'ertheless, despite such encotuagement Jebb's only subsequent contribution to

public religious debate was the short outline of the unsuccessful 'Society for Promoting the

Knowledge of the Scriptures'.:t ¡1d it is revealing that he failed to make a single

contribution to Priestle ,v's Theological Repository.t'

tt Robert Findlay, A Letter to the Rev Mr Jebb with relation to his Declared Sentiments about the

Unlarufulness of att Retigious Addresses to Christ Jesus (1178); Granville Sharp, the abolitionist and

orthodox Anglican who became a familiar acquaintance of Jebb through their common political interests.

corrected the manuscript of Findlay's Letter. Robert Findlay to Granville Sharp, 30 September 1778, GRO

Sharp papers l3¡l/fl4.
28 'A Postscript by Dr Jebb to the Author of a Letter &c', attached to Theophilus Lindsey, ñ+o

Dissertations (April 1778), pp. 146-152.
2' 

[Robert Findlay], Remarl$ on Mr Lindsey's Dissertqtion upon Praying to Christ, with q Second Letter

to lulr Jebb (1781), pp. 6, 8: Granville Sharp also corrected the manuscript of this tract. Robert Findla."- to

Granville Sharp. 3 September 1779 and 12May 1780', GRO Sharp papers.
to John Watson to Theophilus Lindsey, 2 lanuary 1777,DWL Lindsey-Turner correspondence.

'r Jebb lI,pp.237-54.
r2 See Lindsey's list of trvenry contributors to the Theological Repository, DWL Lindsey letters; to this

can be added the fact that in the period covered by John Disney's diary (January 1783-May 1784) there is

no mention of Jebb acting as guest preacher at Essex Street, while Priestley did so frequently.
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I would argue that Jebb approached medicine as a profession which appealed to his

developing materialism and belief in the harmony between science and religion.33 As noted

in chapter 4, upon recovery from illness at the end of 1716 Jebb vowed to spend every

Sunday in 'sacred study', reading 'Hartley, Taylor and other books in which the spirit of

piety prevails'.3a A set of written resolutions made after completing his medical training

indicate the intimate connection between Jebb's rational piety and his practice of medicine:

1. To forgo every advantage and every prospect of success in my

profession, rather than act contrary to the three principles laid down by Dr

Hartley as the basis of right conduct, viz. piety, benevolence, and the moral

SCNSE

2. Never to make a difference between the rich and poor, but so far as

relates to cure, to consider myself in equal mannef, the servant of both,

being very careful to manifest the same courtesy, mildness of speech, and

manners, to every individual I may be called upon to assist.

3. To guard continually against deflecting from the proper line and duties of

my profession through attention to ornamental branches of knowledge; yet

in all points, to act in perfect consistency with my former conduct, not

abating in my zeal for civil or religious liberfy; nor sacrificing my

principles, even for a moment, through any views of interest, of whatever

nature they may be, considering the transitory scene I am engaged in.35

According to his former student and friend Capel Lofft, Jebb prayed for the success of all

his treatments, and.medicine allowed him to engage in 'what he ever valued most,

usefulness to others in their sufferings and dangers'.'6

The justified lay suspicion of medical practitioners is well known. Henry Taylor wrote to

Ann: 'I hope that the Dr goes on with his new business with the same success as General

rr 'Dissenters played an important role in the numerical growth of the profession, and their idealism

contributed greatly to the progress of medical knowledge', William Birken,'The Dissenting Tradition in

English Medicine of the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries', Medical History,39 (1995), p.215.

'o Jebb IM, pp. 124-25.
15 Jebb IM, pp. 136-37.
36 CapelLofft, 'Biographicalsketch of Dr Jebb', Jebb lM,p.244.
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Howe. How is that you'll say ... why, I mean, that he does not kill so many as might be

expected'.rt Not surprisingly, improvement in medicine rvas considered central to the

Enlightenment ideal of maximising temporal happiness.s8 Physicians were literally

following Pope's dictum that 'the proper study of mankind, is man'. David Hartley,

arguing that there was a close relationship between the study of medicine and the study of

the mind, had urged physicians and philosophers to join together and follow in the

footsteps of Locke and Newton.'n Also, John and Ann had their fair share of ill health

(even by eighteenth-century standards) and this no doubt helped stimulate an interest in

medicine. Priestley urged Jebb to follow the same path as 'our revered master, Dr Hartley',

and allow his medical studies to lead him to the 'further investigation of the phenomena of

the human mind'. Such study would show 'how admirably is the whole system of revealed

religion adapted to the nature and circumstances of man'.rO Jebb had written in his

theological manuscripts a¡ound ll70 that'the Surgeon, Physician, Anatomist, Chemist,

and Natural Historian should tell us what man is - the divine what God declares he shall

be'.or With a mind settled on fundamental theological questions, perhaps Jebb found study

of 'what man is' more interesting, challenging, and of greater benefit to the world than

further theological researches. Medicine provided the opportunity to study the 'human

frame' and help preserve and improve the quality of life, *'hile at the same time enabling

him encourage others to put faith in Providence.

III Enlightenment and Medicine

During the year anq a half that John' Disney's diary covers Jebb regularly attended his

family. The few references Disney makes to actual remedies shows that Jebb, like all

doctors of the time, was still largely reliant on traditional practices to a large extent. When

'Confined to my house by a complaint in my eyes', Disney \\rote, 'Dr Jebb visited me, and

by his direction I was bled by leeches on my temples, and in the evening blistered'. Th¡ee

days later Disney was still confined to his house when'Dr Jebb called upon me', and in the

" Henry Taylor to Ann Jebb [ ? ] 1777, CUL Taylor papers.
r8 Peter Gay, The Enlightenment: an interpretation (1967-70), II, pp. 12-3
3n Hartley, Observations,pp.264-67; Spadafora, Idea of Progress, p. 152'
4o Jebb IM, pp. 133-34;reprinted in Passmore, Priestley's lírritings,p' 173
4r Jebb mss. IV.
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spirit of Heberden's practice, 'eamestly exhorted me to attention in my diet as the

preventative of disease'.'2 When Disney was afflicted with a persistent headache, Jebb put

him on a prescription of rhuba¡b, and when his wife fell ill she was prescribed 'bark'.43

Such traditional practices do not contradict the claim that Jebb embraced new

developments in medical science. Whatever their broader attitude to medicine, all doctors

relied upon the conventional therapies such as blistering, purging, induced vomiting, and

bloodletting, along uirh the increasing range of commercially available drugs.aa While

these fe,,v references shorv Jebb 'instmcting' the 'blistering and bleeding' of his patients, it

is clear that he was lool'ing beyond traditional Galenic medicine. Jebb's interest in modern

medical developmenrs is evident from his training and desire to improve meciical

knowledge and reform public health institutions.

Surgeons were very much outsiders to the medical establishment. They tended to be from

poor backgrounds and. as mentioned above, their form of knowledge \ilas considered

inferior by many ph1'sicians. Thus. it is not surprising that many medical innovators were

clrawn from their ranÌs. It is worth noting that most of Jebb's education was received from

some of the most respected surgeons, and his practice revealed their influence. From 1777

to 1779 Jebb attended lectures by William Hunter, who signed his nomination to the Royal

Society. Hunter provided arguably the best anatomy lectures in London and spoke in a -.-

lively style to audiences that sometimes exceeded a hundred, relating anecdotes and

commenting on politics (making clear his support for Lord North's administration).45 He

charged seven guineas for ll2lectures whose 'importance can hardly be overestimated '..

[as] they covered the s-hole of what may be described as the science part of contemporary

medicine'.aó Edward Gibbon, at times accompanied by his friend, Adam Smith, attended

Hunter's series of lecnues from February to April in 1777 (which Jebb attended) as a relief

from his historical research. He observed that the lectures 'opened a new and very

ot Disney,'Diary', 1l-14 January 1783. The same remedy'lvas also used on his son: 'John rvas bled with

leeches on his temples to relieve his eyes'.22 March 1783.
ar Disney,'Diary', l3-15 .4.pri1, 9-18 June 1783.
aa Porter, Patients Progress.pp. 153-72.
os C. Helen Brock,'The Happiness of Riches', in Bynum and Porter, llilliam Hunter and the 'l[edical 

lI/orld,

p.49.
ou They were held in the aftemoon six da,"-s in the week for th¡ee months. Roy Porter, 'Medical Lechrring in

Georgian London', British Journalfor the History of Science,28 (1995), p. 94; Combined with reading and

work at the hospital, we can appreciate u'hy Jebb found little time to write to his friends. Jebb IM, p. 126.
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entertaining scene within myself and at the end of every lecture he personally thanked

Hunter for the pleasure and instruction that he received.ot Hunter had ¡wo main draw-cards:

he only conveyed his knowledge through lectures, and through 'contacts' he was able to

secure a plentiful supply of corpses (enabling each student to practise dissection).48 In stark

contrast to his scholarly theological and philosophical studies at Cambridge, Jebb's eyes

were now often fixed upon dissection of the human body.

In 1778 Jebb attended iectures by John Hunter, William's talented, industrious, and wifty

brother. The man whom David Hume thought the greatest anatomist in Europe was driven

by a ciesire to fathom general principles that extended through all of Nature. In sentiments

with which Jebb would have agreed, John Hunter observed with reverence the harmony of

Nature:

It should be remembered that nothing in Nature stands alone; but that every

art and science has a relation to some other art or science, and that it

requires a knorvledge of those others, as far as this connection takes place,

to enable us ro become perfect in that which engages our particular

attention.

He believed that 'every properly in man is similar to some property, either in another

animal, or probably in a vegetable, or even in inanimate matter'.ae John Hunter was the first

to attempt to co-ordinate diseases through study of their pathology. He also argued that it

was necessary to understand the workings of a healtþ body in order to appreciate the

effects ofa disease.so That Jebb appreciated his approach is evident from a note he penned

in the year he attended John Hunter's lectures:

I see every da-l'more and moré, that the art of physic may be simplified like

divinity, and that the names of diseases must in time be forgotten, and the

whole of the disorder be considered as a derangement in some part of the

system, generally by inflammation, its adjuncts and consequences.t'

47 qvist, John Hunter, p. 6.
aB Porter, 'William Hunter'. p. 23.
4n qvist, John Hunter, p. xiv.
to qvist, John Hunter, p. xi.
5r Jebb IM, pp. 139-40. Jebb also attended the lectures of Dr Higgins in 1778, and of Dr Keir and Da Costa

in 1779.
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One of Jebb's most influential teachers seems to have been Percival Pott (1714-88) the

Senior Surgeon of St Bartholomew's Hospital. In 1782 Jebb dedicated his Select Cases of

the Disorder commonly termed the Paralysis of the Lower Extremities to Pott, and thanked

him for pointing out 'the path to substantial science' at 'an early period of my medical

studies'.52 Pott was better educated than most of his fellow surgeons and developed one of

the most lucrative practices in London. He combined this with a commitment to research

and lent his name to a number of medical conditions, while his publications exercised a

great influence on the development of surgery. A skilful teacher, his classes at St

Bartholomew's attracted students from Scotland, Ireland and the continent. Pott

emphasiseci the need to make treatment of patients as painless as possibie, and he tried to

improve on the complex and clumsy nature of eighteenth-century surgical instruments. He

wrote that,

The merely curing of diseases is not all; that was done (sooner or later)

while surgery and anatomy were in their most imperfect state, and while

every branch of medicine laboured under many inconveniences which are

now happily removed; but the different methods in which chirurgical

disorders are treated, or their cures attempted, will make so considerable a

difference in the sufFerings of the patient, as to be worth attending to.53

A liberal and humane man who often assisted fellow practitioners who had fallen on hard

times, Pott was clearly one of the main figures who assisted Jebb's transition from '

clergyman to physician.

The voluntary hospitals of eighteenth-century Britain depended upon doctors and srrgeons

donating their services. They were willing to do this for the fringe benefits, foremost being

the prestige that would attract wealthy private patients. It also provided eamings from

teaching and the opportunity to pursue research.5a Jebb's political stance undermined his

attempts to obtain a hospital position, and he was forced to rely entirely upon developing a

private practice. In l7l9 he spent three months attending Richard Jebb's patients in

tt Jebb II, p. 393.
53 cited in, Jessie Dobson, 'Percivall Pott' , Annals of the Royal College of Surgeons of Englan,l, 50 (1972), p'

57.
5o W.F. Bynum, 'Physicians, Hospitals and Career Structures', in Bynum, lltilliam Hunter and the Medical

Lltorld, pp. 109, I I 8.
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London, which can only have helped his own fledgling practice. In 1783 he stopped

charging John Disney for the frequent visits he was paying to his family, which suggests

that he was at least not hard pressed financially.ss While Jebb would have benefited

professionally from a hospital appointment, he was also motivated by a desire to pursue

medical research and help improve public health'

According to John Disney, if appointed as a doctor at one of the hospitals Jebb planned to

pursue two ideas for advancing medical knowledge. First, he wanted to record the

symptoms and treatment of every patient who passed through the hospital. Secondly, he

would have delivered a regular course of lectures over a period of six to eight weeks,

designed to provide young gentlemen and clergymen with basic medical knowledge which

they could take back to rural a¡eas where 'professional assistance is very sparingly

scattered'.56 Unable to obtain a hospital position, Jebb presented the former idea to the

public in his Select Cases. This tract was written as a supplement to Percival Pott's 1779

treatise on disease of the spine - to 'confirm his theory' and explain his practice.5T Many of

the cases Jebb relates were under the management of Pott. and Jebb wrote the tract as an

example of how research should proceed. He followed the practice of Heberden in keeping

notes on all his patients and entering them in a book under the headings for the various

diseases.ss Jebb praised William Cullen's practice of pointing out instructive cases to his

students, and having them meet to discuss their investigation of the symptoms and the

success or failure of their treatment. Doctors should also draw up 'regular and well

digested histories' of the cases both they and their students treat, which could be inserted in

a hospital record of all cases that would build up to serve as 'authorities, and as evidences

of nature's powers, and of nature's laws'. Jebb also urged that the study of those who died

in hospital could be improved considerably. A minute examination into the cause of death

should be made by the physician with the aid of a surgeon proficient in dissection. 'The

appearances, submitted to the view of the students, and accurately reported, should be

properly authenticated. and inserted in the opposite page of the history of the symptoms

and the mode of treatment'. Such a practice, Jebb thought, would establish 'the art of

tt Jebb IM, p. 143;Disney'. 'Diary',6 January 1783'
tu Jebb IM, p. 158.
j7 

Percival Pofi, Remqrks on thqt kind of Palsy of the Lower Extremities which is frequently found to

accompany a Curvature of the Spine (1779)'
58 Jebb IM, p. 138;William MacMichael, Lives of British Physicians (1830)' p.200.
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medicine upon a solid, because truly philosophical, foundation'.se There is no hint that

Jebb was interested in the 'individual constitution' of his patients. He wanted to investigate

the 'external' and general causes of paralysis by comparing a large body of cases:

In conformity to the principles upon which the inimitable nosology of Dr

Cullen is founded, I will, in the history of these cases, confine myself

solely to evident symptoms, and the patient's narrative; being fully

satisfied, that to describe disorders according to the forms in which they

really evidence themselves to the senses, with a careful attention to the

patients feelings, is the most likely method of acquiring both a knowledge

of their causes and of their cure.uo

As in religion, Jebb saw medical orthodoxy as being challenged by the application of

empirical method.

Nowhere was this more evident than in attitudes toward disease. In the seventeenth century

fellows of the Royal Society had shifted the emphasis of medical research from the

individual to environmental factors. They suspected that 'invisible emanations' from

within the earth may affect the atmosphere, and thus cause epidemics. In 1692 John Locke

'sent out questionnaires to his correspondents all over the world requesting information

that could be used to correlate mortality, meteorological statistics, and disease'.6r Locke's

belief that knowledge derived from the external world encouraged a belief that disease- -

derived from nature and could be discovered and understood by a collective empirical

resea¡ch progïamme. In the eighteenth century the Royal Society's interest in medicine

declined, but its approach was carried on by doctors in the Scottish universities. Early in

the century some writers suggested that disease resulted from a physical entity that was

transmitted from one person to another. This had been believed by many lay people since

ancient times, but was frowned upon by the medical profession as incompatible with both

the humoural and enr,i¡onmental theories of disease. However, owing to the efforts of John

tn Jebb II, p. 398.
uo Jebb II, p. 399.
6l Delacy, 'Influenza Research', pp.42-3
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Fothergill and his associates, the idea that some diseases were contagious became accepted

within the medical mainstream.ó2 This was a profound development, as it

enabled these physicians to see disease as a 'thing' rather than as an

'imbalance', [and] the adoption of contagionism led to a particular

'construction' of distinct 'diseases' out of a bewildering welter of

symptoms and to a greater distancing of the disease from an individual

symptom.ó3

This new theory had ç-ide implications for reform in the held of public health, particularly

in relation to hospitals and prisons. Compared with the Galenist belief that illness was

rooteci in and confined to the individual constitution, contagionism made illness a

community problem. Under the traditional view prisons, hospitals and slums could be

neglected as the just deserts of individual poor and criminals. However, contagionism

implied that such areas could be breeding grounds for disease which could in tum spread to

the rest of society.6a At the very least, it meant the ill-health that manifested itself in such

places should not be blamed on the poor themselves, but rather on the policy of those who

govemed, or rather failed to govern them.

The new approach to disease tied in with calls for moral and social reform.6t Intended

primarily for the poor, eighteenth-century hospitals were crowded, unsanitary and plagued

by drunken and obscene behaviour among the patients.uu Concem that disease was spread

by the putrid air that resulted from dirty, overcrowded conditions led to an emphasis on the

need for cleanliness. It has been noted that before the eighteenth century dirt was frowned

on for aesthetic reasons, but 'increasingly during the Enlightenment, dirt was stigmatised

as having a harmful physiological action ... this new concept, the pathological action of

dirt, was coupled with stress on the moral qualities of cleanliness'.ut Champions of

ut John Fothergitl (1712-80) was a Quaker from Yorkshire, educated at Edinburgh. Jebb noted with approval

his instruction to proceed 'with faith in physic'. Jebb IM, p. 136. John Disney was acquainted with Fothergill,

Disney,'Diary', I October I783.
6, Delacy, 'Influenza Research', pp. 50-l; Ronald Rees, 'Under the Weather: climate and disease, 1700-

1900' , History Today 46 (January 1996); Roy Porter, D¡sease, Medicine and Society in England, I 550-1860

( 1 e87).
* The influential John Pringle argued that gaols were the 'sources of slow and malignant fevers, rvhich

generally prevail in large and crowded cities'. Observations on the Nattre and Cure of Hospital and Jayl-

fevers (17 50), p. 2.
65 Lizabeth Haakonssen, lvledicine qnd Morqls in the Enlightenment, (1997).
6ó Guy Williams, Age of Agony, ch6.
67 Christopher Lawrence, 'Priestley in Tahiti: the medical interests of a Dissenting chemist', in Anderson,

Science, Medicine and Dissent, P. 6.
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enlightenment came to see doctors as policing the public health which they thought

underpinned the moral and political health of society. Jebb's concem for the moral reform

of the poor is evidenced by his involvement in the establishment of a workhouse in his

Suffolk parish. In 1785 he wrote Thoughts on the Construction and Polity of Prisons in

support of the reforms prescribed by his fellorv Dissenter John Howard. Jebb advocated

moving prisoners out of the 'melancholy mansions' that fostered disease and misery, into

new buildings that would allow in air and light. Prisoners could only be reformed if they

lived in a healthy, disease-free environment.ut lhe general attitude of those interested in

medical reform is summed up by the Liverpool Unitarian, Dr James Currie, who wrote that

the labouring poor 'demanci our constant attention. To inform their mincis, to repress iheir

vices, to assist their labows, to invigorate their activity, to improve their comforts - these

are the noblest offrces of enlightened minds in superior stations'.6e Jebb's political and

religious ideals envisaged a society of free, rational and independent individuals regulated

by moral self-restraint. As Ivan Illich has written, 'the Enlightenment, which discovered

the liberties, also invented the disciplines'.to It is not surprising that Jebb's commitment to

political and religious liberly was matched çjth an interest in medical and penal reform

designed to encourage the formation of rational, autonomous, self-regulating individuals.

IV Politics and Medicine

Dissenting physicians were more likely to be interested in medical, religious, and political

reform. Denied membership of the Royal College, they sought professional respectability

through membership of the Royal Societv. or one of the various medical societies

established in the second half of the century.t' Those not eligible for membership of the

Royal College of Physicians fell into four main categories: the mass of surgeons and

apothecaries, Scots who had moved to England, Anglican English and Colonial students

educated at Scottish universities, and Irish and English non-conformists. Jebb was among

u'Jebb II, pp. 555-68.
u'Cited in Porter, 'Was rhere a Medical Enlightenment?'. p. 57; Currie purchased a copy of Jebb's I(orl<s

Jebb IM, p. xiv.
7o Ivan Íllich, Limits to lvledicine (1976), p. 39.
t' Delacy, 'Influenza Research', pp.37-66.
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the last group, which tended to include the most radical, in particular the Quakers and

Unitarians." By 1765 the number of those licensed as physicians exceeded that of

members of the Royal College, and the former were paying heavy fees to an irxtitution of

which they could not become members. In 1767 the licensed practitioners formed a

'society of Collegiate Physicians' and William Hunter led a number of them into a

meeting of the Royal College. Hunter threatened to run his sword through anyone who

attempted to eject him while a demand that the College relax its membership requirement

was read out. Their demands, however, were unsuccessful, and as Margaret Delacy has

observed, 'in the decade before the American Revolution, "no taxation without

representatiorf ' was a slogan with great personal resonance for the iicentiates'.'r Exciucieci

from membership of the Royal College the outsiders sought other ways of making their

reputation such as through research and publication. One of the chief alternatives that

provided intellectual status was to become a fellow of the Royal Society, to which Jebb

was elected on the 18 February 1779, ottly nine months after he had commenced practise.

The doctors who signed Jebb's Royal Society nomination certificate were all Dissenters or

reform minded Anglicans.To The support of names like Heberden, Warren, Hunter, Price,

and Priestley saw Jebb elected by a near unanimous vote at a meeting of over one hundred

members.T5

Politics was seldom allowed to come between patients and practitioners. In his final years -

Samuel Johnson was regularly treated by Richard Brocklesby, an active member of the

Society for Constitutional Information. V/illiam Heberden regularly attended Bishop

Richard Hurd - a hammer of the clerical petitioners. Howevet, political divisions were very

important in determining the outcome ôf elections for public medical positions. Here again,

as at Cambridge, Jebb's career suffered because of his radical opinions. He did not bother

applying for a vacant position at Guy's hospital in November 1779. On 23 June 1780,

ho\Ä,ever, an election was held for the position of physician at St Bartholomew's Hospital,

1, DeLacy, 'Influenza Research', pp.39-40; In late 1783 some of Jebb's friends suggested that he be elected

to the Royal Coltege of Physicians, but they decided not to pursue it because of'an apparently contrary

inòlination of the majority'. Jebb IM, p. 187.
7' Delacy, 'Influenza Research', pp.46,47.
?a In order of signing they rvere: Richard Watson, William Heberden, Thomas Brand-Hollis, Edrvard Waring,

Richard Jebb, Richard Price, John Lewis Petit, William Pitcaim, Percivall Pott, Richard Warren, William

Hunter, Samuel [Trelton], 'ù/illiam Sharp, Edward Bridgen, Ashton Lever, George Atwood, John Smith,

Joseph Priestley. Royal Society mss., 'Certificates of Election to The Royal Society', IV:6.
t5 Jebb IM, p. l4o.
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where Jebb had undertaken his training. He contested the election with the backing of John

Wilkes and the City of London against Dr Richard Budd (1746-1821) who was supported

by the government. With Lord Sandwich and several other peers against him, Jebb was

soundly defeated.T6 Soon after this he expressed interest in a position at St Thomas's

hospital in V/estminster, but backed off when it became clear that political principles

would agatnensure defeat.77

Considerably disappointed, Jebb registered at Lincoln's Inn in November, with the

intention of pursuing a third career as a lawyer. Yet this was no more than a passing

thought, and he contented himself with a private medical practice serving his numerous

acquaintances. Indeed- rather than any serious intention to pursue a legal career, Jebb's

interest in the law reflects his passionate involvement in radical politics.

tu Dr Budd held the position until I 80 I ; he 'had rendered himself independent by marriage with the only

child of awealthy city merchant... and he was not solicitous of much laborious professional exertion'.

William Munk, Roll of the Royøl College of Physiciatu (1878), II, p. 3 I I '

" Jebb IM, pp. 157-58.
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America ünd Parliømentøry Reþrm

The American war polarised the forces of reform and reaction within British politics. For

those men and women who supported the colonists the American conflict became an all-

embracing drama in which the claims of liberty and authoriqv were engaged in battle, and

it fostered a sense of urgency regarding the need for moral and political reform. Jebb

readily identified the Americans as compatriots struggling against the same

authoritarianism he encountered at Cambridge and in the Church' As noted above, his

opposition to the University's loyal 'Address to the King' in 1769 (rvhich condemned

rebellious elements in both Britain and America) was an early indication of radical

sympathies. Jebb maintained a keen interest in American religious and political issues,

and had some contact with figures such a Benjamin Fran-klin and John Adams. He fully

indulged in an idealistic view of America as a Safe har-en for religious and political

liberty and expressed an interest in migrating to the nerv nation. The American war

placed enoÍnous economic, social, political, and foreign policy stresses on Britain and

Lord North's govemment. These conditions allowed agiøtors for parliamentary reform

to flourish.

America and Religion

Religion and politics were intertwined in the fabric of the -\merican Revolution, and it is

not surprising that Jebb took great interest in American attitudes tou.ard religion. The

population of the American colonies had increased nearll. ten-fold since 1700, and in

response the Church of England undertook a drive to erpand in the years following

1760. While the London-based Society for the Propagation of the Gospel sent many

I
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(mostly High Church) clergy to the colonies as missionaries, it was natural for some to

desire the appointment of an American Bishop to enable clergy to be ordained in the

colonies.r Yet this proposal outraged many American Dissenters, and was easily mixed

up with the conflict over taxation and representation.2

In Virginia, where there was strong anti-clerical sentiment among the gentry, an

associate of Jebb came to play a prominent role in religious controversy in the early

1,770s.3 Sarnuel Henley (b. 1744) was educated at Caleb Ashrvorth's Dissenting

Academy and ordainsd as a Dissenting Minister in 1768. He lived in Cambridge while

iriirristerirtg ar StNsors 176E-9, and during this ¡ime cuitivareci the írienciship of Je'ob anci

Edmund Law, both of whom supported his successful application for Anglican

ordination in 1769.! A Socinian, Henley believed that he could become an Anglican

priest if he interpreted the articles with great latitude. Upon recommenclation by the

Bishop of London. Henley was elected along with Thomas Gwatkin to a chair at the

College of William and Mary. They anived in 17'70, made a great impression on

Virginian polite societv and became closely connected with some influential gentlemen.

In the summer of l77l a move was made to have the Virginia clergy request the

appointment of a colonial bishop. As only twelve of the one hundred clergymen in

Virginia attended a meeting for this pu{pose, Henley and Gwatkin vehemently opposed

the notion that such a small group could petition in the name of the Virginia clergy. - =

Conflict on the subject was played out in the pages of the Virginia Gazette, and in July

the House of Burgesses thanked the protesting clergy for the 'wise and well timed

opposition they have made to the pemicious Project ... for introducing an American

Bishop; a measure by which much Disturbance, great Anxiety, and Apprehension, would

certainly take place among his Majesty's faithfuI American Subjects'. Henley's active

opposition was successful, and to avoid further inflaming the colonists and their

I Clark, Langttage of Liberry, p. 339.
2 Sanford H. Cobb, The Rise of Religiorts Liberty in America (l'{ew York, 1968), pp. 470-74.
r The source for much of the following is Rhys lsaac, The Transformation of Virginia, 1740-90 (Chapel

Hill, 1982), pp. l8l-240.
aFraserNeiman,'Lettersof WilliamGilpintoSamuelHenley', HuntingtonLibraryQuarterly,35(1971-
2), pp. 159-69.
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supporters among the Dissenting Interest, the British government and Anglican

hierarchy dropped the whole question of an American bishop.s

No group in the colonies provided more loyalist support for the rule of the British crown

and parliament than the Church of England clergy; and it was widely perceived that the

proposal for a bishop was part of the general conspiracy against American liberties. The

St James's Chronicle in London explicitly stated in 1765 that 'The stamping and

episcopising our col-.nies were understood tobe only dffirent branches of the same plan

of power'.6 John Adams later claimed that fear of the Church of England

contributeci as much as any other cause to arouse the attention, not only

of the inquiring mind, but of the common people, and urged them to

close thinkins on the constitutional authority of parliament over the

colonies.T

Yet the leading London Dissenter, Andrew Kippis, allowed that American Anglicans

could have a bishop 'as a religious officer, to ORDAIN, CONFIRM and perform the

other SPIRITUAL duties belonging to that character'.8 While many feared that the

Church in America '*ould wield the same influence on civil power as in England, in

1774 Jebb was told that many Americans who were opposed to taxation did not object to

the appointment of a bishop. He lamented this, and thought it 'the consequence of

[Archbishop] Secker's unremitting efforts, to spread Church-of-Englandism on the other -

side of the Atlantic'.n Opposition to the appointment of a bishop dried up following

independence, as there was no possibility of a political threat under the new constitution.

It is ironic that when two bishops were finally appointed 1785, one had been Jebb's

tutorial student at Cambridge.to

5 Jack M. Sosin, 'The Proposal in the Pre-Revolutionary Decade for Establishing Anglican Bishops in the

Colonies', Journal of Ec:lesiastical History, 13 (1962), p. 84.
u cited in Colin Bonwick. English Radicals and the American Revolution (197'l), p. 56.
t Cobb. Rise of Religious Liberty,pp.418-79.
8 Andrew Kippis, A Vintiication of the of the Protestant Dissenting Ministers with Regard to Their Lqte

Application to Parliament (1772), p. l0l. Bonwick, English Radicals,p.55.
n Jebb writing on I I December 1774, relating information from 'a correspondent in Virginia' who was

most likely Henley. Jebb llf, p. 88.
r0 Samuel Prevost had strongly supported the cause of Independence and was put forward for the position

by his congregation. While in England for consecration, Prevost was presented with copy of the Book of
Comnton Prayer in which John Disney had copied the deletions and revisions that Samuel Clarke had

made in his own copy, rrhich was preserved in the British Museum. DWL mss.
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With some powerful Virginians shocked by his openly unorthodox theological opinions,

Henley proceeded to attack bigotry and argue for a complete separation of church and

state in a serrnon before the House of Burgesses. This was a provocative move in light of

the increasing popularity of itinerant Baptist preachers. Many in the Virginia

establishment were otTended by this lecture on religious liberty. They were even more

incensed when Henlel'proceeded to publish the sermon with a dedication praising John

Jebb as an example ro the Virginians. Jebb had entered in his prime upon endeavours

that 'LOCKE and \EWTON, towards the close of life, regretted they had not earlier

begun'. Where Francis Bacon had tried to 'strike off the shackles from the human mind'

tirrough 'the science of Nature', Jebb was attempting to do the same 'in the snrdy of

Revelation'.rr The \\hig gentlemen who govemed Virginia were happy to use anti-

authoritarian rhetoric against episcopacy, but they were still attached to the social order

associated with the Church of England. Henley offended many moderate Anglicans and

was subject to a 'heresy hearing' in which his Socinian views were clearly revealed. He

subsequently lost an election for the position as Rector of Burton. He continued to

harangue the members of the Burton Vestry for the next two years, and made himself

increasingly unpopular with the Virginia establishment. His ambitions frustrated, in an

ironic twist Henley sided with the British when rebellion broke out and fled the colony

on a Royal Navy ship. There is no record of any contact with Jebb upon his return to

England. Henley's example illustrates the complex role played by religion in theyears

before the war. The proposed appointment of an American bishop was identified as part

of an authoritarian imperial policy. Yet most of the Virginia establishment (and thus

many who rebelled) remained theologically and socially conservative.

Jebb came to see America as a bastion of religious liberty, pointing the way to a more

enlightened future for the whole world. In light of the exertions of Samuel Henley in

Virginia, he reflected that

The Americans, I am sensible, have much to learn with respect to

religious liberr,v. We have been, I trust, of service in this particular; we

have bought forth the principles of their and our adversaries into full

lr Samuel Henley, The Distinct Claims of Government and Religion, Considered in a Sermon Preached

before the Honourable House of Burgesses, at lülliamsburg, in Virginia, March I 1772 (Cambridge,

l?72); This pamphlet uas printed at Cambridge and possibly guided through the press by Jebb. Isaac,

Transþr mation of Itirgin ia. p. 222.
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view, and have exhibited the form of true Protestantism, which they may

improve by, if they please.12

Following the end of the conflict, Jebb praised the support for religious toleration

enshrined in the American constitutions, and in particular that of Maryland. He eagerly

assumed that realilv conformed to constitutional rhetoric: 'The exertions of the human

intellect are there unfettered by those iniquitous restraints which dishonour European

climes: every man, therefore, lives in charity with his neighbour, and the rage of

proselytism is unknoun'. l-1

II Honest Whigs

In many ways the general re-positioning of Dissent into opposition to the government

was the product of the American conflict. James Bradley has argued that the Dissenting

laity had to be told rhat they were being oppressed by the law, as for the most part few

had felt any sensible disadvantage under the first two Hanoverians. Men such as James

Murray, Joseph Torrers and Joseph Priestley readily identified with American claims

that they could not be taxed by a parliament in which they were not represented, as the

majority of Dissenters in England lived in the growing towns that were

disproportionately under-represented in the unreformed electorate.r4 This shift ,was .

evident in the work of James Burgh, the Scottish schoolmaster at Newington Green and

a close friend of Richard Price. His early tracts were primarily concerned with the moral

laxity of the times, and looked forward to leadership being provided by a'patriot king'.

By the second edition of his Crito (1767) he was focusing upon the comrption of the

constitution and taxation of the colonies without representation. In the year before he

died, Burgh publishedhis Political Disquisitions: or, an inquiry into public errors,

defects, and abuses (1774), in which he argued that a national association should be

formed to over-rule parliament and force it to reform (it was this idea that Jebb espoused

in his Address to the Freeholders of lutiddlesex (1779)). Joseph Priestley was also a vocal

advocate of the American cause, and in 1769 outlined the ground upon which the friends

'' Jebb IM, p. 96.
tt JJ,25 October 1783, in Address to the Volunteers of lreland, Jebb II, pp' 544-45.
lo James E. Bradley, Religion, Revolution and English Rqdicalism: nonconformity in eighteenth-century

politics andsociety (Cambridge, 1990), p.58.
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of America stood. He urged that 'this dreadful and unnatural struggle' between Britain

and the colonies might be prevented 'by the success of their constitutional, loyal and

peaceable efforts for freedom, for securing their natural rights as men, and the civil

rights which they hitherto enjoyed as Englishmen'. Priestley pointed to the prosecution

of Wilkes as evidence of the assault on English liberties at home, and then outlined the

greater threat of oppression that the Americans faced. The colonies should be left to

govern themselves. he argued, urging that commerce would bring far more wealth to

Britain than could be got by taxation." While not all Dissenters supported the rebellious

colonies, in general the leading representatives of Dissent spoke on behalf of the

Americans they 'shared a more powerful sense of community with their counterparts in

the colonies and had closer associations with America than any other Englishmen save

Quakers'.r6 The political sentiments of many low Anglicans like Jebb followed this

realignment of Dissent, as debate over the nature of political authority was added to the

religious controversv that had divided Latitudinarians.

Following the partial repeal of the Townsend Duties there was relative peece betrveen

the administration and the colonies. But while the House of Commons found it

convenient to forget about America, discontent continued to brew in the colonies where

the Tea Duty was correctly seen to maintain the supremacy of the British parliament.

Between 1770 and 1773 the attitude of many Americans was profoundly transformed by =

John Dickinson's Letters from a Farmer in Pennsylvania,which argued that the British

parliament had a right to regulate trade, but that duties had never been imposed for the

sole purpose of raising revenue. If the parliament established the right to raise revenue

from duties, they u'ould be able to levy 'such sums of money as they choose to take,

without any other LIMITATION than their PLEASURE'.rt The relative calm across the

Atlantic was destro-v-ed by the Boston Tea Party in December 1773. lvhen radicals

attacked the first shipment of cheap tea from the East India Company. Public opinion

was incensed when the news of this assault on property rights reached Britain. In lvlarch

Ben Franklin reflected that 'I suppose we never had since we were a People so few

15 Priestley, Political Llritings, pp. 130, 140,144.
ru Colin Bonwick, 'English Dissenters and the American Revolution', in H.C. Allen and Roger Thompson

eds., Contrast qnd Connection: bicentennial essuy-s in Anglo-American history 0976), pp. 90-1.
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Friends in Britain. The violent Destruction of the Tea seems to have united all Parties

here against our Province'.r8

Franklin called his favourite dining group at the London Coffee House the 'Club of

Honest Whigs'. This group was an intellectual engine-room of opposition to the

administration and suppon for America. Its members were predominantly Dissenters,

with a large contingent of clergy and schoolmasters. Founded in the early 1760s by John

Canton, the son of a u-eaver lvho became a ,'vell-known journalist and scientist, the core

members were Richa¡d Price, Franklin and James Burgh, while Priestley attended

whenever in London. Something of the temper of the club is conveyed by James

Boswell, who attended a few times when he was interested in the Corsican struggle for

independence:

It consists of clergymen, physicians, and several other professions. . . . We

have wine and punch upon the table. Some of us smoke a pipe,

conversation goes on pretty formally, sometimes sensibly and sometimes

furiously. At nine there is a sideboard with Welsh rabbits and apple-

puffs, porter and beer. Our reckoning is about 18d. a head. Much was

said this night against the Parliament. I said that, as it seems to be agreed

that all Members of Parliament become comrpted, it was better to choose

men already bad, and so save good men.tn

It is probable that Theophilus Lindsey dined with the club when he took up residence in

London, as he was closely connected with Priestley and Franklin.20 On January 17,I775

Lindsey related that 'I dined yesterday ... with Drs Price, Franklin, Priestley, and lvfr.

't John Derry, Engtish Politics and the American Revolution (19'76), p. 99; Bailyn , Ideological Origins, p.

l0l; John Dickinson, Lerrers from a Farmer in Pennsylvania (Philadelphia, 1768, JHL pamphlet no. 23),

p.55.
lt John Sainsbury, Disafected Patriots: London supporters of revolutionary America (Canada, 1987), p.

56.
rn James Boswell, Boswell in Search of a Ifift, 1766-69 (Frank Brady and Frederick A. Pottle eds., 1957),

pp. 3 l8-19.
ro Lindsey noted in Ma_r 1774 that 'Dr Priestley leaves us on Sunday night - to my great concem and

distress - I have seldom missed a day seeing him ... he has been my most singular friend and promoter of
my ease and interest'. Theophilus Lindsey to William Turner, 5 May 1774; Timothy Hollis took up

residence near the Essex Street Chapel in late 1774, and provided a place where Lindsey could dine

regularly and hear news from America. Lindsey to Turner, 3 November I774, DWL Lindsey-Tumer

conespondence.
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Quincey: no bad company you will say. We began and ended with the Americans'.2r Did

Jebb attend the Club of Honest Whigs? As noted in chapter 2, Jebb had at least some

contact with Thomas Hollis's band of Real Whigs in the late 1760s. If Lindsey began

attending the Club of Honest Whigs when he settled in London, it seems reasonable to

speculate that Jebb accompanied him when visiting the capital. On February 5, 1775, a

few weeks after he had dined with the Honest Whigs, Lindsey informed a friend that 'Mr

Jebb has been with me a fortnight', and was 'miserable in the Church trammels - never

does any duty - and ri'ill quit as soon as ever he caî' .22 Perhaps at this time (with troops

drilling in Hyde Park before embarking for America) Jebb found encouragement among

like-minded company' on a Thursday evening at the London Coffee House. It seems

likely that he began to dine each fortnight with the Honest Whigs once he moved to

London. John Disne¡' did so when he settled in the metropolis - in February 1783, he

went with Andrew Kippis 'to the Club at London Co[ffee] Ho[use] which was the first

time after my elecdon. The Meeting large, and agreeable'.23 Jebb w'as evidently

acquainted with Benjamin Franklin, to whom he wrote a letter of introduction for two

young friends who s'ere to visit Paris. The American 'first inquired particularly after Dr

Jebb' and latter 'seemed much pleased' with Jebb's 'noble sentiments on the American

waf .24 And Jebb seems to have been fairly familiar with Richard Price, one of the

leading Honest Whigs. For example, Lindsey met Price and Jebb at Brand-Hollis's in

February 1779;25 Jebb and Price convalesced at Brighthelmstone in August i783;26 ¿n¿

the two often met lliù John Adams at the same time'

ln 1774 the Americâns were hoping for a British Revolution that would reconstitute the

government.2T But thel- had little supþort in the British electorate. One Englishman wrote

to his correspondent in America that

Universal Bribery and Comrption has Annihilated the little share of

Liberty and Patriotism which V/alpole left behind, and I'm reall.v at a

'' Verner W. Crane, 'The Club of Honest Whigs: friends of science and liberty', William and Mary

Quarterly,23 (1966), p. 112; Mclachlan, Letters of Lindsey, pp. 79.
22 Lindsey to Turner 5 Fe-b. 1775, DWL Lindsey-Turner correspondence.
2' Disney, 'Diary', DWL mss., 6 February 1783.
2o John Baynes, 'Journal'.27 August and l5 September 1783, attached as an appendix to Samuel Romilly,

The Life of Sir Samuel Ramilly (1842), p. 447.
25 Theophilus Lindsey to \\'illiam Turner, February 1779, DWL Lindsey-Turner conespondence.
26 Theophilus Lindsey to \\-illiam Tayleur, I September 1783, JRL Lindsey-Tayleur correspondence.
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Loss to judge which is the most venal and corrupt, the Minister or the

House of Commons, the People or their Representatives.2t

Yet there were encouraging signs of support from leading Dissenters, and reaction to the

Quebec Act, which recognised French Civil Law and the Catholic Church in North

America, saw a revival of flagging pro-American sentiment. Jebb read Francis Maseres's

tract attacking the Quebec Act and later described the Act as a 'shame to patriotism'.:n In

the autumn of 1774 the Continental Congress addressed the British people, warning that

the government sought control over American lives and property so that it could 'ujth

greater facility enslave you', and expressed hope that the British people would elect a

parliament 'of such wisdom, independence anci pubiic spirit, as may save the vioiateci

rights of the whole empire'.30

Toward the end of the year public opinion seemed impressed by the ltrmness of the

American stand. Yet hopes that a new parliament would address colonial grievances

were dashed when North called a surprise election to take advantage of relatively passive

public sentiment in September 1774. This election witnessed few heated contests and

retumed a favourable outcome for the government. Samuel Adams wistfully reflected

that had the administration 'suffered the election to be put off till the spring it might

have cost them their heads'.3r Yet the election demonstrated that there was little

organised support for the colonists outside of London, and that most of the counqv =

treated their claims with either apathy or hostility." Thomas Blackburne assured Jebb

that the new parliament would have its work cut out dealing with America, and

speculated that in the future Britain would be a province in the Empire of America-r3

Following this election, it seemed to many Americans that if the English people were

going to aid them, it would have to be in the form of an insurrection. In the words of

Maier, 'gauging the chances for an English uprising became a primary concern of

27 Pauline Maier, From Resistance to Revolution: colonial radicals and the development of opposition to

Britain, 1765-1776 Q'{ew York, 1973), pp.246-63.
2t George Peacock to William Palfrey, London,4 March 1774, cited in Maier, Resistance to Revolution.p.

249.
2e 'Trebatius' [JJ], 2 August 1785, Jebb III, p. 387.
ro Maier, Resistance to Rer-olution, p.249.
rl Samuel AdamstoArthurLee, 14 February l'775,cited inMaier, ResistancetoRevolution,p.250.
t2 Sainsbury, Disaffected Patriots, p. 69.
tr Thomas Blackburne to JJ, l4 October l774,DWL Blackburne-Lindsey correspondence.
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American representatives in England'.34 Josiah Quincey (who dined with the Club of

Honest Whigs) was pessimistic, claiming that while there was support for the American

cause, they could expect no help because the English were cowed by oppression and

would only rise if the Americans spilt their own blood first. Many others, however, did

not doubt the possibility of an imminent uprising. One report in April 1775 asserted'that

everything in London wears a strong Appearance of a speedy fusing against the present

Administration'.35 But such hopes were misplaced and based on the vocal opposition of

Dissenters and radical London artisans. The broad support of propertied Englishmen

seems to have rallied behind the king and parliament once hostilities broke out in April

1775. Yet the effecr of these developments in further aiienating men iike ieb-o from the

establishment cannot be underestimated.

Reflecting upon his own brushes with authority, Jebb hoped that the Americans would

act forcefully. Follo*ing the 1774 election he r,wote to a friend that a 'very sensible

letter in the Ledger of yesterday, shows the absurdity of petitioning for redress; the most

vigorous rteasures are best; the English Ministry must feel, before they will repent'.36 A

further fault of petitions, he added, was that the length of time they took to organise,

submit, and be discussed allowed the Ministry 'an opportunity of trying their usual arts

of conquering by division'.37 He had not yet seen the 'Address' by the Congress, but

hoped the Americans would 'go the whole ground at once, and yet leave matters open

for an accommodation. The only way to avoid bloodshed is for the Americans to show

their resolution in the first instance'.38 In December he reiterated his desire that the

Americans pursue their demands through peaceful and legal means, such as a complete

suspension of trade..ie When the Jebbs left Cambridge in the summer of 1775 to travel

north their thoughts w-ere preoccupied with the outbreak of war in America, which they

'supposed must be decisive of the liberties of both countries'. In July Jebb wrote of the

American situation: 'l now begin to despair of an accommodation; that country however

will be free, and this must go backwards, perhaps to its original state of barbarity'. On

the brighter side, he reflected that the American rebellion meant that 'Liberty has an

'a Maier, Resistance to Ret'olution,p.250.
rs cited Maier, Resistance to Revolution, p.251.
tu letter dated l7 November 1774, Jebb IM, p. 86
t7 Jebb IM, p. 86.

" Jebb IM, p. 86.
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asylum on that conrùtent', adding that 'the abominable slave trade will, I trust, be

abolished'.ao

III Independence and Liberty

It is clear that the American Revolution had both material and ideological origins. On the

one hand, the contlict grew out of the logic of the imperial situation. The British

government regarded North America as a source of primary produce and a market for

British manufacturers; and the loudest voices in Whitehall were those of British

landowners, West Indian planters, the East India Company, and British govemors and

place-men in America. In this system, the colonies would always serve the interests of

those at the centre of rhe Empire. Yet the social, economic, and cultural dynamism of the

colonies was at odds with such a system, and after decades of salutary neglect the British

government's attempt to tighten its rule drove the diverse colonies into unified

resistance. As a result, the Americans avoided the kind of long-term subordination of

their economy suffered by Ireland and India.at Nevertheless, for some years after the

Declaration of Independence, British Dissenters continued to hope that some form of

compromise could be reached which would preserve the Empire. In 1780 Jebb still

hoped that a federal union with the American states was possible.a2 But eventually the '

reality of Independence had to be accepted. When the American envoy John Adams

visited London and moved in radical circles in late 1783, the best that could be hoped for

was the establishment of friendly relations and the swift ¡esumption of mutually

beneficial commerce.*t

In challenging the aurhority of the British parliament the Americans and their supporters

drew upon natural rights arguments and the radical \Mhig and Dissenting traditions.oo The

3n letter 3 December 1774. Jebb IM, p. 87.
40 Jebb IM, p. 92.
4r Edward O. Countryman. The American Revolution (1985), pp. 54-6. For the view that the Revolution

was an avoidable 'human tragedy, for which certain men were responsible', see Ian R. Christie, Crßis of
Empire: Great Britain anti the American Colonies 1754-1783 (1966)' p. I l4-
ot Jebb II, p. 484.
a3 Mclachlan, Letters of Lindsey, p. 86.
aa Steven M. Dworetz, Tk¿ [Jnvarnished Doctrine: Locke, liberalism and the American Revolution (1990);

Baylin. Ideological Origins.: Pocock, Machiavellian Moment; Clark, Langttage of Liberty.
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American patriot Benjamin Rush wrote to an English friend in 1774:'We are emaged at

our being considered the "subjects" of the House of Commons'.at The right to participate

in the legislative process was not a dry and unemotional notion for the likes of Rush and

Jebb. The thing that distinguished English culture, they thought, was that independent

men had the right and duty to make their own laws. Conflict between parliament and the

colonies encouraged examination of the theory and practice of this cultural assumption.

As Caroline Robbins has put it, 'one idea ran through all the different kinds of liberty,

the idea of self-direcrion or of self-government'.16 The American colonies already had a

relatively broad popular involvement in their govemance. They confronted a stark choice

between the authoriry' of their own assemblies and that of a parliament elected in Britain.

As a result there was little need to theorise about the nature of representation during the

Revolution. For the .A.mericans it was essentially a matter of liberating themselves from

the authority of the British parliament, and then formally drafting their various state

constitutions in w'hich many (including many white males) were excluded from the

franchise. Some British thinkers, however, both geographically and culturally closer to

the seat of authoriq-. were led to examine the nuts and bolts of their electoral system. In

doing so, some began to advocate universal manhood suffrage in tracts that had a

profound influence upon Jebb.aT

One of the earliest and most important tracts to question the structure of the British' -

electorate was Obadiah Hulme's Historical Essay on the English Constitution (1771).In

the words of Gerald Newman, this book was 'a powerful polemic, resting on and

drawing all its authority from a mountain of historical and pseudo historical fact'.48

Hulme claimed that since the Norman conquest, and especially since the Revolution of

1688, legislative innovations had caused a'total change in the spirit and temper of our

govemment'.ae Govemment and the House of Commons had at length become captive to

the interests of the monarchy and aristocracy, and thus laws were made in favour of

those'rich in land'. 'Much has been writ about patriotic kings, and patriotic ministers',

he thundered, 'but give me leave to tell the good people of England, that it is all

as Benjamin Rush to Granville Sharp, 9 IuIy 1774, in John A. Woods, 'Correspondence of Benjamin Rush

and Granville Sharp', Journal of American Studies I (1967), p' 8.
ou Robbins, Commonwealthmen, p.337 .
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a8 Newman, Rise of English Nationalism, p. 185.
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PATzuOTIC NONSENSE'.50 The only remedy for the 'present discontents' \ilas a retum

to the Anglo-Saxon constitution in which representation was more equal and parliaments

elected annually. '\Vhere annual election ends, there Slavery begins' he declared,

arguing that 'constitutional clubs' should be formed in each parish to pass resolutions

calling for the reform of parliament.sr As Christopher Hill has observed, the Historical

Essay had'a remarkable vogue' and its basic ideas were propounded by radicals until it

became a pillar of Victorian historiography.s2

In his Political Disquisitions (1774-75) James Burgh was more democratic and more

precise in discussing the means by which reform coui<i be effected. A Dissenter,

schoolmaster, and füend of Richard Price, he had been calling for political and moral

reform since the late 1740s. Burgh had initially placed his faith in the prospect of a

'patriot king', but with the accession of George III he became increasingly disillusioned

with,those who wielded political power. Like many of his contemporaries, the debate

over representation occasioned by conflict between the colonists and parliament led him

to explore the radical implications of Locke's contractual theory of government. In his

Political Disquisitiorzs Burgh outlined three main grievances: that parliament was

unrepresentative, comrpt, and that elections were too infrequent. 'Every man', he argued,

'has a life, a personal liberty, a character, a right to his earnings, a right to a religious

profession and worship according to his conscience'. Thus, the franchise should be based .

upon personality rather than property.53 Hulme did not address the issue of what to do if

the parliament ignored public pressure to reform. Burgh took the step of arguing that a

national convention consisting of delegates from county assemblies could force

parliament to reform.5t The Political Disquisitions became a basic textbook for critics of

the unreformed system in the late eighteenth-century, and was carefully studied by such

ae Obabiah Hulme, An Historical Essay on the English Constitution (1771), pp. ii-iv'
to Hulme, Historícal Essay, pp.79-147, 150.
sr Hulme, Historical Essay,pp. iii, l6l.
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5a Burgh, Political Disquisitions, I, p. 6.
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diverse figures as Tom Paine, William Pitt the Younger, Samuel Taylor Coleridge, and

William Hazlitt.ss

The arguments of Hulme and Burgh inspired the British supporters of America to

maintain their rage during the first half of the American war when loyalist support was

widespread. Hulme had argued that London would have to take the lead in mobilising a

movement of reform associations. In the sum.mer oî 1775 the former schoolmaster

Thomas Joel, a passionate supporter of the Americans and freedom of the press, formed

the London Association in order to rally pro-American sentiment. George III's

proclamation that the American colonies were in a state of rebeiiion was also aimed at

suppressing such dissent within Britain. Six days after the proclamation Jebb wrote to

Lindsey requesting 'facts' as to the nature and authenticity of the London Association,

from which he had received a circular letter. 'I am heartily disposed to exert all my

powers in support of so just a cause', he wrote, 'I think it my duty at present to argue in

support of our invalid rights, regardless of a proclamation, which on all occasions and in

all companies I treat with the most marked contempt.56 The London Association was

composed largely of tradesmen, and its championing of revolution principles and the

ancient constitution only succeeded in encouraging a surge of loyalist support for the

government. There is no indication that Jebb became involved with this group, which

maintained a 'precarious existence' until it dissolved in February 1777 '57

While organised support for the Americans was not forthcoming, the 'friends of liberty'

kept up a vocal criticism of the government. In the year when independence was

declared, Richard Price published his enormously popular Observations on the Nature of

Civil Liberry, in which he called for moral and political reform in Britain. In the same

year John Cartwright published Take Your Choice! in which he challenged the British

people to pursue a radical reform of parliament along the lines of universal suffrage and

annual parliaments. Cartwright's arguments, which he tirelessly repeated in tracts, letters

and speeches until his death in1824, formed the basis of radical demands into the first

half of the nineteenth century.

55 Clara H. Hay, 'The lfaking of a Radical: the case of James Burgh', Journal of British Studies 18
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Radicals envisioned America as a repository of the robust, masculine, virtuous, and

independent spirit they thought was fading away in England. Henry Taylor rvas

convinced that 'all our Governors are mad' and assured Ann Jebb that 'everything worth

preserving is going over to America; there is a spirit in that Country superior to anything

in other parts of the rvorld'; and the mixture of religions and a flowering of philosophy

would see them become 'the greatest nation in the world'. Adding that 'we have done

such things of late that I am afraid to be called an Englishman'.s8 In August 1782 John

Jebb wrote:

To American resistance, I owe, under heaven, that I now enjoy the

freedom of my person, .... I remember the time when I gloried in the

name of Englishman. Whatever was generous, manly, and humane,

seemed, by nature, associated to that much loved sound. I thought it

virtue to believe, that my country was the peculiar care of heaven; and

my ear hung delighted on the accents that pronounced her praise. It is,

therefore, with pain inexpressible, that I now behold a nation, once ruled

over by the immortal Alfred, the birth-place of Milton, an Hampden, and

a Sidney, dishonoured and degraded by deeds of foul injustice; sunk in

inglorious luxury and ease; unmindful of its former generous spirit;

eager, at the call of despotism, to destroy the liberties of its more virtuous

brethren; incapable of being roused, by the thousand dangers that

surround her, and the fair example of her sister kingdom, to defend her

own.'n

The Revolution could be seen as of universal importance. Jebb congratulated Benjamin

Franklin on the end of 'a contest which, for seven years, agitated my mind with feelings

not to be described'.n He thought that in the 'glorious institutions' of America 'the

human species will, at last, obtain an asylum; and every individual be permitted to enjoy

a larger proportion of civil and religious liberty, than hath been indulged in any age or

clime'.61

'8 Henry Taylor to Ann Jebb [776], CUL Taylor papers.
5n'Alfred' UJl,26 August 1782, Jebb III, pp.34l-42.
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After his migration to America in 1784 V/alter Pollard, a young barrister and member of

the Society for Constitutional Information, continued to correspond with his friend

Thomas Day, and pass on respects to Jebb. Pollard soon became disillusioned by the

degree to which the American reality failed in comparison to his idealistic

preconceptions. Dal claimed to have been less 'subject to enthusiasm than some of my

friends' when it came to the nature of American virtue and liberty.6t Jebb, no doubt, was

one of those enthusiastic friends. In October 1783 he pointed to the example of religious

toleration in the American constitutions, and in particular that of Maryland: 'The

exertions of the human intellect are there unfettered by those iniquitous restraints wiúch

dishonour European climes: every man, therefore, lives in charity with his neighbour,

and the rage of prosel¡ism is unknown'.63

Near the end of his life Jebb had the pleasure of frequent conversations with John

Adams, the American Ambassador. The two found themselves in close agreement on

religious and political matters. Adams's daughter Abigail told her brother that 'Dr Jebb,

who has visited your father several times since we arrived, and who is of his opinions I

believe in Politics, brought his Lady to see Mamma this moming. She is also a great

Politicianess, which consequently pleased Mamma'.6a Adams was one of the most

systematic of thinkers in the republican and Harringtonian vein. He believed.that a, =

natural aristocracy rvould always emerge, and to deal with this he advocated that it

should be planned for, and provided with a function that would render it socially

beneficial.6t Adams praised James Burgh's Political Disquisitio,r¿s when it was published

inl774, though he rvas unimpressed by Tom Paine's Common Sense which he saw as

advocating democracy which 'must produce confusion and every evil work'.uu Adams

only reluctantly resigned himself to the necessity of independence, and after the war

laboured hard to establish ties with Britain. Jebb told Adams that 'I regard the

establishment of Liberry in America with a pleasure bordering on enthusiasm. I feel with

Dr Price the ardent rvish that nothing may retard the extent and influence of freedom'.

u'Thomas Day to Walter Pollard, I August 1785, BL Add. Mss. 35,655:252.
ut JJ,25 October 1783, in .-lddress to the Volunteers of lreland, Jebb II, pp.544-45.
6o Abigail Adams jr to John Q. Adams, 3 I July 1785, Adams Family Correspondence, 6 p.216.
us Pocock, Virtue, Commerce and History, p.269.
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He trusted that under the guidance of Providence the 'bright example' set by the

Americans would

influence the People from whence they sprang, and every other European

state, to shake off the shackles of Civil and Religious despotism and

enable their inhabitants more generally to become what Heaven intended

men to be - virtuous, rational, wise and happy here - and consequently

prepared for the enjoyment of still superior degrees of happiness in a

more enduring state.67

Notions of religious liberty, republican virtue, and universal political rights coalesced

around the American cause and encouraged calls for political reform within Britain.

IV Associations and Political Education

The American conflict eventually created the political and economic conditions in which

a popular movement for reform of the parliament could flourish. British politics became

more polarised following the battle of Saratoga in October 1777 and the subsequent

alliance between France and the Americans.us While there was a swge in loyalist

support, particularly in 'the old Jacobite heartlands', the relatively small number of

opponents of the war kept up a vocal protest, emphasising the threat to British trade, the

possibility of invasion, and govemment comrption.u' ln 1778 John Cartwright first

discussed the formation of a 'society for political enquiry', and there were suggestions in

some newspapers that an 'Association' of the people should be formed.To Early in that

year Sir Philip Jennings Clerke introduced a bill to prevent government contractors who

had not won their contracts through public tender from sitting in the Commons. While

this was easily defeated, it was the first hint of the Rockingham party's future

' economical reform' proposals.

6TheDiøryandAutobiograpltyofJohnAdams (4vols.,L.H.Butterfielded.,Cambridge,Mass., 1961),

II, p. 330.
u7 JJ to Adams, l3 September 1785, MHS Adams papers.
ut The following political narrative is drawn from Christie, lVilkes, Wyvill and Reþrm; John Cannon,

Parliamentary reform, 1640-1832 (1973), ch. 4; Eugene C. Black, The Association: British
extrøparliamentary polit ical organization 1 7 69- l 7 93 (Boston, 1963), ch. 2.
6e Langford, Polite and Commercial People, pp. 543-44.
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By the end of the decade it seemed to many that Britain was facing impending doom.

The war in America was dragging on with no sign of a satisfactory end in sight

following the entry of France on the colonists' side. The Rousseauian Thomas Day

complained that Britain was faced with a choice of deaths, either by 'a desperate attack

upon France' or 'the less expeditious method of dying by decay'.7' Following the

Franco-American alliance a wave of volunteer militias formed in Ireland to counter the

threat of invasion; discussion at their meetings tumed into calls for economic and

political reform. In the suÍìmer of 1779 the North administration's morale and public

support were at a low ebb, though the parliamentary opposition was little better

respected. A number of duels were reported between leading aristocrats of opposing

political persuasions, and as the year came to an end there were increasing calls for

reform from both in and outside parliament. The stage was set for a turbulent

parliamentary session.

In November Lord North \¡/as accused of unfairly interfering in the nominations for a

vacant seat in Middlesex. A gathering of the electors called on November 22 resolved to

meet monthly and campaign against the administration. The Wilkite candidate Thomas

Wood was elected for Middlesex, and by the next meeting of the freeholders on

December 20 the campaign for reform was gathering momentum. In Yorkshire, the

liberal clergyman Christopher V/yvill and some of his friends among the gentry began to

organise a campaign to promote the 'economical reform' of parliament. In a circular

letter to MPs on November 29 rhey suggested that if comrption were reduced the

parliament could be so changed at the next election that 'it would be an easy matter to

carry the other regulations, annual parliaments, more county members, etc., which are

thought necessary to restore the freedom of the parliament'.72 Wyvill wanted to keep the

Yorkshire organisation free from party politics, and while he could not prevent

politicians from attending meetings, he did ensure that no member of parliament could

join the Yorkshire Association Committee. Nevefiheless, Rockingham, who was

7o Life of Cartwright,I,p.l20; Christie, tYilkes, Wyvill and R"for*,p.68;Granville Sharp and Cartwright
met at Capel Lofft's chambers in Lincoln's Inn on 3 December 1777 and'corrected the Major's scheme of
an Association for Political Reformation'. Sharp, 'Diary', GRO Sharp papers, 3 December 7777.
t' Thomas Day to Erasmus Darwin, 29 January l779,BL Add. Mss. 29,300:54.
72 Wyvill, Political Papers,III, p. 151.
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expressly opposed to electoral reform, was keen to place his parfy at the head of the

Association movement. To this end Edmund Burke presented a bill for economical

reform in December, and at the end of the month Rockingham and some supporters

attended the Yorkshire Association. At this meeting more than two hundred of

Yorkshire's leading gentry and clergy adopted a petition requesting 'an enquiry into the

civil list to be follorved by abolition of all sinecure places, of exorbitant salaries attached

to efficient places, and pensions unmerited by public service'.73 Meanwhile, Jebb had

prepared an Address to the Freeholders of Middlesex which was presented to the

chairman and read out at their meeting on December 20. According to Herbert

Butterfield, this tract contained 'the extreme statement - indeed we might say the most

comprehensive statement that was made at this time - of the doctrine and programme of

the Association, as the radical leaders understood it'.74

The failure of parliamentary reform in the early 1780s is in part explained by the

inability of these three distinct political groupings to reach agreement. The

Rockinghamites remained essentially conservative, interested only in limiting the

govemment's ability to control parliament with place-men. Anxious to retain the support

of conservative Yorkshire squires, Wyvill sought a moderate reform of the system of

representation which would see more independent gentry elected to parliament. Jebb and

the radicals, however, wanted to see a broadly defined political nation force radical

reform of the House of Commons. Jebb's role in the political developments between

1780 and his death in early 1786 will be examined in the final chapter. Here, however, I

want to outline his contribution to the initial flurry of extra-parliamentary activity in

early 1780.

As noted in the previous chapter, in response to the discontent of the early 1770s Hulme

and Burgh had suggested that the people form associations and demand that the

parliament be reformed. Jebb first proposed the idea to Sir George Savile in two private

letters in the spring of 1776.75 In the Address to the Freeholders of Middlesex Jebb

7r Christie, Ililkes, ltyvill and Reþrm, p.74.
7a Butterfield , George III, Lord North and the People, p. I9l
?5 Jebb II, p.484n.
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argued that petitioning the House of Commons would not effect political change. He

pointed to Burke's famous claim that the MP was not bound to obey the will of his

electors. 'With greater appearance of reason', he argued, parliament could and did ignore

petitions emanating from only part of the political nation. Also, as the Crown, Lords and

Commons were 'free and independent' elements of the Constitution, even a unanimous

Commons could not 'dictate to the Crown'.76 It was not surprising, he observed, that

previous petitions asking parliament to dissolve itself had failed, for 'men possessed of

power are not disposed to part with it'.77 Alternatively, he proposed the formation of a

movement'founded on principles, which, like axioms in geometry, admit not of debate'.

The basic principle he asserted was the 'acknowledged right of the people to new-model

the constitution, and punish, with exemplary vigour, every person with whom thel' have

entrusted power, provided, in their opinion, he shall be found to have betrayed that trust'.

To such strong words Jebb added that the people could go fuither and overturn the

established form of sovernment.Ts

Jebb proceeded to outline his plan for a national convention formed of delegates from

the county Associations. Each county should estimate its population and determine its

proportionate numbe¡ of delegates, which should be agreed to by the 'approved friends

of liberty in the other counties'. When a majority of counties had elected corresponding

committees, these should send a proportionate number of representatives to a national- -

convention, which rvould pass a'public ACT' containing reforms to be demanded of the

House of Commons, The objection to petitions would thus be overcome as 'the

command would proceed from the principal to the delegate, from the master to the

servant'. If this ac1 of a national convention was ignored, then the delegates should

return to their counties and propose the election of new committees with 'more

important powers'. With the committees supported by a 'general association' in each

county, Jebb thought 'the attention of the people will thus at length be excited' and their

sense of patriotism stimulated. Past this, Jebb would 'not presume, even in idea, to

anticipate' what measures may be taken 'by the concentrated wisdom of an enlightened

'u IJ, Acldress to the Freeholders of Middlesex (4'h ed. May 1782 [December 1779D, Jebb II, pp. 459-66.

In the subsequent editions Jebb added notes to elaborate and explain his arguments. The following

account of the Address ro luÍiddleser is drawn from the original primary text, and the contents of the

footnotes will be referred to in later discussion.
77 tbid., p.47t.
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people'. Though he did suggest that the House of Commons could be legally dissolved

and a new system of representation devised by the convention. Jebb tempered this

subversive suggestion rvith the requirement that any 'Act' by the convention would need

the assent of the Crown and Lords to be constitutional. Such co-operation would be

achieved by the traditional'ùIhig last resort of rvithholding supply.Te

Jebb argued that refbrm was the only 'remedy for the increasing disorders of our

distempered state', and lvarnedthat as'the times of distress, long predicted'would soon

arrive, reform of parliament should be proposed and discussed in the 'hour of tranquillity

which precedes the srorm'. He stressed that the Associations should focus upon 'one

constitutional point. clear, distinct, and comprehensive in its nature'. As in religion,

political principles should be expressed in terms 'adapted to the understandings of all

orders of men; [and] such as the intelligent and virtuous of all parties will approve'. The

simple constitutional goal Jebb advocated for the Association movement was 'equal,

annual and universal representation of the Commons'. If this were achieved,'the fabric

of government, reared by our ancestors, at the expense of so much blood, would appear

in finished beauty; and the popular pillar of the Constitution, thus set upon its proper

basis, would give security and peÍnanency to the whole'.80 In short, Jebb entered the

extra-parliamentary arena waving the flag for annual elections and equal representation.

William Tayleur told Lindsey that 'political debates on all sides, both in and out of

parliament, are carried on with so much malice, that ... I have long been sick of

politics'. As such, he was 'really aggrieved to see our friend so deeply immersed in

politics'. The 'temperate manner' of the Address, he continued,

deserves great praise; but give me leave to tell you privately that the

subject matter is of a nature much too deep and problematical, for the

Middlesex f¡eeholders, (if they be not much wiser than other freeholders),

to form any solid judgement conceming it.Sr

While some of Jebb's Unitarian friends lamented his political idealism, there were new

acquaintances like John Cartwright who would encowage and join him in political

78 lbid., pp.461,469.
7e Ibid., pp. 472-81.
80 tbid., pp.482,490,486. +83.
tr Wifliam Tayleur to T. Lindsey, [780?], JRL Mss. Lindsey - Tayleur correspondence.
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agitation. Reviewing his friend's tract, Paul Hen¡y Maty observed that 'the author of this

address is a close thinker, and a sound reasoner. .... [His] arguments are conceived with

solidity, and urged with judgement and temper'.82

Following the Yorkshire lead, Middlesex and several other counties adopted petitions

calling for economical reform. On February 8 Sir George Savile tabled the Yorkshire

petition in parliament, declaring that while it was not presented by 'men with swords and

muskets', if it were ignored, 'here I leave a blank'.83 Burke and the opposition proceeded

to produce a series of bills for economical reform, which were substantially defeated

owing to Lord North's skilful parliamentary management. The best that could be

achieved was the passing on April 6 of Dunning's famous but hollow motion that 'the

power of the Crown has increased, is increasing, and ought to be diminished'.

Nevertheless, it is clear that the political establishment had been shaken. A concerned

Horace V/alpole informed his friend Horace Mann (the British representative in Florence)

that,

In short, I think that the Ministers must fall, and would increase their own

danger every hour if they stayed. The committees in the country will be

animated by this specimen of their importance ... In truth it is to be

hoped that the die is cast. A change of men and measures may prevent '

that most dreadful of evils, civil war; and the longer the Court attempts to

stem the current, the more destructive the deluge will be.8a

Mann replied that 'I always thought the provincial committees, associations, and

petitions would pro{uce a flame difficult to extinguish'.85

Beneath the bluster of petitions and parliamentary debate Jebb was busy trying to create

a popular base for radical reform. While the leading opposition magnates were trying to

control extra-parliamentary politics, Charles James Fox decided to become a 'man of the

people'. In the words of Ian Christie, 'impetuous, passionate, and frustrated, he was

82 
[Paul Henry Maty] , Monthly Review (January 1780), p. 81.

tt Cannon, Parliamentary Reþrm, p. 7 6.
to Horace Walpole to Horace Mann,22 February 1780, Walpole, Correspondence,25,p. 19.
tt Sir Horace Mann to Horace Walpole, I I March 1780,'ù/alpole,Correspondence,25,p.23
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carried away by the flood-tide of popular excitement'.86 At a meeting of 3,000

freeholders of Westminster, and flanked on the platform by Wilkes, Jebb and John

Sawbridge, Fox delivered a rousing speech in which he dwelt on the principle that the

people could force parliament to reform. Pointing to the example set by the American

colonists and the Irish Volunteers, he asked: 'shall the heart of the empire be tame and

lifeless while the limbs are in activity and motion?'87 Moved by'zeal' for the cause, Jebb

rose for the first time at a public political meeting and congratulated the freeholders of

Westminster, 'from all ranks of the people', for taking a stand against comrption, and

urged them to follorv 'the glorious examples set by the county of Middlesex' and carry

their future member 'without expense, to the door of the House of Commons'. His

motion that Fox be adopted as the future candidate for Westminster was greeted with

'universal applause'.EE A committee of over one hundred members was also appointed to

plan the Association campaign and correspond with other committees.

Christopher Wyvill \\'as wary of the radical thrust of the Westminster Committee and

refused an invitation to attend their meetings when in London. To counter their attempt

to lead the Association movement, he organised a conference of deputies to meet at the

St Alban's Tavem from March 11 to 20. Delegates from seventeen counties attended,

and while Wyvill failed to keep the meeting free of politicians, it also contained many

dedicated to parliamentary reform. Jebb was elected to represent Huntingdon (where he '

held some land inherited through Ann's family), and was joined by Cartwright

Qrlottingham), Brand-Hollis (Westminster), Rev Dr Rycroft (Kent), Alderman Brass

Crosby (London), and Lord Mahon (Kent).8e George Savile noted that some ridiculed

this meeting as a'little Anti-Parliament'. Wyvill and Robert Bromley (Middlesex) were

asked to draft a Memorial and Report which declared the necessity of one hundred

additional county MPs. annual elections, equal electoral areas, and tests for candidates.eo

Rockingham was angry that parliamentary reform was being pursued, and Horace

Walpole probably spoke for many in the elite when he declared that 'such innovations

t6 Christie, Iïilkes, Wyvill and Reform,p.83.

", The Speech of the Hon. C.J. Fox delivered at ryestminster on Feb. 2, 1780;L. G. Mitchell, Chqrles

James Fox(1992),p.35.
*t Jebb IM, pp. 147-49; The Remembrancer 9 (1780), p. 148.
tn The Committees represented were Yorkshire, Essex, Dorset, Sussex, Middlesex, Gloucestershire,

Hertfordshire, Suney, Westminster, Huntingdonshire, Buckinghamshire, London, Nottingham, Kent,

Newcastle, Gloucester, Devonshire, and Cheshire. Black, Association, p. 5ln'
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dictated by deputies of thirteen counties at a tavern in London, and announced in so

wretched a manner and with so little argument, can but be a joke'.9' In spite of

Rockingham's disapproval, the Yorkshire Committee adopted the plan at the end of

March, except that triennial parliaments were substituted for annual.e2 Rockingham was

furious that the limired aims of the original petition had given way to 'ingenious

speculative Propositions'.n3 As a result, only ten of the original twenty-six petitioning

counties adopted the cause of parliamentary reform. With Lord North having weathered

the storm in parliament, by the end of April the county movement was clearly waning.

Nevertheless, during rhis period important instirutions were established, and statements

made by the London radicals. Since early February, twenty or so members had attended

each weekly meeting of the Westminster Committee at the King's Arms Tavern. As

chairman, Fox found himself awkwardly positioned between parliamentary allies like

Richard Sheridan, and extra-parliamentary radicals like Jebb and Brand-Hollis. At the

start of March Jebb told Fox that he would propose a 'select committee' to examine the

state of representation and ascertain 'the number of Persons, which ought to be returned'

by Westminster.ea On the 15'r' a six member sub-committee was appointed with Sheridan

in the chair, but it was evidently Jebb and Brand-Hollis who dominated the deliberations.

Jebb wrote to his las;-er friend Granville Shurp requesting some books addressing the

competing claims of 'Property' and 'Population'.et On the 20'h the sub-committee -

reported that 'all the reasons that had been given for long Parliaments might be given for

making them perpetual, which would be an absolute subversion of the third "estate"'.

And, they argued, the current electoral distribution failed to accurately represent either

e0 Wyvill, Political Papèrs,l, pp. 427-38.
nl Horace Walpole to Rev William Mason, 22March 1780, Horace Walpole's Correspondence,25, p.28.
n2 N.C. Phillips, 'Counrrv against Court: Christopher Wyvill, a Yorkshire champion', Yorkshire

Archaeological Journql 10 (1962), pp, 595-97; Black, lssociation, pp.50-57; Lord Mahon told Wyvill
that the Middlesex Committee was also against annual parliaments, and that 'the question of annual

parliaments or of shortening the duration of parliaments ought to be quite left out of sight at the present ...

ifthat question is started ... the cause ofthe people is forever gone; because opposition will be knocked to

pieces. If it is not started at all ... our great and good friends willbe quite satisfied'.\c.20 March 1780],

cited in Christie, LItilkes, ll'will and Reþrm, p.94.
e3 Rockingham to Croft, [mid-July? 1780], cited in Black, Association, p. 57 .

n4 JJ to Granville Sharp, 2 \farch 1780, GRO Sharp papers.
es'supposing Property to be the Rule where shall I find in a small compass rvhat I want? Supposing

Population be the rule where must I apply for authoriry? If you could send me a ferv books with references

to the parts most likely ro be useful'. JJ to Granvilte Sharp, 15 March l?80. On the24'h Jebb thanked

Sharp for the loan of some books. GRO Sharp papers; the sub-committee was composed of Jebb, Brand-
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persons or propeû,' (if the latter be measured in light of the tax burden). Restriction of

the franchise to foq'-shilling freeholders was an unconstitutional innovation made

during the reign of Henry VI. In a telling review of the composition of the electorate, the

sub-committee concluded:

a number scarcely above six thousand, being the majorit¡' of voters of a

hundred and nventy nine of the boroughs, retum two hundred and fifty

seven representatives, which is a majority of the whole English House of

Commons. and the eff,rcient representation of above five millions of

People.e6

On April 6 (the da¡' s¡prnning's motion) the freeholders of Westminster met, and again

Jebb rose after Fox and gave an 'animated speech' displaying a 'warmth of patriotic

attachment'. He urged the electors to ensure that any future candidates promise to

advocate annual parliaments and equal electorates, and then moved that the Committee

be instructed to campaign for the election of Fox.e' With his hopes raised, Jebb told

Sharp that 'if the livery of London were called upon to declare [support for annual

parliaments] ... and upon the plain question put decided in their favour, the cause which

Yorkshire &c hath øiven up might yet be saved'.e8

The follorving week another Westminster sub-committee was officially appointed to

examine the electoral system and to draw up specific reform proposals.ee With Brand' -

Hollis in the chair. the sub-committee was dominated by Jebb's radical clique. In late

May it presented a Report on the British electoral system to support the 'Plan of

Association' published by the Association conference. The Reporr provided a clear,

concise, and radical statement of the principles argued for by Hulme, Burgh, Price,

Cartwright, Lofft and Sharp during the late 1770s. It declared that equal electorates,

annual elections and universal suffrage were both natural rights and the 'birthright of

Englishmen'. They rvere 'enjoyed in the times of the immortal Alfred; they were

Hollis, Sheridan, Vincenr Vardy and Crompton, BL Minutes of the Westmi¡ster Commiftee, 15 March

1780.
nu BL Minutes of the \\'estminster Committee, 20 March 1780; The figures rvere drawn from James

Burgh, who had calculated rhat 5723 borough votes could elect 254 out of a total of 558 members of the

House of Commons. Poiltical Disquisitions, I, pp.36-62.
n7 Jebb IM, p. l5o.
nt JJ to Granville Sharp. 1 .{pril 1780, GRO Sharp papers.
* Again Jebb wrote to Sharp asking for 'any hints or authorities likely to assist in the accomplishing of
such a Plan'. JJ to Sharp. l8 April 1780, GRO Sharp papers.
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cherished by the wisest princes of the Norman line; they form the grand palladium of our

nation'; and they provide a'triple cord of strength, which alone can be relied upon to

hold, in times of tempest, the vessel of state'. The Reporl argued that parliaments which

extend beyond one session were vulne¡able to 'aristocratic domination, and regal

despotism', and (taking a swipe at the Rockingham Whigs) asserted that any undertaking

by the parliament to reform itself 'would only be calculated to deceive and amuse the

nation to its final destruction'. Rather than introducing new legislation, reform was best

carried out by removing the accumulated weight of legislation regulating elections,

allowing the Constitution to'recover its energies'. A sixteen-point plan was proposed

which would allow for equal electorates in which all males ('aliens, minors, criminals

and insane persons excepted') would vote in a secret ballot every July. Annual

parliaments would sit from November to April, with disputed electoral contests decided

in court before a jury'. MPs would receive a salary, and any enfranchised person could

stand for election u'ith the exception of those holding an office of the crown. Fox

delayed publishing The Report for as long as possible until all other avenues were closed.

Evenrually it was published during the conservative backlash that followed the Gordon

Riots in July. In the rvords of Eugene Black,

in what might be called a 'fit of absence of mind', Fox presided over the

formation of the British radical doctrine. Brand-Hollis, Jebb and

Cartwright ... produced many articles of which Fox could never have

approved; but he was too committed to retreat. The Plan, often reprinted,

outlined the principles of radical agitation. Nothing in the program of the

corresponding societies of the French Revolution, the doctrine of the

Cobbett and.Hunt radicals, or the Chartist points is not adumbrated in the

PIan and sanctioned by analysis in the Report'100

Under no illusion as to the limited support for their proposals, the radical core of the

'Westminster sub-committee proceeded to form the Society for Constitutional

Information.'o' While Jebb had read John Cartwright's tracts calling for parliamentary

reform in the 1770s. there is no record of any contact between them prior to the rise of

ro0 Black, Association, p. 60; see also Carl B. Cone, The English Jacobins (l.lew York, 1968), p. 5l
r0r For the most substantial treatment of the SCI see Black, Association, pp. 174-212.
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the Association movement in 1780. United in political agitation, the two became firm

and close friends. Carrvwight described Jebb as the 'friend of my bosom and pattem of

my conduct', and his religious writings echo Jebb's Unitarianism.'o' For his part, Jebb

acknowledged that 'the incomparable publications of Major Cartwright' had led him to

support universal manhood suffrage.ro3 While Cartwright was considered the 'father of

the Society'roa (having first suggested the idea to friends in 1778), it was sustained

through the early 1780s by Jebb's tireless attendance and frequent chairmanship.tot

Among the founding members were some of Jebb's associates: Thomas Brand-Hollis,

Capel Lofft, Thomas Day and John Churchill (the apothecary brother of the poet and

veteran Wilkite, who attended the early meetings of the Westminster Committee with

Jebb).r06

Both the Address to trIiddlesex and the Westminster Report stressed the need for political

education. Jebb wanted to see 'our fellow-citizens, of the lower classes' instructed in the

true meaning of constitutional terms such as majesty, sovereign, republic, loyalty,

allegiance, rebellion, prerogative, and so on. The 'natural good sense, and spirit of the

nation' would only be exerted, he argued, 'when the understandings, and affections, of

all orders of men, are emancipated from the influence of false ideas, which ignorance, or

the art of designing politicians, have annexed to these expressions'.'ot The Society began

its work by publishing an Address to the People which declared that 'LAW TO-BIND =

ALL, MUST BE ASSENTED TO BY ALL'. It vowed to print pamphlets detailing the

nature of the Constirution, how it had been comrpted, and how it could be reformed. The

Society vowed to 'diffuse this knowledge universally throughout the realm, to circulate

'o'L,f" of Cartwrighr,Ì. p. 165; John Carfwri ght, Internal Evidence: or, an inquiry howfar truth and the

Christiqn religion have been consulted by the author of 'Thoughts on Parliamentary Reþrm' (1784);

David Drinkwater-Lun¡. 'John Carlwright, Political Education, and English Radicalism, 1774-94'

(Oxford DPhil., 1970), p. 316.
tor JJ, A Letter to Sir Robert Bernard, Chairman of the Huntingdonshire Comminee (1781), Jebb II, p.

509.

'* See the toasts at the 'General Audit' meeting of the Society for Constitutional lnformation 12

December 1780. PRO SCI Minutes I:43.
tos LiJ¿ of Carrwright,l,p. 120.
ro6 In the early meetings Jebb and Churchill's names appear adjacent on the lists. Also, it appears that

Richard Jebb may have paid for the education of Charles Churchill's son following the early death of his

father. The other founder members of the SCI rvere Richard Brinsley Sheridan and John Frost of the

Westminster Committee: the Middlesex clergyman Edward Bromley who helped Wyvill draw up the

'Plan' adopted by the hrst Association convention; Richard Brocklesby, a well-known doctor and friend

of Edmund Burke; while Edward Brigden, James Trecothick, John Vardy and Frederick Vincent complete

the list of founder members. PRO Minutes of the SCI.
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it through every village and hamlet, and even into the humble dwelling of the

cottager'.ro8 In the long term they achieved some success. In the last months of 1791

Thomas Hardy spent his leisure hours reading over numerous short tracts published

gratis by the SCI. Reading works by 'those really great men' such as Granville Sharp,

Jebb, Cartwright and Price, Hardy became convinced that 'it was very evident that a

radical reform in parliament was quite necessâry', and he set about establishing the

London Corresponding Society.'oe Involvement in politics could be a life transforming

experience for common people. For the first five nights after establishing the LCS Hardy

and his friends spent their time discussing whether they as 'treadesmen (sic),

shopkeepers and mechanics' had any right to agitate for parliamentary reform.rro Initially

the educational efforts of the SCI were greatly restricted by the concentration of its

members in London and the home counties, and a reasonable distribution of publications

was only achieved in the 1790s.r1r Nevertheless, owing in no small part to Jebb's efforts,

from 1780 on the SCI provided a base and public face for London radicalism.

to7 Address to Middleset Jebb II, p.470n; Report of the llestminster Committee, Jebb III, pp. 404-05.
lo8 

[John Cartwright], An Address to the Public from the Society for Constitutional Information (April,
1780), pp. l-2.
lon Cited in Mary Thrale ed., Selections from the Papers of the London Corresponding Society 1792-99

(Cambridge, 1983), p. 5.
rro cited in Mark Philp,'The Fragmented Ideology of Reform', in Philp ed.,The French Revolution and

British Popular Politics (Cambridge, l99l), p. 73.
rrr Black, Association, p. 182.
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Politicøl Thought

Jebb's failure to produce a significant work of political philosophy could be due to a lack

of intellectual ability, time, desire, or a combination of all three. It is hard to imagine that

Jebb would have been incapable of writing a substantial political tract. While he may not

have produced something in the order of Priestley's Essay on the Ftrst Principles of

Government (1768) or Price's Observaiions on the Nature of Civil Liberty (1776), a

vindication of the ancient constitution along the lines of CartwrighT's Take Your Choice!

(I776) or Granville Sharp's laborious A Declaration of the Peoples I'latural Right to a

Share in the Legislature (1774) could have issued from Jebb's pen. The fact that it did

not would appear to be owing to a lack of time and desire. Up until 1775 Jebb's energies

were absorbed by scholarly pursuits and reform activities at Cambridge, and then.at the

age of forty he retrained for a medical career which clearly absorbed a great deal of time.

In the suÍtmet of 1773 Jebb began to prepare a course of constitutional lectures, but,

perhaps owing to his increasingly marginal position at Cambridge, nothing came of this

venture. In addition to the constraints of time, perhaps Jebb thought that there was no

need to add anothei tract to a list of political works issuing from such capable writers as

Price, Priestley and Cartwright. As noted in chapter 3, Jebb was a hard-line empiricist

committed to the need for every individual to exercise their private judgement. He was

primarily concerned with ensuring that others had access to 'the facts', whether it be in

relation to science, religion, medicine or politics. Thus it is not surprising that Jebb was

instrumental in seeing the SCI commission a study of the British electoral system. In

June 1783 he drafted a circular letter to all of the SCi's correspondents requesting

detailed information regarding the state of electoral representation. Jebb did what he

could to promote the project in the years leading up to his death, and in 1792 his friend

Thomas Oldfield published A History of the Boroughs which was reprinted as The
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Representative Hisîory of Great Britqin and lreland. This was the first of several

research publications that nineteenth-century reformers used to support their cause.r Jebb

seems to have thought his energies best spent as an organiser and agitator, promoting the

dissemination of 'political truth' through the Association movement and the SCI. As a

result. any attempt to delineate the contours of Jebb's political philosophy must

necessarily rest upon a sifting of his various polemical tracts and letters, and his private

notes and corresPondence.

It was traditionally assumed that eighteenth-century Anglo-American radicals lifted their

politics from John Locke's Two Treatises of Governmenl and were representatives of a

burgeoning middle class.2 This interpretation of radicalism has been restated by Isaac

Kramnick, who argues that after 1760 English radicals were

more likely to frame their arguments in terms of natural rights than of

historical rights and much more likely to invoke Lockean than republican

themes. The¡' rvere less concerned with nostalgic country themes than

with modern middle-class socio-economic grievances'

According to Kramnick this was the last stage in the historical evolution of a 'liberal

vision' which was being shaped by Protestantism and capitalism since the sixteenth

century.3 In contrast. since the 1960s a number of historians have argued that opposition =

to the British state u'as fundamentally conservative and couched in the backward looking

language of classical republicanism and the ancient constitution. According to John

pocock, fotlowing the financial revolution of the 1690s the Court Whigs developed a

conservative ideology which included the 'monied interest' in a broad definition of

.property', and promoted the cultivation of deference, polite manners, and a negative

conception of liberr.v. With Daniel Defoe as their first spokesman, followed by the

political economists of the Scottish Enlightenment, Pocock argues that until the French

Revolution appeals ro commercial individualism were always made by representatives of

established authori¡'. This establishment ideology was criticised, and, he argues, could

only be criticised b1 a republican civic humanism which identified virtue with active

' Black, Association, p. 204.
2 Carl Becke r, The Declaration of Independence: a study in the history of political ideas (New York, 1942

Í19221), esp. pp. 24-79.
3 Kramnick, Republicønism and Bourgeois Radicalism, pp.4-5.
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participatory citizenship. With commerce harnessed to the state-building program of the

Court Whigs, the English political class became divided over a perceived dichotomy

between commerce and virtue'a

In recent decades historians have tended to favour the republican interpretation of

radicalism. John Derr,v has written that the thinking of radicals like Jebb 'was still linked

with the old legends of Anglo-Saxon freedom, and despite their programme their modes

of thought were drenched with the rhetoric which had descanted on the decline of the

country's institutions since the beginning of the century'.s In her study of James Burgh,

ClaraHay wrote of 'the fundamentally conservative aspiration of English radicals . '. to

restore some mythic -vesteryears when virtue flourished and an harmonious equilibrium

governed men's social and political relationships'.6 Yet while an appreciation of the

centrality of republicanism is essential to any understanding of eighteenth-century

political dissent, it is only part of the picture. Joyce Appleby has pointed to a developing

conception of the rational, autonomous, and free individual in discussions of market

economics in the late seventeenth century. While there was a 'lacuna in the development

of liberal theory' in the early eighteenth century, she argues, liberalism evolved

alongside republicanism in opposition to the growing power of the British state.

'However much court and country disputants monopolised conventional political

discourse', she writes.

fragments of the liberal paradigm found lodging in other inquiries' The

idea of a uniform human nature and the assumption that human beings

have a natural tendency to think rationally about their self-interest spread,

as did the ,larger conviction that social relations were susceptible to

analysis as s)'stems of behaviour. It is of no small importance that John

Locke contributed significantly to these developments.T

Jebb lends support to Appleby's view. While his writings reflect republican assumptions

and ideals, at base his political philosophy was liberal.

a See in particular Pocock. 'The Machiqvellian Momenl Revisited'; Virtue, Commerce and History.
t Derry, Engtish Politics and the Americqn Revolution, p. 189.
u Clara H. Hay, James Burgh: spokesman for reform in Hanoverian England (Washington DC, 1979), pp.

I 04-05.
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In recent years historians have become increasingly sensitive to the intellectual nuances

of radicalism. H.T. Dickinson has observed that while the ancient constitution and

Locke's contract theory of govemment 'are inherently contradictory ...this did not

prevent the Whigs from appealing to both theories when it suited them'.E Historical

arguments were favoured, but appeals to natural rights and the championing of middle-

class values became more common after 1760. Iain Hampsher-Monk has rightly

observed that 'an important feature of the period is radicals' attempts to accommodate

their inherited patterns of thought to the new and irresistible features of society and to

the aspirations of grolving urban middle and lolver orders'. In the process, discourses

we¡e variously mixed and matched, with a happy correspondence between natural rights,

ancient English liberties, utility, and providence often asserted without elaboration.e

In his criticism of the political system Jebb drew upon the Commonwealth tradition, but

the influence of a version of Enlightenment rationalism and individualism is evident in

his advocacy of universal suffrage. Throughout the century opponents of government

demanded a reduction in the number of place-men in the House of Commons, more

frequent elections, and electoral reform. The f,rst two were by far the most common

demands in the decades prior to the reign of George III, while electoral reform gained

considerable support in the second half of the century. In what follows I will first show

how Jebb engaged in the traditional Country critique of constitutional comlptioh,'and =

then explore the way his religious and philosophical disposition informed a commitment

to universal manhood suffrage.

History and English LiberfY

The Revolution of 1688 was instituted to remove a Catholic king of absolutist and

Francophile tendencies, and in doing so it helped advance the theory and practice of

7 Appleby, Liberalism and Republicanism, p. 138; see also Albert O. Hirschman, The Passions and the

Inteìesrs: potitical arguments for capitalism beþre its triumph (Princeton, 1977).
t Dickinson, Liberty and Property, p.6l; Eckhart Hellmuth has rvamed that'contemporary political

discourse was not always sophisticated and logically consistent', and historians should not complain that it

was so. Eckhart Hellmuth, 'ttt. LiU..fy of the Press in England', in Hellmuth, Tronsformation of Political

Culture, p. 471.

I
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parliamentary sovereignty. As consensus regarding the central role of the parliament

gradually developed during the eighteenth century, debate arose as to how' 'the people'

should be represented. Tension between evolving notions of popular sovereignty and the

reality of aristocratic oligarchy led to vigorous debate in the eighteenth century over the

relationship between civil and political liberty.

People of all political hues in eighteenth-century England agreed upon the existence of

basic civil liberties such as the right to equal justice, security of property, and freedom of

conscience. But there was much disagreement over how much political libertv was either

consistent with, or necessary for the preservation of these civil liberties.'o Conservatives

argued that these civil liberties (and in particular the rights of propert-,v-) were best

protected by ensuring that politics was dominated by the aristocracy. Such men, it was

argued, had the independence, assets, and leisure necessary to make policy for the

common good. The1, claimed that the threat of despotism had been laid to rest for ever

by the Revolution. rçhich had settled the division of authority between the executive and

legislature. Most politically active Englishmen agreed with the privileges accorded to

property (especiall¡' in the first half of the century). Yet they were sharply divided over

whether or not the House of Commons was fulfilling its proper constitutional function

and that the danger of tyranny had passed. In the absence of disciplined modern political

parties eighteenth-century governments had to work hard at securing support' in thè =

parliament. The House of Lords, with its large number of offrce holders and contingent

of bishops, could generally be counted upon to support the Crown. In the House of

Commons, the Septennial Act ensured that administrations would only, in theory, have

to face the electorate every seven y.urr, and the disposal of patronage was used to help

obtain a working majority for the government. The prime example of this was Sir Robert

Walpole, who built a long career as prime minister upon his skilled management of

personalities, patronage, and policy. This led opponents to claim that English liberties

were under threat because the Crown was effectively preventing the Commons from

acting as an independent check upon government. Country and Real Whig critics drew

upon Revolution principles, civic humanism, and the ancient constitution in demanding

n Iain Hampsher-Monl<. 'British Radicalism and the Anti-Jacobins', unpublished paper. forthcoming in

The Cambridge Histon' of Potitical Thought: the Enlightenment and Revolurion, p. I.
ro Dickinson, Politics oJ rhe People, pp. l6l-89.
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moral and institutional 'reformation' to ensure the independence of the House of

Commons.

Jebb and his friends were adherents of the Commonwealth tradition that can be traced

back to the seventeenth-centwy opponents of absolute monarchy.t' Jebb began his

second political pamphlet with Algernon Sidney's declaration that 'A general

presumption that kings (or ministers) will govern well, is not a sufficient security to the

people'.r2 John Disney proudly displayed his political stance by naming his son

Algernon; Capel Lofft wrote a glowing review of Catherine Macaulay's republican

History of England;|3 and Brand-Hollis presented Abigail Adams on 'the 5ù of

November, the day of deliverance from Popery and Tyranny' with a set of 'three

Commonwealth coins to record what England once was'.r4 During the constitutional

crisis of early 1784 Ann Jebb wrote that'I am determined if possible never to despair of

the Commonwealth',tt and in her defence of the French Revolution she declared that

'you scarce ever heard of a nation rising against its chief magistrate, till resistance was

become almost a virtue.'ró John Jebb encouraged his students to study 'govemment,

more especially as it was treated in the works of Sydney, Locke and other writers who

have placed its origin on a popular basis'.r7 James Burgh listed the authors he consulted

in writing his Political Disquisitions as 'Sidney, Locke, Harrington, Gordon, Trenchard,

Bolingbroke, St Pierre, Hume, Montesquieu, Blackstone, Montague, Rymer'.rt Because

Jebb did not write a systematic work of political philosophy it is hard to gauge his exact

sources, but they cannot have differed much from Burgh's list, and he has left direct

references to Sidney, Locke, Trenchard, and Montesquieu. Jebb was determined that

England's brush with absolute monarchy should not be forgotten. For him the worth of a

monarch was measured according to how well he or she respected the voice of the

" Robbins, Commonwealthman.
t2 Letter to Sir Robert Bernard (1781), Jebb II, p. 491.
13 Capel Lofft, Observations on Mrs Macauløy's History of England, from the Revolution to the

resignation of Sir Robert I4/alpole, in a letter addressed to that lady (1778).
ra Thomas Brand-Hollis to Mrs Abigail Adams, 4 November 1786, MHS Adams papers.
It AJ to John Cartwright,22 January 1784, Memoir of AnnJebb,p.19.
tu AJ, Two Penny-worth of Truth (20 December 1792), p. 12.
17 DwL 'Memoir of Disney', p. 9.
r8 Burgh, Political Disquisitions I, p. vii.
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people. Henry VIII rvas 'that tyrant',re and the Stuart kings provided ample evidence of

absolutist tendencies. 'In the time of James the first', he wamed, 'benevolences were

requested in all that soft and silken language, which kings and their ministers can at

times employ. In a subsequent period they assumed a sterner form.'20

Commonwealthmen were deeply suspicious of anyone who wielded political power, and

(as noted in chapter 2) this suspicion was provoked by George III's conduct in the 1760s.

Jebb espoused the widespread Whig belief that under the nerv king the reins of power

had fallen into the hands of a closet of Tory royal advisers. He persisted in this belief,

and when the Shelbourne ministry was toying with the idea of reintroducing ship-money

Jebb (under the pseudonym 'Hampden') exclaimed: 'Away with those shades that veil

the real substance! Lord B -- [Bute?] and Lord M-- [Mansfield?] stiil sway the counsels

of the cabinet'.2r In 1785 he was still complaining about the threat to reform from'that

most odious of all Parties - the Party of the king's friends'.22 In private correspondence

he criticised the King himself. Following the resignation of Lord North's ministry Jebb

asked an Irish friend the rhetorical question: 'though a North and a Sandwich no longer

surrouncl the Throne, do different passions prevail in the possessor of the crown?'23 This

fear of an authoritarian executive lay behind all the va¡ious parliamentary reform

measures proposed throughout the century.

In tandem with the corruption of parliament the seventeenth-century experience led

patriots to fear the growth of a standing army. A well regulated citizen militia was held

up as the alternative. Jebb cited Fortescue, Bracton and Queen Elizabeth to support his

argument that all Englishmen were obliged to bear arms.24 It appears that Jebb himself

kept a musket and powder at the ready, as he congratulated the SCI for being attentive to

the obligation 'incumbent upon the members of every well regulated state, to be skilled

in the use of arms', and praised William Jones (the lawyer and orientalist) for stressing

re Jebb lll, p.294.
20 'Mentor' UJl, l6 September 1782, Jebb III, pp. 352'53.
2r 'Hampden' [JJ], 'To the Inhabitants of London and Westminster', l0 August 1782, Jebb III, p.314;
Jebb referred to the power of'the closet'. Jebb III, p. 338.
22 JJ to John Forbes, l8 May 1785, NLI Bourke collection.
2' JJ to Frances Dobbs, 25 January 1782, NLI Dobbs papers.
2o 'Hampden' ÍJJl,23 August 1782, Jebb III, p. 331.
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the constitutional obligation to bear arms.2t Jones declared that the English would 'never

be a people, in the majestic sense of the word' until a two hundred thousand strong

volunteer militia could be called into the field within twenty-four hours.26 In 1785 the

SCI and Jebb were urging the public to resist the establishment of a police force.2? Jebb

was suspicious of naming regiments after counties, and thought it an attempt to make the

existence of a standing army more palatable.2s Rather than pay ship-money, Jebb

suggested that the men of Suffolk follow the Irish example and spend their money on

guns and training as a volunteer militia, while additional funds for the navy could be

raised by reducing the size of the army.2n With all this emphasis upon a citizen militia it

is not surprising that military metaphors recur throughout Jebb's writings. When the

fortunes of the reform movement were at a low ebb he wrote that 'the troops' were

becoming dispirited; William Meredith was the parliamentary 'general' of the clerical

petitioners; and Jesus was the 'captain of our salvation'.

The central tenet of civic humanism was that the preservation of liberty was as much

dependent upon the existence of a virtuous and vigilant citizenry as it was upon

institutional arrangements. As noted in chapter 2, many saw the comrption of politics as

a reflection of a wider moral degeneration caused by the spread of luxury, particularly

among the elite. This led to calls for a 'moral reformation' of both the elite and the wider

nation. The independence of the House of Commons, it was argued, could not be secured

unless there was a widespread revival of a sense of virtue and patriotism that would see

both electors and elected transcend self-interest. It was in light of this that the existence

of a voluntary militia was accorded great importance. Jebb declared that 'the

constitutional strength of England exists in the voluntary exertions of the virtue of its

free-born sons, armed with their elective franchises, to guard against internal enemies;

" Letter to the Secretary of the SCI (1784), Jebb III, p. 363; William Jones, An Inquiry into the Legal
Mode of Suppressing Riots, and A Dialogue on the Principles of Government.
26 William Jones to John Cartwright,23 }l4:ay 1782, The Letters of Sir LYilliam Jones (Garland Cannon ed.,

1970), p. 547 .

27 'Trebatius' îII,12 July 1785; 'Trebatius' [JJ], 2 August 1785, Jebb III, pp. 383-4, 388.
28 'A standing army ought to be an object of perpetual jealousy to the English people'. 'Mentor' [JJ], Jebb

III, p. 351. Attaching army regiments to various counties, and thus linking them to 'the free constitution of
England', was an idea 'full of danger to everything Britons should hold dear'. Jebb III, p. 360.
2e'Alfred' [JJ],9 August1782, Jebb III, pp.308-11;'Alfred' UI),26 August 1782, Jebb III, pp. 336-37:'

for an assessment of Sandwich's very capable administration of the navy see N.A.M. Rogers, Iåe
I nsatiab le Ear I (1993).
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and adorned with the habiliments of war, for the purpose of resistance against external

foes'.'10 Radicals drew upon the defenders of republican Rome whose texts championed

virtue, independence and participatory citizenship. Jebb's writings are peppered with the

language of classical republicanism. He would address his 'fellow-citizens', and

Granville Sharp was that 'very excellent citizen'.3r While English citizens could not play

a direct role in their political assembly as in classical times, Jebb repeatedly urged that

greater popular participation in politics would see a rekindling of 'public spirit ... in the

glowing hea¡t of every English citizen: "patriae decus et tutamen" should appear

resplendent upon his martial brow'.32

There was near universal disapproval of 'party' in British politics, or as it was more

commonly termed, faction. Most wanted a patriotic king and ministers who would

govern in the inte¡ests of the whole nation. Patriotism developed as a means of

legitimating opposition to government under the first two Hanoverians. As Quentin

Skinner has expressed it, the eloquent Tory Lord Bolingbroke stole some of the Vlhig

ideological armour (fear of crown influence and a standing army) and reinforced it with

the cloak of patriotism.33 Politicians like Pitt and Bolingbroke claimed to be. patriots

defending the interests of the country against a comrpt government. Such claims to

virtuous independence were often undermined by a willingness to take office and act

according to their true nature as career politicians. The astonishing successes of the

Seven Years 'War, and his continuing appeals to popular support ensured that William

Pitt was revered by many patriots despite his obvious flaws and failings. Yet as Derek

Jarrett has observed, during the 1740s and 50s many discerned that 'a Patriot rewarded

was a Patriot destroyed'.34

With the evident failure of moral reform to produce a revolution in the conduct of

politicians, calls for institutional reform became more vocal. All proposals for

parliamentary reform were designed as means to attain the end of forcing MPs to

30'Mentor' UJl, l6 September 1782, Jebb III, p.355.

'r Jebb III, p. 388; Address to Middlesex, Jebb II, p.462n.
r2 Jebb 11,p.476; 'Letter ro the Secretary ofthe SCI' (1784), Jebb III, p.363.
rr 

Quentin Skinner,'The Principles and Practice of Opposition: the case of Bolingbroke versus Walpole',
in Neil McKendrick ed., Historical Perspectives (1974), pp.93-128.
ro Derek Jarrett, 'The Myth of "Patriotism" in Eighteenth-Century English Politics', Britain and the

Netherlands 5 (1975), p. 127.
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conduct themselves in a patriotic ma¡ner. In this spirit Jebb declared (echoing Algernon

Sidney) that 'the happiness of Englishmen ought not to depend upon the precarious

virtue of the minister of state'.35 This cynicism was only increased by the political

gymnastics that accompanied the various political crises of George III's reign. Cato's

complaint that 'Caesar has friends, and Pompey has friends; but none are friends of

Rome' was repeated by the radicals during the political instability that followed the

death of Rockingham in 1782.36 The lesson they drew was that the people must not place

their faith in politicians, but rather act themselves to make the House of Common more

accountable. The shift in radical politics is evident in the career of James Burgh. In the

1740s he espoused Bolingbroke's utopian vision of a country ruled by a patriot king.

Yet, like many other Real Whigs, when the ideal of patriotic leadership failed Burgh's

attachment to Locke's political principles led him to look to popular control of

government.3T

Jebb's concern to ensure the independence of public officials is evident in his

correspondence with John Adams on the issue of providing salaries for politicians. The

'Westminster Committee had advocated the payment of elected representatives. This

reflected John Cartwright's view that MPs should receive 'no higher emolument at most

than reasonable wages'.38 But Jebb clearly had reservations. In a personal discussion

with Adams he had expressed approval of the 36'h Article of the Pennsylvania

constitution. It declared that:

As every freeman to preserve his independence (if without suff,rcient

estate), ought to have some profession, calling, trade or farm ... there can

be no necessity for, nor use in establishing offices of profit ... but if any

man is called into public service, to the prejudice of his private affairs, he

has a right to a reasonable compensation. And whenever an office ...

becomes so prohtable as to occasion many to apply for it, the profits

ought to be lessened by the Legislature.3e

rs Address to Middlesex, Jebb II, p.460.
'u John Cartwright, Give Us Our Rights! (1782), p. l; AJ to John Cartwright, 2l December 1783, Memoir
ofAnn Jebb, p. 17 .

t'Huy, 'Making of a Radical',p.96.
tt Cartwright, Internal Evidence (1784), p.25.
te The Constitution of Pennsylvania,2S September 1776, Article36.
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Adams objected that the phrase 'off,rces of Profit' was ambiguous, and that the article

was contradictory. On the one hand it seemed to be saying that 'all who serve the Public

should have no Pay'. He thought this was inspired by 'vulgar Avarice', and argued that

as 'Public offices in general require the whole time and all the attention of those who

hold them ... they must then starve with their Families unless they have ample fortunes'.

Without salaries for public service 'the Poor and Middling ranks would be excluded and

an Aristocratical Despotism would follow'. On the other hand, the article allowed for the

granting of 'reasonable compensation', which left the system open to comrption because

it would encourage politicians through 'the Hypocritical Pretence of Disinterestedness'

to 'excite Enthusiasm among the People' for granting them rewards. Adams was in

favour of establishing reasonable and regulated salaries. 'Mankind will never be happy',

he wrote, 'nor their Liberties secure until the People shall lay it down as a fundamental

Rule to make the support and reward of Public offices a matter of justice and not

gratitude.'ao Adams suggested that the 'dangerous enthusiasm' for George Washington

had been stimulated by his serving without pay, whereas he should have been paid for

his services like the other generals - 'the People should have too high a sense of their

own Dignity even to suffer any Man to serve them for nothing'. As an illustration of the

dangers involved he suggested that Lord Chatham was a 'striking example' of a

politician who had 'preserved the character of disinterestedness but imperfectly'. All this

led Adams to 'think that it has been the People themselves who have always created

their own Despots'.ar

Jebb replied that the Pennsylvanian article was not contradictory, but seemed to be

saying that where an individual could perform his public duties without 'any

considerable detriment to his private fortune, or injury to his family, no recompense is

due'. His position was close to that of the Pennsylvanian Benjamin Franklin, who in

expounding the virtues of the 36'r'article declared that 'Persons will play at chess by the

hour without being paid for it .... Deciding causes is in fact only a matter of amusement

to sensible men'.42 Jebb took issue with Adams's claim that public offices in general

consume all the time and attention of those who hold them. Positions such as Justices of

ao John Adams to JJ, 2l August 1785, MHS Adams papers.
o'John Adams to JJ, 10 September 1785, MHS Adams papers.
ot Baynes, 'Journal', 27 August 1783, in Romilly, Life, p.447.
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the Peace, the lower magistracy, and officers in the militia required no prior training and

could be fulfilled in addition to the citizen's usual employment. He conceded that the

'Govemor' should be granted a 'very honourable allowance ... during his continuance in

offrce'. For a member of the 'House of Assembly', he thought that 'Independency of

fortune is ... certainly a proper requisition, yet I agree it ought not to be required by

law'. But he was confident that 'Free Citizens will naturally elect independent characters

to represent them'. Jebb thought that the 'nature of the office, and mode of appointnent'

were important factors. He had no objection to 'reasonable emoluments' being attached

to 'such offices as are necessary in a well constituted sate' like the judiciary,

bureaucracy, and armed forces. But the pay should not be so great as to draw too many

men away from the agriculture and commerce that provide the nation's wealth.a3

Adams suggested that Jebb's view was close to David Hume's ideal political system

composed of a salaried administration and unpaid magistrates and elected

representatives. But Adams continued to insist that in addition to the executive all

members of the legislature and the magistracy should be provided with a salary in

proportion to their duties, as 'one of the best securities to Liberty and Equality'.aa To

some extent, no doubt, this difference of opinion reflects the fact that one man was a

practising doctor who devoted his spare time to political agitation, while the other was

fully employed as an appointed representative of a new nation. Yet it also reveals how

committed Jebb was to seeing the British state governed by virtuous and independent

citizens. He hoped to awaken his fellow Englishmen to a realisation that, while it was an

obligation imposed 'by the Law of Nature' that a man 'pursue the means of acquiring an

independent income, yet it is also every f,reeman's duty to bear his portion of the Public

burdens, and in either just rotation, or according to other prescribed rules to perform

those services which the welfare of the state requires'.as

ot JJ to John Adams, l3 September 1785, MHS Adams papers.
oo John Adams to JJ,25 September 1785, MHS Adams papers.
tt JJ to John Adams, l3 September 1785, MHS Adams papers'
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Jebb was intensely proud of his heritage. At times he signed his public letters 'An

Englishman', and a desire to encourage patriotism pervades his writings.a6 Yet the

interest in reform displayed by 'the people' waxed and waned. At times during the

fluctuating fortunes of the Association movement Jebb lamented a general 'languor of

patriotism'. He athibuted this to a cynicism fostered by the duplicitous and

Machiavellian conduct of the leading politicians. The only remedy, he believed, was

education and exposure to 'political tn¡th'. Jebb clung to the belief that deep down the

English were naturally committed to liberty as a result of their history and geography. It

would seem that this faith was encouraged by his participation in popular political

meetings and celebrations. Sharing the platform with the eloquent and inspiring Charles

James Fox at public meetings in'Westminster must have been an exhilarating experience.

Jebb displayed a 'warmth of patriotic attachment' in a speech in Westminster on 6 April

1780.47 A year after the Gordon Riots he defended the 'general disposition' of 'my

fellow-citizens' by reminding his readers of the public response to the trial of Admiral

Keppel. When the government prosecution failed and Keppel was acquitted by a jury,

Jebb reminisced that every 'English breast' was filled with 'sentiments of more than

Roman virhre'. If the English people could respond so warmly to the 'injured virtue' of

an individual, Jebb argued, it could be hoped that the nation would soon rise to defend

itself against a corrupt government.ot He continually tried to talk-up the 'naturally open

and honest spirit of the English people'.ae But as noted in previous chapters, he joined

contemporaries such as John Brown and James Burgh in being concemed that

widespread indulgence in vice and dissipation was eating away at English patriotism. It

was to counter this that he pursued religious and educational reform, as he believed that

institutional and moral reform were co-dependent. This was one of the ways Jebb's

religious concerns had a direct connection with his politics - political and moral reform

must go hand=in-hand. Thus, he noted that 'I am more and more persuaded that the evils

of government and the want of felicity among the govemed, as well as a deficiency in

true patriotism, arise from the want of a moral and religious principle'. His answer was

au Letter to Sir Ililliam Meredith, Jebb I, pp.225-262; there is a strident letter in support of the Feathers

Tavern Petition signed 'An Englishm an' , Generql Evening Posl, June 30,1772. Authorship is attributed to

Jebb in John Disney's collection of newspaper cuttings in DWL.
ot Jebb IM, p. 150.
ot Letter to Robert Bernard, Jebb II, pp. 5 I 5- I 6n.
on 'Hampden' UJl, 2 September 1782, Jebb III, p. 345.
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to 'push on the combined causes of a diffusion and right arrangement of political power,

and a philological knowledge of the scriptures''s0

Radicals appealed to the myth of an ancient Anglo-Saxon constitution in which

electorates had supposedly been more equal, elections more frequent and, consequently,

the House of Commons more independent. In an age which revered the past, Jebb,

Cartlvright and other reformers sincerely argued that they were restorers rather than

innovators. 'If the people call for a reform in the commons house of parliament', Jebb

urote, 'the cry of innovation is violent and immediate, although it is evidently the

intention of the friends of that necessary measure not to innovate, but restore'.tt But Jebb

wanied to restore what he imaginedthe English constitution to have been, and as such he

acted as an 'historical folklorist'.t' Jebb told the freeholders of Middlesex that every

citizen was authorised and encouraged by 'the genius of English liberty' to freely

'examine the defects of the constitution, the erïors of govemment ... and as freely to

censure'. 'I wish to see', he wrote, 'the ancient spirit of my countrymen revive; I wish to

see them a nation of politicians'. Through the means of a national association he urged

them to reconstitute the 'Common's House of Parliament, in exact conformity to the

primeval principles of the constitution of this country'.53 Jebb's commitment to the

ancient constitution is demonstrated by his undertaking the study of Anglo-Saxon law

and history in his last year of life.

The notion of an ancient constitution had a long history, and had been appealed to

frequently in the seventeenth century.5a The eighteenth-century conception of the ancient

constitution reflected contemporary concerns regarding comrption of the House of

Commons. Jebb argued that annual elections and a wide franchise had been ancient

practice and if re-established would lead to removal of the crown's ability to buy

support. He pointed to the Septennial Act as the root cause of the 'numerous and

to Jebb IM, p. 189.
5r 'Mentor' UJ], 16 September 1782, Jebb IlI, p.351.
52 Newman, Rise of English Nationalism, p. 183.
53 Address to Middlesex, Jebb lI, pp.464'5,486.
54 J.G.A. Pocock, The Ancient Constitution qnd the Feudal La'¡v: a study in English historical thought in

the seventeenth century (Cambridge, 1957).
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substantial evils' such as the American conflict.ss V/ith an independent House of

Commons fi.rnctioning according to the 'primeval principles' of the constitution,

it would never be in the power of an abandoned administration, with its

dependent tribes of þlacemen, pensioners and contractors, to riot

unrestrained in the public plunder; sacrificing, with unbounding

prodigality, at the shrine of despotism, the resources of the present

generation, ffid the just inheritance of millions yet unborn; while

discontent, distress, and disgrace prevail, in every part of this once

glorious, happy and extensive Empire.

A reformed House of Commons would protect the public from 'the treachery and insults

OF ITS OV/N SERVANTS'.56 It was in this spirit that Jebb rejected Bu¡ke's argument

that the MP is elected to exercise his independent judgement in parliamentary votes, and

to act as a representative for the interests of the entire nation.s7 Jebb argued that the MP

is a proxy for his district and 'should consider himself as the organ of their will, in every

instance where that will is positively declared'. If an MP wished to vote contrary to the

wishes of his constituents, then he should resign.ts A¡nual elections, it was argued, were

the only way to ensure that MP's obeyed the dictates of their constituents.

u Universal Suffrage as a Natural Right

As Paul Langford has observed, 'the respect which attended property was a striking

feature of the mental landscape of the eighteenth century'. When Thomas Burnet

described the apocalyptic destruction that would precede the establishment of paradise

on earth, he took time to assure his audienc e that this would not necessarily involve any

change in the existing distribution of property.5e Supporters of the eighteenth-century

constitution claimed that it conformed to reason and natural rights, striking a balance

between individual liberty and the rights of property. The common law, it was argued,

protected the rights of individual liberty and security, while the political system was

5s Jebb III, p. 385.
tu Address to Middleser, Jebb II, p.487n.
57 Sutherland, 'Edmund Burke and the Relations between Members of Parliament and their Constituents',

Studies of Burke and his Time, l0 (1968), pp. 105-21.
tt Jebb 11,p.462n.
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designed to afford due influence to the landed wealth of the kingdom. The parliament

was expected to represent various 'interests'. This reflected the structure of a society in

which the individual was defined by his or her membership of a corporate $oup such as

the Church, the aristocracy, the City of London, or the East India Company. Apologists

for this parliament of the propertied sought to put it beyond the reach of reform by

popular pressure. They argued that the Glorious Revolution had settled the division of

labour between executive and legislature, and preached the supremacy of crown-in-

parliament. This view was given textbook statement by William Blackstone, who argued

that Locke had been ltrong to assert that the people retained the supreme power to

'remove or alter' parliament. 'So long as the constitution lasts', he wrote, 'we may

venture to affirm that the power of Parliament is absolute and without control'.ó0

The radicals challenged this doctrine of parliamentary supremacy and claimed that the

constitution had become unbalanced, arguing that it was the ancient constitution that

conformed to reason and natural rights. Cartwright thought it in 'perfect harmony and

correspondence' with 'the great constitution of moral government, called the law of

nature'.6r For Jebb, the jurisdiction of the House of Commons was defined by 'reason

and the constitution'.ut He constantly talked in terms of 'justice and the constitution',

'the ancient generosity and humanity of our nation', 'the constitution and the reason of

things'.63 Cartwright, whom Jebb regarded as his political mentor, clearly based his

politics upon an appeal to historical precedent. Yet it is clear that his conception of the

ancient constitution was profoundly influenced by a commitment to natural rights' 'A

title to the liberty of mankind', he wrote, is not to be looked for

among the cobwebs of the causists brain ... it is the immediate gift of

God, and the seal of it is that free will which he hath made the noblest

constituent of men's nature. It is not derived from anyone, but is the

original in everyone; it is inherent and inalienable. The most ancient

inheritance cannot strengthen this right, the want of inheritance cannot

se Langford, Public Life,pp.l-3.
uo William Blackstone cited in R.R. Palmer, The Age of Demouatic Revolution (1959), p' 63.
6t Life of Carnvright, p.90.
u' Jebb ll, p. 466.
u, Jebb lI, pp. 457,484n; A Lelter to the Secretary of the Society for Constitutional Information (July

1784), Jebb III, p.362.
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impair it. The child of a slave is as free-born according to the law of

nature, as he who would trace a free ancestry up to the creation.óa

In contrast to the eighteenth-century political system, Jebb and Cartwright thought the

ancient constitution laudable primarily because it gave accurate expression to the

principle of popular sovereignty. All Englishmen, they argued, had historically exercised

natural political rights.

As Gunter Lottes has noted, among the mainstream radicals of the 1770s and 80s Jebb

came closest to the idea of popular sovereignty.6s While he mouthed conventional praise

for the form of the English constitution in which crown, lords and coÍrmons were

independent of each other, he argued that this system could be altered if it failed to give

proper expression to the will of the people. For Jebb, the monarch and aristocracy were

only granted political privileges out of expediency. Taxes \Mere a 'gratuitous act of the

commons', given the assent of the landed nobility, and the 'consent of the king is

required for no other purpose than to expedite its equitable collection'.6u If the crown or

lords abused the important role granted to them by the constitution their status could in

principle be altered by the people. In the Address to Middlesex Jebb wamed that the

people could 'new-model' the constitution and entirely alter thei¡ form of government'

'Widely different from the present', he warned,'would be my argument ... were I

treating of that solemn hour, when the delegates of a state, chosen according to forms,

which not law and custom, but necessity and expedience shall prescribe ... shall sit in

awful judgement upon the traitorous invaders of their rights'. Only in such an assembly

would 'the sovereign power reside' and to which could 'the tremendous name of majesty

be attributed'. Compared with the 'imperial jurisdiction' of such a body, the

prerogative of the Crown, privileges of the Lords, and authority of the Commons, 'either

separately considered, or combined, are less than dust upon the scale'.6t In this spirit,

when defending Tom Paine and the French Republic against their High Church

detractors, Ann Jebb assured her readers that Jesus had given no 'directions about forms

il Cartrvright, Lde of Cartwright,pp.65-6.
65 Gunter Lottes, 'Radicalism, Revolution and Political Culture: an Anglo-French comparison', in Philp,

British Popular Politics, pp. 82-84.
6ó 'Hampden' [JJ], August 1782, Jebb III, p.323.
u' Address to Middleser, Jebb II, pp.469-70.
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of government, and, therefore, we have a right to please ourselves'.ut While these were

public statements, in a confidential letter to John Adams in late 1785 Jebb gave a candid

insight into his mature opinion of the contemporary British form of government: 'I am of

opinion with Dr Price', he wrote, 'that those states are happy which know not Bishops,

Peers, or Kings, and are strangers to those Offices and Honours falsely so called, which

owe their existence to those fantastic monuments of human folly'.6e

In addition to arguing that the people could force reform upon the political system, Jebb

advocated a dramatic expansion of the electorate. Indeed, it was the issue of universal

suffrage which ultimately separated Jebb and his fellow radicals from moderates like

Christopher V/yvill. The Westrninster sub-committee went out of its way to justify the

inclusion of universal suffrage among its reform proposals on the grounds of both right

and utility. 'The doctrine that representation and taxation are inseparable' is a truth, the

Report declared, that had been obscured by the traditional privileges accorded to

property. 'Every man has an interest in his life, his liberty, his kindred, and his country',

and without direct representation these interests ('which are as substantial, as land or

money') are at the mercy of those 'possessed of property, the grand enchantress of the

world'. The argument that the unpropertied lacked independence was skirted: while the

poor man may occasionally vote 'without a proper regard to its importance', at times of

'public calamity' a suffering nation would elect the 'real friends of humanity and their

country'. The restoration of universal political rights and responsibilities, t}lre Report

asserted, would capture the attention and reform the manners of a wayward younger

generation. With all males obliged to serve in the militia, it asked, 'is it generous, is it

politic, to treat him as an alien in the community at the moment he may be ornamenting

it by the powers of his understanding, or defending it by his arms?"O

Some historians have claimed that John Locke's impact on eighteenth-century politics

has been greatly exaggerated. To some extent this may be true for the first half of the

6' AJ, Two Penny-worth of Truth (20 December 1792), p. 12.
u'JJ to John Adams, l3 September 1785, MHS Adams papers.
10 Report of the Sub-Committee of Westminster (1780), Jebb III, pp.403-23, at 410, 415,411,420-23,
412-14 see also S. Maccoby ed., The English Radical Tradition, 1763-1914 (1952), pp. 34-38; This

argument had been put forcefully by James Burgh, Political Disquisitions, I, p' 38.
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century. Yet Locke's political influence cannot be gauged simply by a survey of the

degree to which the Two Treatises was left on shelves and referred too rather than read.Tl

On the one hand, the contractual view of government was popularised by polemicists

like Benjamin Hoadly. On the other, Locke's religious and philosophical legacy

encouraged an emphasis upon the importance of individual rights and duties. While

theological heterodoxy proved a point of conflict with the establishment and encouraged

political radicalism, it was often a symptom of a deeper philosophical evolution which

saw men like Jebb confine moral authority and responsibility to the rational and

autonomous individual. This led to a view of society in which the individual was the

basic unit, rather than corporate bodies. Jebb complained that

One maxim, which will be found to predominate, more or less, in the

minds of individuals in every corporation, consists, in an overweening

opinion and extravagant zeal for the interest of that body, to which, as it

is often expressed, they have 'the honour to belong'.

He thought that 'this corporation-spirit' was most evident in the army, the East India

Company, the Society of Jesus, and the Church of England.tt This view was no doubt

encouraged by Jebb's conflict with two of the central institutions of unreformed England

(the Anglican Chwch and Cambridge University) before entering into the field of free-

market commerce that was eighteenth-century medicine. It was in opposition to a

political system built around corporate interests that Jebb invoked his conception of the

ancient constitution. Thus Jebb declared that the British House of Commons should be

'representative of persons, not of property; of men, not of things'.73

Locke's theory of government was open to radical interpretation because he passed over

some key issues such as defining 'the people' and the mechanism by which they should

participate in politics. D.O. Thomas has argued persuasively that because Locke left such

questions open we should assume that he did not intend for there to be any diminution of

the political power of the landed class. Quite the contrary in fact, as his intention was to

justi$ the actions by that class in canying out the Revolution of 1688.74 Locke was

t,John Dunn,'The Politics of Locke in England and America in the Eighteenth Century', in John Yolton

ed., John Locke: problems and perspectrves (Cambridge, 1969), pp. 56-62.
?2 Jebb III, pp. 170-71; Langford, Public life, p.210.
7t Letter to Sir Robert Bernard (1781), in Jebb II, p. 500.
to D.O. Thomas, 'Richard Ashcraft on Locke's Two Treatises" E&D 14 (1995), pp. 128-54.
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helping to fight a late seventeenth-century conflict between aristocracy and monarchy

rather than the late eighteenth-century debate over the franchise. Nevertheless, whatever

Locke's own intentions might have been, his espousal of popular sovereignty profoundly

influenced eighteenth-century radicals. Nowhere was this more evident than among

Jebb's associates: the Two Treatises of Government was the first book Francis

Blackburne read upon entering Cambridge, Edmund Law published an edition of

Locke's works, and John Disney declared that he 'owed much to Mr Locke - more,

probably, than to any other individual person'.t5 The radical influence of Locke was

recognised by Josiah Tucker, Dean of Gloucester, friend of Bishop Warburton, ffid

opponent of the Feathers Tavern petition. As John Pocock has noted, if Tucker had

thought a conservative reading of Locke possible he would have offered one.tu Instead,

he sought to refute Locke's political philosophy by drawing upon Scottish economic and

historical theory. A measure of the seriousness with which he approached the task is the

fact that he had a small number of his tract printed for criticism by friends before

publication. The response by radicals was predictable: where Tucker claimed that

.subordination and government' followed from natural human inequality, William Jones

thought that human sociability tended naturally toward 'a system of perfect equality, and

would produce a pure republic, the only rational form of government, where manners

and circumstances render it practicable'.i7 Thomas Day entertained the idea of attacking

Tucker's book because it was 'written with all the contractedness, ignorance and

dogmatical impertinence of an orthodox divine'.?8 Though Day did not get around to it'

Joseph Towers, an active member of the SCI, issued A Vindication of the Political

Principles of Mr Locke (1782)'

Jebb himself was an obvious adherent of Locke's theory of government. At the

beginning of the American Revolution he lamented:

I did not think that despotism was so much resolved on . '. Locke has

shewn me who are the real rebels, in a contest of this kind; they are those,

75 cited in 'John Disney', BDMBR, p. 126.
?6 Pocock, Virtue, Commerce and History, ch.9.
tt Wi¡iam Jones to Viscount Althorp, 3l March 1781, Letters of William Jones, pp. 462-63-
78 Thomas Day to Erasmus Darwin jr., 29 January 1179, BL. Add. Mss 29300.57; Paul Langford,
,Thomas Day and the Politics of Sentiment', in R.F. Holland and G. Rizvi eds., Perspectives on

Imperialism and Decolonisation (1984), pp. 57-79'
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who, by unjust oppression, renew that state of war, which laws and

society had banished.Te

When he condemned all alterations to the constitution since the time of Alfred he was

not revealing an uncritical reverence for the past:

even the act of Henry the sixth, which deprived so many hundred

thousand citizens of their right of suffrage, is an innovation. But were it

otherwise [ie. of ancient origin], that detestable act would be equally

unconstitutional; ... were the limitations of that act in use, since the time

of Julius Caesar, they would not be legal, as being contrary to natural

right.80

While some may have simply attached Locke's name to add authority to their views

without having read the Two Treatises of Government, Jebb was clearly not one of

them.st

Universal suffrage was a controversial issue and source of division Ílmong the reformers.

Many who wanted to expand the franchise nevertheless wished to exclude servants and

the labouring poor. Priestley suggested 'that those who are extremely dependent should

not be allowed to have votes in the nomination of the chief magisttates', and later wrote

of 'the lowest and most illiterate of our common people, who can never have any degree

of influence in the state'.s2 Granville Sharp took a highly legalistic approach to political

reform and based his arguments for annual parliaments primarily upon historical

precedent. On the issue of universal suffrage he observed that 'we know not what would

be the effects of ít; probably they would be good: but we ought to walk in a trodden path,

and build on sure foundations'.83 Ben Franklin displayed a similar caution. When told

that

Dr Jebb was for having every man vote: he said he thought Dr Jebb was

right, as the all of one man was as dear to him as the all of another.

Afterwards, however, he seemed to qualify this by expressing his

tn Letter, 3 December 1774, Jebb IM, p. 87.
80'Mentor' UJ],20 September 1782,Jebb III, p. 358.
t' Jebb referred to the House of Commons as the 'democratical' arm of the constitution. Jebb II, p. 512
82 Priestley, Political Writings, pp. 15, 60.
t' Cited in 'Granville Sharp', BDMBR, p. 435.
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approbation of the American system, which excludes minors, servants,

and others, w;ho are liable to undue influence.sa

Social prejudice ensured that most reformers recoiled from the ideal of granting

universal political rights and sought refuge in appeals to expediency. In addition to

demanding universal suffrage as an historical and natural right, however, Jebb argued

that it was also justified on utilitarian grounds.

ilI The Utility of Universal Suffrage

The issue of representation needs to be viewed in light of debate over the relationship

between civil and political liberty. As noted above, conservative Whigs argued the

coÍtmon good required that politics be confined to the propertied elite, a large church

and state be maintained, and some restrictions be imposed upon religious liberty. In

opposition to this, Lockean liberals were primarily concerned to limit the power of the

state to intrude upon the rights of the individual. In particular, they demanded free

inquiry and communication of ideas in order to facilitate material and cultural progress.

A broadening of political rights was usually thought to be a necessary means toward

attaining the ends of greater civil liberty and progress.

The views of Richard Price and Joseph Priestley regarding political liberty have

considerable historical signifrcance, and provide a context within which to consider

Jebb's position.s5 Price decla¡ed that 'Civil Liberty is the power of a civil society ot state

to govern itself by its own discretion', and that such a state was 'free or self-governed '..

more or less so in proportion as it is more or less fairly and adequately represented'.86

Yet Price, like most eighteenth-century liberals, drew back from endorsing universal

suffrage, arguing that prudence dictated the franchise should be restricted to those

capable of independent judgement.sT While Price argued that political rights were an

inherent element of civil liberfy, Priestley drew a careful distinction between civil and

political liberty. He defined civil liberty as the po\Mer an individual retains over his own

to Baynes, 'Joumal', 27 August 1783, in Romilly, Life, p. 447 .

85 John Rawls, A Theory of Justice ( I 97 I ), p. 201 .
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actions, and political liberty as the power an individual has over the actions of others.

priestley was primarily concerned to maximise the former, and argued that it was

possible that small government and extensive civil and religious liberty could exist in an

absolutist state, concluding with Alexander Pope that 'those governments which are best

administered are best'. Yet if civil liberry did not by definition include political liberty,

Priestley nonetheless believed that the granting of broad political rights was both the best

way to secwe civil liberties and justified on utilitarian grounds. 'Without a spirit of

liberty, and a feeling of security and independence', he argued, 'no great improvements

in agriculture, or anything else, will ever be made by men'.88 While Priestley often

appealed to natural rights, a 'utilitarianism' formed the basis of his political

philosophy.t'The difference between Price and Priestley's conception of political liberty

can be traced back to their differing moral philosophies. Price defended the exercise of

private judgement as an end in itself, because he considered free will to be a defining

aspect of human nature. This stance underpinned his definition of political liberty as an

integral element of civil liberty. As a necessarian, however, Priestley was primarily

interested in the exercise of private judgement as a means to uncover and disseminate

truth - political liberty was an instrument to hasten the revelation of truth'eo

Jebb knew Price and praised his defence of the Americans. Yet (as chapter 4 has

demonstrated) like Priestley, Jebb espoused a determinist and hedonist moral philosophy

derived from David Hartley. Jebb was primarily interested in political reform as a means

of facilitating progress, happiness and the spread of truth. He was impressed by Cesare

Beccaria's influential work On Crimes and Punishments which, along with Priestley's

essay on goveïnment, has been cited as the source of Bentham's principle that policy

should promote the greatest happiness for the greatest number.er Jebb was not a secular

Utilitarian like Bentham (who rejected natural rights). Rather, he believed that utilitarian

measures would naturally follow from a full recognition of political rights, and that this

88 Priestley, Potitical writings,pp.29,32-36; Alexander Pope, Essay on Man, Ep.3.303.
*n As D.O. Thomas has pointed out, Priestley 'evades difficulties that arise whenever natural rights may be

thought to conflict with considerations of the public good, by supposing that natural rights have their

founãation in the public good and cannot conflict with it'. D.O Thomas, 'Progress, Liberty and Utiliry: the

political philosopñy of Joseph Priestley', in Anderson, Science, Medicine and Dissent,pp.73-19,at79;
iee also James J. Hoecker, 'Joseph Priestley and Utilitarianism in the Age of Reason', E&D 3 (1984)' pp.

55-64.
e0 Fitzpatrick, 'Toleration and Truth', pp. l-3 l.
nt Address to Middlesq, Jebb II, p.482.
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rwould help fulfil the intention of Divine Providence that everything be brought to

perfection. Priestley and Jebb confidently believed that greater happiness and progress

were dependent upon civil equality and greater intellectual liberty. They evaded the

problem of conflict between right and utility by assuming that there could never be a

clash between natural rights and the coÍìmon good. Yet as Thomas has pointed out,

An insidious consequence of supposing that all interests are harmonised

in one over-arching public good, is that it obscures the possibility that

there may be real clashes of interest, ild leaves the individual

defenceless against those who are alleged to represent the public

interest.e2

Priestley himself did just this in claiming that it was prudent to deny political liberty to

the lower orders. On this point, at least, Jebb was more generous, consistent and

optimistic in arguing that universal suffrage was not only a natural and historical right,

but should be granted on the grounds of utility. In arguing thus we can see a direct

connection between Jebb's Hartlean conception of the mind and his political thought.

Jebb placed great faith in the power of political education to enlighten the masses and

guide their conduct. He thought that poor education \¡/as no more a barrier to

understanding the basic principles of politics than it was to understanding the basic

principles of Christianity. Jebb believed that the colnmon people were ill-prepared for

political activity because (as in the case of religion) they were deceived and fed false

notions by the establishment. He constantly bemoaned the 'dark contrivanse' of

successive administrations to manipulate and delude public opinion'

'Were the film of prejudice removed, so that truth could attain an

admission to the uncorrupted mind, we should be disposed, with

unanimous voice, to hail the triumph of liberty in every clime, and clasp

the defenders of that choicest gift of heaven to man, to our kindred

breasts, with more than fraternal love.e3

Jebb applied the same optimistic rationalism to politics as he did to religion' He believed

that 'political truth' was simple and could be discovered and agreed upon like the

principles of geometry. When his motions for annual parliaments and universal suffrage

q 
Thomas, 'Progress, Liberry and Utility', p. 79.

er'Trebatius' 
U Jl, 22 August 1 785, Jebb lll, p. 392-93
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were greeted with silence at the second Association convention, Jebb justified his

singular behaviour by stressing the need for everyone to freely state what they saw to be

the truth. 'Many doctrines now universally received', he argued, '\¡r'ere at one period, the

opinions of a few private individuals, which though for a time opposed by the

combinations of interest, an open appeal to the good sense of the community, at length

hath ca¡ried into effect.'ea Jebb's radicalism in politics was underpinned by a belief that

he was acting a part in universal political progress, and he assured Christopher V/yvill

that annual parliaments and universal suffrage would eventually be aftained. 'The

constitution of the Commons house of parliament can never be restored by gradualism',

he asserted, 'nor by any other power than that to which it owes its existence; I mean, the

power of the people, whose proper weight and authority in the scale of govemment, is

now rising in every part of Europe.'es Jebb was supremely confident that if political

equality were established agreement would follow on all important issues. 'Measures of

extensive utility are generally plain and simple', he wrote, 'and immediately approve

themselves to the general sense of mankind; with respect to such, therefore, unanimity

may be expected'.e6 As with religion, even an unlettered labourer could understand the

basics of politics and contribute to the political process. It was for this reason that Jebb

devoted his time and energies to political education.

It became commonplace during the Enlightenment to argue that the passions could be

regulated by the interests. A popular critique of capitalism since Marx involves the claim

that it stifles development of a rounded personality and causes alienation. Yet as

Hirschman has pointed out, this is exactly what eighteenth-century exponents of

commerce expected and wanted it to achieve - to tame the passions by channelling them

into 'innocent' and socially beneficial money-making.eT In the wake of the South Sea

Bubble of 1720 some Patriot critics of V/alpole attacked conìmerce as undermining

Britain's moral fabric. Yet while Jebb supported calls for moral reform, he joined in the

widespread praise for the benefits of commerce. He followed Montesquieu in arguing

that commerce promotes wealth, social harmony, and (by thus strengthening civil

society) also acts as a natural counterbalance to despotism. While Jebb was deeply

n4 Jebb II, p.514.
nt JJ to Christopher Wyvill, 7 August 1781, Jebb IM, p. 167
n6 Jebb |, p. 487.
e? Hirschman , Passions and the Interests, pp. 132-35 '
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influenced by the republican notion of participatory citizenship, he sha¡ed none of that

tradition's belief that commerce inherently undermines a civic virtue based upon landed

independence. Jebb clearly believed that the spread of liberty and commerce were

inextricably entwined, declaring that 'liberty, public virtue, national honour, cotnmerce,

and internal prosperity' would flourish following radical parliamentary reform.o*

Jebb's hedonistic moral philosophy emphasised the regulation and right direction (rather

than repression) of ambition and self-interest. This was the source of his approval of

commerce, and it underpinned his commitment to parliamentary reform. Jebb concluded

that comrption and deceit is fostered by political inequality, as concentration of political

power and patronage in the hands of some encourages either obsequious conduct or

resentment on the part of others. Far better, Jebb argued, that the political process act as

a socially useful outlet for the ambitions of all men. As ambition and the pursuit of self-

interest was natural, he argued, these desires were better put to use in a cornmunity of

freely acting, morally guided individuals, rather than relying upon authoritarian restraint

and repression of natural desires. Individuals should not be oppressed, but rather be

allowed to let their rational, moral selves point the direction to 'true happiness' (under

the guidance of education). Jebb suggested that if the parliament became more accessible

and elections more frequent, then more young men of 'spirit and ability' would be drawn

in by the 'prospect of flattering distinction'. This echoes the associationist psychology

that inspired his education reforms. Young men would come to 'disdain each meaner

gratification' as their ambitions were satisfied by applause for patriotic and virtuous

conduct in parliament.ee His belief that political activity could act as a constructive outlet

for the ambitions of all men is indicated by an argument he employed in defence of

freedom of the press. 'When a bitl was passed in Ireland to restrain the liberly of the

press, Jebb observed that a free press helped prevent political assassinations' His

reasoning provides a revealing insight into the way his view of human psychology

informed his liberalism:

A man conceives resentment; the press affords an opportunity of venting

his passion; the present feeling is gratified; the resentment is no more.

But, if he is restrained from the opportunity of pouring forth complaint

n' Speech in Vy'estminster Hall l4 February 1784, Jebb IM' p. 193
e Address to Middlesex, Jebb II, p.482n.
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into the breasts of his fellow-citizens, the passion conceives fresh fury

from confinement, and dark resentment affects its purpose by a more fatal

and surer process.'*

248

Jebb's understanding of human nature also influenced his stance toward the aristocracy

at the level of practical politics. He consistently refused Christopher V/yvill's pleas to

moderate his radical stance in the interests of forming an alliance with the Rockingham

Whigs. Jebb believed that the aristocracy would naturally defend their self-interest, and

only ally with the middle and lower orders in a time of extreme national danger.lor The

parliamentary opposition, he argued, would only support substantial reform if a

widespread popular movement left them with no choice (in which case their participation

would only be an ornament to the movement). Rockingham's opposition to electoral

reform is understandable. In his famous 1776 speech on parliamentary reform John

Wilkes had declared that abolishing rotten boroughs would lay 'the axe to the root of

comrption and treasury influence, as well as aristocratic tyranny'.t02 Jebb suggested that

the aristocracy would be great beneficiaries of parliamentary reform, declaring that the

nobility would side with a national convention because any 'diminution of the present

enonnous influence of the Crown, tends to restote, to that illustrious order of our fellow

citizens, its proper dignity and constitutional importance'.to' Yet he was under no

illusions as to the power of aristocratic vested interest, and believed that it must be

firmly opposed by the 'Friends of the People'. Privately he told Wyvill 'that class' [the

Rockinghamites] would only support substantial reform if 'we make it in their interest to

unite with us'. The aristocracy would never accept 'what we term a reasonable

compensation for borough interest, until ... compelled by the power of the people''r0a In

the course of reforming the electoral system a 'proper compensation' would be paid, and

if some aristocrats were initially reluctant to go along with the process, Jebb suggested

that 'such persons would probably not continue to oppose the wish, when they reflected,

that the power they enjoyed was utterly inconsistent with the people's undoubted right to

an equal representation, whenever they might think proper to assert it'. As the

roo Jebb IM, p. 206n.

'o' Jebb II, p. 512.
,ot Cited in E.N. Vy'illiams, The Eighteenth-Century Constitution (Cambridge, 1960),p.217
toi Address to Middlesex, Jebb II, p.481.
r04 JJ to Christopher 'ù/yvill, 7 August 1781, Jebb IM, p. 165'
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aristocracy were bound to pursue their self-interest, so must the 'agents of the

democratical part of the Constitution'.rot This belief drove his conduct as an agitator for

reform, as indicated by his warning to the Volunteers of Ireland that if electoral reform

were left to the parliament 'the aristocratic interest, united with the regal, like a blight

from the east, will assuredly blast every hope of harvest'.106

Jebb also used the language of associationist psychology to explain how political

institutions and states should interact in order to produce progress and happiness.

Walpole had argued that the Crown, Lords and Commons were interdependent rather

than independent, and as such, the use of influence was necessary to preserve a

balance.r0T Jebb on the other hand, thought 'the passions incident to human nature, when

placed in certain circumstances' ensured that the Crown, Lords, and Commons would

both work together and remain independent if the constitution were established in its

perfect state. The th¡ee branches of govemment would be regulated by 'those moral

causes' which 'in a state of political liberty, with restless energy, though frequently

silent and unobserved, control, direct and modiff the actions of mankind'.r08 The

exertions of groups of men could be understood as reflecting the 'restless energy' of the

human affections writ large. The ancient constitution was laudable because the ambitions

and interests of Crown, Lords and Commons were balanced against one another. In like

manner he wanted Irish independence and free trade in order that Britain and Ireland

should be 'united by the indivisible bonds of interests and affection'.r0e

IV Universal Progress

Jebb's moral philosophy tempered his patriotic chauvinism and saw him become a

pioneering advocate of the universalism which became a prominent feature of British

radicalism during the French Revolution. As noted in chapter 2, patriotism was an

evolving and contested concept in late eighteenth-century Britain. In the decades (and

tos Letter to Sir Roberl Bernard, Jebb II, p. 512.
ro6 Jebb II, p. 532.
r07 Speck, Stability and Strife, p.23.
toB Address to Middlesex, Jebb II, p. 468n.
loe JJ to Francis Dobbs, 27 April 1782, NLI Dobbs papers.
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even centuries) prior to the American Revolution patriotism was extremely chauvinistic

and generally associated with opposition and radicalism.lro Newman has argued that a

surge of radical patriotism in the middle of the eighteenth century developed into what

he calls a clearly defined English nationalism in the 1780s and 90s.'rr Radical patriotism

initially reflected a challenge to the cosmopolitan values of the ruling aristocracy. Yet in

response to the American, and in particular the French Revolutions, the British elite

adopted the language of 'middling sort' patriotism, and harnessed it to the constitution of

king-in-parliament and Anglican Church. While the Seven Years War and the French

Revolution 'served to unite a Protestant Britain pursuing imperial aims', the process was

by no means a smooth one, and at the end of the century nonconformists and radicals

remained in opposition to the establishment.rl2 Reformers continued to draw on the

patriotic tradition, with its ideal of preserving native English liberties. Radical ideas and

organisations also evolved in conjunction with a developing sense of the British nation,

for which reason the government did not pursue a systematic encouragement of

nationalism. Linda Colley has questioned the degree to which nationalism became a

conservative force, pointing out the way nationalist ideas in Britain could be used by

lower class people. Yet, as John Dinwiddy has reaffirmed, during the French Revolution

nationalism in England became 'overwhelmingly a conservative force', and if the

government did not systematically promote nationalism, 'the prevailing view of the

authorities was that national feeling w¿rs something to be encouraged rather than

opposed'.rt' British radicals became hamstrung in their appeals to patriotism by their

association with French and cosmopolitan republican ideals. If anxious during the

tumults of the late eighteenth century, loyalists at least became increasingly unified and

vocal in their support for 'Church and King'. Radicals, on the other hand, had to deal

rr0 Hill, 'Norman Yoke'; Hugh Cunningham, 'The Language of Patriotism, 1750-1914', History

lI/orl<shop Journal 12 (1981), pp. 8-33.
rrr Newman, Ríse of Engtish Nationalisrn. While Newman's book is a valuable and stimulating study it is

flawed by a failure to adequately examine how English identity interacted with an emerging British

nationalism.
l12 Murray G.H. Pittock,Inventing and Resisting Britain: cultural identities in Britain and lreland, 1685'

t789 (1997),p. r29.
rlr Linda Coitey,'Whose nation? Class and national consciousness in Britain 1750-1830', Past and

Present I 13 (1986), pp. 97-ll7; John Dinwiddy, 'England', in Otto Dann and John Dinwiddy eds.,

Nationalism in the Age of the French Revolution (1983), pp. 53-70, at 69; see also David Eastwood,

'Patriotism and the English State in the 1790s', in Philp, French Revolution and British Popular Politics,

pp. 146-68.
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with a tension between patriotism, and the cosmopolitan and universal ideals of the

Enlightenment and the American and French Revolutions.rra

The chauvinism of the English during the eighteenth century was notable, and even the

supposedly 'enlightened' upper-classes were characterised by prejudice against

foreigners. The most scathing condemnation was directed at the Welsh, Irish and

Scottish. Even the cosmopolitan Lord Shelburne told Richard Price that Scotland was

'composed of such a sad set of innate, cold-hearted, impudent rogues that I sometimes

think it a comfort when you and I shall be able to walk together in the next world ... we

cannot possibly then have any of them sticking to our skirts'."t This sense of English

superiority was characteristic of the circles within which Jebb moved. Brand-Hollis and

his friend Thomas Hollis travelled to the continent at mid-century and returned intensely

patriotic, with the latter scorning 'vain Frenchmen, trucking Dutchmen, [and] fame lost

Danes'.rró When Joseph Priestley travelled to the continent with Lord Shelburne he

found little to admire among the customs or ideas of the French and retreated into study

of his Bible.rtT Samuel Romilly (who had frequent contact with Jebb when he returned

from the continent) best summed up the prevailing attitude toward the continent when he

reflected: 'it is astonishing how much the French are disposed to refine, to account for

everything that happens in an extraordinary way, and to find deep design and

contrivance in the most simple transactions'.rr8

Jebb was intensely proud of his Englishness. Yet he was also at the forefront of those

patriots attracted to the cosmopolitan ideals of the Enlightenment. This is illustrated by

his attitude toward the Celtic fringe. Jebb thought the Scots had been unfairly

represented as favou¡able to despotism, and that, quite to the contrary, they were an

enlightened people who had produced many advocates for liberty."n Jebb's optimistic

rra Martin Fitzpatrick, 'Patriots and Patriotisms: Richard Price and the early reception of the French

Revolution in England', Studies on Voltaire and the Eighteenth Century,335 (1995), pp-2ll-29.
rr5 Langford, Polite and Commercial People p. 328'
rró Robbins, 'strenuous Whig', p. 420.
rl7 Priestley, IV'orks,I, pp.255-57 .

I l8 Romilly, Lile Il, p. 424.

"n Jebb inserted an extract from An Historical Account of the Ancient Rights of the Parliament of Scotland

(1703), in the Society for Constitutional Information's collection of Tractsll,pp.5g'62, and wrote: 'Ithas

been, too much, the custom to represent the inhabitants of a neighbouring kingdom [Scotland], as friendly

to despotism, as insensible to the genuine feelings of patriotism ... The following quotation and

authorities . . . speak the sense of free parliaments and a gallant people' . 20 July 1784, Jebb III, pp. 362-68;
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blend of natural rights and utilitarian argument is probably best illustrated by his request

that the Irish Volunteers include the rights of full citizenship for Catholics in their reform

platform. To overcome their reservations he pointed to a possible future when, with the

absence of religious intolerance and'under the influence of mild and equal laws, human

industry shall be generally excited and encouraged'. In such a climate, he asked, 'is it not

reasonable to conclude, that religious prejudices lvill also give away, and truth extend

her salutary empire over the minds of men, in proportion as the light of science ... shall

prevail?' Politicians of the day would fail in their 'bad pu{poses, through false

conceptions of the human character', and it was a natural tendency toward virtue which

had led the Americans to assert their independence when threatened by a comrpt regime.

In this spirit, Jebb assured the Irish that 'Compliance with the obvious rules ofjustice, by

allowing free scope to the virtuous energies of the mind, enables us to overcome

obstacles apparently insurmountable, and leads to peace and happiness'.t'o

Jebb thought that the international community should operate in the same \¡/ay that he

wanted to see a society of individuals function. The path to universal peace lay in having

strong, independent, self-governing nations engage in free trade. Jebb thought it

'uncharitable' of Shelburne to style France and Spain 'the natural enemies of

England'.r2t He was critical of the oppressive form of government imposed on India by

British intsrests.r22 And he thought that both Ireland and Scotland should be able to build

their own navies, under the control of their own representative assemblies, to defend

their own trade. He wanted to see 'that long oppressed country [Scotland] once more

respectable, and owe its security to the native virtue and valour of its sons'.r23 Jebb

constantly promoted the idea that a prosperous and independent Ireland would benefit

Britain.r24 He wrote to a correspondent in Belfast,

O let the friends of freedom throughout the Giobe be friends to each other

also! Tyrants are leagued against them everywhere, and nothing under

Providence but generous sentiments of civil and religious liberty, fully

He claimed that Scotland had been the 'scourge of tyrannical power in many a former generation'.

'Trebatius' lJIl,22 August 1785, Jebb III, p. 392'
,,0 Letters iddress"d to the Votunteers of lreland, on the subject of parlíamentary reform (1 783)' Jebb II,

p.547-48.
r2l 'Laelius' [JJ], [October?f 1782, Jebb III, p. 361.
r22 Speech in Westminster Hall, l4 February 1784, Jebb IM, p. 193'
r23 Jebb III, p. 3lo.
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diffused ..., arming of the People, free commerce, and an unreserved

communication of every species of sound Political knowledge and

mutual animation of each other can long preserve the friends of freedom

from their dark designs.r25

Far from seeing a conflict between nationalism and intemational peace, Jebb clearly

believed that universal harmony and prosperity would follow promotion of a rational

patriotism. Death spared him the pain of divided loyalties experienced by radicals during

war between Britain and revolutionary France.

Religious, philosophical and political progress were inextricably entwined in Jebb's

mind. As noted in chapter 2, Jebb was spared doubts about the coherence and

consistency of his heady mixture of natural rights and utility by an unflagging faith in

Divine providence. He assumed that God would not have designed a universe in which

right and utility were not in harmony. In addition, Jebb's faith in the coming millennium

led him to believe that universal progress was inevitable. History had witnessed many

setbacks in particular times and places, and he often thought that his own country was

heading for ruin. Jebb concluded his Address to the Freeholders of Middlesex with the

suggestion that 'the times of distress, long predicted' would soon arrive, and a plan to

reform parliament shogld be prepared 'in that hour of tranquillity which precedes the

storm,.r26 He believed that Providence would work through natural means (chiefly the

mechanism of the human mind) to ultimately and inevitably undermine established

institutions and spread true religion in preparation for the Second Coming. Jebb saw

himself as a conscious and positive instrument of Providence. That is why he wanted to

,push on the combined causes of a diffusion and right anangement of political power,

and a philological knowledge of the scriptures'.t" And it gave him the confidence to

brush aside prudent concerns about the consequences of radical reform' The millennium

was coming one way or another. As noted in the previous chapter, he viewed the

outcome of the American conflict in cosmic terms. And as chapter 11 will show, he held

fast to his ideals through the ebb and flow of the Association movement's fortunes' Time

and again he rebuffed V/yvill's pleas for moderation with assurances that if the reformers

r24 JJ to Francis Dobbs, 5 October 1783, NLI Dobbs papers'
I25 JJ to Henry Joy, [September 1785?], LHL Joy papers.

'26 Jebb II, p. 90.
r2t Jebb IM, p. 189.
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would only hold fast to their demands, then time and Providence would see their goals

attained. Jebb would no doubt have greeted the French Revolution with the same

enthusiasm as his Rational Dissenting friends (for many of whom it heightened

expectations that Christ's return was near).r" It is worth noting that an acquaintance of

Ann Jebb's in her last years was Joseph Lomas Towers (the son of Dr Joseph Towers, an

early member of the Society for Constitutional Information). His Illustrations of

prophecy (1796) welcomed the French Revolution as fulfilling biblical eschatology

through the 'overthrow of tyranny' and 'restoration of the people to their rights.r2e

Nevertheless, prior to the French Revolution at least, Rational Dissenters were generally

unwilling to set a date for the Second Coming. Thus it was with Jebb - while no man

might know the hour or the day, all were duty bound to work toward the coming

kingdom of God through promoting liberty and progress'

128 Garrett, Respectable FollY.
f 2e Harrison, Second Coming, p.76
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Gentlemen Dissenters

ønd the Law

It was the extent of its extra-parliamentary nature that marked the radicalism of the

1760s as a new departure. This reflected a considerable expansion of urban culture which

gained pace in the second half of the century, and involved the establishment of many

voluntary societies and professional associations which allowed the middling sort to

escape the constraints of patrician control.r The result, however, was not a cohesive

middle class united in its opposition to the aristocratic establishment. As Wilson has

argued,

eighteenth-century urban culture embodied the status, material, and

aspirational divisions within the middle classes and even encouraged

divergent political principles, so that as some of the bourgeoisie became

entrenched in the interstices of Old Comrption, others were in the

vanguard ofa radical assault on it.

She suggests that 'urban culture may have been more important in promoting a political

consciousness that, transcending nascent class formations, united members of different

social groups, such as, in the case of radical politics, intellectuals, professionals,

middling retailers and artisans'.r The importance of Rational Dissent is magnified in this

view of politics and society, because it provided a political and intellectual elite and a

congregational base which could articulate and support an ideology of political dissent.

It is here that we c¿ì.n see some correlation between opposition politics and a body of

self-consciously middle-class people. As John Seed has argued, the rationalism of

I John Brewer, 'The Commercialization of Politics', in Neil McKendrick, John Brewer and J'H. Plumb,

The Birth of a Consumer Society: the commercialisqtion of eighteenth-century Englønd (1982), p.200.
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Rational Dissenters was 'linked to the experience and "common sense" of a prosperous

bourgeoisie'.3 While political alignments cut across social groups, prior to the French

Revolution most of the leading radicals were clergy, professionals and gentlemen of

liberal religious disposition. In light of this, we need to examine Jebb's social context

and ethos in order to understand the limitations of his radicalism.

Social Attitudes

Rational Dissenters and reform-minded people were often closely associated and even

interrelated. Catherine Cappe found visiting the Lindseys in London very different to

when they had been living in Catterick. She was quite intimidated: 'surrounded as they

were by persons of the first talents, and attainments in literature - the Priestleys, the

Franklins, the Jebbs, the Lees, the Prices, the Sergeants, etc', my society could add

nothing to them; but was on the contrary, an encumbrance'.4 Rational Dissenters and

reformers were a middle-class intellectual elite interconnected by a web of familial,

religious and professional associations. Of the 411 subscribers to Jebb's posthumous

Works that Robert V/ebb has been able to identiff, most were professionals or provincial

clergy. These include 36 physicians and surgeons, 60 lawyers, 45 businessmen, and at

least 40 present or future MPs (mostly Whigs and radicals); there is a handful of radical

peers, and the fifty or so identifiable gentlemen are 'drawn less from the traditional

gentry than from merchant wealth of a generation earlier'; and there were 38

predominantly Unitarian Dissenting ministers. There were also 150 clergymen

(including dons and schoolmasters) of the Anglican Church, 'most but not all of them

from Cambridge and most in parochial rather than academic careers'.5 This analysis

further demonstrates that Rational Dissent was largely a religion of those involved in

commerce and the professions. It also supports Seed's argument that the elite of Rational

Dissent were socially and politically well connected.6

2 Kathleen Vy'ilson, 'Urban Culture and Political Activism in Hanoverian England', in Hellmuth'

Transformation of Political Culture, p. 184.
3 Seed, 'Gentlemen Dissenters', p.324.
a Cappe, Memoirs, p. 185.
5 Webb,'Emergence of Rational Dissent', in Haakonssen, Enlightenment and Religion,p.39'
u John Seed, 'À set of men powerful enough in many things': Rational Dissent and political opposition in

England, l770-1790' , in Haakonssen, Enlightenment and Religion, pp' 140-68'
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While Jebb thought equality of religious and political rights possible, he did not believe

(and had no reason to believe) that economic and social equality was possible or

desirable. Jebb assumed that material inequality \ryas an inherent feature of the natural

order, and his primary concern was how to ensure that all those strung out along the

social hierarchy understood and performed their rights and duties. In his seûnon on Acts

10:34, 'God is no respecter of persons', Jebb asked why Providence allowed such

evident inequality between animals and men, and within human society? And why had

the English been favoured with a geography, climate, and exposure to the Gospel which

had encouraged the spirit of liberty? He replied with a patemalist ansrwer that had a

utilitarian spin: the sum total of happiness is greater if imperfect creatures be classed in

various ranks and orders, with various powers and capacities of improvement, than if

there were only one class, possessed of an absolute equality of endowments'.7 In this

view, the greater one's knowledge and privilege, the greater one's responsibility and

duty. An academic had a solemn duty to research and instruct, and a wealtþ aristocrat

was morally bound to set an example of noble patriotism'

While Jebb praised 'patriot' noblemen like the Duke of Richmond, he was generally

critical of the aristocracy. As noted in pervious chapters, from the middle decades of the

cenfury there were increasing calls for a reformation of manners by writers such as

James Burgh, David Hartley, John Brown and Richard Price. These writers criticised

both the perceived luxury and profligacy of the wealthy and the laxity of the lower

orders. There is plenty of evidence that Jebb and his associates participated in the social

rituals of polite society. Jebb met his future wife at a ball in Huntingdon, and after he

resigned from the ministry he was seen dancing at the Huntingdon ball and assembly.s

Likewise, Theophilus Lindsey was happy to attend the Lincoln races.' Yet middle-class

reformers like Jebb clearly thought that they were motally superior to a social and

political elite for whom time and money were an inducement to indulge in vice. In this

vein, James Burgh declared that the 'bourgeoisie' (his term) have the education and

7 JJ, 'God no respecter of persons' Acts 10:34, Jebb II, p. 92.

'BL Cole mss. 5873:70.
n John Disney to J.C. Brooke, l7 August 1782,'LeÍIers of J.C. Brooke', BL English letters c222
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,behave as the nobility and gentry' should.r0 Jebb's proposed education reforms were

primarily aimed at instilling a rniddle-class sense of morality and duty in the sons of the

aristocracy and gentry. Ann Jebb observed that 'A king can make a lord, but cannot

make a gentleman'.rr The American Abigail Adams, who greatly enjoyed the company

of the Jebbs, thought the English nobility were 'totally depraved' in comparison to the

,virtue and morality' that could be found in the middle class.r2 Jebb praised the nobility

in print, but he did so in a manner inviting them to live up to expectations' As noted in

the previous chapter, he was sensitive to the narrow political self-interest displayed by

most of the aristocrats in parliament. In short, Jebb judged the aristocracy according to

their social utility and found them wanting'

While historians disagree as to whether the aristocracy or middle class were more

culturally dominant, all agree that there was a growing divide between polite and

common people in eighteenth-century England.r3 Recent studies have emphasised the

significant electoral clout wielded by Dissenters.to In light of this, Seed has argued that

the leading ministers of Rational Dissent (men such as Price, Priestley, Andrew Kippis

and Joseph Towers) were representatives of a large, wealthy and influential section of

the political nation. While these men were prominent critics of the political and religious

status quo, they supported moral reform and the rationalisation of legal restraints on the

poor. It was this combination of religious and political liberalism with a fea¡ of 'the

mob' that saw many Rational Dissenters at first embrace the French Revolution and then

back away from the threat to property posed by Paineite radicalism. It is important to

remember that Rational Dissenters employed sen'ants.tt While there was, to some

degree, a religious and political divide between Rational Dissent and the establishment,

r0 Martha Zebrowski, 'The Corruption of Politics and the Dignity of Human Natu¡e: the critical and

constructive radicalisqr of James Burgh', E&D, l0 (1991), p' 8l'
tt AJ, Two Penry.wlrth of Tnüh (20 December 1792),p' 13'
t2 Cited in Page Smith, John Adams (New York, 1962),p'714'
rr Langford, þofirc and Comntercial People; Clark, Englrsh Society; Roy Porter, English Society in tlrc

Eighteenth Century (1 982)'

'o Þhiuips, Electoral Behaviour in Llnreþrmed England; Frank O'Gorman, Voters, Patrons and Pqrties:

the unie¡ormed electorate of Hanoverian England 1734-1832 (Oxford, 1989); Bradley, Religion,

Revolution and English Radicalism; &, Popular Politics and the American Revolution: petitions, the crov'n

and public opinion (Cambridge, 1986).
,t Seed, ,Rational Dissent and Political Opposition', in Haakonssen, Enlightenment and Religion'p. 168.
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there was an even greater social divide between the Rational Dissenters and the lower

orders.

The supposedly harsh individualism of Rational Dissenters should not be exaggerated.

Even a thinker like priestley displayed many paternalist and rnercantilist values' Like his

fellow Rational Dissenters, Priestley was primarily concerned with religion rather than

economics, and thus viewed all questions of social inequality primarily in light of moral

improvement rather than economic efficiency.t6 Thus it is not surprising that when he

settled in America priestley was shocked by the independence and lack of deference of

the lower orders, and declared: 'If there were more subordination, it would be better for

them all'.r? Rational Dissenters were commiued to moralising and instructing the lower

orders. In his Farewell Address Lindsey instructed his parishioners in Catterick to be

obedient to their superiors, and criticised them for indulging in riotous games, foul

language, and drunkenness.t* John Disney advocated the stricter regulation of ale-

houses.t, Even the radical London Wilkites distinguished themselves from both plebeian

and patrician alike, and revealed the middle-class attitudes of shopkeepers and traders.

Their calls for stricter policing of the streets 'indicate a greater sensitivity to the fate of

movable property thanto the misfortunes of the labouring poor'.2o Jebb himself sat on

the committee of a workhouse in his Suffolk parish, and there are definite paternalist

overtones in his practice of medicine. If Jebb attacked the dominance of landed wealth in

the political system, he nevertheless remained respectful of the rights of property and

accepting of economic inequality.2r Ann Jebb insisted that the French and the English

reformers were only demanding political equality and that 'poverty be no bar to merit"

not something 'so wild as an equal division of property''22

Aside from internal divisions, the failure of the Association movement owed something

to the fact that it remained a gentry and middle-class enterprise. The Association

ró Margaret Canovan, 'paternalistic Liberalism: Joseph Priestley on rank and inequality', E&D,2 (1983),

pp. 34-35.
ìiJoseph Priestly to Theophilus Lindsey, l2 July 1795,ll/orls,I,pt2, p' 310'
l8 Theåphilus Lindsey, A Fare.reellAddress to the Pa'ishioners of Catterick(1774),p.17'
f n John bisney, The buty of Circumspection in Licensittg Public Ale-houses (1776).
20 John Brewer, .The 

'Wilkites and ihe Law 1763-74: a study of radical notions of governance', in John

Brewer and J. Styles, An L)ngovernable People (1980)' p' 170'
2r ,The labours ortne towlieit of the sons of men are necessary to the u'ell-being of the whole'. Jebb I' p.

22.
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movement would have had a greafer impact if it had actively sought to mobilise the

masses of discontented artisans." As the very aim of the SCI indicates, Jebb was keen to

see people from the lower orders become politically active. At a meeting in'Westminster

Hall on 2 February 1780 he expressed delight in seeing 'the nobleman, the gentleman,

the artisan, the mechanic; in short every description of men, united in opposing the

arbitrary measures of an abandoned administration'.24 Yet despite such idealistic

sentiments, the cost of membership placed the SCI out of the reach of working men.

While the eighteenth-century practice of forming coffee-house clubs contributed

significantly to the development of extra-parliamentary politics, it also entrenched the

exclusion from political debate of women and the lower orders.25 Only in the 1790s did

Corresponding Societies emerge that were organised by, and within the frnancial reach

of working men. Indeed, Langford has argued that prior to the French Revolution the

lower classes were actuaily pushed out of politics by the increasingly literate, middle-

class domination of extra-parliamentary agitation.26 In the end it is unclear how aware

radicals prior to the 1790s were of the social implications of their proposals- Despite

their rhetoric, they did not draw lower-class people into the centre of the Association

movement. They thought that if the franchise were widened, and they provided the

masses with 'constitutional information', the lower orders would naturally elect their

social betters - sturdy, independent, well-educated individuals from the middle and upper

classes. Indeed, as noted in the previous chapter, Jebb believed that the masses would

become more disciplined and industrious if they were given a say in government'

Conservatives and radicals aimed at the same end (an orderly society), but differed as to

how it could be achieved. For conservatives, the lower orders needed to be kept in place

with a big stick. Jebb's moral philosophy, however, led him to believe that there should

also be some c¿uïot. This attitude gave Ann Jebb the confidence to declare that 'I never

knew a man make the worse servant for being able to read his duty'.tt If equal

representation were granted, she argued, the British people '(trusting that every other

necessary reform would follow of course) would soon astonish the world u'ith their

22 AJ, Two Penrry-\4/orth of Truthfor a Penny (20 December 1792), pp' 6-7'
23 Bradley, Religion, Revolution and English Radicalism, p. 429 Cannon, Parliamentary Refonn, pp' 68-

69.
24 Jebb IM, p. 147.
2s Brewer, 'Commercialization of Politics', in McKendrick, Birth of a Consumer Society'p.219-
26 Langford, Polite qnd Contmercial People, p' 720-

" AJ, Two Penny-worth of Truth (20 December 1792),p' 14'
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tameness'.2t In the same vein, she claimed that the soldiers of revolutionary France had

shown that 'obedience to their leaders, was not incompatible with a zeal fot freedom' .2e

political reform was desired so that the state would be governed by an elected

meritocracy that would provide fiscally prudent government, a rational legal code, and

ensure religious and political liberty.30 Ultirnately the radical rhetoric of Rational Dissent

was bound within 'limits established by the property relations of late eighteenth-century

English society'.3r We can, however, see the degree to which Jebb was both bound by,

and pushed against these limits through an examination of his attitude toward women

and slavery, and his interest in legal reform'

Eighteenth-century England was a patriarchal and in some respects misogynist society.

The rhetoric of V/itkite patriotism was drenched with references to 'masculine virh¡e'

and .effeminate depravity'. The Duchess of Devonshire had to endure considerable

ridicule when she assisted Charles James Fox on the hustings during the famous 1784

election. And there were constant calls to restrict legal rights and freedoms enjoyed by

\ryomen. For example, in 1778 the House of Commons barred women from listening to

debates, as they had increasingly done since mid-century. Yet the increasing awareness

of, and contribution to public life made by women is inescapable.'2 Of particular note

was the participation of women in London debating societies as both audience and

speakers.33

Locke had claimed that the development of rationality w¿ts connected with a increasing

divide between public and private. The public sphere, he argued, should be the province

of rational exchanges between men, while indulgence in passion should be confined to

the domestic realm. Thus, while Locke argued against patriarchalism in politics, he

concluded that the customary subjection of wives to the will of their husbands was

2' AJ, Two Penny-worth of Truth (20 December 1792),p. 16.
8 AJ, Two Penny-worth More of Truthfor a Penny (26 January 1793)' p' 5'
to Jebb argued t-hat without parliamentary reform taxes would not be imposed equitably. JJ,'Speech at a

general meeting of the electors of Westminster', l7 July 1782, Jebb lll. p. 301'
i Seed, .Rational Dissent and Political Opposition', in Haakonssen, Enlightenment and Religiorz, p. 168.
32 Colley, Britons, pp. 238-50.
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natural. As Catherine Hall has written, 'for both Hobbes and Locke the fundamental

subject matter of political philosophy was not the adult hurnan individual but the male-

headed family.,3a In both traditional and Enlightenment thought it was assumed that

women should be politically represented tluough their husbands and fathers. John

Cartwright argued that women had no right to representation in parliament because they

were .by nature' unable to perform the legal and militia duties of a citizen.35 Both

conservative and radical women agreed that their role should be confined to exercising a

moral influence on politically active men. In short, the vote for women was not an issue

in the eighteenth century. As the radical Harriet Martineau wrote: 'I want to be doing

something with the pen, since no other means of action in politics are in a woman's

power,.36 Thus, eighteenth-cenfury 'feminists' concentrated upon arguing that women

had the same intellectual abilities and moral worth as men." They applied the language

employed in debating the political rights of men to the civil and domestic relationship

between men and women. Even the most advanced advocates of women's rights in the

1790s only argued for, in Mary Wollstonecraft's words, a 'revolutiott in female

manners,. Tlús would be achieved by greater domestic equality, and by giving women a

political voice through influence on their husband's vote'38

Rational Dissent played an important role in promoting greater social equality for

women. It has been argued that 'godliness' provided seventeenth-century Puritan women

with a means through which they could transcend some of the restrictions imposed by

gender, and enabled them to become active agents within their congregations.3e There

seems to have been a similar egalitarian dynamic at work in Rational Dissent' It is

striking how much some of the leading lights relied upon the domestic and intellectual

support of their partners. Mary Priestley was 'a very industrious woman' never at rest

,t Donna T. Andrew, 'popular Culture and Public Debate: London 1780', The Historical Journal, 39

(1996), pp. 405-23.
,ì Cutir"iin" :Hall, I|lhite, Male and Middle Class: ettplorations infeminism and history (Cambridge, 1995),

o.155.
ät John Cartwright, An Appeat, Civil and Military, on the Subject of the English Constitution (1799),p' 17;

cited in Dickinson, Politics of the People, p. 184.

'u Cited in ibid., p. 156.
It Alice Browne, The Eighteenth-Cennry Feminist Mind (1987), p' 139'
38 Susan E. Brown, 'Rational Creatures and Free Citizens: the language of politics in the eiglrteenth-

century debate on women', Hisrorical Papers (Canadian Historical Association, 1988)' pp.41-2.
,o Diane Willen, 'Godly Women in Early Modern England: Puritanism and gender', Journal of

Ecclesiastical History,43 (1992), pp. 561-80.
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except when she was asleep', and she held the purse strings, doling out pocket money to

her husband whenever he left the house. Joseph always said that he was only a lodger in

Mary,s house, and when she died he was unable to manage his domestic affairs.aO

Hannah Lindsey seems to have been a formidable woman, whose stern manner

contrasted sharply with her husband's kind disposition. She managed the household

budget, worked with the servants in house and garden, taught sunday school, ran an

apothecary shop, and used her considerable medical knowledge in tending the poor'

When Catherine Cappe exclaimed 'how I would exult if I had your knowledge, and

could apply it?', Hannah Lindsey replied: 'Exult! You would have no reason; do you not

think, that if it were the will of God that these poor persons should recover, he could not

easily have employed other means equally effectual without my feeble agency?'ar The

women of Rational Dissent were encouraged to be active, industrious, and strong

minded; and they clearly benefited from the egalitarian implication of Acts 10:34: 'God

is no respecter of persons, but in every nation he who feareth him, and worketh

righteousness, is accepted of him'.a2 Probably the best testimony to the relatively equal

domestic relations of Rational Dissenters is their express opinions regarding women.

priestley declared that 'the minds of women are capable of the same improvement, and

the same fumiture, as those of men'.a3 Some indication of Jebb's view is provided by a

manuscript note in which he asserted: 'women are not dealt with justly by the laws of the

land. All laws of inferiority should be repealed. Compact supposes equality''aa Jebb was

probably referring to a recent publication which asserted that through marriage women

lose their 'legal existence'.as David \Milliams, however, was not afraid to suggest that the

franchise be extended to single women and widows.ou In light of such sentiments it is not

oo Alan Ruston, 'A Servant's View of Joseph Priestley', E&D,8 (1989), pp. 115-19; H. John Mclachlan,
,Mary priestley: a woman of character', in Schwartz, Motion Toward Perfection, pp.25l-64.
ar Cappe, Memoir of Mrs LindseY,P.6.
r Cupp"concludes her ltÍemoii oiuu Lindsey with this text; and Jebb chose it as the starting point'for

one of his more controversial Cambridge sermons, Jebb II, pp' 87-106'
ai Joseph priestley, A Sermon on the Occasion of the Death of the Ret' Robert Robinson (Birmingham'

r790).
44 Jeúb II, p. 180. This comment was squashed into the bottom of the last page of his miscellaneous notes,

and would have been written in the mid-1780s.
ot [ ? ], The Laws Respecting lllomen as they Regard their Natural Rr'gårs ('t777), cited in Colley, Britons,

p. Z¡é. The author claimedlhat 'By marriage the very being or legal existence of a \uoman is suspended

... Sh. can't let, set, sell, give away, or alienate any thing without her husbands consent' Her very

necessary apparel, by the law, is not her's in properfy'. p. 65. See Colle¡" Britons, p. 238.
ou Juln"sbyïikowski, ,David Williams and the Eighteenth-Century Distinction between Civil and Political

Liberty', E&D,3 (1984), P. 34.
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surprising that Mary 'Wollstonecraft drew on her contact with Rational Dissenters in

formulating her ideas on the rights of women'

Ann Jebb clearly enjoyed an intellectually vigorous relationship rvith her husband, and

was liked and respected by their friends. John Disney wrote:

Mrs Jebb may be less known to the world at large than our female

historian [Catherine Macaulay]: but in the circle of her friends she is

respected as well for the soundness of her judgement, and the sincerity of

her friendship, as for the eminent integrþ and candour of her mind'47

In addition to encouraging his wife to write in support of religious liberty to the

newspapers, John Jebb was evidently influenced by her opinion on political matters.a8

Ann may also have had some more direct engagement in political activities' The

Cambridge High-Churchman Witliam Cole observed that Jebb and his wife often went to

London to attend meetings of the petitioning clergy. That Ann may have been more than

just a passive observer at these meetings is suggested by Henry Taylor, when he hoped

to see her ,chairman at the next meeting of the Feathers'.ae Taylor may have been jesting

as was often his want, but we should not underestimate the important role women played

in supporting religious and political dissent. Thus one critic of the Feathers Tavern

petition was led to exclaim that it was not the Church that needed reform, but rather 'the

age, your consciences, your lives, your friends, associates - nay your modish wives''50

While Rational Dissent did not challenge male domination of the public sphere, in its

intellectual and social composition it promoted greater domestic equality and encouraged

women to lead socially and intellectually active lives. As a result women like Ann Jebb

found themselves implicitly challenging conventional notions of femininity. This was

lyrically expressed by Taylor: 'you confess yourself to be neither fish nor flesh, but a

kind of an otter, between a fine lady and a Plr'ilosophet''5r

o7 John Disney, Memoirs of Thomas Brand-Hollis (1808), p. 43n; ln the late nineteenth century the

Unitarian historian Robert Siears wrote that Ann Jebb was 'a woman of extraordinary mental powers'. I
Record of Unitarian Ihorthies (1876)' p.282'
aB Meadl.ey, Memoir of Ann Jebb'p. 16.
an Henry Taylor to Ann Jebb, 25 January 1773 ' CUL Taylor papers'
50 

[Anon.], London Chronicle, 17 March 1774'
sr Henry Taylor to AJ, [ ? ], CUL Taylor papers.
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The slave trade atlracted moral indignation from Jebb's circle. Francis Blackburne had

expressed an abhorrence of slavery at the start of the Seven Years War, and attributed

'our present dangerous situation' to the 'the cries of these poor wretches against us'.52

While Jebb himself expressed a disdain for 'the abominable slave trade' (which he hoped

American Independence would bring to an end), he did not involve himself directly in

the fledgling abolitionist cause.s3 Nevertheless, he became a familiar acquaintance of

Granville Sharp, the pioneering evangelist.sa In 1776 Jebb thanked Sharp for a copy of

his book against slavery. He expressed agreement with Sharp's stance on tlús 'very

serious affair', and wrote: 'I am clear in my opinion and have for many years maintained

that no considerations of trade, or any other consideration whatever can be offered in

excuse for so horrible a practice.' He commended Sharp for founding his arguments on

'proofs from Scripture', and concluded that 'this practice is as offensive to the Supreme

Being, as it is contrary to reason and Humanity. Indeed, a stronger and more wanton

violation of Man's Rights cannot possibly be conceived''55

It was easy for reformers to link the issue of slavery to their other concerns. Sharp

believed the slave trade 'to be the cause of all our misfortunes in America' because it

violated God's laws.56 Jebb died before the campaign against slavery really gained

momentum, but Sharp would have kept him up to date with developments. For example,

two days after the African Gustavas Vasa had related 'an account of 130 Negroes being

thrown alive into the sea from on Board an English slave ship', Sharp called on Jebb

while in the middle of urging a 'prosecution in the Admiralty Court against all Persons

concerned'.5? Such stories led the SCI to support a petition by the Quakers for abolition

of the slave trade in August 1783, and to reprint Thomas Day's denunciation of

slavery.ss Jebb also appears to have been acquainted with the young V/illiam

s2 Francis Blackbume to Theophilus Lindsey, l9 March 1756, DV/L Blackbume-Lindsey correspondence.
st JJ to Dr William Chambers, l6 July 1775, Jebb IM, p. 94'
5a They met and dined together on a number of occasions. GRO Sharp Diary I, 5 June '1781,20 December

1781,25 April 1782,21 March 1783.
t5 JJ to Sharp,25 November 1776, GRO Sharp papers; Granville Sharp, An Essay on Slavery @urlington,
1773; reprinted London, 1776).
s6 l7 December 1781, GRO Sharp Diary I, p' 133'
s7 19-22 March 1783, GRO Sharp Diary II, p' 1.
ss On the Quaker petition: PRO SCI Minutes ll,pp.25-26; SCI, Corsfitutional Tracts,II, pp. I l7-18; As

'the practice of Negro Slavery is still shamefully countenanced and supported in some parts of the British

Dominions, although directly contrary to the Spirit of the English Constitution as well as the Dictates of
Christianity', Thomas Day's Letter on the Støvery of the Negroes (1776) would be reprinted- PRO SCI

Minutes II, p. 70, I I June 1784,
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Wilberforce.se We have no reason to doubt John Disney's assurance tlrat abolition of the

slave trade'did not fail greatly to interest the heart of Dr Jebb, on many occasions''60

perhaps he may have played a more active role in the campaign for abolition had he not

died in 1786.

Jebb's attitude toward other social orders, women and slavery testifies his commitment

to an expansion of civil rights. Yet it also indicates that he did not question 'natutal'

social inequality. Everyone should be treated as equal in the eyes of God and the law, be

allowed to voice their opinion, and a broad range of people should be able to exercise a

degree of political influence consonant with their social rank. Yet on the other side of the

coin, all should resign themselves to fulfilling the duties of that station in which they had

been placed by Providence. An examination of Jebb's attitude toward law reform

illuminates the liberal and disciplinarian aspects of his enlightened thought.

il Crime, Punishment and Civil Law

According to John Disney, Jebb 'loved the study of the law, rather than the profession of

it'. Yet when it became evident that his efforts to be appointed as a doctor in a London

hospital would always attract powerful opposition, Jebb thought of changing profession

yet again and becoming a lawyer. According to Disney, to this end 'he admitted himself

of Lincoln's Inn, the 9th of November 1780'. Yet he gave up the idea and concentrated

on builcling up his private medical practice.6r No doubt, Jebb was daunted by the

prospect of re-training for a third career at the age of forty-four after having invested so

much time and effort in medical training. Nevertheless, the passing thought of becoming

a lawyer further demonstrates Jebb's frustration with the political climate, and his

interest in the law as a bulwark of English liberties. This section will discuss Jebb's

interest in the law, his views on criminal law and punishment, and consider the debate

over law and civil liberty.

se Wilberforce related an anecdote regarding Jebb to Carfwright; Life of Cartwright, p' 164
* Jebb 1,p.228.
ur Jebb IM, pp. 159-60.
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The law underpinned the social and political structure of eighteenth-century Britain'62

Differing views of jurisprudence were inextricably intertwined with, and illustrative of,

social, religious, philosophical and political opinions. The interest many Rational

Dissenter's took in law reform is certainly understandable. As Wilfrid Prest has

observed, Dissent itself 'was at very least defined, and in one sense actually created, by a

body of statute law'. Thus, in light of his philosophical, religious and political interests,

it is not surprising that Joseph Priestley was 'thinking along the lines of a positivist

analysis of the legal and constitutional "machine of govemment"'.63 It would seem that

priestley's interest in legal history and reform owed much to his determinist

philosophical view.6a For Priestley,

the laws of a country are necessarily connected with everything

belonging to the people of it; so that a thorough knowledge of them, and

of their progress, would inform us of everything that was most useful to

be known about them . .. from the knowledge of the progress of laws, and

changes of constitution, in a state, a politician may derive more useful

information, and a philosopher more rational entertainment, than from

any other object he can attend to.6s

In like manner, Jebb read Montesquieu and Becca¡ia while at Cambridge, and in 1773 he

began to prepare a course of 'political or constitutional lectures' (which he evidently

failed to complete).66 Near the end of his life, when sick and confined to his bed, he

.studied the Saxon language, Anglo-Saxon laws, English history and antiquities, with a

view to examine into our criminal code, and particular points of liberty'.ut Finally, John

Disney notes that Jebb 'had much considered the state of the criminal law in this

country, and was convinced of the great necessity of a revision of the whole penal code',

and encouraged Capel Lofft to publish his 'catalogue of penal statutes'.68

62 Douglas Hay et. al., Albion's Fatal Tree: crime and society in eighteenth-century England (1975).
t Witñi¿ prest, 'Law, Lawyers and Rational Dissent', in Haakonssen, Enlightenment and Religion, pp-

184-85.
* Gatrell sees Locke and Hartley's psychology of association behind many arguments against'irrational'

punishments in favour of 'reformative penal systems'. V.A.C. Gatrell, The Hanging Tree: execution and

the English people, t 770- I 868 (1994), p' 328.
6s Citeã in Þrest, 'Law, Lawyers and Rational Dissent', in Haakonssen, Enlightenment and Religion, p.

l 86.
6 Jebb IM, p. 50.
ut Jebb IM, p. 216.
s attached to Jebb's Thoughts on Prisons (1785).
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The second half of the eighteenth century witnessed increasing debate over the nature of

law and punishment, and one historian has observed that 'the really giddy time for law

reformers was the 1770s and 1780s'.6e In England before 1775 the main criminal

punishments included hanging, transportation, the pillory and whipping. While it was

hoped that minor offenders and those in the early stages of crime could be turned back to

moral and socially responsible behaviour by chastisement (such as that offered in houses

of correction), it was generally assumed that serious offenders were incorrigible.T0 Yet in

the years leading up to the American war there was increasing public debate over the

possibility of using imprisonment with hard labour as a substitute for capital punishment

in relation to all but the most serious crimes, and also to provide a means of reforming

criminals. This suggestion was motivated by two broad concerns. First, the perceived

increase in crime suggested that current means of punishment were failing to discourage

or prevent crime. Some argued that crime was actually being encouraged by the lack of

proportion between offences and punishments at both ends of the spectrum (if you have

capital punishment hanging over your head for a theft, why not add murder to your list

of crimes?). Second, some argued that offenders could be reformed by a combination of

ha¡d labour and imPrisonment.Tr

Jebb read with approval the famous essay On Crimes and Punishments (1764) by the

Italian Cesare Becca¡ia. A reference in his theological notes shows that he was familiar

with Beccaria's book in the early 70s, and he refers to 'the incomparable Beccaria' in a

footnote of his Address to Middlesex." On Crimes and Punishments was an enormously

popular work, and Jeremy Bentham acknowledged it as one of the most stimulating and

influential that he had read.73 Beccaria judged society by the principle that the greatest

happiness should be shared by the greatest number, and it u'as this attitude that informed

his views on the law. He combined Rousseau's sentimentalism (the love of virtue,

equality, and abhorrence of cruelty) with a strict rational critique of the prevailing

6e Gatrell, The Hanging Tree, P.326.
to J.M. Beatrie, CÃmà and tùe Courts in England: 1660-1800 (Princeton, 1986), pp. 422-23; Michael

Ignatieff, A Just Measure of Pain: rhe penitentiary in the industrial revolution, 1750-1850 (New York,

1978), pp. 24-25.
7r Beattie, Crime and the Courts, p. 554.
t2 Jebb II, pp. 160,482.
73 Franco Venturi, Utopia and Reþrm in the Enlightenment (Cambridge, l97l), p. l0l.
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administration of the law in European countries. Beccaria argued that the state had no

business in punishing crime as both an offence against society and a sin. The church

could rail against sin, but the task of the state should be confined to the secular and

utilitarian aim of repairing the damage done to an individual and society by a crime.

Beccaria launched an eloquent attack on capital punishment and torture (which he

wanted entirely abolished) as both an infringement on natural rights and unjustifiable in

terms of utility.Ta

The push for penal reform in Britain came largely from utilitarians, radicals,

evangelicals, and nonconformists (in particular Quakers). While Jeremy Bentham has

received much attention by historians, his influence was confined to small circles and did

not become widely publicised until the 1820s. Far more important in the decades either

side of 1800 were practising lawyers and doctors who urged penal reform, some of

whom (like Jebb) were members of the Society for Constitutional Information.Ts Several

lawyers supported Lindsey's Essex Street chapel: James Adair, Joshua Grigby, and John

Lee were MPs. There was also Sir Thomas Bernard who became a barrister 1780, and

Michael Dodson who practised law, indulged in scripture criticism, and was the subject

of a 'Memoir' by John Disney.tu Others who a¡e not recorded as members of the Essex

Street congregation, but can be considered as Rational Dissenters included William

Jones, Capel Lofft, Thomas Day, Samuel Heywood, Francis Maseres, Manasseh Dawes,

and George Tierney (who had been at Peterhouse under Edmund Law).77

perhaps even more significant was the young Samuel Romilly (1757-1818), who was

nominated as a member of the SCI by his close friend John Baynes, and seconded by

Jebb.78 Inl7B2 and 1783 he spent time in France and Su'itzerland, meeting the ageing

Enlightenment sages Diderot and Benjamin Franklin.Tn He was admitted to the English

Bar in 1783, involved himself in the campaign against slavery, and, when elected to

7a David Young, 'Despotism and the Road to Freedom: Cesare Beccaria and Eighteenth-Century

Lombardy', Studies in Eighteenth-Century Culture, 1 3 (1 984)' pp. 27 l'7 9'
7s Gatrell, Hanging Tree, pp. 328-29.
7u John Disney, A Short Memoir of Michael Dodson (1800).
77 Prest, 'Law, Lawyers and Rational Dissent', in Haakonssen, Enlightenment and Religion, p. 179-
78 7 November 1783, SCI Minute Book, II, p. 36.
?e Diderot was'All of warmth and eagerness, and talked to me with as little reserye as if I had been long

and intimately acquainted with him, Rousseau, politics and religion were the principal topics of
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parliament in 1806, vigorously campaigned for reform of the criminal law. In her last

years Ann Jebb was pleased to observe the efforts of 'our friend Romilly' to reform the

penal code - a subject he had discussed as a young man with her husband.s0 This is

attested by Romilly himself when he refers to his anonymous Observations on a late

Publication, entitled, 'Thoughts on Executive Justice '(1785) being 'highly approved' by

'a few of my friends' including Dr Jebb.sr Romilly's target was a tract by Martin Madan,

a Surrey magistrate, who had argued that a strict and severe application of the capital

laws was the only way to deter criminals and decrease the number of executions in the

long run.s2 Jebb thought that the enormous popularity of Madan's tract in England was 'a

reproach to our wisdom and virtue', and may have encouraged Romilly to write his

reply.83 The latter argued that an increase in the frequency of execution would prove no

greater deterrent to crime. Only one hundred copies of Romilly's tract were sold.so The

important point for us is that Jebb was among the minority who believed that capital

punishment should at least be greatly restricted, in comparison to the vast majority of

educated men who continued to support public execution.8t

It has been claimed that the rational reformer's were primarily concerned with 'the

capital code's ineffectiveness, not its cruelty'.8u Though this may be a little harsh, it is

true that while Beccaria had argued for the complete abolition of capital punishment, this

was not the aim of most English reformers.st What they could unite around (and would

struggle to achieve) was reform of the seemingly wide, disproportionate, indiscriminate,

and frequent use of execution. Manasseh Dawes thought (rn 1782, prior to the mid-8Os

increase) that a decrease in public executions since the sixteenth century had been caused

by the progress of 'philosophy, knowledge, and liberty', and to complete the triumph

conversation and he inveighed with great warmth against the tyranny of the French government'. Cited in

Patrick Medd, Romilly (1968), p. 40.
80 Meadley, Mentoir of Ann Jebb,pp.45-6.
sr 'A few of my friends, - Baynes, Vaughan, Lord Lansdowne, Dr Jebb, Wilberforce, and Sir Gilbert

Elliot, knew that the work was mine, and highly approved it'. Romilly, Life,l,pp.6.
82 Martin Madan, Thoughts on Executive Justice (1785).
t'Jebb IM, p.2l6n.
8a Romilly, L,f", pp. 65-66.
8s See William Paley, Principles of Moral and Political Economy (1785).
*u Gatrell, The Hanging Tree,p.328.
tt Wifliam Eden, Principles of Penal Punishment (1771), was a popular tract which argued that capital

punishment would act as a deterrent only if employed for the most serious offences. While there is no

direct evidence, Samuel Romilly (and Jebb) would almost certainly have read this work. Mead, Romilly,p.
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there should be an 'extinction of death as a punishment for human offences'. Yet while

Dawes attacked capital punishment as homicide by society, he allowed the death penalty

for murder as 'justified by holy writ and human prudence'.88 Romilly condemned the

indiscriminate use of the death penalty, but wrote: 'I confess, however, that to myself it

seems absolutely impossible, even if it were to be wished (of which I am not quite sure)

to omit death in the catalogue of human punishments'.8e In general, total abolition was

not an issue. Nevertheless, among Jebb's circle capital punishment was seen, at the very

best, as a necessary evil that should be employed with great care and reluctance.

Cartwright dismissed a long standing servant because he attended an execution after

being expressly forbidden.eo Lofft railed against the 'vindictive jealousy' of penal laws

which were calculated to protect the 'amusements of the great and wealthy' as though

they were 'the very existence of society'. He condemned the uneven, inconsistent, and

irrational nature of laws that were all to often applied to innocent and helpless sufferers,

or those who had committed trifling crimes. 'The laws as they are', declared Lofft,

will not be executed with that constancy rvhich is indispensable to ensure

their observance. Indeed, certainty of punishment does appear essential to

sound policy: but reasonableness in the kind and degree of punishment

allotted to offences must first be established, and the community satisfied

that it is, before that certainty can produce the proper effect, or be

reconciled to justice and humanity.et

In 1800 Lofft was removed from the magistracy for 'improper interference' in the case

of a young servant girl condemned to death for petty theft.e2 Jebb joined with his lawyer

friends in desiring that the penal code be reformed,e3 and told a friend that 'I carry my

ideas further than many men on these subjects. The sufferings of Human creatures a¡e

made too familiar by the practice of most legislatures.'na The degree to which Jebb may

have opposed capital punishment is indicated by his wife's belief it was 'a punishment

s8 Manasseh Dawes, An Essay on Crimes and Punishments; tttith a viev' lo a commentary upon Beccaria,

Rousseau, voltaire, Montesquieu, Fietding, and Blackstone (1782), pp. xxi, 74,84.
8n Samuel Romilly to Jean Roget, [ ? ] 1784, cited in Mead, RomilÞ, p' 50'
n Life of Cartwright,pp.162-63
n' Ji, Thoughts on the Construction and Polity of Prisons (Capel LotA ed., 1786), pp. vi, x, 34-5, 95;

Gatrell, Hanging Tree, PP. 343-44.
n2 Gatrell, Honging Tree, pp.340-53.
n3 Jebb IM, p.213.
oo JJ to Francis Dobbs, 5 October 1783, NLI Dobbs papers.
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so contrary to the principles and the feelings of many in this age, that I trust that the time

will soon arrive, when it will be totally abolished from our courts ofjustice'.e5

A desire for greater use of imprisonment accompanied arguments for reform of the penal

code, and this in turn led to calls for prison reform. Minds were concentrated on the issue

of prison reform by two things: the American Revolution abruptly terminated the major

outlet for transported convicts, and there was increasing concern about the dangers of

'gaol fever' spreading to the wider community.nu One of the most important figures who

helped justiff, explain, increase and improve the practice of imprisonment was the

nonconformist philanthropist, John Howard. During the mid-1770s he visited every

prison and house of correction in England, many on the continent, and often at great

danger to his health. The result was a detailed description of the appalling and inhumane

conditions within English prisons. Howard presented abundant evidence that the entire

system needed an overhaul: prisons must be cleaned up, their social structures

reorganised and provided with medical and religious attention. Most importantly, the

prisons and their administrators should be subjected to regular and independent

inspection to ensure the maintenance of standards. He wanted nothing less than a lasting

'reformation' of the prison system.eT Along with Jonas Hanway, Howard made

believable the idea that prisons were a feasible alternative form of punishment, capable

of reforming criminals. Their writings were influential because they outlined how cruel,

filthy, disease-ridden institutions could be cleaned up and regulated, and emphasised the

possibility of reforming criminals by teaching them basic Christian principles. The

unregulated fitth and brutality of prisons could be done away with, the reformers argued,

and in a disciplined and healtþ environment moral fetters could be applied to the

mind.es Traditionally historians have used Howard's writings as an accwate description

of the eighteenth-century prison: that reform begun in the 1770s brought improvement to

squalid institutions essentially unchanged from medieval times. Yet the history of

prisons has attracted considerable interest from radical historians in recent decades.

os AJ,Two Pentty-worth More of Truthfor a Penny (26 January 1193),p' 14'
% Robin Evans, The Fabricqtion of Virtue: English prison architecture, 1750-1840 (Cambridge, 1982),

pp. 94-l 17.
õi John Howard, The State of the Prisons in England and Wales, with preliminary observations, and an

account ofsomeforeign prisons and hospitals (1929 11777-801)' p. xxi'
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Many have argued that rational reform of prisons was not really an improvement for

those incarcerated, as it was part of a plot by the increasingly powerful rniddle class to

mould, control, and confine the lower orders of society.nn Others have questioned the

traditional picture of the eighteenth-century prison, pointing out that many prisons

functioned well in an eighteenth-century context and that there was often improvement

made at a local level before the era of reform.roo Whatever the outcome of such debates,

it is sufficient for present purposes to say that Jebb's views were expressed in the

context of a generally increasing interest in reforming the prison system as a means of

both punishing and reforming prisoners.

Howard's work has been described as a 'landmark in the history of social welfare', and

was recognised as such by his contemporaries.tot The young Samuel Romilly praised

Howard's book as one of those which'have been rare in all ages of the world - being

written with a view only to the good of mankind'.rot And Jebb's friend and former

student, John Baynes, recommended On the State of the Prìsonsto Benjamin Franklin as

.one of our best printed books'.r03 In 1785 Capel Lofft published Jebb's Thoughts on the

Construction and Polity of Prisons, which had been inspired by Howard's 'immortal

work'.r04 Jebb felt that he could make some practical suggestions regarding the lay-out of

prisons 'suggested principally by observations' made in the course of his medical

practice.r05 Jebb agreed that regular inspection was needed to relieve prisoners from 'the

tyranny of their keepers, and other severities' associated with their condition.rou As a

doctor, Jebb was interested in the relationship between environment and disease, and

prisons were considered one of the most prominent examples of the connection between

e8 Beattie, Crime and the Courts, pp. 568-69.
ee The most influential exponent of this view was Michael Foucault, particularly his Discipline and Punish

(1977 [French edn. 1975]). The standard treatment along this line by an English speaking historian is

Ignatieff, A Just Measure of Pain.

'ú Margaret Del.acy, Prison Reþrm in Lqncashire 1750-1850: a study in locql adntinistration

(Manchester, 1986).
r0r Langford, A Polite qnd Commercial People, p. 487.
r02 Samuel Romilly, Speeches (1820), vol. L, p.29.
lo' John Baynes, 'Journal', in Romilly, Life, p. 457 -

'oo Howard, The State of the Prisozs. Jebb thought it 'a work, at once the strongest exhibition of
philanthropy since the foundation of our religion, and the severest satire on the species" Jebb II, p. 558;

lohn Disnèy wrote in his diary: 'Received Mr Howa¡d's third edition of his State of the Prisons, a present

from the author'. John Disney, 'Diary', 30 April 1784.
ros Jebb II, pp. 558-59.
ro6 The follôwing is from Thoughts on the Consfruction and Polity of Prisons (1785), Jebb II, pp' 557-68'
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dirty, cramped conditions and the spread of disease.'ot The 'lofty walls and iron doors',

Jebb wrote, 'enclose disease, as well as misery of other kinds, which prevents the

compassionate' from inspecting the prisons or helping 'lessen the calamities of

confinement'. He wanted to see prisons transformed from places where criminals were

locked a\¡/ay, ignored, and left to rot by society, into places were the necessary period of

confinement would not be unendurable, and could even contribute to reforming the

character of the inmates.

Jebb suggested that prisons should be 'ventilated frequently, by currents of fresh air

moving freely in a horizontal direction'. This was necessary in order to 'remove the bad

effects of that stagnation of air and accumulation of putrid effluvia from living bodies'.

He thought Howard's suggestion of positioning prisons at a distance from other

buildings, on elevated ground and with a stream of running water was 'certainly

preferable to the present practice of erecting them in the closest part of to\ryns'. Yet this

would be to little avail if the prison was still constructed with four high walls that would

trap the putrid air within. Jebb's solution to this problem was to surround the prison with

a .d.ry moat, with shelving sides, covered with grass' approximately thirty feet deep, with

a wall rising from the bottom of the moat to level with the surface. 'Thus would the

security at present aimed at by the high walls, be still enjoyed, without their numerous

inconveniences'. Jebb agreed with Howard's suggestion that the compound itself should

consist of separate buildings two stories high and not more than'six or eight apartments'

each. With respect of the issue of security, Jebb felt that too much emphasis had been

placed on the construction of stone prisons with 'mechanical expedients to guard against

escape'. He felt that a better and less costly approach would be to construct separate,

more spacious brick buildings 'into whose recesses the eye of vigilance can penetrate

with greater ease'. The emphasis should be on 'a judicious mode of conducting their

internal polity'. Good lighting, regular patrols, and a system of alarms would 'afford

more real security, with less expense, and less itju.y to the feelings of humanity' than

ro7 Howard does not seem to have been concerned with contagion to any real degree. He thought that the

putrid and malignant air was unhealthy for the convicts, but he had noticed some foreign prisons that were

just as dirry anã cramped as those in England, where 'gaol-fever' was unknown. He thought that gaol-

fever was caused more by 'the sudden change in diet and lodging [which] so affects the spirits of new

convicts, that the g".r"rui causes of putrid fevers exert an immediate effect upon them'. It was the

treatment of prisoners in England (being clamped in irons, deprived of food and clothing, and kept in

idleness) that nrade them sickly. Howard, State of the Prisons, pp. 4, 258-59.
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the prevalent prison structure. 'Let us imitate nature', Jebb urged, 'she effects her

purposes by the simplest means'.r08

Jebb was wary of the danger of oppressive and authoritarian practices being instituted by

prison warders. He argued that

the utmost care should be taken, that the restraint of liberfy, even in the

case of the most atrocious crimes, should be as mild as circumstances

will admit: that the establishment of the proper rules and orders, and the

mode of carrying them into execution, should be entirely under the

control of the magistrates and the gentlemen of the district.roe

There should be no involvement of the arïny, and the 'tyranny or over-bearing influence

of any man, or set of men, who hold their appointment from the crown' should be

guarded against. Any introduction of the French system of police should be avoided at

all costs as it would lead to a situation where 'liberty, the choicest gift of heaven to man,

without which no other blessing can convey real enjoyment to the rational mind, should

be impaired, perhaps, totally destroyed'. To guard against any abuse of power by prison

off,tcials, Jebb suggested a model taken from his experience as a supervisor of a work

house in rural Suffolk. Each prison should have a spacious committee room, available

for weekly meetings involving a rotating selection of 'the principal gentry, clergy, and

tenantry, in the county', who would supervise conditions. Jebb assured his readers that

no-one would complain'of the fatigue of affendance' as they would take'pleasure in the

discharge of so useful an employment'. By this means, the functioning prison would be

under constant and independent scrutiny.

Jebb hoped that improving the structure and governance of prisons in this way would

ensgre that 'the feelings of humanity, at present wounded by every reflection upon the

complicated sufferings endured in these melancholy mansions, be effectually consulted,

without offering the minutest injury to substantial justice'. The tract on prison reform

was written during one of the frequent bouts of ill-health that plagued Jebb prior to his

ro8 Howard, Støte of the prisons, pp. 19-45. As always Jebb professed a modest and empiricist stance:

,With respect to the specific ,.guiàtionr of intemal polity, I do not presume to give a formal opinion:

being conìcious that much must depend upon experiment, and that m)' habits of life do not enable me to

poini out the form that would be most expedient'' Jebb II, p' 564'
ron Jebb II, p. 564.
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death. It was published and distributed by Capel Lofft in the county of Suffolk in 1785,

as part of a successful campaign to have an antiquated gaol demolished and replaced

with a larger and cleaner prison.r'o The idea of a dry moat was not adopted for any

prison, but was used in a lunatic asylum at V/akef,reld."t Lofft printed posthumously a

second edition with Jebb's revisions for a wider audience in 1786."2 While of minor

signif,rcance in terms of its impact, this tract provides a valuable insight into the

character and limitations of radical thought in the early 1780s. Such views on penal

reform were inseparable from the wider agenda of political reform, as indicated by Capel

Lofft when he declared that 'the people of this country will remember, that unequal

severity in the laws is always either consequent or preparatory to despotism in the

constitution.'rß In short, Jebb's views on crime and punishment reflect his social,

religious and political attitudes.

There was one legal debate that bore an immediate relation to the preservation of liberty,

and that was the rights and duties of juries in regard to trials for libel' In 1783 the SCI

involved itself in a celebrated court case that revolved around the issue of freedom of

speech and the rights of juries. William Shipley, the Dean of St Asaph, published a

Welsh edition of A Dialogue between a Scholar and a Peasant by V/illiam Jones - a

brief appeal for universal manhood suffrage. In response, Welsh conservatives tried to

persuade the government to prosecute for seditious libel. When the administration

refused, a private prosecution for seditious libel was undertaken in April 1783 by another

William Jones, a solicitor from Ruthin, Denbighshire.lra The SCI responded by devoting

most of its attention to the case: it resolved to print another 3,000 copies of the Dialogue,

sought legal endorsement for their publications from sympathetic MPs, and raised a fund

of 270 pognds to publicise the case.rtt Richard Brocklesby and Thomas Oldfreld were

sent into Denbighshire to distribute SCI publications to vindicate Shipley and, if

possible, divert the prosecution onto itself as the original publisher, for which a trial

rro Richard H. Condon, 'Capel Lofft', BDMBRI, p. 298.
rrf Evans, Fabrication oj Virtu", p. ll3; Charles Watson and Janres P. Pritchett, Plans etc. and

Descriplion of the Pauper Lunatic Asylum (York, 1819).
f 12 Jebb IM, pp. 217-18.

'l' Capel Lofft, Appendix to Jebb, Thoughts on Prisons, pp' 36-7
rf4 Black, Association,pp. 197-98; State Trials, xxi, 847-876'
rrs PRO SCI Minutes ll/961, pp. 7-8.
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would be held in London. Among the publications distributed rvere extracts from Joseph

Towers' British Biography on John Lilburne and Judge Jefferies, which argued that

juries should be judges of law as well as fact. The Society devoted much attention to this

prosecution which dragged on for one and a half years; and rightly so, as this was,

according to Thomas Green, 'unquestionably ... the most important seditious libel

prosecution since the Seven Bishops' Case'.116

At the opening of the trial the prosecution argued that no unprejudiced jury could be

selected in Denbighshire because of the Society's campaign. The judge responded by

shifting the case to the Shrewsbury Assizes, where it was finally tried before Francis

Buller of the Court of King's Bench on August 6, 1184. The eloquent trial lawyer

Thomas Erskine had lent Shipley his services and turned in one of his best performances'

but Buller summed up strongly against Shipley, declaring that the tract was a libel. The

jury however, having been won over by Erskine, brought in a verdict of 'guilty of

publishing only'. An appeal for a new trial was rejected by Lord Mansfield, who upheld

Buller's decision as conforming to judiciat practice since the Revolution. Shipley was

eventually granted an'arrest of judgement' based on the insufficiency of the indictment

and the findings.

The case re-ignited a debate occasioned by the prosecution of John V/ilkes for publishing

the North Briton. Jebb's opinions on libel are expressed in an anonymous public letter

.To Mr Justice Buller' dated September 8, 1784. According to Jebb, the position of the

bench

that the truth of a libel is an aggravation of the guilt incurred by its

publication, rests upon the idea, that this composition derives its

criminality from its tendency to produce a breach of the peace; an idea,

originating in feudal principles, and altogether foreign to the just object

and end of punishment in this instance.

Jebb stated his position clearly: 'the freedom of the press, which is the bulwark of

English liberties, cannot be duly exercised, unless every individual be allowed to freely

canvass the public actions of public men'. In light of this he felt that Buller's 'doctrine'

rru Thornas Green, Verdict According to Conscience: perspectives on the English criminal trial iury, I 200'

I 800 (Chicago, I 985), P. 328.
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should be condemned. To illustrate the issue, Jebb explained that if he misrepresented

the 'fact' of Buller's conduct at the trial, he would be guilty of injustice and 'liable to the

proper censure'. Yet if 'I justly state the fact, but err in my inferences, my judgement

may be called in question, but my person ought to be secure from prosecution'. And if he

both accurately reported and assessed the situation, then he would earn the approbation

of his 'fellow-citizens', and 'an impartial and duly informed jury of my countrymen'

would protect him from any prosecution'openly or secretly encouraged by the friends of

despotism'.117

That the system did not work this way was evidenced by Buller's conduct in the Shipley

case.tl* Jebb asked Buller why he repeatedly refused to record the jury's verdict of

'guilty of publishing only', and insisted upon recording it as 'guilty of publishing this

libel'. 'surely', Jebb asked, 'as they neither found that the pamphlet was a libel, nor any

criminal intention in the publisher, it was fair for you to conclude, that it was their

intention to acquit the defendant.' Jebb admitted that the jury did not appeal to the

discretion of the court according to 'the l3th of E.1.c.30, whereby the jury, doubting of

the complexion of the fact, are permitted, in a particular instance, to f,rnd a special

verdict, more properly styled a "verdict, at large"'. But that they expressly insisted on

the inclusion of the word 'only' means they defrnitely rejected 'every idea of guilt'.

Buller could have either honestly interpreted the jury's decision, or allowed them to

leave the court to reconsider their verdict þresumably with access to legal advice). Then

the outcome may have been similar to the trial of William Penn in 1670 for preaching to

an unlawñrl assembly. In this case the jury confined itself to finding Penn guilty of

'preaching to an assembly'. When the judge refused to accept this they changed their

verdict to 'not guilty' and the case was concluded'rle

The Shipley case testifies to the perceived importance of trial by jury as a bulwark of

civil tiberty. In August 1783 Jebb chaired a meeting of the SCI which resolved that in

order to preserve liberty of the press, 'British Juries should be well acquainted with the

powers with which the Constitution has invested them, especially in prosecutions for

t't Jebb III, pp.368-76.
f f8 For a narrative of the trial see, James Oldham, The Mansfield Manuscripts (1992), pp' 794-800.

',0 Jebb drew this from a tract he wished the Shipley jury had read: Sir John Hawles , The Englishman's

Right, a dialogue between a Barrister at Law and a Jury-man (1752 tI680])'
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libels'.r20 Jebb had 'some apprehensions' regarding the Foxite suggestion of a

declaratory law respecting juries: this stemmed from his fear that defining and setting

rights down in legislation would also limit them. Rather, he hoped that parliament would

legislate to require 'that in all criminal cases, the jury be obliged, not barely permitted, to

find a general verdict'. Again Jebb expressed his concern with the duties of citizenship:

the jury

should never be permitted to find the truth of indifferent facts, and leave

the legal complexion of those facts to the justices; for by such conduct

they, in fact, desert their charge, and deliver up their fellow-citizen, who

has put himself upon their judgement for good and evil, to the

professional prejudices of men, who, not being sworn to the specific case,

cannot have their feelings much alive.r2r

Jebb also thought that libel should be considered a civil case, and payment of damages

the only penalty.r22

The Shipley case provoked a flurry of pamphlets. The main contribution by the SCI was

a tract by Joseph Towers, which set forth in greater detail the same arguments that Jebb

had urged against Justice Buller. ræ This debate culminated in Fox's Libel Act of 1792

which finally granted to the jury the right to find the fact of libel as well as the fact of

publication. Thus a reform was accomplished by tegislation which Lord Mansfield could

have made by granting a re-trial and directing the jury to consider the 'whole matter'.

Calls for reform were neither unreasonable or unrealistic. While Mansf,reld was known

for modernising the law in his commercial decisions, he did not carry this spirit over into

the realm of politics. Mansfield was a conservative who considered the tracts published

by the SCI to be seditious. As James Oldham has observed, 'the position taken by Fox,

Camden, Erskine - the position that ultimately prevailed - was not merely a differing

view of the jury function; it was a differing vision of govemment'.l24

t'o PRO SCI Minutes I1,p.22.
r2rJebb lM,p.2l2.
'22 Jebb IM, p.213.
r23 Joseph Towers, Observations on the Rights and Duty of Juries in trialsfor libels (1784); this tract was

presented to the SCI 3 Dec. 1884, SCI Minute Book, II, p. 89; F.K. Donnelly, 'Joseph Towers and the

Collapse of Rational Dissent', E&D 6 (1987), p. 33.
r2a Oldham, Mansfield Manuscripts,II, p. 808.
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Though his contribution in terms of publications was small, Jebb took an active interest

in law reform and encouraged young friends like Lofft and Romilly in their work. His

attitude to the law and its administration further reveals the compassionate aspect of his

rational piety, and his practice of combining natural rights and utilitarian arguments in

the cause of both rational reform and the defence of perceived ancient English liberties.

It also reflects his position as a self-conscious representative of the middle classes.



11

Democrøtic Agents

The first half of the 1780s witnessed one of the most turbulent periods in the history of

the English parliament. After the initial flurry of agitation in 1780, the various out-of-

doors organisations struggled to revive interest in parliamentary reform. Indeed, Jebb

and his fellow'agents for the democratical part of the Constitution'r might have fallen

silent had it not been for a series of political crises. These centred on the problem of

finding a prime minister who had both the support of George III and a working majority

in the Commons. As it was, Rockingham was followed by William Pitt the Younger in

courting support from the reformers. For their part, the reformers were fatally divided

between Wyvill's moderate Country platform, and the more radical but less appealing

proposals doggedly espoused by Jebb and Cartwright. To the modern historian (and

many of his contemporaries) Jebb's political conduct appears inflexible and even naive'

Jebb himself admitted:

I am supposed by ffiffiy, too pertinacious in my sentiments, and have by

some, of what are called moderate men, been called impractical; but I do

not repent. I labour in the first place to explore political truth; when

fognd, I avow it, support it, diffuse it, act upon it, and never renounce it.2

While historians have long recognised Jebb's prominent role in the extra-parliamentary

reform movement, a detailed account of his opinions and activities in the early 1780s

reveals how deeply rooted his conduct was in his ideology'

' Jebb II, p. 512.
2 JJ to Archibald Hamilton Rowan,29 September 1785, Autobiograplry of Archibald Hamilton Rowan,p.

r 30.
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Political Instability I 780-84

Despite the best efforts of the opposition, Lord North preserved his ministry through

skilful parliamentary management in 1780 (see chapter 8). Jebb was not surprised at the

parliamentary defeat of economical reform. Buoyed by the establishment of the Society

for Constitutional Information, he remained confident that substantial reform would

eventuate. In mid-May he told Wyvill:

the friends of Mr Burke cry out the affair is over, nothing but

despondency reigns among them, and they dispirit the troops amazingly'

I own I think everything looks well. You and I were from the beginning

persuaded that the Influence of the Crown would not be diminished by

the instrumentality of that Body which was the very object of that

influence.3

The mood of the nation remained one of disaffection. The staunch Whig Samuel Kenrick

informed his friend in Scotland that 'all the world I see seem greatly dissatisfied with our

now governors and their measures: and seem all to apprehend some dreadful resolution,

if not impending ruin of the country'.4

At the start of summer some of this dissatisfaction found a dramatic outlet in the form of

mob violence. On a waÍn Friday June 2, thousands of members of the Protestant

Association marched on the House of Commons to present a petition against the

Catholic Relief Act. The four columns swelled as they converged on the parliament'

where the crowd began to jostle and assault the arriving MPs, For the next week London

witnessed uncontrolled drunken rioting in which houses were burned and looted,

prisoners liberated and distilleries raided. In particular, prominent Catholics and

supporters of religious toleration like Sir George Savile were singled out, and the Essex

street chapel was lucky to be spared.s Enlightened sensibilities were given a rude shock,

r 'I hold to my old doctrine', he continued, 'and what others lament, viz. the weakness of our Power in the

House of Cornmons, gives me wonderful content. The eyes of all must open in due time, they must see

that nothing but Annual Parliaments &c will effect our great work'. JJ to Christopher Wyvill, l3 May

1780, NYRO Wyvill mss.
a Samuel Kenrick to James Wodrow, 12May 1780, DWL Wodrow-Kenrick correspondence'
5 Theophilus Lindsey to V/illiam Tayleur, l0 June 1780, H. Mclachlan, 'More Letters of Theophilus

Lindsey', Transactions of the tJnitarian Historical Society,3 (1923-26), p. 365; John Stevenson, Popular
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with Edward Gibbon exclaiming that 'forty thousand Puritans, as they might have been

in the time of Cromrvell, have started out of their graves'.6'No Popery' demonstrations

and civil distwbances flared in several provincial towns.T For those advocating r¡niversal

suffrage it was a public-relations disaster. Twenty years on, Capel Lofft blamed the

failure of reform in 1780 on the 'savage outcry against Popery'.8 With thousands

surrounding the houses of parliament on the first day, abusing and assaulting peers as

they arrived, the Duke of Richmond persisted with a speech in favour of annual

parliaments, and tried depict the riots as a response to the Quebec Act, rather than as a

protest against toleration of Catholics within Britain.e But, in the words of Lecþ,

no serious discussion was possible. Pale, bruised, and agitated, with their

wigs torn off, their hair dishevelled, their clothes torn and bespattered

with mud, the peers of England sat listening to the frantic yells of the

multitude who already thronged the lobbies''0

The general response of the reformers was to attribute this wild outburst of plebeian

anger to the ignorance and comrption they were trying to combat. As the crowd began to

thin in the evening, Jebb, Brand-Hollis and five other members of the SCI met at a

tavern in the Strand, and decided to print five hundred subscription sheets and two

thousand ballot papers. The following week, with the rioting in full swing, they resolved

to print four thousand copies of Cartwright's Declaration of Those Rights of the

Commonality of Great Britain without l4¡hich They Cannot Be Free - a vivid illustration

of how they perceived themselves as middle-class thinkers who were duty bound to

enlighten the ignorant and deluded masses.rt The Society tried to ignore the riots as

much as possible, and eighteen months later printed On the Legal Mode of Suppressing

Riots (1781) by William Jones. He argued that citizen militias were the only way of

reconciling political liberty and the need to preserve law and order' Indeed, for

Disturbances in Englønd 1700-1870 (1g7g), pp. 76-90; for an entertaining account of the riots see

Christopher Hibbert, King Mob (1959)'
6 Cited in Roy Porter, Gibbon: making history (1988), p' 133'
? C. Haydon, 'The Gordon Riots in thã English Provinces', Historical Research,63 (1990), pp' 354-59'
t Capei Lofft, On the Revival of the Cattse of Reform in the Representation of the Commons House of

Pqrliament (1809), P. 9.
n Hibbert, King Mob,pp. 5l-52,64.

'o Lecky, History of England in the Eighteenth Century, IV' p' 31 I '

'r On June 9 they decided to print foui thousand copies of The Declaration of Righls. PRO SCI Minutes, I,

pp.12-14.
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committed Whigs the worst consequence of the riots was the excuse they gave for the

use of a standing armY.12

Lord North took advantage of the conservative mood that swept the country following

the riots, and called an election for September. The campaign was hard fought, with

'party' contests in half of the electorates. The Ministry was returned with a slightly

reduced majority, but still reliant upon the support of independents. As E.C. Black has

pointed out, 'the same House would support North, then Rockingham, Shelburne, Fox

and North, and the younger Pitt'. The Associations campaigned hard and won Yorkshire,

Westminster, Kent, Middlesex, Surrey, and Gloucester.r3 Dwing the campaign Jebb tried

to keep the issue of parliamentary reform alive with an address 'To the People of

England' under the pseudonym 'Alfred'. 'Full of anxious apprehensions for my

country', he pleaded with the people to use the dissolution of parliament as an

opportunity to pursue 'any plan which shall be proposed for your deliverance', and

warned that the cause of reform would be greatly hurt if a new septennial parliament

were elected.t4 The SCI distributed two thousand copies of the Report of the ll'estminster

Subcommittee, but lapsed into a period of malaise following North's victory' The

Associations had played an important and moderately successful role in preventing the

govemment from obtaining a comfortable majority. Yet the result fell far short of Jebb's

unrealistic expectations. 'The present Parliament will, in all probability, on the first day

of its meeting give us a foretaste of what we are to expect the ensuing seven years', Jebb

wrote, ror 
, in other words, it will be as venal as the last.'15

All England looks to Yorkshire at this moment', Jebb wrote challengingly to Wyvill

after the election.r6 The latter, however, was becoming a political realist and cautioned

against 'engaging with any new matter' until success was more probable.rT Through the

independent Whigs George Savile and Lord Mahon, Wyvill was quietly trying to court

12 Ian McCalman,'Mad Lord George and Madame La Motte: riot and sexualiry in the genesis of Burke's

Reflections on the Revolution in France' , Journal of British sntdies, 35 (1996), p. 356.
13 Black, Association, pp. 73-7 4.
14 'Alfred' [JJ], 'To the People of England', Jebb III, pp.285-89.
l5 JJ to Christopher Wyvill, l4 October 1780, Il/yvill Papers,IV, p. 495.
16 JJ to Christopher Wyvill, l4 October 1780, Itt/yvill Papers,IV, p' 495.
r7 Christopher V/yvill to JJ, l8 November 1180,\|/yvill Papers,IV, p. 498.
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Rockingham's support for economical reform and the introduction of one hundred

county members, while leaving the duration of parliaments untouched. Sensitive to the

direction in which V/yvill was leaning, Jebb warned him that Burke's economical reform

bill 'does not suit my idea. Moving the People of England to ca-ny so small a reform,

would be tempesting the ocean to drown a fly'.tt

While courting the Rockingham Whigs, V/yvill was also trying to the unite the extra-

parliamentary reformers behind his plan for an additional one hundred county

representatives and triennial parliaments.tn But Jebb was also actively promoting his own

cause. The ever watchful William Cole observed:

At this time Jan:1781 [Jebb is] an active man with Sir Robert Bemard

and the Huntingdonshire Patriots and Associators, corresponding with the

committees of Westminster in favour of Rebellion and Confüsion, the

harvest of such Patriots.2o

A second convention of Association delegates was held at Guildhall in early March, but

agreement on a specific program proved impossible. Jebb unsuccessfully moved that if

one hundred county members were to be added to the Commons, then the same number

of borough seats should be abolished. He followed this with equally unsuccessful

motions for annual parliaments and universal manhood suffrage. Eventually a generally

worded petition calting for economical and parliamentary reform was adopted and

subsequently rejected by the House of Cornmons. In light of his earlier criticism of

petitions as ineffectual, Jebb felt compelled to publish a tract explaining that he had

endorsed the petition in the hope that if it were rejected popular interest in an extensive

reform of parliament would be revived." Yet public interest in reform remained at a low

ebb. For most of 1781 poorly attended'Westminster Committee meetings were only held

monthly.

I'JJ to Christopher Wyvill, l9 December 1180,lVyvill Papers,lV' p. 500.
rn Christopher Wyvill, Address to the Electors of Great Britain (January 1781). This was published on

behalf of the Yorkshire Association.
2o BL Cole papers 5873:7l.
2t A Letterlo Sir Robert Bernard, Chairman of the Huntingdonshire Committee (1781), Jebb II' pp.493-

516. Written l3 May 1781.
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When Jebb was invited to give advice to the Irish reformers in 1783 he was adamant that

petitioning parliament would be to no avail.22 In the meantime the argument against

petitions had been advanced in an important work of political philosophy by the deist

David Williams.23 A reviewer was led to declare: 'It is ... our duty to observe that Dr

Jebb has done him [Williams] the honour to adopt some of his opinions; but without any

proper acknowledgement'. Some years latter Williams himself observed that the advice

given to the Irish revealed that some English reformers had converted to his view.ta This,

however, was unfair. Jebb had been sceptical about petitions since the failure of the

Feathers Tavern, and he hacl sought to justiff his signing of the 1781 petition in his

Letter to Sir Robert Bernrird. Williams was not afraíd of making enemies if it would

promote the appearance of his being independent. He had addressed his Letters to James

Martin, a reform-minded member of parliament who had recently been elected as

president of the SCI. V/illiams indicated that Martin had doubts about the prospects of

the reform movement. Not surprisingly, while Martin presented the SCI with a copy of

the Letters, it did not distribute any of Williams's writings.25 Though this may also be

attributed, no doubt, to his express opinion that the constitution that had so impressed

Montesquieu \ilas 'one of the most awkward and unmanageable fabrics which has ever

been produced by human follY'.26

Wyvill continued to lobby Jebb in the hope that he would eventually work with political

reality, but their ftindamental differences only became more apparent. Because of the

'present despondence of the People', 'Wyvill suggested that the next move would

'depend upon circumstances; and amongst others chiefly on the appearance of a better

and more general support next winter'. But, he reminded Jebb, they were opposed by 'a

large body of persons who are from interests or prejudices of various kinds averse to a

Parliamentary Reform, however much they may complain of a Corruption of

Parliament'. And he warned that if the radicals did not support his moderate plan the

" Address to the Volunteers of lreland, Jebb lI, p. 525.
2r David Williams, Letters on Political Liberty (1782).
2a Review cited in Dybikowski, On Burning Ground, p. 309; David Williams, Letters on Political Liberty

(3'd ed., 1789), pp. I l4-15.
25 SCI Minutes I, l9 April 1782; Dybikowski, On Burning Ground, pp' 160-61.
2u Cited in Dybikowski, 'David Williams and Civil and PoliticalLibefty',p.25.
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county Associations would 'grow tired of a contest so evidently unavailing, and dissolve

themselves'.27

A strongly worded reply from Jebb reveals the deep division between the London and

the Yorkshire reformers. He urged Wyvill to stop looking forward to support from the

Rockingham Whigs in the winter session. 'strange', he reflected,

that it shall be allowed to the Representative to make every innovation in

the constitution that selfishness and treason can suggest, at the same time

that we hesitate whether the Constituent has a right to reform what the

villainy of the Servant hath deranged.

He was dissatisf,red with the Yorkshire plan for an addition of one hundred county

members, and observed that Burke had been able to ridicule the proposal as a declaration

that 'the House of Commons is not sufficiently numerous'. 'I must cordially confess',

Jebb wrote,

that I for one would never have subjected myself to the losses, odium,

and anxiety I have suffered, if I had imagined that the Friends of

Reformation could have been satisf,red with so defective a plan.

He had compromised his position enough already by endorsing the Association petition:

through a desire of promoting uniformity, not very handsomely requited,

I have assented to partial measures, and have been content to use the

language of servility to a Tribunal which at the moment I esteemed

comrpt.

Jebb was now firmly convinced that 'the spirit of accommodation will ruin all' and that

the constitution could'never be restored gradatium'. Negotiations with the aristocratic

opposition were useless because they would never agree to a 'reasonable compensation'

for the loss of their 'Borough Interest, until compelled thereto by the Power of the

People'.28

In response Wyvill restated his belief that without support from the parliamentary

opposition reform was impossible, or at least impossible 'without the hazards of a Civil

'War'. Their disagreement was fundamental and he suggested that 'it were to no purpose

27 Christopher V/yvillto JJ, 5 June 1781, Ityvill Papers, IV, pp-' 149-52.

" JJ to Christopher Wyvill, 7 August 1781,ll/yvill Papers,IV, pp. 501-07
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to press any farther consideration of the subject'.2g But Jebb was not to be put off so

easily. Glad that 'we may differ, and yet preserve the utmost mutual regard', he assured

Wyvill that Lord Mahon's efforts to strike a compromise between the Yorkshire

Association and the Rockingharn Whigs would fail, and added that the 'Friends of

Liberty in London'placed'shortened Parliaments ... in the front rank of Reformation

measures'.30 In a subsequent letter Jebb again criticised the aristocracy, declaring that

'family prejudices such as those in Devonshire, &c. do mischief . John Dunning (a

supporter of Lord Shelburne) and Brand-Hollis had led Devonshire into the Association

movement in 1780, but Dunning and his supporters had backed away when Brand-Hollis

began to circulate radical SCI pamphlets in the county.3r

Lord North's government was in trouble following news of the defeat at Yorktown in

October 1781. While George III was forcing his prime minister to continue the war,

petitions were being drawn up calling for peace. Jebb was delighted, and observed that

'other measures are scheming if remonstrance fails - all within the line of peaceable

opposition'.32 On December 10 the republican Sylas Neville attended

a meeting of Westminster voters in the Hall to agree to a petition &

remonstrance. Fox & my friend Jebb harangued the multitude, but there

was so much noise & moving about that I could not hear what they said,

but we shall have it all in the Couranf tomorrow. The present powers

have certainly brought us into a hne situation. How we are to get out,

Heaven knows.t'

Later in the month Jebb suggested that should the county militia be called upon to

expand, the SCI should emphasise a link between bearing arms and the right to vote -

'distress will force the doctrine we think just upon the public ear.' A popularly elected

national convention could force the King and House of Lords to agree to parliamentary

reform by refusing to pay their taxes.'o At this time Jebb was busy organising the

Quintuple Alliance, a confederation of the London, Westminster, Southwark, Middlesex

2e Christopher Wyvill to JJ,27 August 178l,I4ryvill Papers,IV, pp' 508-09'
,o It is intèresting to note that in rerninding Wyvill that the 'friends of Liberty in London' place 'shofiened

parliaments ... ln ttt. front rank of reformation measures', he originally wrote'annual' but crossed it out

and wrote 'shortened'. JJ to Christopher Wyvill, 27 September 1781, NYRO Wyvill mss.

'' JJ to Christopher Wyvill,27 November 1781, llyvill Papers,IV, pp. 512-14.

'2 JJ to Christopher Wyvill, I I December lTSl,lttyvill Papers,IV, pp. 514-15'
rr Monday l0 December 1781, Diary of Sylas Neville,p.283.
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and Surrey Associations. This was intended to provide the metropolitan radicals with an

extra-parliamentary body that could upstage Wyvill's Yorkshire Association.s5

'When V/yvill published his Political Papers in 1794 he added a substantial note

explaining his relationship with Jebb. While they had remained friends, their

'correspondence was too frequently controversial'. In hindsight V/yvill regretted that he

had initially encouraged a suspicious disposition toward the parliamentary opposition,

and lamented the inflexibility of the radicals. He had struggled to inspire county support

for moderate reform,

yet the popular Agents in London still protracted discussion, still pressed

Yorkshire to advance to more extended changes; not perceiving that these

dissentions weakened Yorkshire, without adding to their strength'

The root cause of his disagreements with Jebb, he confessed, was that he had always

opposed the idea of electing a national convention to force reform upon the House of

Commons. It was 'a proposition totally incompatible with any plan of moderate Reform,

and pregnant with hazards to which his too-speculative Friend had not sufficiently

adverted'.36

The contest in the Commons in early 1782has been described as one of the 'high points

in parliamentary history'.37 George III refused to enter into peace negotiations with the

Americans, ffid Lord North was put in the impossible position of defending an

unpopular policy, with which he also disagreed. His majority was gradually whittled

away until it disappeared and he presented an angry king with his resignation on 20

March. George III was forced to accept an administration headed by Rockingham, with

Shelburne and Fox as the principal secretaries of state.38

Jebb always distrusted the Rockingham Whigs for their natural opposition to any

substantial electoral reform. Inmid 1780 he observedthat'the Party of Rockingham.'.

'o JJ to Capel Lofft, 23 December 1781, Jebb IM, pp. 17l-72.
15 Black, Association, p. 85.
36 Wyvill Papers,IV, pp. 520-22n.

" P.D.G. Thomas, Lord North (1976), p. 130.
rB lan Christie, The End of North's Ministry 1780-1782 (1958), pp. 340-69
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really are more aristocratic than I could have conceived', and complained of 'determined

and uniform opposition' to radical reform within the Westminster Committee.3e In

January 1782 he wrote that 'Richmond is our great support, though Mr Fox and Lord

Shelburne are also friendly. With respect to Mr Fox I speak from my own knowledge

when I say his mind is truly great and liberal, and I hope everything from his abilities

and spirit'.oo In April 1782 Jebb enthusiastically wrote that 'a large party are st¡enuous in

their exertions to effect reform in England'.4r 'I look to events with an anxious eye', he

wrote to John Forbes in Dublin,

If adhering to the principles of Virtue and Honour which render men

respectable in private life, [the new ministry] shall labour to effect (what

I am satisfied is practicable) a general peace. If without delay they will

grant to Ireland her past demands as stated in the resolutions of her

Volunteers. If America they shall acknowledge independent. If they shall

look with a [friendly] eye on the efforts in both Countries to reform the

representation, which mocks the people of both with the shadow of

Liberty, the substance being long since gone. If they will evidence

themselves friends of Toleration in its most extreme form - they will then

in fact deserve the name Patriots, and late posterity will bless them' My

hope is they will do these things, and my affection to many of them

causes me to wish it for their sakes as well as for the sake of the Public.a2

Such hopes were not ill-founded. In May the young William Pitt introduced a carefully

worded motion calling for the establishment of a committee to examine the state of

representation. Yet without support from Rockingham, this was defeated. The Duke of

Richmond was outraged, and threatened to cause a cabinet crisis if the government did

not throw its weight behind Pitt's proposal. Any such confrontation was averted by

Rockingham's death in early July.a3

3n JJ to Christopher Wyvill, l3 May 1780, NYRO Wyvill mss; JJ to [ ? ], I }/'ay 1782, HUL Jebb letters.
oo JJ to Francis Dobbs,25 January 1782, NLI Dobbs papers.
4r JJ to John Forbes, l3 April 1782, NLI F.S. Bourke collection.
42 JJ to John Forbes, 20 April 1782, NLI F.S. Bourke collection; according to John Disney, at this time it

was suggested to Jebb 'from a very respectable quarter' that a London 'alderman's gown only waited his

acceptance'. But Jebb declined the office because his medical practice would not permit him time to fulfil
his duties. Jebb IM, p.174.
o' Black, Association, p. 87 .
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Shelburne became the leader of the government, and Fox and his closest supporters

resigned and returned to the opposition benches. In accordance with the Association

convention resolutions of May 18, another petition calling for reform in general terms

rvas adopted and later presented to parliament by Fox and Cecil Wray. Jebb spoke at the

meeting in Westminster Hall on July 27, and stressed that the petition should have as

many signatures as possible, declaring that 'an unarmed people' can effect constitutional

reform through 'perseverance and manly ftrmness'. He urged relentless public censure of

parliamentarians who opposed reform, and asserted that even the most arrogant peer

lvould be made uneasy by public criticism. Jebb claimed that parliamentary reform was

the only way to ensure that the tax burden occasioned by the war was spread evenly. He

explained that the petition was expressed in general terms, in order that it could be

supported by those like himself, Cartwright and the Duke of Richmond who were

committed to radical reform. V/ith Shelburne, Richmond and the younger Pitt in poìwer,

Jebb declared that the times were 'singularly favourable' for the introduction of 'equal,

annual and universal representation'. The 'ancient constitutional connection between the

House of Commons and the people' had been destroyed, and the majority of the lower

house were now either 'the dependants of nobles, or the creatures of the crown'.44

Christopher Wyvill was delighted with Shelburne's assurance that he would 'act nobly'

toward the Association movement.a5 Yet privately the Jebbs were not so conf,tdent; Ann

thought Shelbume was 'the King's own minister, and ... if he cannot govern the King -

the King will govern him. But while the Duke of Richmond continues in the People will

have great hopes'.46

Jebb's private reservations regarding Shelbume's disposition were strengthened by the

proposed revival of ship-money in Suffolk. He rejected as unconstitutional the idea of

granting money to the executive independently of parliament, and thought that the

English counties wouid do better to follow the Irish example and spend their time and

41 JJ,'speechataGeneralMeetingoftheElectorsof Westminster',27 July 1782, JebbIII' pp.298-307'
ot John Cannon, The Fox-North Coalition: crisis of the constitution, 1782-84 ( 1969), p. 3 1.

ou AJ ro John Forbes, I I July 1782, NLI F.S. Bourke collection; In 1780 Jebb had been deputised along

with Brand-Hollis and Sir Cecil Wray to thank Shelburne for 'the manly support his Lordship has

constantly and uniformly given to the cause of the People'. BL Minutes of the Westminster Committee,25

March 1780.
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money forming volunteer militias.aT 'Unconstitutional, illegal, invidious, oppressive, and

abominable', Jebb believed that ship-money \¡/as to be revived with the intention of

destroying the commerce of the American states.as 'O America! Liberated, triumphant,

independent, nurse of heroes, asylum sacred to suffering humanity!' Jebb cried out,

while condemning Shelburne's reluctance to recognise American Independence.on He

concluded that Shelburne had determined 'this island, once the seat and patroness of

freedom, should ... continue to riot in fraternal blood'.50 Such despondent thoughts were

no doubt encouraged by ill-health, as at the end of November Jebb was confined to his

bed for six weeks by a'putrid fever' contracted from some patients.5r

According to Langford, 'by 1783 Wyvill and the Associators represented only

themselves'.52 Yet the persistence of the reformers remained a constant annoyance to

conservatives. Elizabeth Montagu dryly commented that 'modern Patriots treat the

constitution of England as apothecaries do their patients; they endeavour to give a

motion every day and fancy that they will carry off all distempers.'53 In late January

1783 Jebb discussed the forthcoming Quintuple meeting with the Duke of Richmond.

V/hile Pitt was going to support Wyvill's plan, Richmond agreed to push for the

establishment of a parliamentary committee to draw up reform proposals.so Not

surprisingly, Jebb thought Richmond above praise as 'one of the truest friends of the

Constitution and of Human Nature the Country has yet seen'.ss

4?,Alfred' [JJ],9 AugustlTE2,Jebb III, pp.308-11. This letter later inserted inthe Bury Postby Capel

Lofft, and ii sfarked ãn exchange on the subject in that paper which was later published as An Inquiry into

the Legality ànd Expedie""y ã¡ increasing the Royal Nwy by Subscription for building County Ships'

Beinglhe correspondence on the subject betvveen Arthur Young and Capel Lofft (1783)'
o'.Hãmpden' ¡Ji1,'to the Inhabitants of London and Westminster', l0 August 1782, Jebb III, pp- 312-

14.
on,Hampden' [JJ],'To the Inhabitants of London and Westminster', 14 August 1782,Jebb III, pp. 314-

2l; 'Hampden' [JJ],23 August 1782, Jebb III, p.329.
s0 'Laelius' [JJ], [October?l1782, Jebb III, p' 360'
5' Jebb IM, p. l8o.
s2 Langford, Polite and Commercial People, p. 564.
53 Cited in Derek Jarret, The Begetters of Revolution (1973), p. I 63 '
54 JJto John Cartwright,2T January 1783, Jebb IM, p. 180; John Disney accompanied Andrew Kippis to

the Club of Honest Whigs at the London Coffee House on 6 February and found the meeting'large and

agreeable'. Disney,'Diary', 6 February 1783.
tt JJ to John Forbes,20 April 1782, F.S. NLI Bourke collection.
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While Shelburne managed to get peace negotiations Lrnder way, he could not maintain a

working majority in the parliament in the face of a formidable and unexpected alliance

between Fox and North, and resigned in February 1783. For five weeks the country was

without a prime minister, until George III was forced to accept a coalition govemment

between the man whom he considered to have deserted him, and a man whose anti-

monarchical stance he detested.tu Jebb wrote to Fox pleading against a coalition. At the

Shakespeare Tavem in Covent Garden on March 6, Jebb condemned the rumoured

coalition in a long speech to the electors of Westminster. He could not believe that Fox

would contemplate entering into government with those who had conducted the war

against America, and who sought to render George III 'as despotic as his most arbitrary

neighbours'. Jebb warned that there would come a point when Fox could no longer

continue to work within the coalition, and he would have to return 'to the people

dishonoured and disgraced'.s7 According to Jebb, he delivered this speech 'with all the

vehemence which the action called for, to the great offence of Mr Fox's friends', though

Fox himself .behaved with great candour and politeness'.t8 In the course of their political

alliance Jebb had always endeavored to 'impress [Fox's] mind with the persuasion, that

by employing his splendid talents in the support of constitutional liberty '.. he would

attain the utmost height of power, to which an honest ambition could aspire'- But such

encogragement was to no avail. Fox entered into a coalition with North and became, in

the eyes of Jebb, the 'associate and advocate of men, in principle and practice most

despotic'. In a private letter, Jebb lamented 'the influence his party has upon him' and

reflected that 'his intimacies, his connections, ... and the habits of his life have gotten

too much hold of him, and ambition is his ruling passion''5e

The coalition confirmed Jebb in the belief that reform would only be effected by those

.outside of parliament'.60 Since the heady days of 1780 Fox had attempted to distance

himself from the radicals without loosing their support. Something of the state of the

relationship is indicated by a letter to Jebb on the 30'r' of June 1782, in which Fox asked

that his name not appear on an advertisement for a meeting of the Westminster

56 Cannon, Fox-North Coalition, pp. 65-82.
tt Jebb IM, pp. 183-84;see also The Remembrancer l5 (1783)' p' 205
5'Jebb IM, p. 185.
t'Jebb II, p. 552n, IM p. 199.

'JJ to John Carlwright, l2 April 1783, Life of Cartwright,p.l55.
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Committee. While Fox promised to visit Jebb's house at 3 pm the following day, Jebb

noted on the letter that 'Mr Fox did not come, the Marquise of Rockingham dying about

12 o'clock that morning'.6r With the formation of the coalition government Fox was able

to turn his back on the radicals, declaring to Jebb at a dinner that he had 'never disguised

... his decided aversion to their schemes of parliamentary reform'.62 Trying to look on

the positive side, Carnwight hoped that the Coalition had 'taught the people to depend

upon themselves'.63 During the summer of 1783 Jebb had 'various fluctuations in his

health and spirits' and went to Brighton to recover.6a He lost all conhdence in politicians,

especially as he observed the Coalition doing their level best to 'damp the rising spirit'

of liberty in lreland.ós He thought that 'the North part' dominated the administration, and

that 'the other part a¡e too much crippled'.66 Eventually, he declared that those who did

'not make our cause the first political object, are not worthy being reported its friends',67

and determined to examine every important statement that issued from a politician,

lamenting how often'the independence of the man, were lost in the official character'.68

At this time political and intellectual division also troubled the Royal Society. The

thirty-five year old Joseph Banks became president of the Royal Society only three

months before Jebb was elected. While the previous president, Sir John Pringle, had

been politically opposed to George III, Banks was on good terms with the King. He was

keen to rejuvenate the Royal Society and develop it as a scientiltc institution in service

of the state. As a botanist, Banks also wanted the Society to focus upon the natural as

opposed to the physical sciences. Yet he attracted opposition through the high-handed

manner with which he set about reforming the intemal administration of the Society.

Despite the rhetoric condemning the President's 'despotism',óe this conflict cannot be

6r Charles James Fox to JJ, 30 June 1782, BL Fox papers, reel 4.
ut Cited in Mitchell, Charles James Fox, p.253.
u' John Cartwright to JJ, 14 May 1783, Life of Cartwright, p. 154.
n Jebb IM, p. 185;JJ to Francis Dobbs, l5 August 1783, NLI Dobbs papers; Jebb returned to London at

the start of September with his health little improved, though 'he left Dr Price there much better' and

Andrew Kippis. Theophilus Lindsey to William Tayleur, I September 1783, JRL Lindesy - Tayleur

correspondence.
u5 U to John Cartwright, l3 December 1183, Life of Cartwright, p. 160.
óó JJ to John Forbes, l5 August 1783, NLI F.S. Bourke collection; see also JJ to Henry Joy,8 October

[783], LHL Joy papers.
6'JJ to [ ? ], l6 August 1784, Jebb IM, p.203.
uB The words are John Disney's, Jebb IM, p. 208.
6o Paul Henry Maty, An History of the Instances of Exclusionfrom the Royal Society (1784), p. 3.
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cha¡acterised as a political clash between radicals and conservatives within the scientific

community. The opposition to Banks was led by the conservative cleric and

mathematician Samuel Horsley, who accused the President of making himself 'the

Monarch of the Society'. Horsley may have had his eye on the presidency, and he

probably helped Banks by what Andrew Kippis called a 'high tone ... [which] went

beyond the usual custom of public debates'. Claiming to be neut¡al in the contest,

Andrew Kippis himself approved of the 'numerous introduction' of 'the nobility, and

gentlemen of rank and fortune' encouraged by Banks. And, in a characteristic display of

independence, the President \¡/as supported by none other than the 'republican bishop'

Richard Watson. In the end, a motion of confidence in Banks was passed in January

1784 which he won 199 votes to 42.70

This incident further illustrates how political alignments during the period could alter

according to time, place and issue, and the absence of a unif,red 'reform movement'. Yet

while the controversy over the administration of the Royal Society reflected subject and

personality differences, it is not surprising that some saw it in terms of the wider debate

over representation. One of the most prominent opponents of Banks was Paul Henry

Maty. Assistant librarian of the British Museum, Maty was a Secretary of the Royal

Society and a close friend of Jebb. He publicly criticised Banks for opposing twelve

candidates for the Society in four years (the signature of John Jebb appeared on the

nomination certificate for two of these candidates).tt Maty argued that any well

supported candidate should be elected unopposed. ''We are not an Academy of Sciences,

ie. a receptacle for the Great in Science', he declared, 'but a Society of Gentlemen, of all

ranks and professions, all opinions, and, we must add, all kinds of learning (or no

learning), paying 52 shillings a yeff for the encouragement of literature.'72 Personalities

and vested interests aside, in this clash within the Royal Society we can hear the faint

echo of enlightened civic humanism versus state driven specialisation'

?0 Gascoigne , Joseph Banks and the Engtish Enlightenment, pp. 10-13; Mather, High Church Prophet, pp.

49-52.
t' Mury, An History, pp. 8, 12. The candidates were Dr Hallifax, a classical scholar, and Dr Beerenbrock

who was supported by, among others, John Jebb and Beccaria.

" Maty, An History, p. 10.
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In December 1783 George III engineered the defeat of Fox's East India bill in the House

of Lords, and then demanded the resignation of the Coalition ministry. In their place he

made the young William Pitt prime minister. Ann Jebb thought there had never 'been

such confusion or such conduct, since Charles's time'.73 While Pitt could depend upon a

majority in the Lords, he was outnumbered by the opposition factions in the Commons,

and Fox boasted of the ease with which he would defeat the 'mince-pie administration'

when parliament resumed in January. The stage was set for what Christopher Hobhouse

has described as 'three of the most exciting months in the history of parliament'.74

Fox's confidence evaporated as addresses of support for the King and Pitt poured in

from the counties. The provisions of the failed East India bill were widely condemned.

Radicals feared that appointing a commission of Fox's friends to supervise the Company

would further corrupt the parliament by placing a vast amount of patronage in Fox's

hands. Tories were outraged at the infringement on royal prerogative.ts Lindsey reported

that'we see at present no end to our public confusions'.76 rfuul Jebb complained of the

'sound sleep' of the counties with respect to the issue of parliamentary reform' 'If a

particle of despair was in my nature', she told Cartwright,

it would not fail to show itself at such a time as this. The whole attention

of the public is taken up with the wranglings of the two parties, the

doubts of a dissolution, and now also with the idea of a general coalition.

But what can we expect for a grand coalition of all the abilities of the

kingdom, meaning you know the abilities of the two Houses, but that,

when they feel their own strength, they will plunder the East, and enslave

this nation at their leisure?

Nevertheless, she hoped that if Fox refused a coalition (which he did) then Pitt would be

forced to court popular support by promising parliamentary reform'77 But this was

unrealistic, and she was forced to admit that her husband's attempts to mobilise support

for radical parliamentary reform revealed that 'our party are a rope of sand, and we do

not know where to find them, or whether anyone would support us: and if it failed, many

7' AJ to John Cartwri ghT, 2l December 17 83, Memoir of Ann Jebb, p. 17'
7a Christopher Hobhouse, Fox (1934), p. 150'
ts M.D. ð"o.g", 'Fox's Marfyrs: the General election of 1784', Transqctions of the Royal Historicql

Society,2l (1939), pp. 133-68.
76 Theophilus Lindsey to Williarn Tayleur, 27 January 1784, JRL Lindsey - Tayleur correspondence.
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would throw all the blame upon the Doctor, for their conduct gives us no reason to

expect a favour'.78

In July 1782 Jebb described William PiU as the 'illustrious son of that illustrious

statesman', who was to be thanked for proposing a parliamentary committee to examine

reform.tn By April 1783 he was expressing uneasiness, observing that in a letter to the

Suffolk Committee Pitt had declared himself 'no well-wisher to reform on the

speculative principles of some that have given alarm'.80 During the election of 1784 Jebb

bestowed a qualified approval upon Pitt.st Price and Lindsey were hopeful that the

sizeable majority Pitt won in the election would enable him to promote reform 'if the

attempt be not long delayed'.82 However, General Robert Cunningham had assured the

Irish House of Commons that Pitt's ministry would prove unfriendly to parliamentary

reform. Jebb transcribed the speech from the Dublin Evening Post and sent it to Pitt,

informing him that many would be indifferent as to who was prime minister if

substantial reform was not enacted.s3 By May Jebb was observing that 'I find myself

receding very fast from Mr Pitt, without approaching to Mr Fox'.84

The election of 1784 was particularly bitter and hard fought, and nowhere more so than

in Westminster. At a famous meeting in'Westminster Hall on 14 February a bag of muck

was thrown at Fox, and Jebb moved resolutions which condemned the Coalition, and

supported the candidature of Sir Cecil Wray. He criticised the 'odious and unnecessary

restrictions' placed on relations with America, the opposition to parliamentary reform in

Ireland, an East India bill that would have imposed a form of government 'more

oppressive to the natives than the unjust and unwarrantable dominion it proposed to

remedy'. He then urged the necessity of 'a substantial and radical reform in the

representation', pointed to the encouraging signs of extra-parliamentary agitation in

Ireland and Scotland, and declared that commercial prosperity would follow political

77 AJ to John Cartwright,22 January l'l.84, Memoir of AnnJebb,pp.19-20'
78 AJ to John Cartwright,26 January 1784, Memoir of Ann Jebb,p.20.
t'Jebb III, p. 305.
to JJ to John Cartwright, l2 April 1783, Life of Cartwright,p.155.
8l Meadley, Memoir of Ann Jebb, p. 16.
82 Theopltilus Lindey to William Turner, l5 April 1784, DWL Lindesy-Turner correspondence.
t,AJtoJohnCarfrviight,6March 1784,MemoirofAnnJebb,p.2l;Jebb'sletterisnotpreservedinPitt's
correspondence.
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reform.85 The members of both the SCI and the Westminster Committee were split in

their allegiances between Fox and Wrey. Jebb told Wyvill that 'the conduct of the

coalitionists is so fundamentally wrong, that ... I most cordially wish entire rout to the

party of Fox, Butke, and North'.86

On the first day of voting (April 1) Wray pledged to follow the instructions of his

electors, and Jebb warned that if the Foxites were allowed to 'regain the support and

good opinion of the people' other politicians would also 'delude with false shows of

patriotism, and afterwards, at their pleasure, insult the honest feelings of their

countrymen'.tt Initially, it looked as though Wray would be returned along with the

Pittite candidate. But the Foxites doggedly scoured the city for extra votes and when

polting was finally closed in mid-May Fox was over two hundred votes ahead of his

opponent. Jebb never forgave his former ally for this opportunistic conduct, and Fox

denounced the radicals as bent on subverting the constitution.st Overall, however,

reformers had contributed greatly to the rout of the Coalition, especially in the eastern

counties. In dramatic circumstances, the 1784 election revealed that the 'Voice of the

People' had become an important political fact. The very nature of the contest between

Pitt and Fox made it impossible for candidates in the open constituencies to go

'unshackled' to parliament - they had to commit to one side or the other on the hustings.

Irrespective of Pitt's subsequent stance on parliamentary reform, he and the King had

'brought to the fore the new radical principle that the final word in political disputes lay

with the people'.8e

il Ireland

V/hile the fortunes of the London radicals ebbed and flowed, Jebb kept a sharp eye on

developments in Ireland. Having won free-trade concessions from Lord North, and

'4 Jebb IM, p. 199.
85 Speech at Westminster Hall, l4 February 1784, Jebb IM, pp. 192-94.

'u JJ to Christopher 'Wyvill, 23 March 1784, Ilryvill Papers,IY , p. 362'
87 Speech to the electors of Westmi¡ster, I April 1784, Jebb IM, pp. 195-98
8t Black, Association, p. I15.
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inspired by the Americans, Henry Grattan (I746-1820) and the Irish 'Patriots' went on to

demand independence for the Irish parliament. Such demands had widespread support in

Ireland, particularly among the volunteer militias that had sprung up to meet the threat of

French invasion. After years of supporting Irish rights on the opposition benches, the

Rockingham Whigs had no choice but to grant independence when they found

themselves in office in early 1782.e0 Historians have only recently arrived at something

like a satisfactory understanding of popular and parliamentary politics in late eighteenth-

century lreland.er In the euphoria following Grattan's victory, appeals to natural rights

became more frequent. This led some of the leading parliamentary patriots to sound a

note of caution. Grattan himself suggested that 'the populace differ much and should be

clearly distinguished from the people'.e2 But while the government resisted any

extension of the franchise, the radical reformers became more critical of the Irish

aristocracy, Church, and British ministers.e3

Ditchfreld thinks it striking that Rational Dissenters displayed 'practically no interest

whatever in the affairs of Ireland' aside from the changing legal status of Catholicism'ea

Jebb is a clear exception, as he had family ties in Ireland and had undertaken some of his

early education within the Pale. Abigail Adams was led to describe Jebb as 'an

Irishman', and found herself dining at the Jebb household with two Irish visitors'es In the

early 1780s Jebb had several Irish correspondents. Among these were the young Dublin

wit, poet, barrister and radical MP Francis Dobbs (1750-1811), who became knorvn for

his patriot writings.e6 John Forbes MP \ilas a supporter of Henry Grattan in the Irish

House of Commons, and a member of the Monks of St Patrick, a fraternal society

st paul Kelly, .Radicalism and public opinion in the General Election of 1784', Bulletin of the Instittrtefor

Historical Research, 45 (1972), pp. 73-88, at 88.
no Jebb was pleased to see that tire Rockingham ministry's stance toward Ireland was 'liberal'. JJ to John

Forbes, l3 April 1782, NLI F.S. Bourke collection.
n' S.J. Connoily, 'Lut" eighteenth-century Irish politics', Parliamentary History, 13 (1994), p'227; On late

eighteenth-century Irish lolitics see: Foster, Modern lreland, pp. 167-289; R'8. McDowell, Ireland in the

Age of Imperialism and Revolution, 1760-1801(Oxford, 1979).
n2 Cited in Lecky, History of lreland, p.207 .

er Jacqueline HiIl, Patr¡ots to (Jnionists: Dublin civic politics and lrish Protestant patriotism, 1660-1840

(Oxford, 1997),p.166.
nì G.M. nitchf,reid, 'Some Aspects of Unitarianism and Radicalism 1760-1810' (Cambridge PhD., 1968),
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e5 Abigail Adams jr to John Quincey Adams, l3 September 1785, MHS Adams papers.
nu For example, A Letter to Lord North (1780); Thoughts on Volunteers (1781); see DNB; Hill, Patriots to
(Jnionists, p. 169;R.8. McDowell,Irish Public Opinion 1750-1800 (1944),p.91.
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fotrnded in 1779 in which members mocked Catholic ways and discussed

independence.nt Jebb also kept abreast of developments in Ulster through Henry Joy, a

keen reformer and ed.itor of the Belfast Newsletter. With contacts such as these it is not

surprising that Jebb also met with Irish Patriots who visited London.es In early 1781 Jebb

moved a motion in support of Irish free trade and self-government in the Westrninster

Committee. He was supported by Cartwright and Lofft but 'opposed and defeated by the

Rockingham Party in the Committee, and betrayed by some of our own People who

think with us but have not the heart to say so'.ne

In January 1783 Jebb warned Dobbs that 'unless you reform the House of Commons you

do nothing'.r00 Later that year he was given the opportunity to address the Irish publicly

when the Ulster Volunteers wrote to the Earl of Effingham, Richa¡d Price, Cartrvright,

Wyvill, and Jebb requesting advice on parliamentary reform before their next meeting at

Dungannon in September.tot Jebb told the Volunteers that 'the power of delegation

appears to me to be as extensive as the obligation of bearing arms for the common

defence'.rO2 He reiterated his general objection to an increase in the number of county

representatives: 'in Lord North's opinion, such a measure would have nothing in it

formidable to an administration determined to govem by court influence'' It would make

the Irish House of Commons too mrmerous and increase the cost of elections. County

seats were under the control of landholders, Jebb warned, and thus the representative

voice of freeholders *'ould decrease. He argued that petitioning was useless and that the

Volunteers should draw up a reform plan 'the most extensive and liberal that the times

will bear', and then a-djourn to give the parliament time to act (or not act) before making

nt Neil Longtey york, Neither Kingdom nor Nation: the lrish questfor constitutional rights, 1698-1800

(USA, 1994), pp. 120-21.
es JJ to Francis Dobbs,25 January 1782; and 7 April l?82, NLI Dobbs papers; JJ to John Forbes, S

January 1785, NLI F.S. Bourke collection.
* JJ to Francis Dobbs, 23 February 1781, NLI Dobbs papers.
r00 JJ to Francis Dobbs, 27 January 1783, NLI Dobbs papers.
ror A selection of the replies were,latter published as A Collection of Letters which have been Addressed to

the Volunteers of lreland, on the stúject of Parliamentary Reform by the Earl of Effngham &c' (1183);

both Wyvill uná J.bb also publish.ã tn"ir own letters separately: Letters addressed the Committee of
Belfast on the proposed reþ)mation of the Parliament of Ireland, by the Rev. Christopher lVyvill (1783);

John Jebb, tetieri Addressed to the Volunteers of lreland, on the sttbject of Parliamentary Reþrm (1783),
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their next move.rO3 Such advice conüasted sharply with that of Lord Claremont, leader of

the Volunteers, who suggested that a general petition would be most appropriate, leaving

the details of reform to the wisdom of parliament. Jebb anxiously awaited the outcome

of the Dungannon meeting, and believed that the fate of reform in England and Scotland

was dependent upon events in Ireland. He observed that the British government was

'alarmed at the addresses which have lately been made to the Volunteers of Ulster''rOa

The question of Catholic political rights was the most thorny issue. In the words of R.F.

Foster, the 'patriotism' of the Volunteer movement was a form of 'gentry nationalism'

which had 'strong affrnities with colonial nationalism'. The patriots were able to

take a high line with England because they were exclusive in lreland: had

'patriotism' represented the excluded three-quarters of the Irish nation,

they could not have afforded to press so radically for constitutional

'liberty'.r05

John Cannon has observed that Wyvill and Price were hesitant in suggesting that

Catholics be given the vote, and that 'Jebb and Eff,rngham took refuge in the observation

that only the Irish themselves could have the necessary information for a correct

judgement of the problem'.r0u This is true, but Caruron ignores the fact that Jebb then

proceeded to argue for full citizenship for Catholics. He acknowledged that most Irish

protestants would object to Catholics being allowed to elect Catholic MPs, and that

many would not even allow them to vote for Protestants. 'Local difficulties must be best

known to those on the spot', he concluded in his first letter, 'I can only reason from

general principles' - from which he proceeded to assert that all should have the vote

(while passing over the issue of Catholic politicians).tot Yet in his next letter he reflected

that 'admitting the Roman Catholics to the entire rights of citizenship, may appear

scarcely worthy of a moment's consideration at no very distant period'.r08 Jebb later

assured a sceptical Irish friend that a reformed parliament would diminish clerical

benefices, exclude bishops from the House of Lords, and substitute'a proper payment of

to3 Address to the Volunteers of lreland, Jebb II, pp. 521-26.

'* JJ to Francis Dobbs, l5 August 1783, NLI Dobbs papers.
lo5 Foster, Modern lreland, p.248'
ro6 Cannon, Parliamentary Reþrm, p. 103.
to' Address to the Volunteers of lreland, Jebb ll, pp. 523-24.
rot JJ, l4 August 1783, in Address to the Volunteers of lreland,Jebb II, p' 530
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the parochial clergt, in lieu of thqt bane of all improvement, tithes '. This would 'put an

end to priestly avarice and intolera¡ce', and 'the Roman Catholic religion, or at least the

worst part of it, would decay. Persecution being removed, light, and learning, and

industry would effect the rest''roe

In an attempt to halt declining numbers, some Volunteer corps had begun to enlist

Catholics, and advanced radicals began to speculate about extending the franchise to

include Catholics, if only on a restricted basis. Five hundred representatives from 278

Ulster Volunteer corps attended the Dungannon meeting on September 7. They called for

wide-ranging parliamentary reform, and invited the other provinces to send delegates to

a national convention, which would deliberate upon 'what class or description' of

Catholics should be granted the vote. The political elites on both sides of the Irish Sea

were ala¡med at what Charles James Fox thought a'critical in the genuine sense of the

word' situation.rrO Colonel Sharman wrote to Jebb thanking him for his advice, but

observing that not all the suggestions of their 'illustrious and much respected

correspondents' could be applied to the Irish situation."r Nevertheless, the Dungannon

resolutions and the call for a national convention gave Jebb a 'glow of satisfaction

beyond the power of language to describe'.rr2 He thought it necessary for the SCI and

Westminster Committee to make declarations in support of Dungannon to 'intimidate

ministers from pursuing works of blood' - though he confessed that the government was

unlikely to resort to coercive measures.tt' In October Jebb told Francis Dobbs that the

Volunteers should focus on demanding universal suffrage, after which law and religious

reforms would naturally result. I la

prior to the national convention Jebb addressed another letter to the Volunteers urging

the 'Third Estate' to force reform upon a House of Commons dominated by the 'voice of

the aristocracy and the inclinations of the crown'. Yet the substance of the letter was a

plea for recognition of the civil and political rights of the Catholic majority. Jebb pointed

lon U to Archibald Hamilton Rowan, 5 March and 29 September 1785, Autobiography of
Hamilton Rowan, pp. 128, 131.
llo Cannon, Parliamentqry Reform, p. 104.

'rr Colonel Sharman to JJ, I I October 1783, Jebb II, 534n.

"' JJ to Francis Dobbs, 5 October 1783, NLI Dobbs papers'

"t JJ to John Cartwright,2 October 1783, Life of Cartwright,p.156
r14 JJ to Francis Dobbs, 5 October 1783, NLI Dobbs papers.
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to the liberal sentiments respecting religious liberty espoused by the Dungannon

meeting, and the benefits accrued in America by religious toleration. He argued that if

Catholic claims were ignored, then the government would take advantage of the

resulting national division. If Catholics were left to live like slaves, Jebb warned, 'you

will impair your orvn title to the blessings of liberty, and must expect to live, for

generations, in little less than a state of actual hostility with the majority of your

countrymen'. As noted in chapter 9, Jebb confidently assured the Volunteers that,

when under the influence of mild and equal laws, human industry shall be

generally excited and encouraged, and that monster intolerance, the bane

of human happiness, shall be banished from the state, is it not reasonable

to conclude, that religious prejudices also will give away, and truth

extend her salutary empire over the minds of men, in proportion as the

light of science, the constant concomitant of an enlarged intercourse with

our species, shall prevail?

As the Catholic laity no longer acknowledged the Pope's right to ovemrle an oath of

allegiance, there could be no valid objection to allowing them full political rights' Jebb

suggested a conference with the leading Catholics to resolve differences, because if 'the

maxims of past ages be adhered to, human sagacitv can see no end; at least, no end that

can be contemplated with pleasure'.rtt Yet apart from Protestant bigotry, such a

conference was unlikely because the leading Catholics were trying to sit on the fence

between reformers and the government.

The National Convention assembled in Dublin on November 10. It quickly resolved to

omit discussion of Catholic suffrage from its deliberations - there had been no clear

request from the Catholic Committee, and the idea lacked any powerful individual or

institutional support. As a result the Irish Parliament easily dismissed the Convention's

reform petition as a sectarian document.rró Fanned by Dublin Castle, caution and

conservatism spread among the Irish corporate bodies. In response, radicals began to

tts JJ,25 October 1783, in Address to the Volunteers of lreland, Iebb II, pp. 536, 540,543-49.
llu Thomas Bartlett, The Fall and Rise of the lrish Nation: the Catholic Question 1690-1830 (1992),p

107.
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establish reform clubs in an effort to maintain their momentum.rrT By early 1784 Ann

Jebb thought the idea of granting Catholics the vote was gaining ground.rrs Theophilus

Lindsey decided that it was a good idea to split the ecclesiastical revenues in Ireland and

give half to the Catholic Church and the Dissenters.rrn In the early months of his prime

ministership, William Pitt had suggested that a moderate parliamentary reform in Ireland

would take the sting out of the Volunteer movement, and allow a government controlled

militia to be formed. Yet this attitude was greeted with horror by the Irish lord

lieutenant, the Duke of Rutland. Pitt gradually gave in to the more reactionary stance of

Dublin Castle, and completely dropped the idea when his own moderate reform

proposals were defeated in the British parliament.r20

In the summer of 1784 Lord Charlemont told the Belfast Volunteers that political rights

should not be extended to Catholics. The radicals found themselves outflanked and

outnumbered. As a result, debate at the poorly attended National Congress in October

was languid and irresolute.r'r Archibald Hamilton Rowan (1751-1834), a delegate (and

Jebb's former student while at Queen's College, Cambridge), was disappointed that the

majority were not in favour of electoral reform.r22 Rowan's disappointrnent is all the

more revealing in light of his difference of opinion with Jebb on the issue of Catholic

rights.r23 In November 1784 Jebb told Henry Joy in Belfast that he wanted to see a

federal union between Ireland and Britain, but only if both parliaments where elected

upon a reformed franchise.r24 But the wind was clearly going out of the sails of reform.'tt

Despite their military display and some colourful radical rhetoric, the Volunteers of

Ireland proved to be loyal and law-abiding men.

ttl Dublin Evening Post, 20 November l':-84, cited in Hill, Patriots to (Jnionists, p. l8l; Over a year latter

Jebb congratulated Henry Joy on the establishment of a'Reform Club' in Belfast. JJ to Henry Joy, 18 May

1785, LHL Joy papers.
lrB AJ to John Cartwright,24 March 1784, Memoir of AnnJebb,p.22'
rre Theophilus Lindsey to William Tumer, l8 October 1783, D\ /L Lindsey-Turner correspondence.
l2o McDowell, Ireland in the Age of Imperialism and Revolution,p.3lS-20.
t2l McDowelI, Irish Public Opinion, ch. 6; James Kelly,'The Parliamentary Reform Movement of the

1780s and the Catholic Question', Archivium Hibernicum,43 (1988)' pp' 97-8.
122 Archibald Hamilton Rowan to Richard Joy,24 October 1784, cited in McDowell, Ireland in the Age of
Imperialism and Revolution, P. 324.
tzt Autobiography of Archibald Hamilton Rowan, p. 134'

''o JJ to Henry Joy,28 November 1784, Jebb IM, p.203.
r25 Jebb observed that the British govemment talked of the 'dying embers of sedition' in Ireland. JJ to
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Pitt turned his attention to establishing free trade across the Irish Sea, and ran into

considerable opposition from British trade and manufacturing interests. Jebb applauded

Pitt's commercial measures, but criticised his opposition to political reform in Ireland.126

He continued to believe that an independent Ireland with a reformed parliament would

prove a solid ally of Britain, because of 'kindred-blood, a similarity of pursuits, and

ancient habits of intercourse'.t" But he complained of what he saw as Pitt's duplicþ,

and the efforts of the British govemment to reduce Ireland to 'servile dependence'.r28

III Decline and Death

In June 1784 Jebb reflected the sense of national recovery associated with Pitt's

administration when he observed that 'prejudices are everywhere rapidly giving way''

Rather than the comfortable political apathy that ensued, he was initially hopeful that

there would be a slow revival of interest in parliamentary reform.r2e This hope arose in

part from the parliamentary debate over John Sawbridge's motion of June 16 that a

committee be appointed to examine the state of representation. While the motion was

defeated by a majority of 74 votes led by Lord North, Pitt spoke in its favour.

The hopes of the reformers revived somewhat, but a sense of their marginal position in

British politics is vividly illustrated by John Wilkes. In a private letter to his daughter

two days after the defeat of Sawbridge's motion, he wrote:

Yesterday, my dearest Polly, was sacred to the powers of dullness, and

the anniversary meeting of the Quintuple Alliance, when I was obliged to

eat stale fish, and swallow foul port, with Sir Cecil Wray, Mr Martin the

banker, Dr Jebb, &c. to promote the grand reform of parliament. I was

forced into the chair, and was so far happy to be highly applauded, both

for a long speech, and my conduct as president through an arduous day. I

have not however authenticated to the public any account of the day's

'tu JJ to Henry Joy, 26 January and 18 May 1785, LHL Joy papers.
127 'Trebatius' lJJl,22 August 1785, Jebb III, p. 390.
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proceeding, nor given to the press the various new-fangled toasts, which

were the amusement of the hour, and should perish with it.r30

Jebb looked to the Celtic fringe as taking the lead on reform. On 20 July 1784 he

addressed A Letter to the Secretary of the Society for Constitutional Inþrmation, in

which he urged Englishmen to arm themselves, agitate for parliamentary reform, and

pointed to the patriotic support for 'free parliaments' among the 'gallant people' of

Scotland.'3t In late 1784 Jebb was elected as a member of the Association committee for

Carnarvon.tt2

In early December 1784 Jebb's 'heart sank' when V/yvill told him that Pitt was going to

introduce a reform bill that did not include repeal of the Septennial Act. His response

was to suggest formation of a new 'parly of the people', drawn from members of the

Lords and Commons. Hopeful that a revival of public interest in reform was under way,

Jebb told Cartrnnight that a meeting at the Shakespeare Tavern had been 'full of energy. I

wish you had been there'.t'3 A week later Wyvill told the SCI that Pitt had promised to

introduce the question of parliamentary reform in the next session.t'o Jebb was

suspicious ('I look with watchfulness for what is to be done about short parliaments')

and set about warning friends not to support the Pitt-Wyvill plan if either the Septennial

Act or the franchise were to be left untouched.r3s A meeting on January 21 was

enthusiastic for 'substantial reform', and resolved against supporting Pitt's plan. He

hoped 'for the honour of human nature that Mr Pitt is serious so far as he goes', but

reflected that even if the Prime Minister was sincere,'the majority of the Cabinet ...

would over-rule the few friends we may possibly have in Power, and stop the affair for

ever'.t3u While Wyvill failed to win the support of the metropolitan radicals, Pitt was

'to John Wilkes to Polly V/ilkes, 18 June 1784, Letters of John l4/ilkes to his Daughter, 1774-96 (1804),

III, p.41.
,t, À Leiler to the Secretary of the Societyfor Constitutional Information (July 1784), Jebb lll, pp.362'64;
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equally unsuccessful (to the extent that he tried) in gaining the approval of his political

allies. One MP remarked on the prime minister being 'encumbered or enamowed with - I

am not sure which - this Yorkshire reform'.r37 The House listened in respectful silence

when Pitt tabled the bill in mid-April, and then, following numerous eloquent speeches

ridiculing the proposal, left the Prime Minister with a minority of only 74 votes.

Wyvill made one last ditch effort the save the cause. On 7 May 1785 he assembled a

meeting of the Associated Counties at the Thatched-House Tavern to rally support for

Pitt's reform proposals. On the preceding day he unsuccessfully pleaded with Jebb in

person to attend the meeting. 
'When this failed, he penned a last-minute appeal in which

his frustration is evident. Having 'perhaps somewhat too bluntly' explained his position

to Jebb in person, Wyvill urged him to attend the meeting in order to further discuss the

reform proposals.r3s But Jebb would not allow himself to be placed in a minority at a

meeting which endorsed Pitt's reform proposals. While he saw merit in the extension of

suffrage to copy-holders and a redistribution of some borough places to the counties, he

thought 'something foreign to the main question, if not inimical to the real interests of

the people, is intended, which may be revealed in its day'. Even on the face of it, Jebb

thought Pitt's plan inadequate: many boroughs such as Bury, Yarmouth, Cambridge, and

Buckingham needed an extension of the franchise. Also, he claimed that the outcome of

the reforms would be slow to come into effect, and in the mean time the country could

be ruined and the people 'totally enslaved'. Jebb pointed to Pitt's silence during the

annual vote on Sawbridge's motion for annual parliaments, and his policy in Ireland

(where restraints on the press and the right to bear arms had been introduced), and

argued that that only 'the active energy of the people' could effect a substantial reform

of the parliament.r3n

Along with Thomas Paine, Christopher Wyvill attended a general audit dinner for the

SCI on May 11 and presented the case for moderate reform. Thomas Day argued

strongly for unity behind any proposal, and turned on purists like his old friend Jebb: 'I

am not myself such a child as either to expect or wish that all government should stand

r,7 Daniel Pultney to Duke of Rutland, l9 April 1785, cited in Christie, Ll/ilkes, lltyvill and Reform,p.2l5.
rÏ Christopher Wyvillto JJ, 6 May 1785, NYRO Wyvill mss.
r3n JJ ro Ciristopñer rù/yvill, 7 l./ray 1785, Jebb tII, pp. 377-83; NYRO Wyvill mss; Jebb published the

Ietter in the Public Advertiser,26May 1185.
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still in such a wonderfully complicated system of society as our own, in order that two or

three reformers may try their skill in greasing the wheels.'raO A week later Jebb

complained to a friend in Ireland that the cause of parliamentary reform in England was

under threat: 'the zeal with which some of our ablest and worlhy characters endeavour to

form an union of the people around the banner of the minister will do us irreparable

mischief, unless the delusion be soon discovered, and the friends of the People duly

informed.' At the SCI dinner Jebb had strongly but unsuccessfully opposed a toast to

,the Principles of Mr Pitt', and sourly observed that 'propositions of a similar nature

were proposed for future discussion at our Quintuple meeting ... where the virtuous

sincerity and practical rvisdom of the minister are held forth'. Jebb thought that Pitt and

the King's Irish policy revealed the 'native deformity' of their principles.'ot He told

Henry Joy that 'with my consent that best of Causes shall never be committed to the

hands of a man, who has manifested so marked a disregard to the general Interest of

Liberty'.

At an general meeting on June 3 a supporter of the Pitt-Wyvill plan moved that the SCI

should give its approval.ra' This led to a heated debate in which Jebb advocated

publication and circulation of the proposals, but 'warmly' opposed any vote of support'

According to Jebb he was accused by some of being 'an enemy to the cause'. 'I am

censured', he complained, 'as meaning to overthrow a question, in support of which I

have sacrificed my fortune, health, and peace of mind, ... but I will not swerve from

principle, let them say what they please'.t43 Two thousand copies of V/yvill's pamphlet

were printed, to which the Society added some generally critical comments.'oo Amidst

dissension and recrimination the cause of parliamentary reform was laid to rest until its

resur¡ection during the French Revolution. Searching for someone to blame, Jebb

publicly condemned Pitt's attempt at parliamentary reform as a 'solemn farce',r45 and

privately complained that 'lvfr Pitt has hurt our Cause by meddling with it'.ra6 Until its

roo J. Kier, An Account of the Life and l(ritings of Thomas Day (1791)' p' 66'
r4r JJ to John Forbes, l8 May 1785, NLI F.S. Bourke collection'
r42 PRo SCI Minutes II, pp. 1l l-14.
r,, Jebb ll'l,p.2l4; JJ to Archibald Hamilton Rowan,29 September 1785, Autobiography of Archibald

Hamilton Rowen, p. 130.

'oo SCI, Constitutional Tracts, ll, pp. 47 -52.
tas 'Trebatius' UJl,22 August 1785, Jebb III, pp. 394.
146 JJ to Henry Joy, [September 1785?1, LHL Joy papers.
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revival in the 1790s, the SCI was reduced to voicing support for law reform, abolition of

the slave trade, and cheering on Irish and Scottish political agitation.raT

In his final years Jebb was plagued by illness. In the spring of 1784 he was sick and

conhned to his bed for several weeks with 'an inflamatory complaint, which formed an

abscess in his groin'. He retired to Buxton for the summer but returned without any great

improvement in his health.tas In August 1785 Abigail Adams thought the 'poor man

looks as if he was not long intended as an ornament to Science or Learning - his health is

very poor'.t4' Jebb retired to the country for most of October, but again retumed to

London with his health little improved. Lindsey reported that in addition to a liver

complaint, Jebb 'has various complaints, the relics of a putrid fever caught from a patient

years ago, and never got rid of .rso

During the final months of itl-health leading up to his death on 2 March 1786, Jebb

passed his time studying the Saxon language and reading Anglo-Saxon and English

history, with an eye to examining the penal code and 'particular points of liberty''rsr g.

bemoaned the 'general apatþ' of his fellow countrymen with respect to political

reform.r52 Reading of developments in lreland, he railed against his countrymen: 'ruin is

pouring in upon us by a thousand channels; despotism approaches with alarming strides;

we listen to the seducing tales of the partisans of power'. He criticised the widespread

attack on the Irish, and argued that only a 'cordial spirit of good-will, nourished by

reciprocal acts of kindness' would secure cornmerce between Britain, Ireland and

America. With his health declining Jebb lamented that his voice was feeble and his pen

'destitute of that energy which is required to call the expiring virtue of my countrymen

to a knowledge of their rights:.r53 ¡1. was becoming increasingly despondent at the lack

of interest in reform:

r47 Black, Association, pp. 203-05.

'o* Jebb IM, p.200.
ì4e Abigail Adams jr to John Q. Adams, l3 September 1785, MHS Adams papers.
r5o The;philus Lindsey to William Tayleur,20 October 1785, JRL Lindsey-Tayleur correspondence.
rt' Jebb IM, p.216.
r52 'Trebatius' UJf,2 August 1785, Jebb III, p. 386.
153 'Trebatius' UJl,22 August 1785, Jebb III, pp. 390,393.
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The present state of the commonality of England is indeed deplorable.

We are exposed without friend or patron, like a helpless prey, to the

depredations of ministers of state. .... We are deprived of our right to

arms, by iniquitous game laws; ... of the right of suffrage, at the same

time that the long continuance of septennial parliaments has almost

obliterated the remembrance of our former powers of control.rsa
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Jebb's final months, however, were not entirely unhappy. As noted in chapter 8, in

August and September he enjoyed the company of John Adams, the recently appointed

ambassador to Britain (and future second president of the United States). Adams had

first met Jebb during a quick visit to London in November 1783.15s From the start he had

a high esteem for Jebb, whom he thought 'one of the best Citizens of the little

Commonwealth of the just upon Earth'.rtu Theophilus Lindsey also met Adams and

thought him 'a grave but agreeable character'.rsi Along with his wife and daughter (both

named Abigait), Adams was snubbed by the British elite. While they enjoyed the social

and a¡tistic scene, the Adams' frowned upon the decadence of the aristocracy. Abigail

wrote home to America that'I am ... so old fashioned as to prefer the society of Dr

Price, Dr Jebb and a few others iike them to the midnight Gamblers and titled

Gamesters;"t* and she seems to have derived much comfort from the company of Ann

Jebb.l5e After John Adams and Jebb had discussed the issue of providing salaries for

public offices, Adams wrote that 'I wish to continue our disquisitions concerning the

American Constitutions, because I think many things require amendment, and I hope for

Lights and aids from you in maturing them.'160 Unfortunately Jebb's ill-health and death

soon terminated these discussions.

,to A Letter to the Secretary of the Societyfor Constitutional Inþrmation II (1785), Jebb pp. 395-402,at

396.
,rt Smith, John Adams, pp. 581-84; Jebb presented Adams with some SCI pamphlets. JJ to John Adams,

27 November 1783, MttS Adams Papers; Also, at this time John Disney records that he 'supped at the

London Coffee House Club, when Messers Adams and Jay were there'. Disney, 'Diary', 13 November

1783.
Itu John Adams to Mr Stockdale, 3l January 1784, MHS Adams papers.
ls7 Mclachlan, Letters of Lindsey, p. 86.
r58 Abigail Adams snr., l5 September 1785, cited in Smith, John Adams, p. 184.
,tn Up; leaving England she consistently conveyed her affectionate regards to Ann Jebb: Abigail Adams

to Thomas Brand-Hollis, Portsmouth 5 April 1788 and New York 6 September 1788, MHS Adams

papers.
160 John Adams to JJ,26 September 1785, MHS Adams papers'
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Throughout his tife Jebb had spent much time associating with like-minded people. The

pages of Joln Disney's diary reveal the frequency with which Rational Dissenters and

their friends met and dined together. Thanks to the young Abigail Adams we can

glimpse this aspect of Jebb's tife. She has Ieft an account of a dinner at Jebb's house

which was also attended by Richard Brocklesby, two Irishmen, and a young man who

was possibly Samuel Romilly. Unfortunately the dinner does not seem to have gone off

quite as well as the Jebbs would have hoped. A 'flaming son of St Patrick' dominated

the conversation, Abigail told her brother:

he had got his dinner from somewhere else - and when we went to table

had nothing to do but talk, and so improved his faculty of speech that he

stunned the rest of the company. Such prejudices against the French

nation I never heard - the country, its government, laws, manners,

customs, &c. were attacked by him without reason' prudence or good

sense. He was very violent upon the American 'War also. He approved the

independence of America because it could not be avoided by this

country, but attributed to the fault of their generals that we were not

conquered. He would have granted the independence first and then have

attacked the French. He could bear to see America independent, but could

not support it that France should be at peace. Every Englishman and

Irishman too, I suppose, thinks he has a right to condemn or oppose

measures adopted by the rulers, as they seem fit in his eyes - my Lord

North, Mr Fox, &c. were condemned ...there was nothing that dicl not

receive his disapprobation in the line of politicks. When your father was

speaking, or appeared as if going to speak, he was all attention. I feared

he was going to make pappa watfn, by his [--] of our country and at the

same time giving his wise opinions respecting the War'

After this rather awkward start, things seem to have settled down somewhat as the others

cleared their food and found their tongues. Abigail found herself seated next to the

young man who was probably Samuel Romilly, and was initially delighted that he had

visited her beloved France. Yet as they began to converse it became clear that he

viewed everything I found with an eye of prejudice. Paris was not so ltne

a city as London, the French ladies he was sure could not be agreeable in

the eyes of the English, and in all he found a preference for this country.
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... before I sat down to table I had conceived an opinion that this

gentleman was a native of France, but had been long in this country.

From his name, complexion, and manners I was led to judge thus, and I

thought myself perfectly safe in the preference I gave to that country. But

I soon found I had a wrong idea, for he was verily English. Both the Dr

and Mrs Jebb spoke highly in praise of his abilities, good sense,

judgement, &c.'ut

While young Abigail longed to return to France, her parents felt entirely at home

indulging in vigorous political discussion with the enlightened and patriotic Jebbs.

IV Ann Jebb and the French Revolution

Unfortunately Jebb died just over three years before the outbreak of the French

Revolution. But Ann Jebb survived her husband until 1812, and maintained a lively

interest in politics. She was consoled with remembrance of John's 'talents and virtues',

and 'invariably spoke of him, though still without repining, in language of the deepest

regret'.r62 She continued to entertain friends despite illness up until her death. In the

course of conversation Ann would often refer to the authority of her late husband,

pointing to his bust which stood beside her on a table.r63 White largely conf,tned to her

house for the last decade of her life, Ann was regularly visited by old friends such as

John Disney and his daughter.t* Among her most frequent visitors were Thomas Jervis

(1748-1833), who succeeded Andrew Kippis as minister at the Unitarian chapel in

Westminster (1796-1808), and the novelist and travel writer Anne Plumptre.r6s The latter

was an author and enthusiastic Jacobin who in 1795 addressed her literary agent in

London as 'Dear Citizen' and expressed an admiration for John Thelwall.r66

16r Abigail Adams jr. to John Q. Adams, l3 September 1785, MHS Adams papers.
162 Meadley, Memoir of Ann Jebb,p.24.
16r Meadley, Memoir of Ann Jebb, pp. 53-4.
rs John Disney to Mary Hayes, 3l January 1793, DWL Mss. 24'93.3.
rus Meadley, Memoir of Ann Jebb,p.49:' DNB'
lu6 C.B. Jewson, The Jacobin City: a portrait of Norwich in its reaction to the French Revolution, i,788-

1802 (1975),p.90.
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Ann was unimpressed with the political gymnastics performed by both Pitt and Fox

during the Regency Crisis. 'I have been very poorly', she wrote to Cartwright, 'and am

almost worn out by reading long speeches, without finding a single argument to make

me alter my sentiments; but a great deal of foreign matter, illiberal language, and a want

of honesty in both sides of the House.'ró7 She was also disappointed when Pitt turned his

back on the Dissenters and opposed abolition of the Test Act. Yet she had the

satisfaction of witnessing Fox's Libel Act, and extension of the franchise to Irish

Catholics. Along with many other Britons, Ann Jebb enthusiastically welcomed the

French Revolution. She was 'thankful that I am living to see a dispensation to bind

tyrants in chains, to reform the sanguinary laws, and to let the oppressed go free'. After

reading of the Festival of Federation, she declared that Louis XVI should think himself

'superior to all the kings and emperors who ever tyrannised over mankind'.16t Ann was

concerned by the aristocratic presence in the National Assembly, but remained confident

that the majority would 'complete the glorious work'. 'You see', she told Brand-Hollis,

the fire is spreading everywhere. I tell you the world is a good world, as

the Doctor used to say, and the people who find fault with it should mend

themselves. There is a time for everything; if the French had refonned

sooner, the reformation would have been less complete'16e

When France went to war against its monarchical European neighbours in 1792, she

argued against Britain's involvement in two short pamphlets. In response to a loyalist

broadside,rro 4¡n argued that 'the swinish multitude are not destitute of humanity: do not

make them mad, and they can feel, as sensibly, at least, as Mr Burke', and declared that

if the necessary reforms had not been resisted then there would have been no conflict.rTr

Writing five days after the execution of Louis XVI, Ann blamed those who encouraged

him to oppose the Revolution rather than submit to popular sovereignty. She pleaded

against entering into anotherwar when Britain was only recently recovered from the

disastrous American conflict. 'surely ... the shedding rivers of blood, in revenge for the

16? AJ to John Cartwright, [ ? ] February 1789, Memoir of Ann Jebb, pp.26-27.
ru8 AJ to Thomas Brand-Hollis ,24 Jrtly 1790, Memoir of Ann Jebb, p' 29 -

r6e AJ to Thomas Brand-Hollis, 3l August 1790, Memoir of AnnJebb,p.30.
r7o 

[Rev William Jones of Nayland], One Penny-I(orth of Truthfrom Thomas Bull to his brother John Bull
(1792); this was initiatly answered by [----], John Bull's Answer to Thomqs Bull's Pennyworth of Truth

(13 December 1792).
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blood of one man, will be no proof of our superior justice, nor will the making of

thousands of weeping widows and helpless orphans, give us reason to boast ow superior

humanity'.tt2 Charles James Fox regained Ann's respect through this support for the

French Revolution, abolition of the slave trade, religious toleration, and parliamentary

reform. When Pitt died in January 1806, Ann observed that Fox and the 'ministry of

talents' would be constrained by the need to conclude an unfavourable peace with

Napoleon and raise taxes in preparation for more war. 'Mr Pitt did not live long enough

to convince the City or the people sufficiently, that that he was driving the nation to a

precipice; and left just in time to avoid the odium of the strong measures, which must be

resorted to.'r73 But her hopes of peace waned with Fox's ill-health and his death later in

the year.

The factional instabilþ in high politics following the death of Pitt in 1806 was

accompanied by some revived interest in the cause of parliamentary reform. Ann Jebb,

however, was disappointed by the divisions that were evident among the reformers.

While she saw 'violent friends of liberty' emerging from the lower classes, Ann

remained a supporter of the Foxites:

Some people seem to wish for a nerw party: - but where are we to get

them?'Who can point out to us where these wonder working men are to

be found, who can do the work of thirty years in a single session? Rome

was not built in a day.tla

She continued to support some of the Whigs, md was particularly impressed with

Samuel Romilly's commitment to penal reform.rTt Ann Jebb remained an opponent to

the war against Napoleon, even refusing to approve of V/ellington's campaign on the

tlt AJ, Two Pennyworth of Truthfor a Penny; or, a true state of Facts; with an Apologtfor Tom Bull, in a

Letter to Br other John (13 December 11 92), p. ll ; Memoir of Ann Jebb, pp. 32-33.
t72 AJ, Two Pennyworth More of Truthfor a Penny; being ø Second Letter from - Bull to Brother John (26

January 1793), p. 15.
rtt AJ to John Disney, 23 Jantary & 20 February 1806, Memoir of Ann Jebb, pp.37-38.
r74 AJ to John Disney, l0 June 1807, Memoir of AnnJebb,p.4l.
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Iberian peninsula.ttu She passed away on 20 January 1812 after many years confined to

her house in Halfmoon Street, Piccadilly. Frail, sickly, and relatively house-bound, to the

last Ann Jebb observed and commented upon political developments with a mind shaped

by the religious, philosophical and politicat debates of the first half of George III's reign.

r75 Meadley, Memoir of Ann Jebb,p.45'
f 76 Meadley, Memoir of Ann Jebb,pp.42-45
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At the Revolution Society cornmemorative dinner in 1788 a toast to 'the immortal

memory of Hampden, Pym, Russell, and Sydney' was followed with one to 'the memory

of Andrew Marvell, Milton, Locke, the late Mr Hollis, and the late Dr John Jebb'.r The

leading role Jebb played in the reform movement in the early 1780s was recognised by

both friend and foe. If it can be said that Richard Price was the 'first and original Left-

Wing Intellectual'2 in British history, Jebb was one of the first 'left-wing' activists' This

thesis has sought to provide a detailed description of Jebb's activities and set them in the

context of his various intellectual convictions.

Herbert Butterfield once argued that Britain came close to revolution in 1780.3 This view

has since been discredited. Despite the strong language used by Jebb and his fellow

radicals, they remained middle-class reformers committed to the rule of law'

Nevertheless, their argument that the Commons should represent individuals rather than

the interests of property had radical implications - something borne out by the reaction of

mainstream Whigs such as Burke and Rockingham. In 1780 Jebb had suggested that the

parliament should be reformed in order to free the House of Commons from crown and

aristocratic manipulation and allow it to accurately represent the will of 'the people'' But

few in Britain's governing classes shared his desire for radical reform' 'When William

pitt drew up a moderate reform bill Jebb angrily observed that his rejection of 'the

principle of universal suffrage, shews that he either understands not or denies the

existence of [the people's] primary rights'.a In a private letter Jebb expressed his hope

that the example of the Irish Volunteers would 'shake the Aristocracy to its centre', after

which 'the tyranny of the Church must give wây', and there would be nothing left to

'obstruct complete success'.5 Jebb envisioned a profound moral and political

'reformation' which would have encouraged religious pluralism and placed greater

political and social power in the hands of the 'middling sort''

I An Abstrqct of the History and Proceedings of the Revolution Society in London (1789), p. 4'
2 Pocock, 'Radical Criticisms of the V/hig Order', in Jacob, Origins of Anglo-American Radicalism, p. 48
3 Butterfield, George III, Lord North, and the People (1959)'
a JJ to Henry Joy, 18 May 1785, LHL Joy papers.
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Jebb's cornmitment to a radical political platform was rooted in a combination of

scientific empiricism, Socinianism, philosophical determinism and radical Whig

politics. Of particular importance was the influence of David Hartley's attempt to

combine a determinist philosophy and the notion of universal salvation with a powerful

call for moral and religious reform. Jebb's religious and philosophical disposition

allowed him to confidently support demands for reform with a mix of historical, natural

rights and utilitarian arguments. Jebb's intellectual conf,tdence and inclination for radical

ideas moved forward under the influence of his social and political experience' At

Cambridge he worked to reform some aspects of what was later termed 'Old

Comrption'. The fierce opposition Jebb encountered provided an education in the

politics of institutional inertia. Such first hand experience of the difficulties attending

institutional reform set him apart from many fellow Rational Dissenters such as like

price, priestley, and Lindsey, and may partly explain his more active interest in politics.6

Following his death Jebb's friends praised his candour and unrelenting efforts to realise

high ideals. In answer to Burke's denigration of the members of the Society for

Constitutional Information, Benjamin Bousfield declared that the example of the late Dr

Jebb 'should shield them from detraction', as a man 'whose labours, and whose learning

were dedicated to the service, the freedom, and the happiness of mankind. His

benevolent disposition was neither bound by space nor time'.? To the moderate reformer

and political realist Christopher Wyvill, Jebb

\¡/as a man of great abilities, of extensive leaming; eloquent in his writing

and in debate; amiable for his candour and benevolence; exemplary for

his piety, and the strict morality of his private life; and in his public

conduct he maintained Truth with the intrepidity of a Martyr; and

pursued the General Good with the ardour of an Enthusiast.8

The general opinion of both friend and opponent was that Jebb would have been satisfied

with nothing short of heaven-on-earth - which is exactly what he was working toward.

At the age of fifty, however, a life of earnest agitation was ended by persistent ill-health'

5 JJ to Henry Joy, [785?], LHL Joy papers.
u I owe this point to Martin Fitzpatrick.
7 Benjamin 

-Bousfield, 
Observitions on the Right Hon. Edmund Burke's Pamphlet, On the Subject of the

French Revolution(Dublin, 1791), in Gregory Claeys ed., Politicat Writings of the 1790s (1790)' p.96.
8 l4tyvtll Papers,IV, p. 521n.
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Perhaps Jebb should have listened to the advice Henry Taylor proffered Ann: 'I wish the

Dr loved nonsense as well as I do. It would take off all the ill consequence of his

thinking and acting with so little relaxation. Your souls are only frt for Spiritual Bodies;

they will wear out such as are made of flesh and blood to soon.'e

Historians have disagreed fiercely in recent decades as to how we should characterise

eighteenth-century England. V/as it a conservative and deferential society, dominated by

aristocracy and Church?ro Or is it more accurately depicted as a dynamic society, with a

burgeoning middle-class, and in which established institutions were on the back-foot,

having to adapt in the face of continual social, economic, intellectual and political

change and challenge?rr While this debate will continue to rage, it is clear that any

understanding of the period must take into account both perspectives. Eighteenth-century

England was a society with its roots firmly planted in the past. It was governed by a

wealtþ landed class who copied continental fashions. Parliament was composed of the

representatives of various corporate 'interests' (landed, mercantile and institutional).

While providing a classical education for some of the ruling class, the two universities

acted as seminaries for a Church of England that preached submission to established

authority. And a brutal criminal code guarded property against the desires or desperation

of the propertyless. However, it is also clear that within this old society there were

stresses and strains, disaffection and dissent. In the second half of the century in

particular, traditional institutions, beliefs and practices had to adapt to enlightened,

evangelical and popular criticism. The degree to which the character of Britain's

governing institutions and ideology were challenged will remain the subject of debate,

yet challenges wefe clearly mounted by the likes of John and Ann Jebb.

Substantial parliamentary reform was not enacted until nearly fifty years after Jebb's

death. But if the eighteenth-century reformers failed to see the parliament adopt their

proposals, they succeeded in developing ideas and establishing organisations which

formed the basis of the nineteenth-century reform movement. Jebb's time was a period

of great demographic change and an increasing flow of information through newspapers

'Henry Taylor to AJ, [1785?], CUL Taylor papers.
l0 Clark, English Society 1688-1832 (1985).
rl Roy Porter, English Soctety in the Eighteenth Century (1982); Paul Langford, A Polite and Commercial

People; England 1727-1783 (Oxford, 1989).
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and pamphlets. The pamphlets of Jebb's SCI and the declarations of the Association

movement played an important part in the expansion of the political nation and the

growing importance of public opinion. While Jebb saw little in the way of reforms

enacted during his lifetime, he nevertheless made an important contribution to the

development of politics in modern Britain (and some of its colonies).
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